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Preface

This Guide was prepared by the Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO) of
Alexandria, Virginia, under contract to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (Contract
No. FH 11-7602). It is intended for use by the driving school industry in its efforts to upgrade the
quality of professional driving instruction. A companion report entitled "Guide for Teacher Preparation
in Driver Education. Secondary School Edition" has been developed for institutions engaged in
preparing those who will teach driver education within the secondary school system.

This document was prepared by the staff of the Safety Research Program of HumRRO's System
Operations Division, Dr. J. Daniel Lyons, Director. The Principal Investigator for the contract was Dr. A.
James McKnight, while Dr. Alan G. Hundt served as Project Director. The remainder of the staff
included Ms. June Cunningham, Mr. Jerome Corbino, Ms. Jane V. Lee, and Ms. Lola M. Craw.

The HumRRO staff was assisted by an advisory panel consisting of Mr. Paul Halula, Mr Richard R.
Redinger, and Mr. Warren Rumsfield.

The information from which this Guide was prepared came from a variety of sources. However,
particularly extensive use was made from information contained in the following publications:

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and Traffic Safety Education: Content,
Methods, and Organization, The MacMillan Company, New York, 1969.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods and ContentA Manual for Teachers
of Driver and Traffic Safety Education, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Reading,
Massachusetts, 1968.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Concepts, and Strategies, Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 1971 (including Laboratory Manual and Teachers
Manual for the same publication).

Sincere appreciation is extended to Drs. Aaron, Strasser, and Anderson for the major contribution
they have made to this Guide.

Appreciation is also expressed for the assistance provided by Dr. Earl D. Heath, NHTSA Contract
Technical Manager at the time the work began, and to Dr. William E. Tarrants, Director of the
Manpower Development Division, NHTSA, who later assumed technical management of the contract.
Other representatives of NHTSA who made valuable contributions include Dr. Leroy Dunn and Dr.
Nevelle Moore.
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rpose

As As a step toward improvement in driving instruction, HurriRRO, under National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration Contract No. FH 11-7602, has developed this Guide for Teacher Preparation in
Driver Education, which provides operators of driving schools with a body of information and proce-
dures that will enable them to develop programs capable of meeting the particular needs of their
students, and capable of being administered within the resources available to them.

This Guide does riot attempt to prescribe one specific instructional program. A
would not provide the flexibility required to cope with varying situations; nor could a
accommodate the changes in needs and resources that are constantly occurring in

transportation and education.
Part I discusses the characteristics of the highway transportation system, their

single program
single program
the worlds of

relationship to
accident causation, and the programs that exist to improve the effectiveness of the system.

Part II deals with the components of the instructional system: (1) the system itself and its

obief.tives: (2) the professional driving instructor; (3) curriculum development; and (4) curriculum

adrmniscration,
Part Ill offers a guide for instruction in some 60 driving tasks, suggesting procedures and skills to

be acquired for each task, learning problems to be anticipated, and hazards and laws involved. Suggested
instructional aids and resource materials are also included.
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Part I

HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
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Part I - Introduction

Introduction

The student should know the characteristics of the highway transportation system,
their relationship to accident causation, and the nature of programs that exist to
improve the effectiveness of the system.

The culture of America is oriented to the automobile. In seven decades the automobile has
become an indispensable part of the economic: and social life of the United States. Despite efforts to
encourage alternative modes of transportationparticularly mass transitthe number of automobiles
increases. At present well over 100 million licensed drivers operate a like number of registered vehicles.
Three quarters of the families in America own at least one car.

The availability of the automobile has given Americans new freedom in their choice of business,
social, and cultural-activities. Among its effects upon our society are the following:

The creation of a new industry, the auto industry, and many others that could not have
existed without the auto.
The organization of the country's public school system.
A rural-urban character of the nation.
A general decentralization of merchandising.
The location, design and construction of housing.

Components of the Highway Transportation System

The student should know the specific components of the highway transportation
system.

The automobile and the person who drives it are part of a large, complex highway transportation
system. This transportation system includes, in addition to the driver and his vehicle, the roadway over
which the vehicle is driven and the traffic the driver encounters, and the natural environment in which
the driver operates the vehicle. How well these components interact with one another will determine
how effective the highway transportation system is in achieving its goalthe safe, rapid, and comfortable
movement of people and goods from one place to another.

The Driver. Since it is the driver who sets the highway transportation system in motion, it is the
driver's performance that, more than anything else, determines how effectively the system will operate.
The driver's performance is, in turn, greatly influenced by the early instruction he receives. This
instruction not only helps to establish the knowledges and skills that determine how well he can
perform, but it also can exert a strong influence over the attitudes and habits that determine how well
he will perform.

The Vehicle. While improvements must be sought, today's automobile is still, on the whole, a
potentially safe and dependable piece of equipment. However, whether this potentiality is realized
depends largely on its human operator. He must be prepared to drive it effectively and keep it in safe
operating condition through routine maintenance and repair.

Roadway. Today's roadway system measures more than 31/2 million miles. It would take a driver,
covering 300 miles a day, more than 33 years to drive the entire system. In order to utilize this roadway
system effectively, the driver must be able to cope with its characteristicsits hills, curves, intersections,
on-ramps and off-ramps. He must also react properly to the signs, control signals, and lane markings that
have been provided to regulate the flow and enhance the safety of highway travel.

1-3
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Part I Highway Transportation System

Traffic. The presence on the roadway of other roadway users, including automobiles, trucks, buses,
and pedestrians, constitutes a potential obstacle to the driver's progress and a hazard to his safety. Since
traffic is composed largely of vehicles and drivers, it does not constitute a separate component of the
highway transportation system in any objective sense. However, from the viewpoint of the individual
driverwho, after all, represents the focal point of this Guidetraffic represents an important and
formidable component of the system. The demands it places upon him are heightened by the fact that
other road users are not static, but move in a complex and often unpredictable pattern.

The Environment. The natural environment in which the highway transportation system operates,
because it interacts with other components in determining the effectiveness of the system, may be
conveniently viewed as an inherent part of the system itself. Changes in illumination, weather, and
temperature, ranging from normal to extreme, create a condition to which the driver must adapt.

Highway Safety Problem

The student should know the relationship of highway transportation system to the cause
and-prevention of highway accidents.

To provide safe and rapid transportation, the various components of the highway transportation
system must interact in an effective manner. When the interaction breaks down, 'he result is an accident
or traffic congestion. It is the accident problem that represents the primary concern of this Guide.
Enhancement of traffic flow, while important, is a lesser consideration. In actuality, the distinction
between the two is more logical than real. On the whole, that which enhances safety expedites traffic;
that which enhances traffic flow reduces the chances of an accident. In snort, an effective interaction
between highway system components is largely the same whether effectiveness is measured in terms of
safety or traffic flow.

The concept of an accident as resulting from an ineffective interaction among system components
is important because it focuses attention on the way in which system components work together rather
than on individual factors. When an accident occurs, there is rarely a single "cause." A driver who has
an accident on a rain-slick curve is not solely responsible for it. True, had he been driving more slowly,
the accident might not have occurred. However, had the curve been better marked or banked, or had
the pavement been dry, the accident might have been prevented. Studies of accidents, therefore, must
focus on the interaction of factors producing the accident. Similarly, efforts to prevent accidents must
focus on improving the nature of this4rrtwaction.

Highway Safety Programs

The student should know the elements of existing highway safety programs and
their relation to driver education.

A multifaceted highway safety problem demands a multifaceted program of accident prevention.
To a certain extent, such a program does now exist. Some elements of this program, like driver
education, are focused upon the driver. They attempt to enhance highway safety through improving the
driver's performance. These include such activities as driver licensing, police traffic services, and traffic
courts. Another set of elements is concerned with the attempt to improve vehicle performance. These
include vehicle registration and inspection and vehicle safety engineering. A final group of elements
focuses upon the inherent safety of the highway, These include highway engineering, which is concerned
with the design and construction of roadways, and traffic engineering, which is concerned with control
systems to regulate flow of traffic over the highway.

The various elements of the highway safety program, to the extent that they interrelate with one
another, form what might be called a "highway safety system." If the driving instructor is to function as

1.4
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Part I - Highway Safety Programs

part of such a system, he must be familiar with other components of the system, particularly those with
which he most frequently interacts. He should certainly be familiar with driver licensing requirements,
traffic laws and ordinances, and vehicle registration requirements. While his relationship purely with the
vehicle and highway components of the system is somewhat more remote, he should still have some
familiarity with them.

At present, it seems fair to say that only a minority of driving instructors view themselves as being
a part of a highway safety program, or as having much in common with those who play an
acknowledged role in highway safety. Indeed, it is probably true that the relation of many driving
instructors to highway safety is a lot more tenuous than their own students believe it to be. This state
of affairs becomes embarrassingly evident in an instructor's inability to answer such questions as: "Why
do I have to come to a full stop at a stop sign?"; "What can they do to me if I refuse to take a breath
test?"; or "Why didn't they build a cloverleaf at such-and-such interchange?". However, the industry at
large is striving to increase the level of professionalism among its constituents and an increasing
awareness may be expected among the nation's driving instructors of the range of organizations and
people sharing their concern for safe driving.

Management of Highway Safety Programs

The student should know the assignment of responsibilities for management of federal
and state highway safety programs.

Efforts to unite various activities concerned with highway safety into an integrated program began
in the early 1930's with the first real public awareness and concern over the highway injury and death
rate. Various federal, state, and local agencies and committees were established to undertake the
planning needed to see that funds were obtained and applied in a way that would have the most
beneficial effect upon highway safety.

A significant event in the effort to develop integrated programs was the passage of the Highway
Safety Act of 1966. This Act authorized grants-in-aid on a matching basis to assist states and their local
subdivisions to develop, expand, and improve their safety programs. However, to qualify for funds,
states were required to have a highway safety program approved by the Secretary of Transportation.
Requirements for programs were established under the following 16 Highway Safety Program Standards:

Periodic motor vehicle inspection
Motor vehicle registration
Motorcycle safety
Driver licensing
Driver education
Codes and laws
Traffic courts
Alcohol in relation to highway safety
Identification and surveillance of accident locations
Traffic records
Emergency medical services
Highway design, construction, and maintenance
Traffic control devices
Pedestrian safety
Police traffic services
Debris hazard control and clean-up

Proposed activities and funding requirements for each state are set forth in its annual Highway
Safety Work Program. Preparation of this program is coordinated by the Governor's Highway Safety
Representative. Many of the materials and facilities currently used to support instructional programs

1-5
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Part I - Highway Transportation System

in various communities were obtained through funds obtained under the state highway safety program.
These funds are frequently called "402 funds," after the section of the Highway Safety Act that
authorized them.

At the federal lave!, the program is administered by the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration ( NHTSA). In addition to its review and approval of state programs, NHTSA provides,
under Section 403 of the Highway Safety Act, complete support of research and development projects
designed to furnish information and projects in furtherance of state programs. These "403 funds" were
used to support development of this Guide.

Driver Licensing

The student should know the objective and nature of driver licensing functions and
their relation to driver education.

The objective of the driver licensing function is to assure that the opportunity to drive is extended
only to those who are qualified to operate a vehicle safely.

All states require drivers to obtain licenses before they may operate a motor vehicle. The licensing
procedure involves the following components

Evaluation of credentials
Birth certificate
Driver education certificate

Examination
Physical screening

Physical handicaps or deformities
Hearing

Shakiness, unsteadiness
Obvious symptoms of disease

Visual screening
Acuity
Color
Field of vision
Glare recovery

Knowledge test
Road signs
Rules of the road

Performance test
Starting
Stopping
Shifting
Turning
Backing
Parking

Administrative functions
Photograph
Fee collection
Processing of license documents

Basic types of operator's licenses include the following.
Learner's permitA certificate that allows an individual of specified age to operate a vehicle
for learning purposes under the supervision of a licensed driver.
Operator's license -A certificate that allows an individual to operate a motor vehicle for his
own purposes, whether business or pleasure.

1-6
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Part 1 - Driver Licensing

Chauffeur's licenseA certificate that allows an individual to operate a vehicle in the employ
of another individual or an agency, including operation of trucks, buses, school buses, and
taxis.
Restricted licenseAny of the above licenses in which specified restrictions are imposed
upon particular operators; such restrictions may relate to the need fur special aids (e.g.,
glasses), hours of the day in which the vehicle may be operated, type and construction of
th' vehicle, or range of travel.

In addition to issuing operators' licenses, the licensing activity also maintains records of traffic
offenses of which drivers are convicted and records suspensions or revocations of licenses. The records
are generally maintained within the state motor vehicle department, which administers the licensing
function. Records may also be kept at other locations such as police departments, traffic courts, and
research agencies. The primary objectives in maintaining accident records are the following:

To allow police to determine whether an individual driver's license has been suspended or
revoked.
To allow courts to consider previous offenses when sentencing convicted driver (not to
determine guilt or innocence).
To operate a "point" system. Under such a system, drivers receive points for traffic
offenses, according to an established weighting system. Specified numbers of accumulative
points result in issuance of warnings, and suspension of licenses.
To allow other states to consider an applicant's driving record for granting a license.

Because of the mobility of today's driving population, states readily exchange information with
one another. To help foster interstate cooperation, the U.S. Department of Transportation maintains a

National Driver Register. At the request of the state licensing agency, the name of the new applicant
will be checked against the Register's files to determine whether that applicant's license is reported as
having been revoked or suspended in another state.

Of all elements of a highway safety program, driver licensing has the closest relationship to driver
instruction. Bc 'i have as a common concern the driver's ability to operate a vehicle safely. Driver
instruction is concerned with the development of that ability; driver licensing is concerned with assessing
its attainment. In the eyes of many students, driver instruction is merely a means by which a student
qualifies fur a driver's license. This relationship has been reinforced by the requirements imposed by
many states, that persons under the age of 18 complete a formal, "approved" course before they apply

for a license.
To the extent that instruction and licensing share the same goalwhich is, to make sure that

prospective drivers are able to operate a vehicle safelyit behooves the driving instructor to prepare his
students for the license examination. However, the instructor should recognize that the goal of his
instructional program is safe driving, not simply preparing the students to pass the examination, and he
should attempt to see to it that students accept this goal. No professional driving instructor should ever
aid a student in circumventing the objectives of the examination; nor should he encourage an unquali-
fied student even to take an examination. A truly competent instructor will generally gain a better idea
of an individual's ability to drive safely in an hour or more of in-car instruction than will the driver
licensing examiner in the brief period typically available to him for testing, Unless he applies his
information in the interests of highway safety, he does his student, as well as society at large, a great
disservice.

Police Traffic Services

The student should know the objectives and functions of the police with respect
to +rRffic services, and the relation of this activity to driver education.

1-7
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Part I - Highway Transportation System

The objective of service performed by police in the highway transportation system is similar to
that of the professional driving instructorto assure safe vehicle operation and effective flow of traffic.
This objective is fulfilled by the following:

Identifying unsafe or otherwise ineffective operators for warning or prosecution.
Directly supervising traffic flow.
Assisting the injured and restoring traffic flow following an accident.
Investigating and reporting accident causes and consequences.
Providing information to motorists.
Assisting in license examinations.

The driving instructor can assist the police in improving the safety of the highway transportation
system by encouraging his students to (1) observe traffic laws, and (2) support the police in their
performance of traffic services. Specific activities that may be performed in this regard include the
following:

Emphasizing the "service" function of the police.

The term "Police Traffic Services" implies a broader range of activities than "law
enforcement" and is a truer reflection on the role played by police in the highway
transportation system. The police functions identified in the preceding paragraph
should be described in terms of their benefit to the prospective driver.

Attempting to overcome misconceptions concerning police operations.

Encouraging students to support legislation that removes police departments from political
influence or dependence upon fines for revenues.

Encouraging students to give assistance to police where possible, e.g., care of the injured at
an accident site.

Traffic Courts

The student should know the objectives and functions of traffic courts and their
relation to driver education.

The objective of the traffic court system is to encourage safe vehicle operation and effective traffic
flowindirectly, by creating strong incentives for observance of traffic laws; directly, by providing for
the rehabilitation or removal from the road of traffic offenders

On the average day over 100,000 motorists are charged with a traffic violation of some nature.
While the majority may never actually reach the courtroom, most areat least in theoryprocessed by
the traffic court. Processing of cases involves the following functions:

Pretrial Procedures
Verifying complaints and citations.
Issuing summonses.
Setting trial dates.
Granting dismissal or continuances.
Obtaining relevant records.

Trial Procedures
Conducting trials.
Granting warrants or accepting forfeiture of bail for nonappearance.
Disposing of cases, dismissal, acquittal, conviction.

1-8



Part I - Traffic Courts

Posttrial Procedures
Presentence investigation.
Sentencing.
Collecting tines.

Follow-up
Probation hearings and reports.
Reports of medical or psychiatric examination.

Most courts do a commendable job of adjudicating traffic cases. Despite the complaints of
motorists, very few wrongful convictions or excessive punishments are imposed. There is a more likely
occurrence on the side of leniency. However, today's traffic courts are confronted with a number of
problems that hamper the administration of justice. The most serious of these problems are the
following.

Traffic courts, like most other courts, labor under excessive case loads. As a consequence,
they are unable to give individual cases the attention, in the form of record checks,
presentence investigation, hearing of witnesses, that the public and the courts could wish.
Only a minority of judges are fully prepared to try traffic cases. Many magistrates and
small town judges have no legal training. Many of those who do have legal training are
unfamiliar with the problems of highway safety. It is primarily in the larger cities, where a
separate traffic court may be supported, that judges are fully trained with respect to both
the judicial and highway transportation system.
Many traffic courts, particularly in smaller cities, are dependent upon fines for necessary
revenues. While this practice is deplored by judicial and law enforcement groups as well as
the public at large, its elimination requires the willingness of legislative groups to provide
support through taxes.

In the interests of highway safety, the driving instructor should help to overcome misconceptions
and negative attitudes concerning traffic courts by

Accepting court magistrates as "colleagues" in highway safety.

Becoming familiar with the nature of court operation.

Devoting at least a few moments of class time to a discussion of traffic courts.

Avoiding disparaging remarks concerning traffic courts.

Not reinforcing any negative remarks of his students concerning traffic courts.

Vehicle Registration and Inspection

The student should know the objectives and requirements of vehicle registration
and inspection.

The objective of vehicle registration and inspection programs is to establish legal responsibility for

a vehicle thus helping to assure that it is operated safely and maintained in a safe condition. A motor
vehicle is a potentially dangerous piece of equipment. Public safety demands that someone assume legal

responsibility for each vehicle and financial responsibility for the results of its operation, Registration

permits the owner of the vehicle to be identified whenever the vehicle is involved in an accident or

traffic offense, or is used for an illegal purpose. Vehicle registration also aids in the location and
identification of the vehicle itself whenever it has been stolen or used for an illegal activity; or when an

emergency requires contact with the vehicle's operator.

1-9
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Part I - Highway Transportation System

To help assure that vehicles are maintained and equipped for safe operation, many states require
vehicle inspection. The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards encourages states to inspect vehicles
upon initial registration and at least once a year thereafter. While many states meet or exceed this
standard, many only require inspection upon registration or sale, random spot inspections, inspection
following accidents, or no inspection at all.

The registration and inspection requirements that are imposed upon drivers are dealt with later in
this Guide in connection with driving instruction (Part III). However, in addition to meeting require-
ments, drivers must be encouraged to give support to vehicle safety programs. Many drivers tend to look
upon both registration and inspection as an inconvenience created primarily for the purpose of raising
revenues. The fees that are collected generally do little more than cover the cost of the program. What is
left over is typically applied to services that benefit drivers. Driving instructors should, where possible,
emphasize the impact of registration and inspection programs upon the safety and welfare of the
individual driver and the public at large.

Vehicle Safety Engineering

The student should know the aspects of vehicle engineering that influence safety of
operation.

The automobile, in both design and installed equipment, is becoming safer to operate each year.
However, safety must compete with other considerations, including the following.

Style

American consumers are extremely style conscious in their purchase of automobiles. Those safety
features that cannot be readily accommodated within a contemporary, attractive design are difficult
to sell.

Economy

Safety engineering costs money. Unfortunately, experience has shown that consumers tend to
resist paying for design features whose sole function is safety. Such features must generally be made
mandatory before they can be widely implemented.

Convenience

Safety features that are inconvenient to use tend not to be accepted, or, if they are accepted, not
used. A great deal of the attention that has been devoted to "passive" restraint systems is a result of the
inconvenience caused by lap belts and shoulder harnesses.

Automobile engineering characteristics that influence the safety of operation are those that relate
to the driver's ability to see, his ability to communicate his presence and intent, his ability to control
the vehicle, and his protection from possible injury in the event of an accident. These characteristics
include:

1-10

Visibility Characteristics
Windshieldarea, contours, lack of distortion.
Windshield wipersblade actuation.
Door pillarssize, location.
Hood, fendersheight, shape.
Mirrorssize, shape, location.
Headlightsintensity, direction, focus.
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Part I - Vehicle Safety Engineering

Communication
Headlights, taillightsintensity, color, standardization.
Brake lightsintensity, location, color.
Turn signalslocation, color.

Control
Steering systemratios, linkage.
Tirestraction, reliability.
Brakesstopping power, reliability.
Shock absorbers, suspension system.

Protection
Dashboarddesign, padding, standardization.
Steering columndesign ("break away"), padding.
Restraint systems

Activelap belt, shoulder harness.
Passiveair bag.

Windshield construction.
Door latchesdesign, method of actuation.
Body construction.
Interior design.

Under the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, the National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration (NHTSA) has responsibility for developing and assuring compliance with the

Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards covering all aspects of vehicle design and construction. In
fulfillment of its responsibilities, NHTSA carries on the following vehicle-related activites:

Accident investigation by multidisciplinary teams to identify causes.
Analysis of vehicle design and test of vehicle components to determine compliance with
federal standards.
Research and development covering design of vehicle components and safety equipment.
Design, construction, and test of experimental safety vehicles.
Preparation and dissemination of consumer information publications, films, and exhibits.

Continuous revision of safety standards.
Automobile manufacturers are required to identify safety defects in vehicles, to notify owners, and

to recall vehicles for correction of defects.

Highway and Traffic Engineering

The student should know the impact of improved highway design and traffic
engineering upon the inherent safety of the roadway, and ability of the road-
way to provide safe and expeditious travel.

America's 111 million drivers are serviced by nearly 4 million miles of highway, nearly half of

which is surfaced with asphalt or concrete materials that permit safe all-weather travel. These roads

supported over 1,125 billion vehicle miles of travel in 1970. Efforts are continually being devoted to

designing new highways and controlling traffic over existing highways in such a way as to provide not

only safe driving conditions but the widest possible margin for driver error.
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Highway Design

A major stimulus to the construction of new modern highways was the passage in 1956 of the
Federal Aid Highway Act under which some 41,000 miles of high speed interstate highway will soon
have been completed. The modern design of the roadways that constitute the Federal Interstate System
allows a large number of vehicles to travel at high rates of speed in relative safety. It is the increased
number of miles travelled on these highways that, more than any other single factor, has been
responsible for the gradual decline in the motor vehicle death rate (deaths per million miles) throughout
the past half century.

Highway design features that have improved safety of vehicle operation include the following:

Construction of four or more lanes to permit passing without hazard from oncoming traffic.

Separation of opposing lanes of traffic through median dividers.

Increased sight distance through reduction in the number and severity of curves, hills, and
dips.

The use of underpasses and overpasses to separate traffic on intersecting highways.

Design of highway interchanges (e.g., Cloverleaf) in such a way as to permit vehicles to attain
or maintain highway speeds before entering or exiting.

Use of surface materials that provide better traction under various weather conditions.

Improved lighting, particularly near interchanges, to illuminate roadway configurations, signs,
and traffic.

Wider and better-constructed shoulders to permit vehicles to leave the roadway without
interfering with other traffic.

Improved design and location of signs, light standards, and other potentially hazardous
objects along the roadway.

Decreased rate of curvature and improved banking in curves.

Better guardrails to prevent cars from leaving the roadway.

Removal of embankments and ditches alongside the roadway.

Traffic Engineering

While a great deal of driving takes place on modern Interstate highways, these highways account
for less than 2% of the total mileage of American roadways. Most of the roadway system is comprised
of the state and county highways and city streets upon which the majority of everyday driving takes
place. Improved safety on existing roadways is achieved primarily by the manner in which the flow of
traffic is regulated. The regulation of traffic, the province of traffic engineering, is achieved by the
following means:

Selecting lanes that are allowed to move. Traffic signals and police officers may select and
regulate the lanes of traffic that are allowed to move. Such controls must be synchronized
with one another so as to minimize the interruption of traffic flow.
Assigning priorities to different lanes of flow. Stop signs and yield signs identify which lanes
of flow have the right of way and are of particular value where roadway design does not
make clear which is the "main" roadway.

1-12
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Controllin5 maneuvers. Lights, signs, and land markings indicate which maneuvers may or
may not be made (e.g., "no left turn") or the points at which maneuvers may and may not
be made. Directions must bi? clear and unambiguous if they are to prevent confusion and
resulting accidents.
Controlling direction. Use of one-way signs to control the direction of travel may reduce
accidents as well as improve the rate of flow. However, the likelihood of certain types of
accidents may be increased where the one-way direction of travel conflicts with expectations
(e.g., pedestrians looking the wrong way when stepping into the street).
Controlling speed. The speed at which traffic flows can be controlled to some extent by
speed limits and the timing of traffic signals. In addition, anything that tends to interrupt
traffic flow, such as a traffic signal or stop sign, will tend to reduce speed. Control of speed
must involve a balance of safety considerations with expeditious traffic flow. Anything that
controls speed will also have an effect upon traffic volume since drivers will tend to prefer
those routes that are fastest.
Controlling path of travel. The traffic engineer may use channels, islands, barriers, circles,
and lane markings to control the path the vehicle travels in such a way to limit the amount
of vehicle conflict thereby reducing hazard and expediting flow.
Controlling parking. The locations and times at which on-street parking is permitted will
influence the capacity of a given street and therefore the flow of traffic. Also, because
vehicles entering and leaving parking spaces tend to disrupt the flow of traffic, the amount
of on-street parking also influences safety.
Controlling pedestrian traffic. By specifying the points at which pedestrians may cross the
street and providing such aids as crosswalks and pedestrian tunnels and overpasses, the traffic
engineer may limit the disruption and hazard involved in the conflict between vehicle and
pedestrian traffic.
Providing information. In addition to his control functions, the traffic engineer also provides
information to drivers concerning such matters as route numbers and destinations, potential
hazards, and available services. The manner in which information is displayed, its clarity and
intelligibility to the driver, will influence both the nature of vehicle maneuvers and the
attention to which the driver can devote to them.

Effective traffic engineering must be supported by a variety of research and development activities
related to (1) the capabilities and tendencies of drivers and pedestrians, (2) vehicle operating character-
istics, (3) normal traffic characteristics, and (4) the nature and location of traffic accidents. As an aid to
traffic engineering, the U.S. Department of Transportation supports a number of research and develop-
ment projects and each of the areas cited. One important aspect of the federal program is encourage-
ment of standardization for traffic control devices, signals, markings, and so on, as a means of improving
the motorist's ability to respond appropriately to the signals he encounters throughout the country. The
"Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways" prepared by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Transportation is an element in this program.

1-13
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Objectives of Driving Instruction A
The client of a driving school often enters instruction in the hope of acquiring enough skill to pass

a license examination. The objectives of the school in providing the instructor must be broader,
howe\ if the highway transportation system is to function effectively. Each driver must be prepared
to operate his or her automobile effectively. It must be the objective of all who provide driving
instruction to see that their students are so prepared. Every businessman must meet the demands of his
clients. If he wants his business to endure he must also attempt to meet the needs of his clientsneeds
to which the clients are often oblivious.

EFFECTIVE DRIVING

Skillful, effective driving demonstrates the ability to get from one place to another rapidly,
comfortably, economically, and, above all, safely. As a criterion of effectiveness, safety outstrips all
others. The annual costs of highway accidentsproperty damage, injury, lost income, pain and
sufferingfar exceed costs associated with other aspects of ineffective driving. Moreover, while the
effects of other factors are almost totally confined to the individual who is driving, safety affects others
as wellpassengers, other motorists, pedestrians.

As safety is paramount to driving effectiveness, it should become the focal point of driving
instruction. An instructor may overlook far more easily a tendency to ride the accelerator, or a
tendency to pull away too abruptly, or a tendency to hesitate in tight quarters, than he can overlook
failure to check cross traffic, forgetting signal turns, or pulling out without looking back.

STATE AND FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

Few governmental requirements are imposed directly on instruction that driving schools may offer.
Most of the controls that are exercised relate to the qualifications of instructors, financial responsibility,
and other non-curricular matters. However, the nature of instruction provided to certain groups of
students may be subject to controls imposed on the students. Professional driving instructors teaching
under contract to public schools should conform to the requirements of the school system. Many states
require license applicants between 16 and 18 years of age to complete an "approved" course of
instruction before being granted a license. If driving schools are to be "approved" they should meet the
same requirements and standards as other schools.

The requirements of most states are patterned after the Highway Safety Program Standards of the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). The standards set forth the following
minimum requirements for a safety-oriented program:

Basic and advanced driving techniques including techniques for handling emergencies.

Rules of the road, and other state laws and local motor vehicle law., and ordinances.

Critical vehicle systems and subsystems requiring preventive maintenance.

The vehicle, highway, and community features that aid the driver in avoiding crashes, protect
him and his passengers in crashes, and minimize the extent of injuries in the event of
accidents.

11-3
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Signs, signals, and highway markings, and highway design features which require under-
standing for safe operation of motor vehicles.

Differences in charaLteristics of urban and rural driving, including safe use of modern
expressways.

Pedestrian safety.

Driving schools intending to administer instruction under state programs must take these minimum
content requirements into consideration. In addition, state regulations dictate that certain specific
objectives must be fulfilled before the driving schools will be accredited. These regulations include:

11-4

A specified number of clock hours of instruction for classroom and behind-the-wheel training
that exceed the nationally recommended minimum standards.

The number of clock hours of simulator instruction, driving range instruction, or observation
time that may be substituted for a portion of behind-the-wheel training.
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The Driving Instructor
The student should know the qualifications and requirenrcents for driving school
instructor certification.

There is little uniformity across the country in the qualifications required of driving instructors.
Some states impose almost no special requirements while at least one state requ res instrur tors to meet
the same requirements as secondary school driver educators.

RECOMMENDED STANDARDS FOR DRIVING INSTRUCTORS

The National Professional Driver Education Association (NPDEA), an organization of protessiorldi
driving instructors, is directing its efforts toward establishing and rmaintaining a highly qudlifieci work
force. In addition to adopting a recommended course outline for training instructors, the NPDLA has
indicated that instructors should meet certain requirements for qualification and ation The
Association's recommendations include:

Graduation from an accredited secondary school.

No physical impairments which would affect ability to operate a motor vehicle and to train
others to do so. A medical report should be an integral part of the license application

A license from the state allowing him to give driving instruction for hire or tuition.

A valid operator's or chauffeur's license and no more than two moving violations or one
chargeable accident within the preceding two years.

Ability to pass any examination oat the state requires on traffic laws, safe driving utak Ili es
operation of motor vehicles, and qualifications of driver training instructors.

Minimum age of 25 years.

In general, the driving school industry supports the establishment
qualifications. However, such standards, it is contended, should relate to spi,
driving instruction and not involve the more general academic credentials siren as the el!ette
degree. Several states have established requirements which follow this approach. For

Massachusetts requires behind-the-wheel instructors to complete a state-approved 45-hour basic
driver education, and classroom instructors to complete an additional 45-hour advanced course

DRIVING SCHOOL INSTRUCTOR FUNCTIONS

example,
course in

One purpose of this Guide is to identify a set of skills and knowledges appropriate to rltiving
instructionskills and knowledges that might help to make up a set of required instructor qualifications.
However, before it is possible to deal with instructor qualifications, it is necessary to determine just
what the instructors must do. Certainly, the driving instructor must teach, However, there are other
functions he must perform.

To determine what these other function; were a survey was conducted among a number of the
nation's leading driving schools. Respondents were asked to identify from a list of educational funi.tions
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thii.)se they believed \iv.1-e appropriate Tt, professional driving instructors. The functions identified include
the ti,llowina mai; (citeg, a

11-6

A._

Accepting New Students

Jr ting new students

Interviewing new students hriefly to ascertain the extent of their driving expel lern.f_'.

Arrangina fir rtuisition of driving permits, if necessary.

DH1rbuting written course materials and appropriate forms.

Developing Instructional Materials

Iduritifying appropriate illstructiondl obiectives.

taill and urganihng content.

sraei ting classroom methods and teaching aids.

[)tr,,,;r1I'11,1pH,,,it)1H legal requirements and school policies.

01a an a'1,; plans student materials

Scheduling Instruction

SchodifIng ni.iividual and i_lassroom instruction in accordance with school policies.

Pet rting ,.dm,elldtions or schedule changes.

Administering Instruction

Presenting information and managing classroom activities.

Administering simulator instruction and other forms of classroom practice activities.

Conducting behind the wheel instruction, on-road and off -road-

Evaluating Progress

Evaluating progress of individual students through observation, interview, and development
and ,Jdrninistration of tests.

Identifying specific: weaknesses of students and instructional materials.

Preparing Students for License Examination

Determining whether the student has all the necessary certificates and forms.

Assuring that the student has mastered the skills and knowledges covered by the test.

Helping the student to anticipate specific knowledges and skills to be tested, including giving
the student a "dry run."

Arranging to transport the student to the test site, in keeping with school policy.

Assisting in identifying specific weaknesses if the student fails the test.

Maintaining Records

Marntalnlriq , ,,t,1,1,,nt ittriclarlk'P and ach
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Providing students with certificates of course completion fur licensing and insurance.

purposes.

Assuring that automobiles, student drivers, and instructors are properly insured.

Collecting Fees

Collecting fees for lessons and providing students with receipts for payment.

Turning in fees and appropriate records to the office, in accordar,;e with the school policy.

Maintaining Automobiles and Equipment

Assuring that automobiles are maintained in good operating condition in accordance with
laws and regulations of the state.

Participating in Community Activities

Participating in educational and highway safety activities of the community in support of
improved highway safety.

Improving Instructional Competence

Attending graduate and technical courses to enhance knowledge of traffic safety.

Participating in professional meetings.

Surveying literature on a regular basis to keep abreast of the availability of new materials,
development of new instructional techniques, and publication of research findings.

These functions represent a broad spectrum of activities. Nonetheless, each activity plays a role in
the achievement of the driving instructor's ultimate goal, that is, endowing new drivers with the skills

and knowledges needed for safe entry into the highway transportation system.
The rest of Part II of this Guide will deal with the qualifications driving instructors need to carry

out the functions described above. More specifically, the remainder of this section, Section B will discuss

the functions conccrncd with improving professional competence. Section II.C, Curriculum Developmf nt.

will deal with the qualifications needed to develop effective instructional materials. Section II-D,
Curriculum Administration, will deal with the administrative functions involved in driving instruction,
including scheduling and administering instruction, student evaluation, maintaining records, collecting
fees, maintaining automobiles and equipment, and participating in community activities.

INSTRUCTOR QUALIFICATIONS

The professional qualifications dealt with in this Guide go far beyond those possessed by the great
majority of driving instructors in practice today. It is apparent that the operators of driving schools, in
responding to the survey of instructor functions, were not describing a state of affairs that presently
exists but rather a goal for the future. They called for competence in administering simulator instruc-

tion, conducting group discussions, and developing driving rangesall approaches that are little used in
driving schools today. On the whole, the functions described by operators of driving schools as
appropriate to professional driving instructors differed little from those that are set forth for secondary

school driver educators.
In support of expanding and upgrading professional competence within driving schools, the

following points may be made:
1. Many operators of driving schools wish to provide instruction under state-operated

programs, including programs within the state secondary school system and programs
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leading to the acquisition of certificates of course completion for licensing purposes.
Schools will not be eligible to participate in such programs unless their personnel and
facilities meet state requirements.

2. If driving schools are to represent an effective complement to secondary school programs,
they must compete on an equal tooting. Equality cannot be achieved, in the eyes of
governmental agencies or the public at large, unless their instructors are every bit as
"professional" as those in secondary schools, colleges, or commercial fleets.

3. In several countries, such as Japan, Canada, and England, professional driving instruction
is the predominant form of student preparation. In these countries, the capabilities of
schools, including the qualifications of instructors as well as the nawre of facilities,
represent all of the capabilities discussed in this Guide:

Beyond his technical capabilities, the driving school instructor must be suited, both physically and
psychologically, for his profession. He should have a genuine interest in teaching people to drive. He
should be sufficiently mature and even tempered to cope with the extreme demands of driving and of
teaching students who will present a wide range of learning problems. Many people obtain the services of a
driving school instructor only after having failed to learn through other approaches.

In addition to being an effective teacher, the driving school instructor must be a skillful and
careful driver. His own driving practices must be congruent with those he is attempting to inculcate in
his students. His own driving record must be relatively free of violations and accidents, both on and off
the job.

METHODS OF MAINTAINING PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE

The student should know the various means of maintaining and furthering his
professional competence in the field of driver education and traffic safety.

The principal source of competence for today's driving instructor is generally the driving school
that employs him. Generally, only the largest schools maintain a teaching staff to which the driving
instructor may turn for help in furthering his professional competence. As states enact legislation dealing
with the qualifications of supervisor instructors, the ability of the driving instructor to obtain help from
this source should improve. However, even the largest and most progressive driving schools may find
difficulty in maintaining a permanent teaching staff with the breadth of knowledge required to further
the professional competence of driving instructors. Some schools have turned to local colleges or evan
high schools for personnel to administer in-service educational programs.

Each driving instructor should be prepared to engage in those educational activities that will result
in the continual upgrading of his professional competence.

COLLEGE-LEVEL INSTRUCTION

One does not need to be a college graduate to teach others to drive. However, colleges provide a
useful source of education for driving instructors who wish to improve their professional competence.

Efforts are under way now to encourage junior colleges to institute career programs for driving
school instructors. These junior college programs would provide the same level of technical instruction in
traffic safety education as is provided in most four-year college programs.

Driving instructors not requiring or not wishing to take full driver education teacher preparation
programs may wish to improve their general professional competence by taking courses under adult
education programs at nearby colleges or universities.

H-8
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Some colleges and universities may offer correspondence courses for driver education teachers,
often granting credit toward a degree. A recently compiled list of colleges and universities offering

courses in driver education and traffic safety will be found at the end of this section.
Undergraduate courses can include electives in the behavioral sciences and traffic safety such as

sociology, social psychology, behavior of youth, attitude development, law enforcement, traffic engineer-

ing, legislation and licensing, state and local government, traffic management, and community support.
Driving instructors may be given the opportunity to attend refresher conferences, workshops, and

professional conferences and institutes. These activities provide instructors with the latest teaching

developments and research findings in the field and the opportunity to discuss mutual problems and
exchange individual experiences and ideas.

Two national conferences are held annually which may offer many benefits to driving instructors.

They are the annual conference of the National Professional Driver Education Association (NPDEA) and
the National Safety Congress sponsored by the National Safety Council.

In addition to the two national conferences, instructors can attend various meetings at the state
and local levels. State professional associations provide an opportunity for driving instructors to
participate in programs designed to meet particular needs and interests. State agencies, such as the motor
vehicle administration, department of public instruction, or the governor's office, sponsor meetings and

conferences of interest to driver educators.
Many organizations and agencies often conduct workshops, some highly specialized, some one-day

affairs or a series of one-day meetings held in various parts of the state, permitting a greater number of

teachers to attend and participate.
Following is a list of conferences and workshops conducted for driver education instructors:

Governor's Annual Safety Conference and Exposition.

Annual meeting of the Highway Users Federation for Safety and Mobility.

National Safety Council workshops.

State and regional conferences.

State highway engineering conferences.

Workshops and seminars sponsored annually by various associations.

Regional traffic court conferences.

Regional meetings of the State Highway Officials Association.

Summer school sessions on specific subjects at colleges and universities.

PROFESSIONAL LITERATURE

Publications

Because driver education is a relatively new discipline, it is changing and developing constantly.

Research is being carried out by interested and involved individuals and organizations all over the

country. Newly-trained instructors with new ideas are expressing themselves in publications concerned

with driver instruction. And the established leaders in the field continue to work for the improvement

of driver education, sharing their opinions in speeches at various conferences and through articles in

journals and periodicals. Often, these articles will provoke a written response from readers which can be

as enlightening as the articles themselves.
Many of the driver education publications have a section on new books, reports, and articles

concerning driving instruction. A listing of the title, author, name and address of publication or

11-9
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publisher, and date of publication makes it possible for readers to order reprints. These sections have
various standing headlines and are easily located (for example, Traffic Safety's "The Safety Library").

In addition to this reader information, some periodicals have their own year-end index which lists
by subject matter all of the articles published in the magazine during the year.

Driving instructors should work toward building their own reference library by purchasing books,
and subscribing to magazines and other printed materials. Some publications are directed specifically at
the driver education teacher; others concentrate on disciplines related to driver education.

Suggested publications, listed in three different categories, appear at the end of this section.

Professional Papers and Theses

Other sources of current professional literature are papers written by graduate students in driver
education and traffic safety for their advanced degrees. A copy of any dissertation can be secured by
writing to University Microfilms, Box 1346, Ann Arbor, Michigan. The order must include the author
and the year the paper was written. Indicating the number assigned to the paper will expedite receipt of
the document.

Books
The driving instructor should be familiar with the recent books on the subject. Many of them are

textbooks for high school students, with an accompanying teacher's manual. A few have been written to
assist the instructor with such elements of the program as in-car instruction, curriculum, and teaching
aids and equipment.

11-10
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Sources for Additional Written Material

There are many organizations with an interest in driver education and traffic safety that can
assist the driving instructor by providing various types of printed material, such as brochures, parn-
phiets, periodicals, and technical reports. The names and addresses of some of these organizations
follow.

AEtna Life and Casualty Company, Driver Education
Services Section, 151 Farmington Avenue, Hartford,
Connecticut 06115.

Allstate Insurance Company, Driver Education
Section, Allstate Plaza, Northbrook, Illinois 60062.

American Association of Motor Vehicle Admin-
istrators, 1828 L Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.

American Automobile Association, 1712 G Street NW,
Washington, D.C. 20006.

American Manufacturers Association, 320 New Center
Building, Detroit, Michigan 48202.

American Medical Association, 535 North Dearborn
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60610.

Council for Exceptional Children, National
Education Association, 1201 16th Street NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

Ford Motor Company, Automotive Safety Research
Office, Dearborn, Michigan 48121.

General Motors Corporation, Warren, Michigan 48090.

Highway Research Board, National Academy of
Sciences, 2101 Constitution Avenue NW,
Washington, D.C. 20418.

Highway Users Federation for Safety and Mobility,
1776 Massachusetts Avenue NW, Washington,
D.C. 20036.

Insurance Institute for Highway Safety, Suite 300,
600 New Hampshire Avenue NW, Washington, D.C.
20037.

Private Truck Council of America, 1317 F Street NW,
Washington, D.C. 20004.

The Travelers Research Center, Hartford, Connecticut.

State Department of Motor Vehicles in the state capital.

State Department of Public Instruction, in the state
capital.

"U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Washington, D.C.

*U.S. Department of Transportation: Federal
Highway Administration; also National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration, Washington, D.C.
20402.

TEXTUAL MATERIALS

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Marland K. Driver
and Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods
and Organization, Fifth Printing, The MacMillan
Company, New York, New York, 1966.

American Automobile Association. Teaching
Driver and Traffic Safety Education. McGraw-
WI Book Company, New York, 1965.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods
and Content. A Manual for Teachers of Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 1968.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway
Safety and Driver Education, Prentice Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1954.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, xth Edition, Prentice-
Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962.

Insurance Institute for Highway Safety. 21st
Annual Driver Education Achievement Program,
1967-1968 School Year, 600 New Hampshire
Avenue NW, Washington, D.C.

SUGGESTED PUBLICATIONS

The first group provides direct interest to driving instructors:

Air Force Driver, published monthly by the
IXI.kutment of the Air Force, Subscription avail-
able through the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
20402. Subscription price$2 per year.

Driver Training, Published quarterly by the North
American Professional Driver Education Association,
PO Box 27368, San Francisco, Calif. 94127.

*Requests for specific documents should be addressed to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402.
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SUGGESTED PUBLICATIONS (Continued)

ii:ghway Research News, published quarterly
by the National Academy of Sciences, Highway
Research Board Publications Office, 2101
CeoctIIition Avenue NW, Washington, D.C.
20418. Subscription price$5 per year.

Journal of Traffic Safety Education, published
quarterly by, and is the journal for, the California
Driver Education Association; also the official
voice of American Driver and Traffic Safety
Education Association (ADTSEA). Membership
in ADTSEA includes a subscription to this journal.
Nor member subscriptions at $4.00 per year can be
obtained from Roger Lake, Subscription Editor,
413 Dahlia, Corona del Mar, California 92625.

School Safety, published quarterly by the National
Safety Council, 425 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60611. Subscription price
$3.60 per year.

Traffic Safety, published monthly by the National
Safety Council, 425 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois 60611. Subscription price
$5.60 per year.

This second group of publications is informative but rather technical:

Educational Technology, 140 Sylvan Avenue,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632.
Subscription price$18.00 per year.

Perceptual and Motor Skills, published bimonthly;
Box 1441, Missoula, Montana 59801. Subscription
price$40.00 per year.

Transportation Research, published quarterly by
Pergamon Press, Maxwell House, Fairview Park,
Elmsford, New York 10523. Subscription price
$40.00 per year.

The publications in this last group are highly technical in fields related to driver education:

Applied Ergonomics, published quarterly by IPC
House, 32 High Street, Guildford, Surrey, England.
Subscription price$25.00 per year.

Educational and Psychological Measurement,
published quarterly; Box 6907, College Station,
Durham, North Carolina 27708. Subscription
priceS10.00 per year.

Human Factors, published bimonthly by the
Human Factors Society. The John Hopkins Press,
Baltimore, Maryland 21212. Nonmember
subscription price $20.00 per year.

International Journal of Man-Machine Studies,
published four times yearly by Academic Press, Inc.,
111 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10003.
Subscription price$26 per year.
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Instructional Technology, published bimonthly by
Girard Associates, Inc., Box 455, Mt. Arlington,
New Jersey 07856. Subscription price$30.00
per year.

Journal of Applied Psychology, published bimonthly
by the American Psychological Association, 1200
Seventeenth Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20036.
Subscription price$2 per issue; $10.00 per volume.

Journal of Experimental Psychology, published
monthly by the American Psychological Association,
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INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION OFFERING

MINOR OR MAJOR IN SAFETY EDUCATION

Institution
Arizno Stmt. University
Tempe, Arizono
University of Arizn
Tucson, Arizono
California State Clleg
Long Beach Co lifornio
Clifrnio State Celia,*
Los Angeles, Coliforni
Fresno State Cellos,
Fresno, Colifornio
S nnnnn ovente State College
Secromenlo, Conform°
Adonis State Cell,*
Alamos°, Colorodo
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorodo
Southern C tiwt State Cllg
New Hovn, Connecticut
University of Gergie
Athens, Georgio
itioh State University
Pocotello, Idoho
lostorn Illinois University
Chorleston, Illinois
Illinois State University
Normol, Illinois
Northern Illinois University
De Kolb, Illinois
Quincy Clleg
Quincy, Illinois
Southern Illinois University
Corbondole, Illinois
Southern Illinois University
Edwordsville, Illinois
University of Illinois
Urbono, Illinois
Western Mingle
Mocomb, Illinois
Indiana Stot University
Terre Houle, Indiono
M nnnnnn ter Colley*
North Monchester, Indiono
Purdue University
lofoyette, Indiono
laws State University
Ames, lowo
University of Dubuque
Dubuque, lowo
Fort Mays Kansas Stet* Colleg
Hoys, Kansas
Kamm, State Teachers Clleg
Emporia, Konsos
Western K ky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky
Louisiana Stunt* University
Solon Rouge, Louisiono
Towson State College
Towson, Morylond
University of Maryland
College Pork, Moryland
Michigan Stmt. University
Eost Lansing, Michigan
Northern Michigan University
Marquette, Michigon
Monkot State College
Monkato, Minnesoto
Central Missouri State College
Worrensburg, Mis.ouri

MINOR MAJOR

X t: S X
Institution

Northeast Missouri State College
Kirksville, Missouri
Northwest Missouri State Cllg
Moryville, Missouri
Southwest Missouri lleg
Springfield, Missouri
Chadrn Stet Cllog
Chodron, Nebrosko
K y State College
Keorney, Nebrosko
P ara Stet Colley
Peru, Nebrosko
Woyn State Cell,
Wayne, Nebrosko
Western N Mexico University
Silver City, New Mexico
lireklyn Colley of the City

University of New York
Brooklyn, New Yory
New York University
New York, New York
Miami University
Oxford, Ohio
Cntrol Stets College
Edmond, Oklohomo
Oklhin nivrsity
Stillwoter, Oklohomo
University of Orgen
Eugene, Oregon
last Stroudsburg State College
Eost Stroudsburg, Pennsylvonio
lidinbr State College
Edinboro, Pennsylvonio
O College
Et:over Foils, Pennsylvonio
indlone University of Pennsylvania
Indiono, Pennsylvonio
University 1 Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvonio
University csf T s
Knoxville, Tennessee
University of Houston
Houston, Txos
Control Woshingtn Shinto College
Ellensburg, Woshington
Marshall University
Huntington, West Virginio
Shepard College
Shepherdslown, West Virginia
West Vitginio State Collage
Institute, " est Virginio
West Ifir,:inie University
Morgontor t, West Virginio
West Lib,/ ety alley*
West Lib's West Virginio
Stein Stex university
Menomoni..
Univorsi g J ilscnsin
Madison, 'sosin
Wistensli IV:I.,. University
Oshkosh, V ad..., in
Wisconsin I 7,1 University
Plonevills,
Wisconsin State University
Whitewater, Wisconsin

Also Speciolist Degree Offered

Part II - Driving Instructor

MINOR

X

X

MAJOR

x

x

X

X

X
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Part II - Driving Instructor

DRIVER & SAFETY EDUCATION
COURSES
-a survey
of colleges
and universities

by Paul 0. Carr

Paul 0 Carr is retired president of the
District of Columbia Teachers College

A former member of the NEA National
COmnliSSIOn on Safety Educatici, he now

serves as a consultant to the Commission

More than 1,100 courses in driver and

safety education. or related courses, were

submitted by 255 colleges and universi-
ties in this survey. Of these courses, 749
will be offered during the 1970 slimmer
sessions The courses. where indicated.
show that 469 are undergraduate 211 are

graduate. and 370 may be taken for either

undergraduate or graduate credit.

The NEA Commission on Safety Educa-

tion with the assistance of personnel in

the state departments of education con
ducted this survey. Information on courses

and degrees v'vas received from colleges

and universities in 46 states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia. Not all of the institu-
tions of higher education within the states

submitting reports are included in this

survey. but the returns received are repre-

sentative of the course offerings in driver
and safety education and in related areas

of study for 196970.
Fifty-five institutions offer a bachelor's

degree program, 27 a master's degree
program. and 4 a doctor's degree pro-
gram for either a major or a minor or both

in driver and safety education.

The courses deal primarily with teacher
preparation. accident prevention, super-

vision and administration. and special

problem areas in traffic safety. A majority

of them offer 3 semester hours credit.

Reprinted from Safety, Vol. VI, No. 2, March-April 1970, through the courtesy of the publisher, the
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Part II - Driving School Instruction

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION OFFERING COURSES
IN DRIVER AND SAFETY EDUCATION .

A LISTING BY STATES FOR 1969.70

Important: Unless otherwise indicated all courses are offered annually.
Offered occasionally*
Offered as extension service**

When Offered: 1-1st semester
2-2nd semester
3-fall quarter

Credit hours and level:
Semester credits unless indicated by a "q" (quarter)
U-undergraduate G+graduate B-both U and G

4-winter quarter
5-spring quarter
6-summer

ALASKA
No courses ore presently offered in

Alosko's Institutions of higher learner

mg -in leeches prporotion pro
grows designed to develop t.ochers
of Driver Educotion or Sofety
Education,-

ARIZONA
Arisen. St.t. University, Temp

Driver Educotion I, II

Industriol Hygiene
Industriol Hygiene II
Orgon. A Admin. of Driver & Sofety

Educotion
Pro Sminor Tronsportotion Sofety
Sofety Educotion
Two.Whealed Motor Vehicle Solely

Northern Arisen. UnivrsIty,
Flagstaff
Driver Education
Sofety Educotion

University Arizna, Tucson
Solely Educotion
Solely A Troffic Educotion .

ARKANSAS
Arkansas State University,

Jnsbre
Driver Education-Beginning
Driver Educotion-Advonced

Arkansee Polytechnic Cilege,
AusselvIlle
Driver & Troffic Educotion I
Driver & Troffic Educotion II

St.t. ef Arknuu,
C.nwey
Driver Educotion
AsIvonced Work in Driver Educotion

University el Ark
Fey ettville
Driver Educotion (Orgon. & Adm.

Program/
Workshop in Driver Educotion

(Problems, Lepisletion, and New
Developments)

CALIFORNIA
Callfernia State College,

Long leach
Admin. A Supervision of Driver

Educotion Progroms
Automotive, I
Driver onsl Troffic
Driver & Troffic Sofety Education I

Loborotory
Driver & Troffic Sofety Eslucetion II

o

=i
u

: ;
30

Driver & Traffic Sofety Educotion II

=7,

J
ui 3

Loborotory I, 2, 6 Ii 6

Driving Simulotors I, 2, 6 2 B

Driving Simulotors Loborotory 1, 2, 6 1 II

Elem. & Sec. School Solely 21 B

First Aid I, 2, 6 2U 0

Industriol Sofety I, 2, 6 2 B

Police Field Operations I, 2 3 U B

Public Sofety I, 2, 6 2 IS B

School Emergency Procedures 2 21
Stimulonts and Depressonts I, 2, 6 31

I, 2, 6
I, 6

3 8
3 B

16-5
16-5

Troffic Engineering 1

Troffic Lows and Procedures /, 6
3 IS

31
B

2 31 16 California State College,
Les Angeles

1, 6 31 16 -S
Accident & Softly Studies . 3, A,5 2q U 12

1 6
1, 2, 6
6

3 8
3 B
3 G

16-5
16-5

5

Advonced Studies in Traffic & Sofety
Educotion 3, A,5

Driver Educotion Curriculum 3, A,5
Driver Training Program 3, A,5

tq G
2q U
2q U

12

12
12

Legal Aspects of Driver Education

I, 2, 6 3 B 16-5 & Driver Training 3, 4, 5 tq G 12

I, 2, 6 3 B 16-5 Organ. & Supervision of Safety &
Driver Instruction Programs 3, 4, 5 2q U 12

2 31 16 Traffic Simulator Instruction 3, A,5 2q U 12

I, 2, 6 36 16-5 California St.t. Pelytchnic
College, San Lule Ohisge
Safety Education Prin. & Practices of

Safety os Applied to Horne, School,
Community & Traffic Situations &
Accident Prevention 3 3q U I

6 3 U 10 Chapman Celleg, 0 aaaaa
6 3 U 10 Accident Prevention: Public Safety 2 31 I

Chic Stet Celle's, Chic
Advanced Driver Education 2 31

1, 2, 6 3 U IB Bosic Driver Education I, 2 31 B

1, 2, 6 3 U IB Driver Education I, 2 31 B

Psychology of Traffic Safety 6 31 B

Public Safety & Accident Prevention 36 B

6 2U 2 P State Celle's, P
6 2U 2 Driver Education Training , 2, 6 3U S

First Aid 2U S

Field Work Health 1 G S

Safety Problems Program 2 G S

3 B 111 Safely Education , 2, 6 3U S

Teaching First Aid 2 1 U S

Nunduillft Stat. College, Arcata
6 31 6 Conservation of Human Retources 3, 4 tq II 2

Driver Instruction in Sec. Sch. 3, 5 5q B 2

Problems & Practices in Driver
Training 4, 5 3q B 2

Simulator in Driver instruction 4, 5 3q II 2

Student Teaching In Sp. Fields A, 5 3q B 2

I, 6 2 B IB Pacific Union College, An/win
I, 2 2 U 11 i_river Education 5 3q B 2

I, 2, 6 2 B IB Safety Education 3, 6 3q8 2

Ppgerdin College, Les Angeles
I, 2, 6 1 I IB Alcohol and Narcotics Education 1. 6 36 4

I, 2, 6 2 I 11 Behoviorol Factors in Traffic Safely 2 31 4
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Part II Driving Instructor

x
:..

0 ;1 0
Dover Education 2 3 11 14 Colordo Stele Universily,
Driver Training & Simulation I, 6 3 6 14 Frt Collins
Public Sofety & Accident Prevention 2 3 6 14 Driver Education & Traffic Safely 3, 5, 6 3B 0Scrouni Simi Cellg, Industrial & Constructional Safety 3, 4, 5 36 0Scrnsnt Problems in Safely Education 6 36 0
Founaotions of Safety & Accident Solely & Driver Education (Adv 4, 5, 6 36 0

vPre ention I, 2, 6 3 U 16 Safely Education 3, 4, 5, 6 3$ 0
Driver & Traffic Safety Education I 2, 6 3 U 16 Simulation & Program Organ 6 3$ 0
Driver & Traffic Safely Education II I, 2, 6 3 U 16 Spec. I Prob. in Driver Educolion 3 G 0
Introduction to Driver Simulation
laboratory for tehindthe-Wheel

1, 2 I U 16 Southrn Colorado Shills.
College, PuIsl

Diving 1, 2 I U 16 Sosic Driver & Safety Education 3. 4, 5 3U 10
Organ. & Admin. of Sec Driver Introduction to Safety Education 3. 4, 5 3U 10

Instruction 2 2 U 16 Unlvrsily of Colsordo, Scolds,
San Diego SI141 CIlg, Sen Advanced Driver Education 2 B ISDia Driver Education U 18

Admin & Trends in Traffic Safety Safely Education 3 2 U 18
Education

Advanced Driver Education & Driver
3 G 16 CONNECTICUT

Training I, 2, 6 3 U 16 CenirI Cnneclicul Siel
Instructor's Course in first Aid I, 2, 6 3 U 16 Celleg, Now
Introduction to Traffic Safely 3 U 16 Driver Education ', 2 3B 16

Multi-Media Techniques in Driver Traffic Sofety & Driver Education 2 3 1 16

Instrurtion I, 1, 6 3 U 16 Stahrn CnnOlcul Siol
Safely Education & Accident College, Nw Hoven

Prevention I, 2, 6 3 1 16 Advanced Method% & Materials in
School Safety Programs & Teaching Driver & Safety Educa

Procedures 2 3 G 16 tion 2 3 G 15

Traffic Safety & Driver Education 1, 2. 6 3 U 16 Driver Education & Troining (non.
San Frnclas Sial College, licensed drivers only) 1, 2, 6 0U 15

Sun Driver Education & Traffic Safely I I, 2. 6 3U 15

Advanced Driver Education 2, 6 2 11 18 Driver Education & Traffic Safely II 6 3 G 3

Curriculum & Instruction in Health Organ, Admin. & Supervision of '2 3 G 15

& Safety Education I, 1 2 1 111 Safety Education
Driver Instruction Programs 1, 6 3 8 18 Principles of Accident Prevention 1 3 C; 15

Driver Training & Driver Simulation 1, 2 2 8 18 School & Campus Safety 6 3 G 3

Elementary School Safety I. 2. 6 3 II 18 Simulation in Driver Education 1 3 G IS
Emergency Procedures I, 2 I U IS Traffic & Safety Education
Incas/atom in Driver Education '6 I 8 I (Introduction) I. 2, 6 3U 15

Introduction to Driver Education I, 2, 6 2 11 It Traffic Engineering & Highway
life Saving & Water Safety I, 2 I U 18 Transportation 2 3 G 15

Safety & Accident Prevention I, 2, 6 3 11 18 Traffic law Enforcement 6 3 G 3

Teaching with Driving Simulators
Theory & Practice in Adv Swimming

6 I I I Unlvreity of Sri rt,
Oridgerr1

life Saving & Water Safety I, 2 2 6 18 Drive, Edu. & Traf. Safety 1, 2, 6 3U 15

Water Safety Instruction I, 2 I U 18 DISTRICT OF COLUMBIASan Jos SIG College, San Jse
Accident Prevention & Safety Disir!t1 of Columbia Techrs

Education I, 2 26 College
Driver Education CI031,00,11 I, 2 31 Driver & Safety Education '6 2 II 2

Driver Education Promo.), I, 2 31 George Wshington Universily
Driver Education Simulation 1, 2 2B Basic Simulotion-Driver Education 2 3 G 13

Introd to Driver & Traffic Safety Driver & Safety Education I I, 6 3 G 13-6
Education I, 2 2 t Driver & Safety Education II 2, 6 3 G 13-6

Univrsily 1 Califsorni. Davis Safety Education 2 3 U 13

Defensive Driver Training 0 Safety Education-Core &
Univorsily 1 CIlfrnio, San Prevention 2,6 3 G 13-6

DIgo
r & Safety Educovon

FLORIDA
Florida A i M Univrally,

Tollhasse
Adams Siel C119., Alomes Driver & Traffic Education 3, 4, 5, 6 5qU 40

Admin. of Driver Education Program. 6 3q G General Safety Education 3, 4, 5, 6 4q U 40
Advanced Dever Educotion 5, 6 3q 8 10 The Teaching of Driver & Traffic
Basic Driver Education
Cur/ Development for Drivel

Education 6

3q 8 10

3q G

Safety Education
Flerld Allelic Univrally,

Saw Iteln

3, 4, 5, 6 5qU 40

Driver Education 3. 6 lq 6 10 Driver & Traffic Safety Education I 5 5q G
Safety Education 4, 6 3q 8 10 Driver & Traffic Safely Education II 6 5q G 8

Simulator L MultipleCorDriver Safety Education 4 Sq G 12

RangeClrd Ce llog, Grley
6 3q G Flerid Sissi Univrsliy,

Tallehsse
Advanced Driver Education 31 Driver & Traffic Safety Education 3, 4, 5 5qU 12

Automotive Systems 5 3$ 0 Fundamentals of Safety Education 3,5 4q IS 17

Driver Education I & II 1, 4, 5 31 Human Factors & the Highway
legal Aspects 4 31 Traffic Problem 5 4q G 12

Methods & Mot. of Driver Education 3 31 0 Teaching of Driver & Traffic
MultiMedia 4 31 0 Safety Education 3, 4, 5 Sq 8 12

MVOR 3 31 University 1Florid, Ginsvillo
Organ. & Admin. 5 51 0 Driver & Traffic Safety Education 3, 5, 6 5U 10

Safety Education 5 31 0 School & Community Sof. Educ 3, 4, 5, 6 3U 10
Safety Education 3, 4, 5 3B 0 Teaching Driver I. Traffic Sof
Simulation 3 3B 0 Education 4, 6 5 U IC
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Part II Driving School Instruction

University of Miami, Cral Gables
Driver Education
Driver Ech,cahon ii
Gene rai Sarn'y ...11,011

General Ert,dt.an

GECRGIA
Albany Stole Congas, Albany

Dr,ver & Telt* y Safely Ed,yaynn
Genre°, Safety Educofion P. Fast Aid 3, 6
Teaching of Driver TectOir Softtv

Education 5, 6
Gorgla Southrn Coileg,

Statesboro
Driver & Traffic Sofety Education

Methods 4 6

General Safety Education & First Aid 3, 4, 5, 6 Sq 8 12

Introduction la & Traffic
Safety Education 3. 5. 6 Sq 2 12

Savannah Stat Collg,
Savonnah
Advonced Drawer & Troffic Safety

Educal on 5. 6
First Aid & Safety 3, 4, S. 6
Introduction to Driver Education 3, 4, S. 6

Univrsity of Georgi, Athens
Admin. of School EconSPOttotiOn

& Sofety Education 3, 6
Alcohol
Applied Prot m Surety Education 6

Sehavioral Fochars in Traffic
Education 4, 6

Driving Ronge & bimulotaan in
Traffic Education 4, 6

Fundamentolc of Safety Education
Misrelate Ca.00-1.5.1reet-Drtvtng

Ronoes & Simulation in Troffic
Safety Educotian 6

Practices in Driver Education 6

Proctices Drdf.f Education S. 6

Principles of Taff.t. Safety 6

Principles of Traffic Sofety 4. 5, 6
Safety Educat rn 3.

Seminar for (..alegn Instructors of
Safety Supervisor. 6

HAWAII
Dportmnt of Education,

Honlulu
Driver Edstroe,cr trterucer, F 3

3o

6

6

4, 6

."

.1 3

3

38
3R
31

18

6
18

6

5g U
5g U IS

5g U 10

5g 1 12

IDAHO
115 S late College, Sis

AdVOC1, d
Driver Educoton

Idaho Stalls, University, Pocatello
Driver & Tragic Safety Education/
Driver & Traffic Safety Educotion
Problems in Or ye. 8. Traffic Safety

Edutahon
Problems & Pract ces of Safety

Education
Methods L mater.ois al Teaching

Driver & Safety Educator
University f Idaho, Moscow

Advonced Driver Edusahaa
Basic Driver Education

ILLINOIS
ChIcg Collg, Chicago

Advanced Safety Education
Advonced Troff, Safety
Bove Safety Education
Driver Education

lestrn Illinois University,
Chrleston
Advanced Driver Education L

Traffic Safety
First A.d & Safe, education
industrial Acsident Prevention
introduction to Driver Education
instructor's Fait Aid
Principles of Accident Prevention

11-18

6
I, 2, 6

6
I.6

2. 6

2, 6

4 5

34

3, 5. 6
4, 6
4, 6
3. 5. 6
5, 6
3, 4, 5, 6

Sq U 12-4
5g U 12-6
5g U 12-6

Sq G
5g 13
Sq G

12

12
12

5g G 12

5g G 12

5q G 12

Sq G
Sq G
Sq 8
5g G
Sq
3q

Sq G

12

12

12

12
12

12

12

1 G 6

U 18

2 LI 111

2 8 16-9
2 8 18- 9

3

38

21

18 -9

1$ -9

18-9

U 16

U II

3 G
2U
3U
3U

4g U
4g U
4g U
4g U
4g U
Ig U

16
16

16

12

12

12

12

12

12

Illinis Univrsity, Nrmn1
Accident Records, Investigation. and

Evaluation '1 2, 6 3 13 18-8
Advonced Traffic Educotion 1 2. 6 3 U 1E-8
Agricultural Accident Prevention 6 3 13 8

Alcohol & Accident Phenomenon 'I, 2, 6 3 B 18-8
Automotive Fundamentals Driver

Education Minors 6 2 U
Conceptual Models of Accident

Prevention '1, 2, 6 4 G 18-8
Dnnster Preporotion '1 2 6 3 13 18-13

Externshop Ind Tech Accident
Prevention I. 2, 6 3-8 G 18-8

Independent Study I. 2, 6 1-4 G 18-8
Industrial Accident Prevention 'I. 6 3 13 113-8

Methods & Materials of Teaching
Traffic Education '1, 2, 6 3 1 18-13

Principles of Accident Prevention I, 2, 6 3 U 18-8
Problems & Reseorch iv Accident

Prevention '2, 6 3 I 18-8
Seminar in College Teoching 1, 2, 6 3 G 18-8
Semenor m Industrial Techniques

Accident Prevention 1. 2, 6 2 G 18-8
Special Problems in Industrool Tech

moues Accident Prevention '1, 2, 6 1-6 G 113- A

Thesis I. 7, 6 2 o G 18-1
Traffic Fdatotton I 1 yr, 6 3 U 18-11

Troffic Enforcement 1, 7 6 2 1 113-8

Traffic Engineering 1, 2, 6 2 13 113-8

Troll. Flow Anolyth '1, 6 3 1 18-8

MIllikin University, Dctur
r`mver Edwohon & Advonced

Driver Educotion 2, 6 5 U 16 4
Introd to Sofety Educotion

Nrthstrn Illinois Stet
College, Chicg
Advanced Troffic Safety 3. 4, 6 2 I 16 8
Basic Driver Education 3, 4. 6 3 B 16 8
General Sofety Education 3, 4, 6 3 13 16-13

Nrthrn Illinis UnivrsIty,
DKalb
Sehavioral Foctors in Safety 1 3 G
Driver Educohon Practices I, 2, 6 5 U 16-8
Industrial Accident Prevention 1, 2 3 13 16

Most Teaching Methods for Driver
Educotion (Sims Rangel 1, 2, 6 3 13 16-13

Principles of Accident Prevention I, 2 3 U 16

Progrom & Orgon of Driver
Education '1, 2, 6 2 G 16-8

Reseorch in Safety 1. 2, 6 3 G 16 -8

Safety Educotion Teaching
Practices 1. 2 31 16

School Sofety Programs 3 G 16 3
Seminar in Sofety- Muiurcycle

Educat.on for Teachers 6 3 G 8

Seminar in Safety -New Driv
Educ Curriculum 6 3 G 16-8

Trot!. Safety Progroms 1, 2 3 U 16

Workshop in Detester Preparedness 'I, 2 2 I 16 -R

Quincy Collg, Quincy
Advonced Driver Educed., 1, 6 1 U IS 8
Driver Educotion 2, 6 3 1.1 113 8

Sofety Education 2, 6 3 U i1 1
Ssithrn Illinois University,

Carbndl
Driver & Troffic Safety Education I 3, 4, 5. 6 4 U 12

Driver L Traffic Safety Educotion
P/09/01171 Admit, 3, 4, 5, 6 4 11 12

Driver Simulation 4. 6 4 11 12

F. st A.d
Introduction to Safely Education 3. 4, 5, 6 4 U 12

Methods L Motemols in Sofety
Education 3, 5 I U )7

Orgon. Admin & Supervision
of Sofety Educotion 4, 6 4 G 12

Procticum in Driver L Traffic
Safets Educotion 3, 4, 5, 6 4 U 12

Problems & Reseorch in Accident
Prevention S. . 6 4 G 12

Safety Education Workshop 4 1 4

Them% 3. 4, 5, 6 3.9 G 12

Traffic love Enforcement L Planning 4, 6 4 I 12

2, 6 4 U 16-4

3 4 C-



Part 11 - Driving Instructor

at

Workshop in Drover Educolion &
Troffic Sofety

Workshop in Heolth Educotion with
Emphasis on Disoster Prep.

Workshop in Sofety Educotion
Suthrn 1111nis Unlyrsity,

Idwrdsyllia
Ilasic Driver Educotion
Methods & Materiols of Driver

Educotion
Unlvrally f 1111nls, Urbana

Advonced Troffic Sofety Educolion
Driver Educotion
Problems in Sofety Education
Solely Education
Sofety Educotion Field Work
Speciol Protects

Wstrn Illinis UnlyrsIty,
Macmb
Disosier & Civil Defense
Driver L TroFfic Safety
Generol Sofety
Industriol Sofety
Methods in Driver Educotion
Simulotion & Range

INDIANA
1.11 Stt UnivrsIty, Muncie

Driver & Troffic Solely Educotion
Gen. Sofety & Forst Aid

Sutler Unlvrsity, losilnpalls
lasic Driver Educotion
Forst Aid & Safety
Solely Education

Indiana Central C11
IndlanapIls
Sosic Driver Education
Generol Solely
Heolth L Solely Educotion

Indiana Stsit UnlvrsIty, Tarrliut
Driver Educolion
Driver Education
Gen Solely Education
Safety Educotion
Trofloc Safety
Tropic Sofety & Highwoy

Engineering
Indiana Univralty, illamington

Content L Motertois In Sof Ed
Driver Educotion
Industrtol Solely Education
Organ & Admon of Troffic Safely

Educotion
Orgon of Solely Educotion
Problems in Driver Educotion L

Highwoy Solely
Heolth Accident Control

Seminor in Solely Educotion
Traffic Solely Education for

Business Majors
Traffic Solely Educotion for Teochers

Mnchstisr CII N. Mn-
chstar
Driver L Tropic Solely Ed.
First Aid
Solely

Purdue UnivrsIty, 1.fyIt
Driver Educotion
First Aid & Solely
Survey of Sofety Educolion

Taylor Unlvrally, Upland
School Heolth, Sal, & First Aid
School Heolth Ed . & Sofety
Techniques of Driver Ed

UnivrsIty sif Ivnsw111
IvnswIlla
Health & Safety Education for the

Elemenlory School
Heolth & Sofety Educotion for the

Secondary School
Problems of Driver Training

C !

6

6

A, 6

5

5

I, 2, 6
I, 2, 6
2, 6
I, 2, 6

I, 2, 6

3, 5
3, A, 5
3, A, 5
A, 5
3, A, 5
3, A, 5

3, A, 5
3, A, 5

2, 6
I, 2, 6
I, 6

I, 2, 6
2

2

I, 2, 6
I, 2, 6

I, 2. 6
1, 6

2, 6

1, 2
I, 2
2

I, 6
1, 2, 6

2,6
2

6

2

I, 2

1, 2, 6
I, 2. 6
1, 2, 6

I, 2, 6
I

I, 6

3. A, 5

5

5

,;.it

1 B

1 B
A 1

1 U

1 U

3 U
3 U
1 G
3 U
-U
1 G

4__

A--
2-
A-

Sq U
Iq U

3 I
2 U
3 B

3 U
3 U
2 U

3 U
3 G
3 U
3 G
3 U

3 G

2 U
2 U
3 U

3 G
2 G

3 G
3 G
3 G

4 U
1 U

7.5 U
1.75 U
1.75 U

3 I
2 U
3 B

3 U
1 U
3 U

1 U

1 U
5 U

at

3

12

412

12

12

16
16
16
16

6

16

-
-
----

10-12
10-12

16
16
16

18-9
IS
18

18-5
18-5
1B-5
18-5
18-5

18-5

16

16

16

16-8
16-8

16-8
16

16

16

IA
7
7

15-8
15-8
15-8

16-5
16
16-5

12

12
12

IOWA
1.w. stt Unlyrsity, Ames

Admin. of Accident Prevention
Progroms

Advanced Driver Educotion
(Workshop)

Advonced Teoching Techniques in
Driver Educotion

Equipment in the Home
Highwoy Tronsportotion
Instructionol Medio I:

Sources, Selection, Design
Introduction to the Autcobobile
MultipleCor Ronge Techniques
Plonning of Tronsportotion Facilities
Proctices of Driver Educolion
Principles of Tronsportotion
Problems in the Psychology of Solely
Problems of Humon Conservotion
Reseorch
Solely Engineering
Seminor in Sofety
Simulotion Techniques
Shop Solely
Techniques of Teoching within

Instructionol Medio
Techniques of Teoching with

Medio Systems
Theory & Principles of Driver

Educotion
Topics in Sofety
Troffic Manogement
Troffic Engineering
(Also odditionol courses in educotion,

psychology, and economics for
solely minors in other deportments
or schools of the university.)

Unlvralty .1 Dubuque, Dubuque
AudioVisuol Moteriols & Techniques
Driver Educotion & Highwoy Sofety
First Aid
First Aid: Instructor's Course
General School Sofety, K-12
Organ. & Admin. of Solely

Programs
Student Teoching: Sofety Education

UnlvrsIty of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls
AV Educotion
Directing the Safety Program
Driver & Sofety Educotion
Driver & Traffic Sofety Educotion
First Aid to the Injured
Guides to Automotive Fundomerdols
Principles of Solely Educohon
Psychology of Accident Prevention
Tropic Low Enforcement &

Environment

KANSAS
Fart Hay.. Kansas State

C111, Hays
Driver & Tropic Solely Educotion 1
Drover & Troffic Sofety Educotion 11
Generol Solely
Problems in Education (Driver

Educotion)
Readings in Educotion (Driver

Educotion)
Simulators & MultiCor Driving

Ronges
Kansas Slats Callag fitif

Pittsburg, Pittsburg.
Driver & Troffic Sofety Educotion I
Driver & Troffic Safety Educotion II
Driving Simulotion & Ronges
Generol Solely

K Stt Univrsity,
Manhattan
Driver Educotion I
Driver Educotion II
Problems in Driver Educotion

6

.6

6

3, A, 5
A, 6

3, 6
3, A, 5
3, A, 5, 6
A, 5
3, A, 5, 6
3, A, 5
3, A, 5, 6
3

3. A, 5, 6
3.'4, 5, 6
5

3, A, 5, 6
3, A, 5

5

3, A, 5, 6
A, 5

I, 2
2

1, 2
1, 2
1, 2

1, 2, 6

1, 2
I, 2
I, 2, 6
I, 2, 6
1, 2
1, 2
1, 2, 6
I, 2

1, 2

I, 2, 6
I, 2,6
I, 2, 6

1, 2, 6

I, 2, 6

6

I, 2, 6
I, 2, 6
2, 6
2, 6

1, 2
1, 2
I, 2

0 -

6.$

3q G

3q G

3q G
3q U
3q

3q G
3q U

1.3q
3q U
3q U
3q U

1.3q U
3q U
q G
3q
Iq

1.3q
3q U

3q G

3q G

Sq U
1.3q G

Aq
Aq

2U
U

2U
1 U

U

3 U
3 U

21
7B
3

3

2U
3

U
2B

7B

7U
7U 18

7B 18

I G

G

3 G

3 U 18

3 U 111

3 IS
3 15

3 U 18

3 U 18
I U

6

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

15
18

12

6

18

18

18-8

8

8-10
8-10
a

8

8-10
8

11

9

-
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Part II - Driving School Instruction

Problems in Safety
Softly Education

Kansas ttat Teachers Collge,
Emporia
Driver Education I
Driver Educotion II
Driving Simulotors
Itseorch Problems in Driver

Educotion
Softly Educotion

616Phrsn Celle's, McPherson
Driver Educotion
First Aid

Wichita Stets University, Wichita
Advencd Driver Educotion
Basic Driver Educotion
First Aid
Speciol Probirns in Softly

KENTUCKY
lectern Kntucky University,

Richmond
Admin. & Suprvision of Driver

Education
Teacher Preparation in Driver

Educotion
Morehead Stets Univrsity,

Morehead
Driver Educotion
First Aid i Safety

Murray nivrsity, Murray
Driver Educotion 1
Drivr Educotion 11
Softly Educotion

University of Kentucky,
Lexington
Admin of Holth & Softly
Driver & Traffic Softly Education
Introduction to Softly Educotion
Seminar in Hilo ith & Safety Education
Workshop in Halth & Softly

W Kentucky University,
'Bowline Oren
Advonced Studies in Driver

Education
Driver Education 8 Troffic Softly
Driver Education & Troffic Softly II
General Softly

LOUISIANA
Luislan nivrsity,

Baton Itug
Driver Educotion & Troffic Softly
Genrol Softly
Instructor's First Aid

Louisiana State University In
Mw Oriens
Driver Educotion & Troffic Education 6

Sofzti Educotion 6

Lfrvitiono Polytechnic institute,
Ruston
Driver & Troffic Softly Educotion I, 2, 6 2 U 12

Softy Educotion 2, 6 2 U 12

Nianhlost i.ouislan State
College, M
Drivr Education & Troffic Safety 6 3 U 6

Softly Educotion 6 3 I 6

MeNes State Coileg, Lake
Charles
Driver Educotion & Traffic Safety 2, 6 3 U II
Genrol Softly Educotion I, 2, 6 3 U II

Southeastern Leuislan Celle',
Nasnasend
Health (Driver Education) 4, 5, 6 3 LI 15

University at Simithastrn
Louisiana, Lfeytt
Driver Educotion & Traffic Safety I, 2, 6
General Safely & AcciOnt Pro

vention 2

Methods & Motrlals for Traffic
Safety 6

c
A
30
1, 2
1, 2

a
z

.."

.4
U4
1U
3U

1, 2, 6 3 1 11-5
1, 2, 6 3 2. 11-3

2 2. 2-5 !SelvertIty ell M. Inv, Oron
Advonced Driver Troffic Softly

2, 6 1.2 G 1-2 losic Driver Educotion
Driver Education Simulolion

MAINE
University f Maine, Augusta

Advonced Driver & Troffic Softly
losic Driver Educotion
Orbit,. Education Simulation

1, 2, 6

1, 2

31 11-3

MARYLAND-
Frostburg tttt Colinas,

2, 6 3 U 13-1 Frostburg
1, 6 3 U II-I Driver & Troffic Sorely Educolion

I, 2, 6 2 U 11-8 Softly Educotion
I, 2, 6 1.3 U - Salisbury State Cll's,

Salisbury
Current Problems in Troffic Softly
Driver & Traffic Safely Educotion

I & II
Genrol Softly Educotion

3 I 11
Public School Tronsportotion of

School Children
Pupil Tronsportotion

Towson State College, Towson
Admin. & Supervision of Driver

1, 2 2 U 18 Educotion

1, 2 2 U II Admin. & Supervision of Safe).
Curriculum Development in Driver

I, 2 3 U IS Educotion

3 I 9 Differentioted Teoching in Drivr
3 U 9 Education

Differentioted Ttoching in Driver
Sirnulotion

I, 6 3 B 16-I Driver & Troffic Safety
"1, 2, 6 3 B 16-1 Driver Chorocteristics & Improve

2 2 U 16 rnent

2, 6 3 G 16-8 Generol Softly Educotion
'2, 6 2 5 16 Methods & Moteriol in Driver

Educotion
MultiMdio for Driver Educotion
Progrommed Instruction in Driver

1, 2, 6 3 S IS Education

I, 2, 6 3 I II Pupil Tronsportotion
1, 2, 6 3 I 18 Pupil Tronsportotion of School

I, 2 3 U IS Children
University of Maryland,

College Park
Advoncd First Aid
Advonced Sernmor
Driver Education!
Driver Educolion II
Essentials of Fire Protection
Field Lob. Projects Workshop
Fire Protection Orgonizotion

3 1 9
First Aid & Softly

2 U 9
Orgon., Admin., & Supervision of

School Softly Education
Problems In Driver & Traffic Softly

Educolion
Softly Educotion
The Driver, His Characteristics and

Improvement

2 U 16

2, 6

1, 2, 6 31 II

I, 2, 6
"1, 2, 6

I, 2, 6

i8 -9
21 11-9
2 1 11-9

11-20

3 U 11-9

3 U II

31 9

a

: ,17W
AIN 1/.1

{/.4

2 3 U 16
2 3 U 16

2 3 U 16

6 3U 3

6 3U 3

6 3U 3

2 3 G 16
2 3 G 16

1,2 31 16

1,2 31 16
1,2 31 16

I, 2 3 1 16
I, 2 3 1 16

6 3 1 16
31 16

6 6 8 32

I, 2, 6 31 16

1, 2, 6 31 16
I, 2, 6 3 1 16

6 3 1 16

I, 2, 6 3B 16

1,2,6 3 1 16
6 2 1 10

6 2 1 10

6 3 1 16

6 3 1 16

1,2 2U 16
3 1 16

"1, 2 3 U 16
"1,2, 6 3 U 16

3 U 16

"6 3 1 16

5 3 U 16

1,2 1 U 16

"1,2,6 3U 16

'I, 2, 6 3 U 16

1,2 3U 16

1,2 3U 16

MASSACHUSETTS

Semen Celle', Iestn
Driver Education 1, 2 3 5 IS

Bridoewater State Cello's,
Bridgwatr
Driver Educotion 1, 2 3 5 -

Springfield College, Sprinalild
losic Course in Driver Educotion I, 2 3 I -

Westfield State Collg,
Wstfisild
Driver Eaucotion I, 2 3 I -

Worcester Store Collage,
W 00000 tor
Driver Educotion 1, 2 3 I -



MICHIGAN
Central Michigan University,

Mount Pleesent
Driver Educotion I
Driver Educotion II
Driver Educotion III

lestrn Michigan University,
'fps lionti
Advonced Driver Educotion
Driver Educotion
Seminor in Driver Educotion

Michigan State University, lest
Lensing

Driver & Troffic Sofety I
Driver & Troffic Sofety II
First Aid
Highwoy Troffic Admin. I
Highwoy Troffic Admin. II

Troffic Admin. III
Motor Vehicle Admin.
Orgon. & Admin. of Sofety Edu

cotion
Psychologicol Foctors in Troffic

Sofety
Sofety Educolion
Seminor in Alcohol Educotion
Seminor in Driver Educolion Innova-

tions
Seminor in Principles of Troffic

Comm.
Seminor in Highwoy Troffic

Administrotion
Troffic Engineering

Nerthrn Michigan University,
Marquette
Advonced Driver Educotion &

Troffic Sofety
Alcohol Educotion for Clossroom

& Community
Driver Education & Troffic Sofely
Generol Sofely Educotion

Weyn Stns University, Dfrit
Methods & Moteriots of Instruction

-Safety Education
Problems in Driver Educotion &

Troffic Sofely
Seminor in Driver Educotion &

Troffic Sofely
Teoching Driver Educotion

Troffic Solely
Western Michigan University,

Kolemese
Driver Educotion I
Driver Educotion II
Driver Educotion Ill

MINNESOTA
Sendai; State College, Seesidll

Driver Educotion I
Driver Educotion II
Sofely Educotion
Troffic Engineering

Concordia College, Merhed
Driver Education I
Driver Educotlon II
First Aid
Sofety Educotion

Mankato State College, Menkete
Driver & Troffic Sofety Education!
Driver & Troffic Sofety Education II
The Driving Simulotor
First Aid
Heolthful Living
Motorcycle Sofety Workshop
The Multiple Car Driving Rong
Safety Educotlon
School Transporttion Workshop
Simulator & Range Practicurn

St. Cloud State College, St. Cloud
Driver & Troffic Educotion I
Driver & Traffic Educotion II
Principles of Safety Education

a

e
.4

30 e.; is 3

1, 2, 6 2 5 16
1, 2 25 16
2 25 16

I, 2, 6 2 5 16-6
I, 2, 6 2 U 16-6
1, 2, 6 2 5 16-4

3, 5, 6 5q5 10
3, 4, 5, 6 141 10
3, 4, 5, 6 3q U 10
3 5q U 10
4 5q U 10
6- 5q U 10
5,6 3q G 10

5,6 3q G 10

3, 4, 5, 6 3q G 10
3, 4, 6 2q5 10
4,6 3q G 10

3, 4, 5, 6 3q G 10

5,6 3q G 10

3, 4, 6 5q G 10
2,6 3q G 10

I, 2, 6 4. 16

.1 4 5 16
I, 2, 6 41 I6
2 4 U 16

3q 5 11

2,5 4q I I1

3, 5 4q 5 11

4, 6 4q 5 11

I, 2, 6 .1 16
I, 6 .1 16
2, 6 .1 16

I,6 !J 5
2,6 3q U 5
2,6 3q U 5
1, 6 3q U 5

6 2U 6
6 2U 6
2 1 U 15
I, 6 3 U 11 -6

3, 4, 5, 6 4q U 10-5
3, 4, 5, 6 4gI, 10-5
3, A, 6 101 10-5
3, 4, 5, 6 34 U 10-5
3, 4, 5, 6 3q U 10-5

2le 5 I

3, 5, 6 3le 5 10-5
3, 4, 5, 6 44 1 10-5

2q I I

3, 4, 5, 6 3q 1 10-5

3, 6
4, 6
3, 4, 5

44 U 10-5
4.1 U 10-5
4q U 10
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UnivrsIty of Minnoc-te, Duluth
Driver Educotion I
Driver Education 11
Sofety Educotion

Winona State Collage, Winona
Driver Education I
Driver Education 11
Industriol Safety
Principles of Safety Education
Safety Problems In Behavioe

Modilketion

MISSISSIPPI
Salta Stets Collage, Cleveland

Driver Education
Life Sovino & Wafer Safely
Safely & First Aid
Traffic Safely

Mississippi Colitis, Clinton
Introduction of Driver Education
Methods 4 Materiols In Driver

Education.
Mississippi State University,

Starkville
Basic Driver & Troffic Safety

Educolion I .

Driver & Troffic Educolion
Methods II

First Aid and Sofety
Mississippi Valley Stets Cellos*,

ins tang
Bosic Driver Educolion
Beginning Driver Educotion
Methods & Materials in Teaching

Driver Education
Organization of Safety Education

University of 66116,66f;p1,
Unlvsrally
Introduction to Driver Educotion 4

Highwoy Sofety
Methods of Driver & Highwoy

Safety
University of Southern Missls

sippi, Hattiesburg
Educolion for Traffic Safety
Introduction la Driver Educotion
Methods in Driver Educotion
Sirnulotion in Driver Educolion

MISSOURI
Control Missouri State College,

Warrensburg
Auto, Fuel & Elec. Systems
Auto. Hyde Systems 4 Power Trolns
Automotive Systems
AudioVisuol Educotlon
Computer As o Research Tool
Criminol Evidence
Curr. Lit. 4 Research Tech.
Cur, Problems in Troffic Solely
Driver 4 Traffic Safety I & II
Driver Improvement Frogmen &

Techniques
Driver Sirnul.MultiCor Ron's,
Field Expo, in Sofety Progroms
First Aid
ndustrial Psychology
ndivi. Research Prob. Sofety
ndustriol Sociology
ntrod. to Low Enforcement
ntrod. to Sofety Educotion
nternship in Safely
Lego! Aspects
Mental Hygiene
Methods of Teoching Driver &
Safety Educolion
MotorVehicle Low
Organ., Admin. & Stray. of Sofety

Programs
Philosophy of Sofety Education
Police Orgon. 4 Mono..nen,
Power Technology

c
310

4, 6
5, 6
3, 4, 6

3, 5
54
4, 5

3

I, 2, 6
1, 2, 6
I, 2,6
1, 2, 6

2

1, 2

1, 2
1, 2

6
6

6
6

I a
e a

ist 3

4g 5 10
4g 5 10

U 10

3.1 U 12
3g U I2

t 12
35 U 12

34 G 12

2U
I U
2U
2U

15
15
15
II

3 U le

3 l"it

3 U 12

21 12
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2U 5
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2U 5

2U 5

1, 2, 6 3 P 6
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3
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3, A, 5, 6
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3, 4, 5, 6
3, 4, 5, 6
4, 6
3, 4, 5, 6

4q 5 12
4q 5 12
4q 5 12
2q 5 12
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2U
31
2U
1U
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2G
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2G
21
2G
2U
21

2.4 G
21
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21
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3, 4, 5, 6 2.4 U
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4
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o

a

i
44 3

Police Loborotory 5 3 U 11

Prin. of Accident Prevention 3, 4, 5, 6 3 I 11

Psy. in Sofety Educotion & Accident
Prevention 3, 5, ,

Public Opinion & Communicotion 3, 4, 5, 6
Ez.v2;ngs In Sofety 3, 4, 5, 6
Selective investigat:.,-- !r. Sofety

Educotion.
Technique; of kestorch
Slimulonts & Depressonts
Supervision of School Tronsportotion
Seininor fu Softly
Thesis )Sofely)
Troffic Admin. & Cont.
traffic Engineering I 6
Troffic Engineering 11 4, 6
Workshop in Driver & Sofety

Educotion: Innovotions 6 2 G 2

3, 4, 5, 6
3, 4, 5, 6
3, 6
5, 6
6
3, 4, 5, 6
3, 4, 5

21
31

1.5 G

2.6 G
21
21
2 G
2 G

2.6 G
3U
2G
2 G

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

II

(Also odditionol courses in duco-
tion, low, sociology and industrial
ores and technology ore ovoiloble
in other dportinents for safety
mojors and minors.)

Crwdr Cllr, Nosh
Driver Trolning 2

Mrarnc Community College,
K irkwood
!Assaying

blIssurl Southern Coilg,
Joplin
Advonced Driver & Traffic Safety I, 2, 6
Automotive Systems I, 2, 6
First Aid 1, 2
Introd. to Driver Educotion 1, 2, 6
Safety Educotion 1, 2, 6

Northern Missouri Stat Collog,
Kirksville
Disaster & Emergency Procedures

61Driver Educotion Seininor
Driver improvement Progroms &

Techniques I, 6
Driver & Sofety Educotionl& II 1, 2, 6
Ind', Problems & Reseorch in Sofety I, 2, 6
Introd. to Sofety Educotion 2,6
Lego! Aspects of Safely Educotion 2, 6
Moss Teoching Methods for Driver

Educotion I, 6
Northwest Missouri Stat

Coii, maryvIll
Audio-visuol Aids 1, 2, 6
Driver & Troffic Sofety Educotion I I, 2
Driver & Troffic Sofety Educotion I 6
Driver & Troffic Sofety Educotion II I. 2, 6
First Aid 1, 2, 6
Power & Fluid Mechonics I, 2, 6
Sofety Educotion I. 2 6
Seminar in &souls's:AA

Suthwit Missouri Stat
Cllfg, Springfield
Driver Educotion 1, 2, 6
First Aid I, 2, 6
Introd. to Sofety Educotion 1, 2, 6
Problems in Driver Educotion &

Troffic Sofety
University isf Missouri, Columbia

Mine Hygiene & Softly Engineering 2

Principles of Explosives Engineering I, 2

.6

0 12

I U 16

3U
3U
2U
3U
2U

18-8
II-8
18-8
11 -6
18-6

2 U II
2U

2U
3U

1.4 U
3U
2U

18-5
18-5
18-5
13-5
18-5

3 U 18-5

2 U 18-8
2U II
2U 2

3 8 18-8
2 U 18-8
3 U 16-8
2 U 18-8
21 2

4U
2U
3U

18-8
18-8
I 8-8

1, 2, 6 3 U 18-8

MONTANA
Montrone' Stt Unlvorsity,

locoman
Advonced Driver & Troffic Softly
losic Driver & Troffic Sofe ty
Seininor in Sofety Education

Northern Montane Colleue,
H avre
Current Trends in Driver Educotion
Driver 6. Troffic Sofely Educotionl
Driver & Traffic Sofety Educotion II
Softly Educotion
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6
6
6

6
3,
4,
3

2 U 16
3 U 16

3q
3q
3q

2

2

2

1-5q 3

3q I 12-3
3q I 12-3
3q 8 12

Unlvorsity 'el Montana, MIssul
Advonced Sofety Educotion &

Driver Troining
Seininors General Sofety &

Accident Prevention
Wstrn Montana Cllgo,

Dillon
Advonced Safety Educotion &

Driver Trolning
Bosic Sofety Educotion & Driver

Troining

NEBRASKA
Children Slot College, Chdrn

Advonced Driver Educotion
Driver Educotion & Troffic Safely!
Driver Educolion & Troffic Safety II
First Aid
Sofety Educotion

K State Cellos*, K
Driver Educotion I
Driver Educolion II
First Aid ..
First Aid Instructor
Generol Sofety

Peru State Collog, Poru
Beginning & Interinediote Swimming
Driver Educotion I
Driver Education II
first Aid
Generol Sofety Educotion
Survival Preporedness

University of Nebraska, Lincoln
Driver Educotion
Driver Educotion 11

Univorsity of Nbreske, Omaha
Driver & Troffic Sofety Educotion I
Driver & Troffic Sofety Educotion II
First Aid
Generol Sofety Educotion

Wayne State Collage, Wayne
Driver Education Procticum
First Aid
Generol Sofety Educotion
Orgonization A Administration of

Sofety Educotion
Sofely Educotion I

Troffic Sofety Educotion II

NEVADA
University of Nvade, las V.1,7,M.:

llosic Driver Educotion
UnivorsIty elf Nevada, lane

Bosic Driver Educotion
Advonced Driver Educotion

NEW HAMPSHIRE
State Kn

Driver & Troffic Sofety Education
Teoching Driver Educotion

NEW JERSEY
Glessber State College,

Glassboro
Driver Educolion

Mntcleir Stan Collg,
Montclair
Driver Educolion, Bosic
Driver Education, Advonced Course

Newark State Collees, Newark
Driver Educotion, Bosic

Trnton Stet Colloge, Trntn
Driver Educotion Teocher Certiff

i
ar 7

:2 i : 2
Ac ..
3O a 4 3

6 3. I 2

6 3q 1 2

6 3q 1 2

6 3q 1 2

u 6 3 G 6
1,2 3U
1,2,6 3U 18-4
1,2,6 2U 11-6
1,6 3U 11 -6

1, 2, 6 3U 18-1
2 3 U II
1, 2, 6 2 U 18-8
1, 2, 6 2 U 18-8
1, 2, fi 3 U 18-8

1, 2, 6 I U 18-5
I, 6 3 U 18-5
2, 6 3 U 18-5
1, 2, 6 3 U 18-5
7 6 3 U 18-5
I, 2 I U 15 hrs.

1, 2, 6 3 U 15
1, 2, 6 3 U IS

6 3U S

6 3U S

1, 2, 6 3U 18-5
6 3U

1,2,6 1,2 U 15
1, 2, 6 3U IS
1, 2, 6 3U IS

3 G IS
1, 2, 3 3 U IS

2 v 15

6 31 3

6 31 3

6 31 3

1,2,6 31 -
1, 2, 6 31 -

2, 6 3 a 16-3

1, 2, 6 3 G 15-3
2 3 G IS

1, 2 3 G 15

cotion Progrom S 3 U 3

Driver Educolion Teocher Certiff
cotion Progrom 6 4 I 3

Sofely Education 1 3 U 16
Softly Education In School Progrom 2 3 G 16

3 4 c
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lo

V

NEW MEXICO
New Mexico Highlands

University, Las goies
Driver Education 6 3 I 2
Safety Education 6 3 S 2New Mexic State University,
Las Criers,
First Aid & Safety I, 2, 6 I U 16-6
Softly Education 6 2 U 6

University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque
Basic Driver Education 6
General Safety Education 2, 6
Industrial Accident Prevention -

Western New Mexico University,
Silver City, Facilities in Physical Education,

Recreation and Safety 6 3 G 5
Organization, Administration of

Safety Education 6 3 G 5

NEW YORK
Brooklyn College of City

University, New York
Accident Research 2 3 G
Driver & Traffic Safety Education I, 2, 6 4 U
First Aid & Safety Education I, 2, 6 3 U
Trends & Problems in Driver &

Traffic Safety Education 2, 6 3 G 15'that* College. Mimes
Driver L Traffic Safety Education 2 4 U 16
Driver & Traffic Safety Education 6 4 G 3
Safety Education I 2 U g
Trends & Problems in Driver &

Traffic Safety Education '6 3 G 2New York Univerilty (C
far Ref sty), New `lark
Advanced Safety Management 5,6 3 G 15-3
Comprehensive Programming in

Traffic Safety 5 3 G
Driver & Traffic Safety Education 3, 5, 6 4 G
Dissertation Proposal Seminar 3, 5, 6 6 G
Environmental Hygiene 5 3 G
Field Exptrincts far the Safety
Specialist 3, 5, 6 6 G 33
Foundations of Safety far the Mod-

ern Society 3, 5, 6 6 G
General Safety Education 3, 6 3 G
Independent Study: Safety 3, 5, 6 1-6 G
Industrial Safety r violist

Organization, N.:ministration,
Supervision 3, 5, 6 6 G 30-3

Organization, Administration,
Supervision Safety Education 3, 5, 6 6 G 30-6

Psychology of Safety Education A
Accident Prevention 3, 6 3 G 15-3

Seminar: Current Problems in
Traffic Safety 5, 6 3 G 15-3

Traffic Program Management 5 3 G 15
Trends & Problems in Driver &

Traffic Safety Education 3, 5, 6 3 G 15-3
Workshop in Safety Education 3, 5 6 G 30State University .f New Uric,
Albany
Traffic Education I & 11 I, 2, 6 3 U 15-7
Trends & Problems in Traffic

Education I, 6 3 G 15-2
(Also courses in blamechanics,

engineering, and business far
safely majors in other schools at
New York University)

State University College, Buffalo
Advanced Driver Education &

Traffic Safety 6 3 G 6
Driver Education & traffic

Safety I& II 1, 2, 6 3 B 15-6
Driving School Instructor's Course 1 0 10
Effective Fleet Operation 0 11

Pupil Transportation far Supervisor 2 0 B
Learning to Drive. I, 2, 6 0 15-6
Refresher A Updating Course far

Driver Education Teachers 2 0 11

3B 3
3 B I 8
3

15
15
15

15
15-3
30-6
15

30
15

30-6

Part II - Driving Instructor

Trends & Problems in Driver
Education A Traffic Safety

State University College,
Cortland
Advanced Driver A Traffic

Safety Education
Driver & Traffic Safety Education

I E. II.
Status University College,

Oswego
Driver & Traffic Safety
Driver & Traffic Safety Education
Problems & Trends in Driver

Education
Traffic Safety Movement
Trends & Problems in Driver

Education
Teachers College, Columbia

University, N.w Y.rk
Drier & Traffic Safety Education
Trends & Problems in Driver &

Traffic Education

NORTH CAROLINA
Atlantic Christian Celleg,

Wilson
Teaching Driver Education

Catawba College, Selisbury
Driver Education

lest Carolina University,
Greenville

Driver Education
Fayetteville State University,

Fayetteville
Driver A Safety Education

Jahnsen C. Smith University,
Charlotte
Advanced Driver Education Seminar
Workshop in Basic Driver Education

Lenoir Rhyne College, Hickory
Methods of Teaching Traffic Safety

& Driver Education
North Carolina Are. a. Tech.

State University, Grensbere
Driver Education & General Safety
Driver Education, Principles &

Methods
Driver Education & Teacher Training
Driver Education & Traffic Safety

North Carolina State University,
Raleigh
Driver Education

Pmisrake State University,
Pembroke
Driver Training

University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill
Driver Education

OHIO
Ashland College, Ashland

Driver Training Workshop
B awling Green Stets University,

Reviling Green
Advanced Driver Education
Driver Education Instructors
Driver Education Instructors
Driver Education Instructors

Central State University,
Wilberforce
Driver Training far Tear ors

Cleveland State University,
Cleveland
Driver & Traffic Safety Education

(Advanced)
Driver & Traffic Safety Education

(Basic)
K ent State University, Kent

IntroductiOn to Driver A Traffic
Safety Education

Organ. & Methods in Driver A
Traffic Safety Education

I.!
o 1.4

6 2 G 2

6 2 G 2

6 2B 2

1,2 3U 16
6 6 G 6

"2 3 G 15
1,2 3U 16

6 4 G 6

6 4 G 6

6 2 G 2

6 3U 6

6

6 3 U

6 3 G 2

A,5 3U IS
6 3U 3

6 2 G 2

1, 2, 6 3B -
6 3 1 -

1,2 3U -
1, 2, 6 3U --

5, 6 3 U 16-3

6 3 G 5

2G 2

6 2U 2

6 3 U 2
3, 4, 5 3U 10
6 3U 5
6 3 U 2

3, A,5 3 1 10

3, A, 5, 6 3 G 10

3, A, 5, 6 3U 10

3, A, 5, 6 5q U 10-5

4, 5 3q B 10
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Part II Driving School Instruction

St A
e

0

Mlml UnlyrsIty, Oxfrel
Advanced Driver Educotion Institute 6 3g 1 2

Advanced Driver Educotion &
Sofety 5, 6 3g 1 12

Bosic Driver Educotion Workshop 6 3q U 2

Driver Educohon & Sofety 3, 4, 5 5g U 12

Ohio Northrn Univrsity, Ala
Driver Educohon 6 3q B 2

Ohio Sff UnivrsIty, Columbus
Driver Educotion 3, 4, 5, 6 3q U 10

Ohio University, Athens
Advanced Driver Teocher Troining 6 3q U 2

University of Akron, Akron
Driver Educotion for Teachers 4, 5, 6 4q 6 10-6

Univrsity of Cincinnati,
Cintinnfl
Driver Educotion 3 2q II
Driver Troining 2q 6 11

Dover Educotion Workshop 5, 6 35g G 1-2

Univrsity of Dyten, Dayton
Driver Educotion I, 2, 6 3 U 16-6

OKLAHOMA
Cntral Stat Collg, IsimnJ

Driver & Traffic Safety Education
I & n

Sofety Educotion
Workshop in Sofety Education

Nrthastrn Stet Coll,
Tahlequah
Advonced Driver Educotion
Auto Mechonics
Beginner's Driver Educotion
Driver & Troffic Sofely Educotion
First Aid
Sofety Education

Southstrn State Cilg,
Duran
Driver Educotion Workshop
Driver & Troffic Safety Educolion1
Driver & Troffic Sofety Educotion II
General Safety Education

Oklahoma' Stet University,
Stillwater
AudioVisuof Workshop in Driver

Educotion
Automotive Technology for Driver

Educolion Teochers
First Aid
Methods of Dover S Tropic Sofety
Methods of Driver & Troffic Sofely 11
Methods & Moteriols in General

Solely
MultipleCor Driving Ponce
School Shop Sofety
Simulation in Driving Education
Workshop in Driver & Sofety

Education
Workshop in Safety Educohon

OREGON
Orgon Stet Univrsity,

Corvallis
Driver Educotion & Troining
Solely Educotion
Special Problems in Traffic Sofety

Portion.' 5ft University,
Portions!
Driver Educotion & Troining

University of Orgn, 1ugn
Admin & Supervision of Driver

Educotion Progroms
Driver Educotion
Problems in Tropic Sofety
Psychology of Accident Prevention
Psychophyncol Testing in Driver

Educotion
Reseorch
Sofety Educotion
Seminar
Special Problem, in Driver Education
Work shop

1, 2, 6 31 11

I, 2, 6 3 1 11

6 II I

I, 1, 6 3 S le
'1, 2, 6 2 B
1, 2, 6 2U II
I, 2, 6 3 1 16

I, 2, 6 2 U 16

1, 2, 6 35 11

6 11 I

6 3 U 9

6 31 9

6 3 U 9

6 3

6 I I I

1, 2, 6 2 U 16

1, 2, 6 31 3

6 31 3

I, 2, 6 3 B 3

1,6 2e 2

'I, 2, 6 2U II
6 26 2

'6 1 G 1

'6 1 G 1

3, 4, 5, 6 3g 1 11

3,5 3g U it
5,6 3g G 11

6 3q1 2

6 3g G II
5, 6 4g U I I

6 3g G 11

4,6 3g G II

6 3q1 II
3, 4, 5, 6 3.6q G

II II3, 4, 5, 6 3q
'3, 4, 5, 6 3q G 11

'3, 4, 5, 6 3q G 11

'3, 4, 5, 6 2.3q G 11

s

PENNSYLVANIA
California Stat College,

California'

x-
m

e

is4 3

Driver Educotion & Highwoy Sofety 3, 5, 6 3 U 16-6
Introduction to Safety Education '6 3 U 6

Moteriols & Methods in Sofety
Educotion in Sec. & Elem. Grod1 '6 3 U 6

Visuol & Other Aids in Softly 6 3 U 6

Clarion Stat College, Clarion
Driver Educotion I, 2 3

Generol Sofely Educotion 2, 6 3

Organ. / Admin. in Safety Educotion "I, 6 3

Psychology of Accident Provention 1 3

lost Streudaisurg Sfet Clleg,
Last Stroudsburg
Highwoy Softly & Driver Educotion 2, 6
Introduction to Sofety Educotion 1, 6

Methods of Softy Educotion I, 6
Principles of Softy Educotion I, 6
Psychology of Accident Prevention 6

IdInblor Sfet C*1111Or
Islinber
Automotive System 3 I
Aviation 3 I
Current tit. Serninor in Sofety

Educotion I. 2, 6 3 G
Driving Simulotor & Multiple Cor 2, 6 3 I
Field Experiences in Sofely

Educotion I, 2, 6 3 G

Highway Sofaty I, 2, 6 3 I
Individuol Reseorch Problems in

Safety Educotion 1, 2, 6 3 G

Introduction to Sofety Educotion 1, 2, 6 3 I
tegol Aspects of Solely Educotion I, 6 3 S

Motorcycle Safety 3 S

Motor Vehicle Low .2 3 I
Orgon., Admin., S Supervision of

Sofety Educotion 2, 6 3 1

Philosophy of Softly Educotion I, 6 3 I
Procticum in Sofety Educotion 1, 2, 6 3 G

Principles of Accident Prevention I, 6 3 I
Programs in Softty Educotion 2, 6 3 G
Reseorch Techniques in Safety

Educotion 2 3 I
Stimulants ond Deorossonts '2 3 I
Thesis (Softy Education) I, 2, 6 6 G

Tropic Engineering .
3 I

Tronsportotion Supervision 3 I

O College, II Fells
AudioVisuol Methods in Sofety

Educotion 6

Driver Troining Methods 6

Generol Sofaty Education I, 6 3 U 16-1

Orgon., & Admin. of Sofety
Education 2, 6 3 U 16-1

indien Unlyrsity 0
Pnnsylvnlort Indian.
Driver Educotion
Introduction to Sofety I, 2, 6
Methods & Moteriol in Safety

Education I, 2, 6
Orgon., & Admin. of Sofety

Educotion I, 2, 6
Psychology of Accident Prevention I, 2, 6

Lock Moven 1111 College,
Lock Nven
Driver Education I, 2, 6 3 U IS

Moteriols ond Methods (Driver
Educotion) I

Orgon., & Admin. of Sofety '6
Psychology of Accident Prevention '2
Safety Educotion 1, 2

Millersville Pet* College,
Millorsville
Hiohwoy Safety & Driver Educotion I, 2, 6
Generol Sorely Education I, 2, 6
Orgon. & Admin, of Sofety

Educotion I, 2, 6
Psychology of Accidont Prevention I, 2, 6

3 U
3 U
3 U
2U
3 U

1

11-3
11-6

1

11-6
16-6
11-6

6

3U I
3U I

I, 2, 6 3 U II
3 U II

3 U 1

3 U
3 U 11

3 U
3 U
3U
3 U

6
I I
1

3 U 11-6
3 U 11-6

3 U 10-6
3 U 11-6



Shippnsburg Stat Clleg,
Shippnsburg
Generol Safety Educohon
Organ. & Admin. of Safety

Education
Slippry itck Stt C11.1,

Sllpp.ry Rck
Highwoy Safety
Introd to Safety
Organ & Admin of Safety

Education
Psychology of Accident Prevention

Tmpl Univrsity, Philadelphia
Curriculum in Safety Educohon
Driver Educohon Workshop
Psychology of Safety & Accident

Prevention
Univrsity el Pittsburgh,

Pittsburgh
Driver Educotion
Introduction to Safety Educohon
Psychology of Safety
Research Protect Seminar
Research Reoding m Sofety

Pnnsylvni St.?. Univrsity,
Unlyrsity Pork
Orgon & Supv in Safety

Education
Prin. & Methods of Teething

Sofety Education
Teething Traffic Sofety &

Auto Operohon
Visual Other Aids in Safety

Educotion
West Ciastr Stot

West Chstr
Education for Safe Luring
Preparation for Teaching Driver &

Traffic Safety Educotion
Prin. dr Proc. of Driver & Traffic

Safety
Methods & Material of Safety

Education
Contemproory Practices & Program

Evoluotion in Safety Educotion
History & Philosophy of Safety

Education
Problems To Traffic Safety & Driver

Education
Psychology in Safety Education and

Accident Prevention

RHODE ISLAND
Ril island Cellg,

Prvidnc
los. Driver Education

SOUTH DAKOTA
Black Hills Stat CIlg,

Spearfish
Advanced Driver Education
Advanced Safety Education
First Aid & Safety Education
Methods of Driver Education

Dkt Stt C119, Madisn
Dn., Education

Nurse Cilog, ilurn
Driver Education Workshop

Nrtlarn StI CIleg,
Abrdn
Driver & Traffic Safety Education
Safety Education
Simulation
Special Methods & Motenols in

Driver Education
Special Methods & Materials in

Driver Education (Workshop) 2
Suth Dekt Stella UnivrsIty,rkings

Advanced Driver Education
Ilauc Driver Education
Driver Simulators
Safety Education

-
c

.e t a
o ZI

6 3U 3

6 3U 3

1, 2, 6 3U 18
I, 2, 6 3U 18

1, 2, 6 3U 18

1, z,6 3U 18

G 15

6 3 G 3

'5 3 G 15

6 3 1 71/2
6 3G 71/2
2 31 71/2
2 3 G 15
1 3 G 15

G 10

G 10

3 G 10

3 G 10

I, 6 3 U 11-6

I, 2, 6 3 U 18-6

z,6 3U 18-6

2, 6 3 U 18-6

1 3 G 11

z,6 3G 18

2, 6 3 G 18-6

6 3 G 3

6 3B 6

6 3 G 3

6 3 G 3

1 2, 6 2 1.1 18 5
2 6 z U 18 5

'6 z U 2

6 zU

2 31 15
1 2, 6
6 3

2 3 8 II
2 z8 2

6 zU 8

2 3 U 18

6 2 8 II
2 3 U IS

Part II Driving Instructor

Southern Stot Collg,
SprIngfiId
Driver Education

Univrsity .1 South Dakota,
Vrmillion
Advanced Driver Education
Driver Education
Safety Education
Technique of Driving

TENNESSEE
Austin Pay Stat University,

Clarksville
Driver Education

Ian? Tnnss Stot UnivrsIty,
Clrksville
Advanced Driver Education
Beginning Driver Education
Driver Education
Highway Traffic & Safety

Tennessee Stat Univrsity,
Neshv Ill
Driver Education & Traffic Safety
Methods of Teaching Driver

Education
Tennessee Tclanolegicel

Univrsity, CokvIll
Driver Educotion-Instructor's

Training
Univraity 1 Tennessee,

Chattnog
Safety Education & First Aid

University of Tenn ss,
Knoevilt
Advanced Driver & Traffic Safety

Education
Ionic Driver dr Traffic Safety

Educotion
Ilehaviorol Problems in Accident

Prevention
Civil & Defense Safety Education
Critical Issues in Safety Education
First Aid & Disoster Education
Industrial Safety
Internship & Research in Safety

Education
Organ., Admin., & Supervision of

Safety Programs
Principles of General Safety
Problems & Research in Accident

Prevention
School Shop Safety
Teaching of Swimming & Life

Savings
Traffic Engineering
Transportation Law dr Procedures
Workshop in Safety Education

TEXAS
Rost Tss Stat UnivrsIty,

Commerce
Driver Education
First Aid
Safety Education

Incarnate Wood Collg, San
Antnio
Driver & Safety Education

Lamar Stat Colleg f
Tclanlogy, 11urnont
Driver Education
First Aid & Safety
Student Teaching in Driver

Education
bildwstrn UnlyrsIty, Wiclalao

Falls
Driver Education & Traffic Safety

Pn American C11, Edinburg
Advanced Techniques for Teaching

Driver Education
Driver Education
Safety Education

c

30

6

1

2

_

2 U 2

21
z1
31
1

18

18

3, .1, 5 3U 12

6

6

6

6

3q U
0
3q U
3q U

5

5
5
5

3, A, 5, 6 3q U 12

3, 1, 5, 6 3q U 12

3, A, 5 3q 1 12

I, 2 2 U II

5,6 3qG 10

3, A, 5, 6 3q1 10

3 3q G 10
3qG 10

3, .1, 5, 6 3qG 10
3, A, 5, 6 3q1 10
1, 5 3q t IC

3, A, 5, 6 3.9q G 10-30

6

3q G 10
3, 4, 5, 6 3q 1 10

5
.1, 6

3, A, 5, 6
3, A, 5
3, .1, 5, 6
6

I, 2, 6
2, 6

I, 2, 6

2

I, 6
I, 6

2, 6

2, 6

6

6

6

3q G 10
3q 1 10

3q 8 10

3q G 10

3q 1 10
3-6q 8 2-10

3 11 11-6
3 11 18-6
3U 11-6

6 U 18

3 U 6-8
2 U 6-8

1 U 3

-U 16-6

3U
3U
3U

6

6

6
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Part Ii Driving School Instruction

P rairi Vlom A & M Cllege,
P rIrle Vim
Driver & Safety Education
Driver Education
Driver Educotion
Driver Sofety
Safety Educotion
TroRic Sofety Education

Sam Hustn Stot Univarsity,
H untsville
Driver & Troffic Sofety Education I
Driver & Troffic Sofety Education II

Ssouthasst T1411 Si.,.
University, Sole Marcos
Driver Educotion
Safety Educotion

Stephen F. Austin Stot
University, Notagslchs
Driver Educc on
Safety Educotion

Sul It11, Stt University, Alpine
Advanced Teaching Techniques of

Driver & Traffic Sof. Edu.
tom Driver Education & Troffic

Safety
Method, of Teaching Driver &

Traffic Sofety Education
T1,1111 A l I Unlyrsity, glngs

villa
Troffic Safety Education I& 11

T.$ Wesleyan Clig,
Fort Werth
Driver Educotion
Sofety Education

University tot Hustn, Iluston
Driver Education I
Driver Education II
first Aid & Safety
Organ, & Admin. of Sofety

Education '1, 6
Safety Seminar '2, 6

West Tixs State UnivrsIty,
Canyon
Driver & Tragic Safety Education I I, 6
Driver & Traffic Safety Education II 2, 6

Safety Education 1, 2

VERMONT
Univisrsity tot Vrmnt,

urlingtn
Advanced Course in Driver

Educotion for Teacher, 6

task Course in Driver Educotion for
Teachers 6

VIRGINIA
B ridgmatr CIleg,

B risigmotr
Driver Educotion -lout 2, 6

Safety Education I, 6
College f William anal Mary.

Williamsburg
lose Driver Education
Safety Education & First Aid

Emery and Henry Clleg,
Isrry
Driver Education 3, 6

Safety Education 4, 6
Hnroptit Institute, N.mpf.n

Driver Education I I, 6
Driver Education 11 2, 6

Ln 00000 Clieg, Farman's
Driver Education
Driver Education 2

Safety & First Aid
Lynchburg College, Lynchburg

Driver Education 2, 6

Driver Education 2, 6

Safety Education I, 6
Safety Education I, 6

Mdis Cllg, Harrisonburg
Driver & Traffic Safety
Safety & First Aid

3o
Norfolk Stat Clleg, Nrflk

Advanced Driver Education

I, 2, 6 3 G 16-6 Driver Education

I, 2 2 5 16 Safety Education

I, 2, 6 3 16-6 Old Dominion Univrsity,
I, 2, 6 3 8 16-6 Norfolk
6 2 I

6

Driver Education

1, 2, 6 3 G 16-6 First Aid
Safety Education

itmlford Clloto, Radford
I, 6 3 U 6 Driver Education I& II

2, 6 3 U 6 General Safety
Itnk Collator, Salem

Driver Education & Troffic Safety

1

3 U 6 University of Itichrend,
2 3 U 6 Richmond

First Aid & General Safety
Unlyrsity f Virginia,

6 3 6 CharlttosvIll
I, 2, 6 3 11 -6 Driver Education

General Safety
Virginia Como ith

'6 3 G 6 Unlyrsity, Richnnsi
Driver Education

I, 2, 6 3 I 16-6 Safety Education
Virginia Polytechnic bastitute,

I, 2, 6 3 I 16-6 Blacksburg
Driver Education
General Safety & First Aid

6 3 II 6 Methods L Materials in SofetyVirginl t C11,
torsiturg

3 6 Driver Educotion
66

3 8 6 Driver Training & TroRic Sofety
First Aid & Safety

/, 2, 6 3 U IB-6 Workshop in Driver Education

I, 6 3 G 11 -6

I, 2, 6 3 U 11 -6 WASHINGTON
Control Washington Stt

3 G 1 -6 Collg, Innlburll
Driver & Troffic Safety Education I
Driver & Traffic Safety Education 11
General Safety Education
Highway Safety Traffic Control
Organ. & Supervision of Traffic

Education
Wstrn Wshingtn State

BIlinghsm
Advanced Driver S. Traffic Sofety

Education
lobe Driver & Traffic Safety

DirEedctueda111;nesearch in Driver &
Traffic Safety Education

Safety Education

WEST VIRGINIA
3 U 16 Marshall University, Huntington
3 U 16 Advanced Problem, in Driver

Education
osie Driver & Traffic Safety
FsEtdAucidation

General Safety Education
Industrial Safety

3 U 16 Traffic Low Enforcement

3 U 16 Shepherd CIlag,
Shphmistmn

3 U 16 Driver Educotion L Traffic Safely

U 16 General Safety Education
Problems in Driver & Safety

2 U 16 Education

2 U 16 West Virginia Stet Cllg.
3 U 16 InstItut

taste Driver Education
3 U 18 Problems in Driver & Traffic Sofety
3 G 18 Education

3 U II Programs in Sofety Education

3 G 18 Methods in Teaching Driver &
Traffic Safety Education

3 U 111-11 Organ & Admin. of Sofety
3 U 111-11 Education

3 G 18-6

3 U 18-6 '

3U 18-6
3 U 18

71 3

7 3

2, 6 3 U 16

3 U 16

I, 2, 6
1, 2, 6

a
-

4

I, 2, 6 3 U 111-11

I,2,6 3U l-
1,2 7U 11

3 U 15-3
1, 2, 6 2 U 15

3 U 13-3

3, 4, 5, 6 2U II
3, 4, 3, 6 2U II

2,6 7U 16

2, 6 3 U 16-

3 18

3 1 18

1, 2, 6 7U 18

1, 2, 6 7U 18

4,5 3q U 10

7,4 3q U 10

3 3q U 10

1, 2, 6 3 8 1113
1, 2, 6 2 1 -6

1

2 U 11

6 71 3

3q 1 9 10
3q11 9-10
3q 9-10
3q l 9-10

19 I 9-la

6 3q 1 3

6 3q 8 3

6 79l 6

3 3q 1 9

1

I, 2, 6 3U
1, 2, 6 2U -
1,2,6 3 U
2 71
2,6 71

3 U21. 6
3 U

6 3 U

2U -

7U -
7 U

7U

2U -

"3, 4, 6
"5, 6
"3, 5, 6
"4, 6

I, 2, 6

I, 2, 6

I, 2, 6
I, 2, 6

I, 2, 6

2, 6



West Virginia Unlyrsity,
tArgentwn
A Procticum in Safety
Driver & Truffic Safety Educnhon
Environment Aspects of Hazards

Control
First Aid
Human Factors in Accident

Prevention
Philosophical Concepts of Safety
Planning & Coordinating Safety

Programs
Principles of Safety Education
Rseorch in Safety Education
Safety & Traffic Safety Education

Problems
Safety Monpower Development .

Safety Problems, Simulation, &
Innovotion

Safety & Traffic Safely Educational
Content Areas

Safety Measureability, Evaluation,
& Research

School & College Safety Admini-
stration

Tech. & Procedures in Driver &
Safety Education

West Liberty State College,
West liberty
Core & Prevention of Athletic
Driver Education & Traffic Safety
Problems in Driver Education &

Traffic Safety
Principles of Safety Education
Safety Education & First Aid
Swimming IV
Traffic Low Enforcement &

Occupational Safety

WISCONSIN
St. Norbert Celleg,

West Do Pre
Advonced Troffic Sofety
Soho Problems in Driver Education
Solely

Secure State University,
Menmeni
Admin. of Driver Education
Civil Defense Educotion
Driver Educotion
Driver Improvement Programs
General Safety
Independent Studies in Safety
Industrial Safety
Traffic & Highway Safety

University of Wiscnsin,
Madleri
Independent Research (Sofety)
Independent Study (Safety)
Instructional Innovations &

Procedures in Driver & Traffic
Safety Education

Problems & Materials in Driver
Education

Problems & Materials in Safety
Education

ProSeminor; Critical Education
Issues Related to Injury & Loss
Prevention & Control

Pro-Seminar: Legal & Liability
Factors in Injury & Loss Pre
ventIon & Control

:
o

I, 2, 6
2, 6

2

I, 2, 6

I, 6
I, 6

1

I, 2, 6
1, 2, 6

2

2

6

a

2, 6

I, 6

I, 2

I, 2, 6
I, 2, 6

2, 6
I, 2
I, 2, 6
I, 2, 6

1, 6

'61

2

a
I, 2, 6

I, 2,6
I, 2

1, 2, 6
I, 2, 6

2, 6

a

1, 6

1, 6

a
0

J
i; di

3 G
3 G

7G
3 U

7G-
3 G

3 G
2U

1-15 G

3 G
3 G

3 G

3 G

7G

3 G

3 U

1U
3 U

3 U
3 U
3 U
1 U

2U

3 U
3 U
3 U

7E
21
71
21
7E
2E
71
3

3 G 18-1
3 B 18-8

3 Li 11-8

71

71 18-8

3 II 11-1

7E

10

--
5

5
5

10

-

-

6
15

15

1-8
8

1-1
1-1
8-8
8-8
8

8

1

Part 11 - Driving Instructor

a

2:
Li di X

ProSeminor. Organ., Admin., &
Supervision Aspects of Safety
Programs 71 8

Seminar Curriculum Development in
Solely & Traffic Education 3 G 3

SeAmpinparreaSafApproaches y
Research

I, 2, 6 3 G 18-1
University of WIscneln,

Milwaukee
Advanced Seminar in Driver

Education I, 2, 6 3 1 11-8
Instruc. Innovations & Procedures

in Driver Education . 1, 2, 6 3 1 18-R
Problems & Materials in Driver

Education (Practice Teaching
Lob. Course) I, 2, 6 3 1 11-8

Problems & Materials in Safety
Education I, 2, 6 3 1 11-1

WhiCetrielti Stat University,
Oshkosh
Advanced Driver Education I, 2, 6 3 U 18-8
Driver Education I, 2, 6 3 U 11-8
General Safety I, 2, 6 3 U 11-1
Industrial & Institutional Sof. 1 3 U II
Traffic Safety Education 2 U II

Wisconsin State University,
Platteville
Advanced Driver Education 1, 2, 6 3 U 18-1
Admin. & Supervision of Safety

Programs 2, 6 3 U II -1
1.. is Driver Education 1, 2, 6 3 U II-I
Co.. nunications Systems &
Regulations '2 3 U 18
First-Aid & Accident Prevention I, 6 U 18-1
Industrial Safety 3 U II
Job Analysis in Indus. Society I, 2 3 U II
Research Methods in Safety

Education 2 3 U II
Safety Education I, 2, 6 3 U 11-8
Safety in the Elementary School I 3 U II
School Bus Transportation Superv.

Seminar '6 I U 1

Seminar in Civil Defense "'2 3 U 18
Seminar in Safety 2 2 U II
Traffic Control I, 2, 6 3 U
Workshop in Driver Education 1U I

Wisconsin State University,
Rlyr Falls
Driver Education 3, 6, 5, 6 3q U I
Safety Education 3, 4, 5, 6 3q U I
Safety Education 3, 4, 5, 6 2q U I

Wisconsin State University,
Stevens Paint

Advanced Driver Education &
Safety Education 7U

Beginning Driver Education 7U
Beginning Safety Education 3 U

Wisconsin State University,
White water
Driver Educotion 1, 2, 6 3 U 18-1
Industrial Safety Monogement I, 2, 6 3 I 18-8
Safety Education 1, 2, 6 3 U 11-1
School Safety Management I, 2, 6 3 1 11-1
Traffic Sofety Education I, 2, 6 71 18-1

WYOMING
University cif Wyoming, Leramie

Advanced Driver Education
(Workshop) a 71 2

Driver Education 6 71 8

11-27
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Curriculum Development

Objectives of Driver Instruction

C
The driving instructor may be called upon to do more than teach people how to drive a car. Upon

occasion he must set up programs that will meet state secondary school curriculum requirements,
conditions for early (under 18) licensing, or the requirements of some special program. In these

situations the instructor may be called upon to develop a formal curriculum. This will involve
(1) establishing instructional objectives, (2) selecting and organizing instructional content, (3) selecting
instructional methods and media, and (4) development of lesson plans.

The student should know the systematic procedures for determining the
instructional objectives that will allow driving instruction to produce safe,
efficient vehicle operators.

The ultimate goal- tir any driving instruction is to enable drivers to operate their vehicles safely,
efficiently, and responsibly. If this goal is to be attained, objectives for driving instruction must be
derived from those behaviors that constitute "safe, efficient, responsible" driving.

Many driving instructors, like most drivers, tend to feel they know what behaviors make up the
act of driving. Doubtless they know a great deal. However, a more systematic approach than depending
upon one's own powers of recall is necessary if a truly comprehensive identification of driving behaviors
is to take place. One highly systematic effort was the "Driver Education mask Analysis" performed by
the Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO) under sponsorship of NHTSA. Since this
project served as the basis for much of the material used in identifying driving task requirements in
Section III of this guide, a brief description is warranted. Moreover, the same general approach to the
identification of instructional objectives may help individual driving instructors in establishing additional
objectives appropriate to the particular requirements of their region.

The Driver Education Task Analysis was intended primarily as a source of technical data to guide
qualified curriculum development specialists in preparing appropriate driver education programs. It was
not intended for direct application by driving instructors. Another task analysis has been performed by
Malfetti (1970). While not as detailed as the Driver Education Task Analysis, the Malfetti analysis is
prepared in a way that makes it more directly usable to driving instructors.

ANALYSIS OF THE HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

In attempting to identify the behaviors a driver maybe called upon to perform, it is useful to
look first at the larger system in which driving takes place. This system, generally called the Highway
Transportation System, consists of the driver, the vehicle he operates, the roadway over which he
travels, the traffic he encounters, and the general physical environment in which the operation takes
place. Each of these highway transportation system "components" is capable of creating requirements to
which the driver must respond.

First, the driver must respond to himself as a component. His level of fatigue or alertness, his
emotional state, his physical condition, and a variety of other individual factors may give rise to
specific behaviors. For example, the tired driver may need to turn on the radio, open the window,
get out of the car, or undertake other steps to offset fatigue.
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Part II Driving School Instruction
Secondly, the characteristics of the vehicle determine much of what the driver must do. The

nature of the vehicle's controls, displays, and handling characteristics largely determine what the
driver must do to operate the vehicle, while the physical structures and mechanisms give rise to a

variety of servicing and maintenance requirements.
Thirdly, the .roadway exerts a strong and pervasive influence over what the driver does through

its contours (hills and curves); configurations (intersections, on- and off-ramps), its surface conditions,

and associated traffic control markings and devices.
The most complex and potentially hazardous set of requirements arises from the presence on

the roadway of other traffic, including both vehicular and pedestrian traffic. It is the presence on the
roadway of other road users that creates the need for constant visual surveillance as well as the
behaviors involved in such activities as passing, following, and overtaking.

Finally the larger physical environment with its changes in illumination, temperature, and
weather conditions, influences how the driver will operate his vehicle.

The starting point in the Driver Education Task Analysis was an examination of the highway

transportation system to identify the full range of system characteristics capable of giving rise to driving

behaviors: This analysis was augmented by a review of over 600 publications, ranging from research

reports to textbooks, dealing with driving. In all, over 1,000 behavior-related system characteristics were

identified. These characteristics were analyzed both individually and in combination with one another,

to identify the specific behaviors that were required of drivers. The result of this analysis was a list of

over 1700 specific behaviors that make up what we know of as driving. This list of behaviors defines a

set of performance requirements which serve for the curriculum development process a function which is

analogous to that served by performance specifications in the development of a manufacturing process,

ANALYSIS OF CRITICALITY

Even the most extensive program of driving instruction cannot possibly qualify beginning drivers

to perform all required behaviors. Initial instruction must be somewhat selective. In determining which

behaviors to deal with, and to what degree to cover them, the major considerations should be the

criticality of the behavior to the safety and efficiency of the highway transportation system rather than,

for example, the interests of a particular instructor or student. Unfortunately, there is very little valid

data bearing upon the relationship between specific behaviors and the safety or efficiency of the
highway transportation system. For this reason, criticality has to be determined through a process of

human judgment. In the Driver Education Task Analysis the judgments were rendered by some 100

highway safety authorities representing the fields of driver education, driver licensing, traffic enforce-

ment, fleet safety, and broad highway safety programs. The process by which criticality was evaluated

was extremely complex and need not be considered here, The result was a criticality value for each

driving behavior. While the values represent only opinion, the agreement among those rendering the

judgments was sufficiently high to warrant treating the criticality values as representing a true "con-

sensus." Whatever their limitations, it would appear that the criticality values offer a better basis for

setting priorities in driving instruction than would be the opinion of any one individual instructor.

DETERMINATION OF INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

The final step in the systematic determination of instructional objectives is the selection of those

behaviors that are to become performance objectives for a particular instructional program, and the

identification of the knowledges and skills that would enable students to attain these objectives,

generally called "enabling" objectives.
In determining which of the behaviors required of drivers should become ;,erformance objectives,

primary attention should be given to the criticality of the behavior to safe and effective driving. In the

Driver Education Task Analysis, the highway safety authorities described earlier were asked to identify
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those behaviors that were sufficiently critical to warrant being required of a new driver before he might
enter the highway transportation system. These judgments form the basis upon which performance
objectives were selected. A driving school considering objectives for a course to be given to experienced
drivers may wish to e'iminate some of the more elementary objectives. No instructor should accept any
set of objectives without close examination. The results of the Driver Education Task Analysis should be
viewed merely as a source.

While criticality to safe and efficient driving should be a primary determinant in the selection of
performance objectives, the individual instructor must temper considerations of criticality with the
realities of his own school, including the needs and desires of his client and his ability to support
attainment of various performance objectives within his school's resources. Many performances, such as
those involved in collision avoidance, may be highly critical and yet not be capable of being taught
within a particular school. The performance objectives identified in the Driver Education Task Analysis
should, therefore, be viewed as constituting a goal toward which to strive but not necessarily one that is
universally capable of attainment.

Once performance objectives have been established, the driving instructor must attempt to identify
those skills and knowledges that are required in attainment of performance objectives. These skills and
knowledges become objectives in themselves. Knowledge objectives may be divided into two categories:
those that enable by showing the driver how to perform, and those that enable in the sense of
motivating him to perform. The first category of knowledge objectives includes information related to
the performances themselves, as for example the activities required in performing a left-hand turn. In
addition, it includes factual information (e.g., speed limits, tire pressures) and concepts (e.g., centrifugal
force, effects of alcohol) that aids him in carrying out the performances. .

The second category, motivating knowledge objectives, is primarily concerned with information
that plays a role in influencing the driver's attitudes, his beliefs and opinions, relating to various driving
behaviors. Examples of such objectives include accident statistics or fores-acting-upon the occupant of
a motor vehicle in a crash. It is believed that information related to these adverse consequences of poor
driving will motivate drivers to adopt those behaviors that constitute performance objectives.

Both types of knowledge objectives should be derived from identified performance objectives. This
is the only way to assure that the course provides all of the information that is required and avoids
including information that is not required.

Many performance objectives require, in addition to the mere possession of information, the
development of perceptual or motor skills. Perceptual skills relate to the ability to interpret patterns of
stimuli while motor skills relate to the ability to carry out complex manipulative performances in a
coordinated, smooth, or rapid manner. The distinguishing characteristic of skills is the need for practice
in developing a capability to perform. In establishing skill objectives, the instructor will generally wish to
describe the nature of the stimulus pattern (perceptual skills) or performances (motor skills) in

somewhat more detail than would be the case for those performances that are primarily dependent upon
the acquisition of information.

Advantages of preparing performance-oriented instructional objectives include the following:
1. They provide a means by which the instructor can plan an appropriate set of relevant

student learning experiences, and the materials needed to support those experiences.
2. They provide a medium through which students and other interested parties can identify

just what the course is to accomplish.
3. They provide a standard by which the student achievement may be evaluated, for the

student as well as other substitute instructors.
Some instructors have been concerned that the formal preparation of instructional objectives may

stifle the individual instructor's creativity and initiative. However, in practice such does not seem to
occur. Rather, by having an established set of objectives to work from, the instructor generally
experiences greater freedom in the preparation of course materials than is the case where objectives are
vaguely stated and policy guidance must be applied directly to materials themselves. Moreover, objectives
are not immutable; whenever better objectives can be identified, they may be adopted. What is

important is that the objectives be made explicit so that they are shared by everyone.
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Part II Curriculum Development

Selection and Organization of Instructional Content

The student should be able to select and organize instructional content
needed to implement established instructional objectives.

SELECTING CONTENT

Knowledge Information

Once the instructional objectivesperformance, knowledge, and skillhave been identified for a
program of instruction, content related to the knowledge and skill objectives must be selected and
organized so that the instructional program contains relevant and meaningful material. Information
related to the knowledge objectives is conveniently classified under the following categories:

Procedural InformationInformation describing the specific performances that are requited,
e.g., starting procedures, left turn procedures, servicing and maintenance procedures.

Factual InformationInformation concerned with various characteristics of the highway
transportation system which either (1) enable drivers to carry out procedures, e.g., speed
limits, location of displays, tire pressure, meaning of signs, or (2) influence the driver's
attitudes toward application of procedures, e.g., accident statistics, particularly in relation
to specific hazards such as railroad crossings and failure to wear safety belts.

Conceptual InformationInformation concerning the relationships among characteristics of
the highway transportation system, including those that (1) enable drivers to reach sound
decisions, e.g., interpretation of road maps, freeway interchange configurations, and
(2) influence the driver's attitudes in a way that will encourage correct decisions, e.g.,
vehicle closing speeds, effects of rain upon surface friction.

Knowledge information of this nature must be selected for each driving taskaccelerating,
stopping, passing, parking, etc. A variety of content sources should be reviewed and selected on the
basis of their relationship to the knowledge objectives. Sources may include the following types:

1. Textbooks, particularly those with emphasis on performance orientation, e.g., Learning
to Drive by William G. Anderson (Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, 1971).

2. Curriculum materials, including:

Highway Users Federation for Safety and Mobility's (HUFSAM) "Resource Curriculum."

Driver education curricula from state departments of education and educational
institutions having programs in driver education and traffic safety (Michigan State
University, Central Missouri State College, University of Maryland).

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)- sponsored curricula,
including the U.S. Coast Guard program prepared by American University, and this
Instructor Guide.

Curricula prepared by the military services, particularly the multimedia program of
the U.S. Air Force.

3. Technical references and manuals, particularly instructor manuals published by organisa-
tions such as AEtna Life and Casualty Company and Allstate Insurance Company on
driving simulators and their use in driver instruction.

4. Periodicals and journals which contain articles relevant to various aspects of the driving
tasks.
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Part H Driving School Instruction

A number of these sources should be reviewed for material relevant to specified knowledge
objectives. Only material having a clear relationship to specified objectives, however, should be
selected for inclusion in the program of instruction. Material which is not behaviorally relevant should
be excluded. For example, knowledge of the structure and function of the eye would appear to play
little or no part in either enabling or motivating drivers to carry out visual or perceptual tasks and
should not be selected for inclusion in a driver education program, even though such information now
appears in a number of tests.

Skill Information

Skills involved in driving are largely of the following two types:

PerceptualThe ability to interpret stimulus patterns correctly, e.g., judgment of stopping
distance, judgment of gap size.

PsychomotorThe ability to perform responses requiring particular speed, coordination, or
smoothness, e.g., coordination of clutch and accelerator, smooth brake application.

The formation of skills requires the communication of appropriate information and the provision of
practice until the activity may be performed at the required level. Instructional "content" consists
primarily of a description of the nature of the skills.

Up until recently, the instructor had difficulty obtaining clear, concise skill descriptions and
related information for skills associated with passing, parking, backing, etc. Sources from which skill
information can now be selected include:

1. Driver Education Task Analysis, Volume 1: Task Descriptions, Human Resources
Research Organization (HumRRO), Alexandria, Virginia 22314.

2. Driver Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional Objectives, HumRRO.

3. A Description of the Driving Task Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers, by
James L. Malfetti, Columbia University, 1970.

4. In-Car Instruction: Methods and Content, by William G. Anderson, Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 1968.

These sources contain information on what is required of the beginning driver in terms of skills
that would enable hirri to drive safely and effectively.

Attitudes and Habits

Development of driver attitudes is essentially a matter of communicating information that will
lead to a set of beliefs that. are consistent with effeCtive driving. For example, development of
favorable attitudes toward the use of safety belts would take place through the communication of
information concerning accidents with and without safety belts, photographs or motion pictures of
"dummy" occupants during test crashes, and so on.

Many existing driver education programs make liberal use of threats such as "speed kills," or
scare tactics such as "gory" movies in an attempt to influence attitudes. While, in a technical sense,

these techniques do involve the communication of "information," the approach is emotional rather
than rational. In view of the abundance of research demonstrating the futility of emotional appeal,
such an approach should be excluded from consideration by the instructor who is selecting material
for a program of instruction.

The term "habit" generally refers to a characteristic response of a driver that occurs without
the driver's having to think about it. Use of turn signals when changing lanes, response to traffic
signals, and use of the rear vision mirror are examples of habitual responses. In order for a habit to
be established, the situation to which the response is made must occur with relatively high frequency.
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In developing instructional content, those responses that are required with sufficient regularity to
warrant their being established as habits should be included.

One basic assumption often made by individuals charged with the responsibility of selecting
content for programs of instruction is that the beginning driver has little or no previous knowledge or
skill directly related to driving. All items selected as being directly related to the driving task are also
initially selected for instruction. However in many areas, it is not unusual to find that some of the
material found relevant to specific objectives has already been learned by the student and, consequently,
is not needed in the instructional program. This fact is often not accommodated by formal instructional
programs.

There are some factors beyond the student's present ability which limit what should be taught in
driver instruction programs. Among these factors are:

1. Amount of available instructional time. Unfortunately, the amount of time students are
willing to devote to instruction is generally limited. As a result the instructor must select
the content that is most important to successful and efficient driving. Content that must
be omitted, although important, could be assigned for outside reading. Even so, it is

inevitable that some performance elements of a program will be omitted entirely.

2. Available practice areas, conditions, and situations. Selection of content for behind-the-
wheel instruction is often limited by the availability of different types of roadways, and
the types of traffic conditions and situations within a short distance of the student's
home.

3. Environmental conditions. Certain aspects of driving will have to be confined to class-
room instruction because specific environmental conditions don't exist. For example,
certain geographical regions such as the far Southeast and Southwest rarely experience
snow. Prograrhs in these areas must limit coverage of these topics to verbal instruction.

4. Instructor's inability to con'rol traffic elements. There are many aspects of the traffic
situation that an instructor is not able to program to allow student drivers to practice
specific maneuvers in reaction to movements made by other drivers. Behind-the-wheel
instruction, in dealing with the actions of other drivers, must take place when and if the
opportunity arises.

5. Amount of risk. Certain elements of behind-the-wheel instruction could involve some risk.
Skid control practice, evasive maneuvers, and returning to the roadway after dropping off
the pavement edge are examples. The instructor must consider the amount of danger
involved to the student driver, to himself, to others, and to the property of others before
making a final decision on whether to select certain maneuvers for behind the wheel
instruction.

ORGANIZING CONTENT

In the organization of a training program, instructional objectivesperformance, knowledge and

skilland the related content to be mastered are arranged into some logical order. A basic condition for
the acquisition of knowledge, skill, and habit is the occurrence of learning experiences that are

sequenced in terms of sound instructional principles. The problems the driving instructor faces in

organizing instructional content are, generally speaking, less severe than those which confront the
secondary school driver educator, because (1) the duration of instruction is generally shorter, and (2) the

amount of classroom instruction is generally less making the task of coordinating classroom and in-car
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instruction .much less of a problem in organizing the course. However, the problem does crop up
particularly when the professional instructor is called upon to administer a state-organized program. In
organizing content it is necessary to make sure that the knowledge acquired in the classroom is either
necessary for, or enhances_.the learning of, skills' and habits to be used in the laboratory or on the road.
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1. Each instructional unit should have a specified instructional objective(s), and the informa-

tion content should be logically and clearly sequenced to support it. Student drivers must
know the objectives of each instructional unit, and the standards of performance they are
expected to attain.

2. The material to be mastered must be reviewed occasionally. Some student drivers will not

understand the material or learn procedures during their first exposure. Even those
beginning drivers who learn initially may forget some materials or elements of procedures
as the course proceeds. The instructor is obligated to aid student drivers in attaining
instructional objectives. This contrasts with the view that the instructor's obligation is
fulfilled by a single presentation of information.

3. Classroom experiences must be coordinated to occur close together in time. Most of the
knowledge transmitted in the classroom is functional because it prepares the students for

simulated or actual driving experiences. Therefore, classroom preparations should be
followed by their related laboratory sessions. Ideally, laboratory instruction should follow
classroom instruction very closelyseparated by a short rest pause. Since the ideal is hard

to attain, a brief summary of related classroom material should be given before beginning

the laboratory experience.

4. Practice of procedures and development of skills should occur periodically. Effective
learning typically requires repetition of attempts until successful performance is achieved.

Prolonged sessions should be avoided. They may result in the development of undesirable
driving behaviors because student drivers may become tired or bored, and they may adopt

behaviors which may compensate for ,these conditions as well as interfere with learning

good driving habits and skills.

5. Tests should be given periodically as a means of informing beginning drivers and teachers

of progress, and for reinforcing successful performance.

6. Student drivers should be held responsible for all previous course material at any point in

the course. The goal of a course is to help young drivers meet the instructional objectives

at course completion. Consequently, periodic review and retesting are necessary to

overcome the effects of forgetting or incomplete learning.

Specific guides for in-car instruction sequencing are:

1. Teach preoperative procedures first.

2. Teach fundamental procedures and skills, e.g., speed control or steering control, before
teaching the more complex skills which require the driver to use two or more skills,

e.g., turning.

3. Provide classroom instruction or a predriving orientation on concepts, procedures, and
other information prior to behind-the-wheel instruction.

4. Expose new drivers to the less complex procedures and skills and content information
first, i.e., instruction should progress from the simple to the complex.
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Selection of Instructional Methods and Media

INTRODUCTION

Once the instructional content appropriate to established course objectives has been identified, it is

necessary to select the instructional media through which students will develop the required knowledges,
attitudes, skills and habits. For purposes of discussion, media can be divided into four categories,
corresponding to the location of instruction: (1) the classroom, (2) the simulator, (3) the driving range,
and (4) the street. The majority of instruction administered by today's professional driving instructors
consists of behind-the-wheel training in an operational automobile. However, if the level of competence
of professional instructors is to be upgraded to a level approaching that represented in countries where
driving schools are the dominant form of instruction, then instructors must be capable of utilizing all
relevant instructional approaches. For professional instructors who wish to be capable of administering
program; within the secondary school system such broad preparation is a necessity.

Discussion of each category of instructional media will focus upon the characteristics of the media,
their relation to various types of instructional content and their ability to contribute to effective
instruction. The actual use of the media during the administration of a course is discussed in the section
on Curriculum Administration.

CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION

Classroom instruction in driver education should prepare students to drive by providing those
fundamental knowledges and instilling those attitudes that are prerequisite to becoming a safe and
efficient driver. Classroom experiences may achieve these goals directly and indirectly. Some classroom-
transmitted content is directly applicable to the driving task and does not require a laboratory
experience to insure that the driver education student will learn. Other classroom content prepares the
student driver for laboratory lessons directly related to the driving task.

Traditional methods of instruction are applidabfe. The lessons must support the attainment of
specific and realisable objectives that are ultimately related to safe and efficient driving. Preparation of
the lesson involves detailed lesson plan construction, including the selection of particular classroom
teaching techniques, audio-visual aids, and textbook assignments. Since many lessons will prepare the
beginning driver for laboratory work, the classroom activities must be planned to integrate the classroom
and laboratory periods through the specification of objectives, selection, and sequencing of content and
designation of teaching methods.

Goals

The student should know the goals of classroom instruction as a part of a driving
instruction program.

There are two important goals of classroom instruction, both basically performance oriented.
(1) the transmission of facts and concepts and, in courses with a practical orientation, the transmission
of procedural information as well; and (2) the preparation of the student driver for other learning
experiences. In the latter, the knowledge transmitted in the classroom is considered "enabling" in that
its acquisition enables the student driver to engage in other learning experiences with the prospect of a
reasonable degree of success.

Classroom experience readies the student driver for laboratory instruction, including behind-the-
wheel training. Its ultimate purpose is to provide the beginning driver with a foundation of knowledges
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and skills, generally enabling information, that he may develop to the point where he can receive
practical behind-the-wheel instruction. In addition, a great deal of the information transmitted to the
student driver is motivational in purpose. It consists of information concerning the highway transporta-
tion system and its potential hazards. This information will develop within the student driver those
attitudes that lead him to the application of safe driving knowledges and skills.

Requirements

The student should know the requirements of the classroom experience.

Each class must be goal-oriented, with explicit and realizable objectives to each lesson or session.
Student drivers must be told the specific instructional objectives to be attained, the specific level of
achievement or standards they are individually expected to meet, and the manner and mode of
classroom examinations designed to test their progress.

Lessons must be organized logically with appropriate content material to support the main points.
(The section on Lesson Plan Development provides a detailed description of the development of lesson
plans.) There is no substitute for a well organized classroom experience, and it is difficult to achieve one
without a well developed plan. Organization has been shown to be more crucial than the media
(instructor, film, programmed instruction) that may be used for presentation of the material.

For a satisfactory classroom experience, all participants must be prepared for the lesson. The
instructor must develop and/or review his lesson plan, reference material, and teaching aids, arranging for
audiovisual aids or other special equipment. Handout materials must be prepared in advance so that they
are available at the beginning of each class. Beginning drivers should have completed their assignment
which will give them the appropriate background material for the lesson or provide the focus for further
examination during class.

Use of the appropriate media and aids will enhance the effectiveness of the classroom experience.
The purpose of instructional aids is to provide experiences for the student drivers which are of a quality
and scope that exceed the quality of the instructor's lecture materials. Such instructional aidsfilms,
filmstrips, and other materials and devicesshould not be selected for their own sake; rather, they
should be introduced only when they will make the curriculum more effective.

The instructor must preview films and filmstrips to determine their suitability as an instructional
aid to specific lessons. In previewing the material, the instructor should develop a synopsis of the
presentation. The synopsis should state running time of the film or, if applicable, specific sequences in
it, and should indicate the points where the projectionist is to stop the film to permit the instructor to
make a point.

Audio-visual materials should never be a substitute for an absent teacher. They must always be
used with the instructional program, If a film is not an integral part of the lesson, the beginning drivers
may regard the classroom hour as a vacation from the normal routine and develop a "recreational"
attitude toward films.

The appropriate use of films and filmstrips is to convey information which the student drivers
must retain. Before the film is shown the instructor must inform the beginning drivers that he will hold
them responsible for the content.

Methods

The student should know the applicable presentational classroom methods.

Classroom methods are primarily "presentational" in that the instructor serves as the medium for
the presentation of facts, concepts, and procedural information. He augments his presentation with
written material such as textbooks, pamphlets, films, filmstrips, and demonstrations.

The instructor's presentation must exhibit several crucial characteristics. First of all, the level of
difficulty, the vocabulary and sentence structure the instructor uses should be adapted to the group he
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is teaching. Secondly, the rate at which the instructor speaks or lectures must be regulated to permit the
class to take handwritten notes. It is very difficult for a student driver to listen and record simultane-
ously the instructor's presentation, and the problem is compounded by a novice instructor who tends to
speak too rapidly. It will be helpful to beginning drivers if the instructor prepares and distributes written
outlines of the major points of the classroom presentation.

The third crucial characteristic is the manner of the presentation. Since driving a car is a serious
responsibility, the presentations that help teach student drivers how to drive should also be serious,
They need not be stern or solemn, but they should not be so jocular that they cannot be taken
seriously.

At the first meeting, the instructor should give each class member a copy of the course syllabus
and acquaint them fully with the courseits major purpose and objectives, testing procedures, and other
requirements. He should outline the rules of conduct the beginning drivers must observe during lectures
and examinations, not emphasizing the punitive consequences of their deliberate failure to adhere to
important rules. The class will react negatively to a punitive attitude.

Questions from Students and Teacher

There must be an allowance of time during and/or at the end of each lesson for the class members
to ask questions. An alternative or augmenting procedure would be for the instructor to ask questions of
the student drivers during and at the conclusion of each lesson. This procedure would not only be
helpful in determining the general effectiveness of the presentation but it would also motivate them to
prepare assignments and to pay attention during class.

It is difficult to develop a purely voluntary question and answer interchange between instructor
and student drivers and still assure involvement of the majority of the class. So that the entire class will
benefit, the instructor must use his skills to deal with questions, rephrasing them so they are understood
by the beginning drivers and can be answered fully. Student drivers are frequently unable to articulate
accurately the point they do not understand. When this situation exists, the instructor must take such
questions and develop them so that his response is effective.

He must avoid devoting too much time to questions that concern a limited number of the class
members. It is not realistic to expect that the entire class will completely understand all the material at
any one time. If the difficulty appears to be idiosyncratic, the instructor, after a reasonable attempt to
answer the question, should continue the discussion with a particular student driver after class.

Irrelevant questions must be handled tactfully, because such questions may indicate that the
student driver has misunderstood a point. The instructor must return the questioning to its proper
perspective without making the neophyte driver feel he has been deficient in his understanding.

Frequently a beginning driver will ask a question that seems so incoherent the instructor isn't able
to identify the specific problem. In such cases it will be helpful to go back to the point in the
presentation that puzzles the student driver and recapitulate that section of the presentation.

Resource Individuals

The instructor may wish to ask an acknowledged expert in some aspect of the highway transportation
system (e.g., police officer) to give a lecture or demonstration to the class. This practice will be largely
confined to programs operated within the public school system. Apart from the instructional value of such
an experience, the change of face and the change of pace may help to maintain student driver interest in the
course. However, the use of the resource person, like the use of any instructional aid, must meet a specific
instructional requirement identified in the lesson plan. He should not be asked to give a presentation unless
the content is suitable to the block of instruction being currently presented to the students.

*Very often resource people will come with equipment or other material which, while relevant to
their own function, is not relevant to the material being covered in the class. Unfortunately, the

-equipment the resource person brings with him may be more fascinating than the information he is
supposed to convey. Too much time may be spent looking at the squad car and its accessories, watching
the operation of a breath tester, and so on.
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Normally the class should be held responsible. for the most relevant material presented by the
resource person. Since it may be difficult to apply the same type of control to this kind of presentation
as can be applied to a film, it may be necessary for the instructor, after the presentation has been given,
to redefine the areas for whik.h the students will be held responsible.

The instructor should keep in mind that it is not always possible to acquire the services of a

resource person on short notice. Consequently, arrangements should be made well in advance so that the
guest's presentation can be properly integrated with the course.

Field Trips

A visitation to a traffic court, department of motor vehicle testing station, or a specific highway
traffic site can strengthen beginning drivers' knowledge. Again this technique is most appropriate to public
school programs. In planning a field trip, the instructor must be sure that it will be an integral part of the
curriculum, determining at what point in the lesson the trip will be helpful and scheduling it accordingly. It
should not be set up or administered in a manner that makes the neophyte drivers feel they are getting a
"day off" from the class.

Before the visitation the instructor must give the class the proper orientation so each class member
will know what to look and listen for, and afterward, he must review the experience with the class. The
class should be held responsible for the content of the field experience.

The inherent difficulty with a field trip is the potential inability of the instructor to control the
experience. A visit to a police station, for example, can provide information and experiences relevant to
driver education, and foster a better attitude of young people toward law enforcement agencies.
However, the beginning drivers will also see and be interested in areas at a police station that are not
relevant to driver educationthe pistol range or cell block area, for example. The instructor may have
difficulty guiding and holding the interest of the class in the applicable area, and the result may be a
considerable waste of valuable time.

Demonstrations

A demonstration is an illustration of a fact or principle. This teaching technique is frequently
costly, requiring a great deal of preparation to be effective. When the instructor believes he will be
unable to make his point with lecture, textbook, films, or filmstrips, he can utilize a demonstration. The
demonstration gives a realistic illustration of a crucial fact, such as automobile braking distance or skid
control. Before deciding to use this technique, the instructor must first identify the requirement for
demonstration through a study of the objectives in the course and- the,speGific lesson plan. Then he
must determine if the degree of realism required excludes the use of films or filmstrips. Finally, he must
identify in advance the salient features of the demonstration for the class members and hold them
responsible for the information conveyed in the demonstration.

The student should know the interactive teaching methods for classroom instruction.

Interactive teaching methods are procedures of instruction in which a class member takes an active
partgroup discussions, role playing, programmed instruction, projects, and problem-solving activities.

Interactive techniques should be used when the objective of instruction involves more than the
mere communication of information, as for example when the objective of the instruction is to
influence the beginning driver's attitude or when it is desired to have the neophyte driver play a highly
active role in the learning process.

Group Discussion

In a group discussion, the class is presented with a topic or probelm to be solved and class members
offer their views and solutions. The instructor of a student driver acts as a moderator and attempts to guide
a discussion toward a specific end result. For example, the instructor might introduce the topic of drinking
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alcoholic beverages prior to driving in the hope of molding the attitudes of the class negatively toward a

combination of drinking and driving. The group discussion approach is particularly well suited to court-

operated "remedial" programs which frequently involve professional driving instructors.

It is unlikely that the beginning drivers' attitudes or thought modes will be meaningfully changed

by an occasional exercise i n group discussion. I t is partidularly difficult for an instructor to lead a
discussion to a constructive conclusion when faced with a concrete problem. It is even more difficult to

use the group discussion technique to modify attitudes and beliefs.

The technique can be employed for the analysis of information content if the instructor is skillful
in the guidance of discussion and can strike a balance between a discussion that does not have enough
guidance and one that is inhibited by too much guidance. The technique should be used only by a well
prepared and exceptionally skillful instructor where it will satisfy a specific educational requirement.

Role Playing

rThis technique is intended primarily to effect attitude changes. It equires two or more individuals
to assume the roles of people involved in a problem under discussion. .7hrouc:1 their attempts to adopt

the points of view of the individuals in a hypothetical problem, the student dri',ers should learn to

better understand similar real life situations. For example, members of the class could assume the roles

of a traffic officer or traffic court judge and a driver cited for a violation of tf.9 motor vehicle code. In

adopting the role of the traffic officer the driver education student may achieve a better understanding

of the problems and difficulties of traffic law enforcement.
Effective role playing exercises require a considerable amount of sophisticated planning by the

teacher and consume a great deal of time, particularly if all class members are to adopt a role. Indeed,

unless all class members du adopt some rule in the problem under discussion the exercise in role playing

is more likely to be a demonstration than a successful effort at individual attitude change.

Programmed Instruction

Programmed instruction is a technique in which the rate at which the student receives material is

dependent upon his success in mastering the information. The medium for the presentation of material

and the assessment of the learner's progress may vary, from written manuscript to computers. The heart

of the instructional process is well specified objectives, and well-organized material, critically placed and

frequent tests to determine whether the learner proceeds to a new block of instruction or receives

remedial instruction.
While the programMed instruction technique can be applied to the classroom content of driver and

traffic safety education, a considerable investment is required to develop it effectively. Unless the

instructor has an abundance of time and energy as well as technical skill in programmed instructional

material development, this technique should not be undertaken.

Projects

Projects are individual efforts which presumably lead to better individual understanding of the

given problem. When the project method is used, there is the assumption that it will be more
economical and effective than other available teaching procedures. A project frequently will involve the

entire class, each class member being asked to collect information relevant to some specified topic and

to prepare a brief report. Projects may include an interview with highway traffic safety officials, the

construction of traffic safety posters, and many other activities.
The instructor must take the time to make this learning activity profitable. Indeed, he must assure

himself that the benefits of the activity will justify the amount of time he will have to devote to it.

Class members will need individualized attention in the preparation of their assignments and for their

successful involvement in the.project activity itself.
While a project may provide some novelty in the course, the introduction of novelty is not a

sufficient reason for the use of a project activity. The activity must have a reasonable guarantee that it
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will provide the class with information that cannot be more economically obtained by the use of other
learning procedures.

Problem Solving

Problem-solving activities are utilized when the instructor feels that the driver education student
will not learn unless he is involved in some form of analytical activity. For example, the instructor
might portray a hazardous traffic situation on a situation analysis display as a means of involving the
beginning drivers in the solution of basic driving problems. The underlying assumption is that through a
process of discovery the neophyte drivers will derive more benefit than they would if the instructor
were to describe and analyze the problem himself. There is no basis in fact for such an assumption.
Learner involvement in the problem-solving activity may increase their interest in the course, but it is

unlikely that they will by themselves discover highway traffic safety principles without considerable
assistance from the instructor.

The problem-solving activity is more likely to be successful if it is highly structured by the teacher
and is preceded by instruction in the concepts that the students are expected to utilize in solving the
problem.

The student should know how to use tests in the classroom.

Knowledge test achievement scores furnish the instructor with concrete information on the
effectiveness of the course and the extent of the learner's achievements. Such information should be
used as a guide for the refinement and development of the course and for diagnosing learning problems.
Each test should be designed as a learning experience. To be useful the test must have the following
characteristics:

1. The questions should be a truly representative sample of the knowledge content being
tested. The number of questions on a particular topic should reflect the criticality of that
topic.

2. Questions should be carefully constructed using a vocabulary and sentence structure
understandable to the students being examined.

3. The method of indicating answers should be simple to understand and perform.

4. The amount of time for learners to answer the questions should be adequate.

5. The test should be scored and the results given to the class as soon as possible in order to
make the test experience an effective learning procedure. The longer the delay in getting
results of a test to the students, the more the examination loses as an effective learning
tool.

6. The learner should be given complete information on the test results.

Classroom Media

The student should know the types of media that are available and how they can
be used to augment instruction.

Classroom media transmit information, visually and auditorially. They include films, filmstrips and
slides, transparencies, multimedia systems, photographs, chalkboards, traffic situation display boards, and
cardboard or paper mock-ups. The instructor may also be considered part of the instructional media since
he transmits information. However, the present discussion is limited to media that are purchased rather
than salaried. These devices and materials can be a very effective part of the teaching program, provided
care is taken to assure their relevance to the instructional objectives of the course and to the lesson in which
they are to be used.
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The types of the materials available to the driving instructor, as well as their range of application, are

extensive. A substantial amount of material pertaining to variou's subject areas is also available, including

the description and function of the highway transportation system, basic vehicle control tasks, normal

driving procedures, emergency driving procedures, such off-roads, non-driving topics as the driver's general

physiological and psychological well-being and his preparedness to drive, the legal requirements for both

driver and car, and the operation of state and local governmental units and agencies.

Classroom media are not a substitute for the instructor. Rather, they augment his instructional

program. The instructor must develop an effective program by selecting and utilizing aids that can enrich

the learning experiences of the student driver. It is unlikely that any currently available instructional aid

can be an effective substitute for portions of the instructional material that should be included in a

safety-oriented course. Therefore, the instructor must study thoroughly the objectives of the course,

checking the ikstructional media available to enhance the learning experience and selecting those that are

appropriate on the basis of their applicability and economy. Subsequently, he must fully integrate these

aids within the classroom program, adhering to general guidelines for their use (see the section on Curricu-

lum Instruction).
Various commercially available instructional aids are listed in other sections of this Instructor Guide.

While some preliminary screening of these sections has been performed, the material in these sections is

more of a "catalog" than a recommended list. Programs and policies of individual driving schools will

require the instructors to choose among selected alternatives in constructing their educational programs.

With the catalog, the instructor will be aware of a range of alternatives. He can study the various devices

and materials to determine their suitability to the goals of driver and traffic safety education, and the

curricular and economic requirements that define the context in which he develops his material.

Films

While professional driving schools have generally made little use of instructional films, it is important

that instructors be familiar with (1) the strengths and weaknesses of films as a medium, (2) the proper use

of films,.and (3) the available sources of driving films. Motion picture films in 8 and 16 mm, black and

white or color, with or without sound, are widely available. Modern motion picture projectors are fairly

simple to operate although an instructor should seek some instruction in their operation and routine

maintenance.
Application

A variety of topics related to driver education and traffic safety are dramatized in motion picture

films, which are available from a number of different sources and referenced in each unit of this Guide.

They offer a rather wide range of application.
They aid in the learning of perceptual responses associated with defensive driving by illustrating

conditions a driver should watch for (emerging road hazards) or behaviors he should acquire (scanning

the environment, following at a safe distance, using the right of way with caution).

Films can also be valuable in the development of perceptual skills. They can enhance skill

development by pointing out cues for specific driving requirements or by drawing attention to specific

problems. Film presentations, which usually are packaged units containing charts, graphs, or illustrations

with applicable narrations, can offer knowledge content of specific situations with which students should

be familiar before they engage in further classroom study or related laboratory or on-the-road driving

experiences. While most films are not of sufficient quality to allow students to develop highly accurate

perceptual skiiis, they are, nonetheless, a helpful and needed prerequisite to perceptual skill and hazard

rocognition training.
Motion pictures can also dernonstratea great variety of driving behaviors, particularly those that

involve a dynamic interaction among vehicles. These behaviors include smooth merging into traffic upon

entering and leaving freeways, the consequences of tailgating or needless lane changing at high speed, the

consequences of split-second decisions and the need to plan ahead, or the need for making driving

adjustments under adverse weather conditions.
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The stop-frame techniquestopping a film at a designated pointis a use of films which permits
specific points of the driving situation to be discussed as they are depicted. The technique can be used
to teach emergency reactions, for example. As a developing hazard reaches a climax, the film is stopped
so that various aspects of the emergency can be discussed. A similar approach is the "flash film'
technique which uses slides to portray hai.ardous situations.

There are some disadvantages to films as an instructional medium. For one thing, they are costly
and should be purchased only when it is apparent they will fill a need more efficiently than any other
medium. Secondly, they are demanding of the instructor's time. Most films will cover a number of
different problems or situations, perhaps only one of which will be applicable to the lesson plan at
hand. To avoid using irrllevant portions, the instructor must preview the film, selecting only the content
that supports the objectives of a given class period.

Filmstrips and Slides

Filmstrips are 35 mm, color or black and white film segments that vary in the number of frames,
They require a special projector, one that advances the film a frame at a time, either manually or
automatically, from a signal generated by a cuing device, For best viewing, filmstrips should be shown
on a motion picture screen. Some devices come equipped with a correlated audio presentation which
also contains a cuing message to advance the film. This type of device results in a completely
coordinated audio and visual presentation.

Commercially available slides are typically 35 mm, in color or black and white. Slides can be
prepared by the instructor using 35 mm film and a commercial processing source, or by using a Polaroid
camera with a special attachment and slide processing materials. Projectors for 35 mm slides are available
from a number of commercial sources. They can be obtained with correlated audio equipment. An
alternative is to correlate audio with the slides, using a reel-to-reel or cassette recorder and manually
triggering each slide,
Application

Filmstrips and slides can be used to transmit factual, procedural, and conceptual knowledge for a
variety of driver and traffic safety education problem areas. In many respects they are comparable to
motion picture films in the transmission of this kind of information.

They also can assist in the development of perceptual skills. Pacing the materials, as this technique
permits the instructor to do, is more than an adequate substitute for a stop frame motion picture
technique. An illustrationfor example, the development of hazards or other driving emergencies--may
be effectively portrayed with the instructor directing the students' attention to the features of the
presentation before progressing to more dynamic presentations, such as the motion picture firm in which
the emergency situation may arise so rapidly that the students fail to recognize the factors in the
development of the problem.

Generally, filmstrips and slides can effectively do all that a motion picture film can do, especially
if the correlated audio or the instructor's script is effective. A reel-to-reel or cassette tape recorder script
can be prepared in advance by the instructor. Manua! cuing of the projection device will coordinate the
verbalization and the projection of the image. An additional advantage is that it permits the instructor
to pause for an additional period of time to answer questions. The fully automatic cuing is more
difficult to override.

With this technique, the instructor is able to preplan, organize, and develop standardized presen-
tations keyed directly to, the instructional objectives he must meet. Examination questions can be
interspersed throughout the presentation, with the students recording their answers on a standardized
answer sheet. The use of a tape narrative makes it easy for the instructor to attend to the students who
are answering the test question.

The versatility of this technique is another advantage. The instructor can take pictures of local
traffic scenes and make his own slides and filmstrips to illustrate driver and traffic safety education
problems in the context of the environment with which the students are familiar. This enhances the
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realism and significance of the course and makes the students more keenly aware that the instructor is

not discussing hypothetical problems, but rather, real life problems they must solve.
There are some disadvantages to the use of filmstrips and slides. They are more costly than still

photographs or other methods, and they are less realistic than films in portraying dynamic situations. In

addition, commercially prepared materials may not be adequately addressed to the objectives of the

course, and for the instructor himself to produce teaching materials, he must have the time and the

funds.

Transparencies

Transparencies, which can be shown on an overhead projector, vary in size from just large enough to

be visible to an 8 by 10. This system is frequently used to display the line drawings, graphs, and charts

made by the instructor. Normally the instructor provides the narrative to accompany the projection;
however, the visual presentation could be correlated with a prepared audio narrative.

Application
The range of application of transparencies is narrower than that of slides or filmstrips. Their use is

restricted principally to the display of figures, charts, schematics, and verbal information. They can alse be

used as a lecture aid particularly in an auditorium or large classroom. Typically, a lecture presented to a

large group is subjected to a considerable amount of distraction from the shuffling and movement of large

numbers of students. This makes it necessary either to hand out material or to outline the lecture on the

chalkboard, The latter is essentially a waste of time, because in a large room or room with poor seating

arrangements the chalkboard may not be clearly visible to all students. By using a projector and trans-

parencies, these difficulties can be overcome.
Directions for making transparencies are not complicated. Clear acetate notebook page covers,

approximately 81/2 by 11 in size, should be obtained. These acetate covers are normally folded in half.

The covers should be opened and the outline of the lecture written on the acetate sheets with a felt

marking pen or grease pencil. A sheet of white paper should be placed behind the acetate to make it

easier to see the writing on the acetate. The transparency must be shown without the paper backing,

however. The lecture outline should be placed a page at a time on the projector with a sheet of paper

covering it to block the Projection of the transparency until it is needed. Then each item of the outline

is uncovered as it is introduced and discussed. If all the page is uncovered at once, the students will

spend their time copying the outline, not paying any attention to the lecture until they have completed

their copying.
Instructor preparation is always important. If the transparencies are charts, graphs, or schematics,

the oral presentation should include all the explanatory information required to fully interpret them.

The material must be well organized and legible.

Multimedia Systems

Commercial multimedia systems are 16 mm sound motion picture projectors and filmstrip

projectors that are controlled by a cuing device. The control unit allows the instructor to switch
automatically between the two media to take best advantage of content and degree of required realism

in each medium, Commercial programs also typically contain slide projections of multiple choice

questions. Students are directed to answer each question individually by depressing a small pushbutton

response indicator device. Impulse counters in the instructor's console accumulate points for correct

answers on an individual and group basis. An optional programming unit can be obtained that allows the

instructor to develop his own switching sequence for films and filmstrips which he may produce locally.

The content of commercially available programs samples many areas of driver and traffic safety

education, including, for example, emergency driving procedures, basic driving skills, rules of the road,

and citizenship.
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The principal asset of the hardware combination is the control mechanism which allows the
instructor to prearrange the efficient classroom use of motion picture and filmstrip materials. The
student response mechanisms and counters are another potentially useful feature.
Application

The instructional capability of this system is essentially the same as that contained in the
individual motion picture and filmstrip projector media. It should be used as these media are usedto
develop knowledge and perceptual skills.

An added feature of a multimedia system is the student response mechanism. If the question
material in the commercial programs is good, the testing will be an aid to learning and instruction. The
immediate feedback provided in these films is an acknowledged aid to learning.

There are drawbacks to the system, however. The student response units are connected to the
instructor's console by cables which, unless hidden, tend to clutter the room. The cost is, of course,
much higher than paper and pencil testing.

The production of material, which includes the programmed use of both systems, forces the
instructor to spend a great deal of time organizing his strategy and content. This is highly desirable.

Photographs

Black and white or color photographs may be used to illustrate such factors as highway
character.istics, effects of crash forces on the car, instruments, and other mechanical features of the car,
and signs and roadway markings.
Application

The principal use of photographs is to transmit knowledge or to illustrate the verbal content of
lectures. They are unlikely to assist in the development of skills.

Chalkboards

The chalkboard is an inexpensive graphic aid with which all instructors are familiar.
Application

Wilh a chalkboard, the instructor can present diagrams of traffic and highway situations, illustrate
signs and roadway markings, show location of controls and displays on the automobile instrument panel,
and depict instruments and controls schematically on a large scale. In addition, he can present student
assignments and lesson .topic outlines, list discussion points for the lesson, and present examination
material.

The chalkboard is probably the least effective way of transmitting large amounts of written
material to the students. If the instructor writes large enough so that all students can see, the board
must be erased frequently in order to present more information. 1 f the instructor writes in a small hand,
some students will not be able to see the material or read it easily. In addition, students who spend
their time copying material from the board are unable to devote their attention to any information
presented orally. The use of written handout material will be much more effective.

The effective use of the chalkboard illustration to portray signs, markings, and highway traffic
situations is limited by the artistic ability of the instructor and the artistic ability of the students who
will attempt to reproduce the illustration in their notebooks.

Traffic Situation Display Boards

Traffic situation display boards can be used to illustrate the configuration of highway intersections
or other roadway characteristics. The instructor can construct a variety of roadway configurations with
the adjustment of movable pieces on the board. The traffic situation display board is an alternative to a
chalkboard illustration.
Application

These displays can be used to illustrate traffic problems for discussion by the class to maximize
their participation and interaction with the instructor. Thus, the display boards are an aid to the
classroom techniques involving group discussion and problem solving.
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There are some advantages to the use of a traffic situation display board. The effectiveness of the

presentation is not dependent upon the artistic ability of the instructor as it is when chalkboard

illustrations are constructed, and the display can be varied in response to students' analyses of traffic

problems. The result is a display with far greater flexibility than those.projected by slides or filmstrips.

Because the range of situations that can be shown on the display board is somewhat limited, the

usefulness of the display is somewhat narrow. Further, the rearrangement of the board from one

situation to another does require class time.

Mock-Ups

Mock-ups are low cost representations of equipment, generally fabricated from cardboard or paper,

intended Lo acquaint students with the physical appearance of the equipment. They are entirely

nonoperational that is, nothing really "works." They are intended merely to teach location and
recognition of various equipment components. The cost of mock-ups is normally very inexpensive when

compared to the cost of purchase and use of operational equipment.
Application

Large cardboard and paper mock-ups can be used to illustrate the instrument panel of the car and

show the location of controls. These aids are useful in presenting knowledge and in the development of

some procedures. They can be a substitute for a chalkboard in presenting knowledge information.

Cardboard instrument panels the size of the students' desks can be placed before each student. Students

are then led through a drill which allows them to learn the types and location of a car's instruments and

controls. Cardboard mock -ups of this type have been found to be very effective even in the training of

pilots to perform cockpit procedures. The lack of realism may be a slight problem. However, the

instructor's abilities can overcome this.

Scare Tactics

A standard part of many driver and traffic safety education programs is the appeal to fear,

typically through films or other graphic aids. Several approaches have been employed, ranging from the

suspenseful "rendezvous with death" motif to stark exhibits of actual accidents, graphically detailed.

From a survey of "scare" techniques, Malfetti and Warner have concluded that most have been used

with good intention but with little foundation.
In one of the earlier studies concerned with this subject, Janis and Feshback found that the strong

use of emotional appeal with negative connotations was not an effective means of influencing behavior

in a specified direction. Since that time other studies have corroborated these findings. The explanation

usually offered is that the viewer tends to avoid the fear-producing material, thus negating any

motivational effect it might have. This type of response has come to be known as the defensive

avoidance reaction. There is further evidence, though not definitive, that an arousal of strong fear may

actually induce accidents. A possible explanation is offered by other research which has shown that

spread of muscular tension accompanying anxiety can cause behavior patterns to break down and reduce

perception. Finally, the effectiveness of the scare communication has been shown to depend upon its

source: If the communicator is viewed as unqualified, the message might either be ignored or produce

effects opposite from those intended.
In the area of driver safety, Merrill discovered defensive avoidance reaction in those viewing a

filmed drama in which a careless driver kills a traffic officer. An attitude change opposite to that desired

occurred among the viewers immediately after the showing, to return to its original level ten weeks later

as the avoidance effect dissipated.
In summary, the use of scare techniques poses a greater threat to the students receptivity to safety

instruction than it does to whatever unwholesome attitudes he may harbor. The use of positive factual

information is more likely to foster the attitude change desired. Blatant fear producing material should

normally be omitted from driver and traffic safety education courses.
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Professional driving schools have made little use of simulators for a number of reasons. First, the type
of simulator predominantly in use today is most cost-effective for large classes rather than the individual
instruction that has characterized most driving school programs. Secondly, they have been frequently
proposed as a partial substitute for the on street instruction that most professional driving instructors feel is
extremely important.

However, because professional instructors are occasionally involved in secondary school programs,
they should be familiar with driving simulators. Moreover, the nature of simulation is changing in a way
that makes it more a useful adjunct to on-street instruction rather than a substitute for it.

Types of Driving Simulators

The student should know the basic types of driving simulators.

Simulator instruction in driving instruction employs electro-mechanical devices and programmed
films to reproduce situations likely to occur in the real driving environment. The simulator provides sensory
input similar to what the driver will receive in the actual environment, and the driver is required to respond
correctly. The instructional programs cover a variety of driving situations and conditions. Simulation
equipment can be placed in a classroom or installed in a trailer and moved from one school to another.

Although the motion picture driving simulators are the most publicised and accepted, other types
exist. The most noted are:

The Point Light Source. In this simulator the image of a landscape is projected on a screen
by means of a light from a small source through a transparency on which objects have teen
either placed, painted, or photographed. The transparency moves in .response_ to the
operator's manipulation of the controls so that an illusion of driving through the Igikkape is
created.
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Model Vehicles. The display consists of a model vehicle which either moves along a
stationary roadway or is positioned above a moving belt representing the road. Speed and/or
direction are under the operator's control.

Remote Control TV. This simulator is equipped with a television camera that is driven across
a scale model environment. The image from the camera is projected on a screen in front of
the driver. This display will change in response to the driver's control manipulations.

In the most sophisticated form of television simulator, both the camera and projector are
linked to the driver's head by means of a helmet linkage system. This system allows the
driver a 360° field of view.

Computer Generated Displays. In this simulator, the display is created synthetically by
means of computer-generated images representing the roadway, other cars, objects along the
roadside, and so on. The pattern of images changes in response to the driver's control
manipulations.

The point light source, model vehicle, remote TV, and computer-generated display simulators have
in common the fact that the visual stimulus to which the driver responds will, in turn, respond to his
control actions, setting up a continuous "dosed loop" interaction between the visual display and the
driver. In a motion picture simulator, the display is "frozen" on film and is therefore unable to respond
to the driver's control manipulations. Lacking a continuous interactive stimulus/response relationship,
the motion picture simulator is called an "open loop" simulator.

Since the visual display in a closed loop simulator responds to the driver's control manipulations,
there is of necessity a one-to-one relationship between visual display and driver. This means that open
loop simulators can accommodate only one driver at a time, a fact that renders them somewhat
expensive for use in large classes. The open loop film simulator, because it allows many students to
share the same visual display, is much better suited to classroom use.

The most widely used driving simulators are those developed for AEtna Life and Casualty and
Allstate Insurance. Both the AEtna and Allstate systems utilize motion pictures and have mock-ups of the
driver's seat. The student drives the car (simulator) in response to cues presented in the training film. Both
the AEtna and Allstate system are open loop simulators, consequently, the visual display does not respond
in any way to control movements made by student drivers. As many as 24 units, each containing the
instruments and control found in actual automobiles, may be set up in a simulator laboratory.

Training Value of Driving Simulators

The student should know the training value of driving simulators.

Many driver education programs utilize the simulator method of instruction. Some instructors feel
that driving simulators are a valuable supplement to the total driver training program. Others feel they offer
little educational benefit. To determine the training value of driving simulators, the following must be
identified and examined.

The overall objectives of driver education programs.

The capabilities of driving simulators in meeting the objectives.

The role of the instructor in the simulation program.

Each of these factors will be discussed.
An effective instructional system meets the overall objectives of the driver education program. If

the objectives are accomplished the student driver will develop knowledge, attitudes, procedures, habits,
and skills that will enable him to drive in a safe, responsible, and efficient manner.
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Identification of these program objectives provides a basis against which the training value of
driving simulators can be assessed.

Simulators and the Development of Knowledge

Driving simulators present information to students through an audio-visual system. Films cover a
wide range of topics and a variety of driving environments and situations, including the driving
environment, surveillance and hazard detection techniques, pre-operative and starting procedures, basic

control tasks, and on-road emergencies.
Many simulator films are effective either with or without their audio. The audio will identify

potential hazards and present knowledge items related to specific procedures. Or the instructor can turn

off the audio Pnci use his own lesson materials with the films.
It would appear, then, that driving simulators provide thorough coverage of driving topics. A few

areas such as night driving, and skid control, do not lend themselves well in motion picture simulation, but
overall coverage is comprehensive. Simulator films seem to present the information necessary to reinforce
the effectiveness of the simulation laboratory as a method of instruction. A study by Bishop supporting this

conclusion indicates that a simulator group compared favorably with a nonsimulator group in terms of
acquisition of information. However, a legitimate question arises as to whether simulator films constitute
a cost-effective medium for mere presentation of information.

Simulators and Development of Attitudes

Attitude is important to the driving task. The wrong attitude in a driver, even though he possesses
considerable knowledge and skills, can create unsafe conditions for himself, other drivers: and

pedestrians.
Driver attitudes are influenced by simulators, many driving instructors feel. Student drivers' visual

experiences gained from simulator films provide subject matter for classroom discussions, which, in 'turn,

help to establish high standards of responsibility. Some instructors feel that simulation of hazards
encourages the student driver to develop defensive driving attitudes. That research has shown little
correlation between simulator instruction and attitude development may be partly due to the lack of an

adequate scale for evaluating driver attitudes.

Simulators and the Pra.e.tice of Correct Driving Procedures

Simulators have been successful for teaching such procedures asengine starting, shifting patterns

for manual-shift cars, braking, steering, surveillance, signaling, backing, lane changing, and parking. The

film(s) accompanying the simulation instructional unit identifies the procedures and provides instructions

and commentary; and the students respond. It is possible for students to practice such procedures in the

laboratory.
The instructor's role when a student driver is in the simulator is to identify his procedural errors

and to help correct them. The lack of a motion system, together with the weaknesses of the
programmed feature of the visual display, tends to withhold from the student important environmental

cues which would indicate to him that he is doing something wrong. In the absence of such cues, the

instructor must cue the student driver. In addition, he can utilize drills, proven effective in teaching such

procedures as accelerating in manual shift cars and using the hand-over-hand technique when turning.

There are some procedures that involve motor responseshand signals, wheel grip, use of mirrors, for

example- which the recording equipment is unable to monitor. The instructor himself must check each

student to see if he is performing these procedures.
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The simulation recording equipment indirectly can monitor some of the student driver's perceptual
responses. His reaction to a hazardous situation on the simulator filma child darting in front of the car,
for exampleregisters on the scoring mechanism. If the driver moves his foot from the accelerator pedal
and applies pressure to the brake the instructor knows that the student has perceived the hazardous
situation.

In summary, it appears that driving simulators can be an aid to the instructor in teaching driving
procedures. However, their effectiveness in this capacity appears to be directly related to the ability and
resourcefulness of the instructor.

Simulators and the Development of Habits

Procedures that can be learned and practiced in the simulator laboratory can become habit to the
extent that the driver will perform them without having to think about them. Errors made by student
drivers must be identified, either by the instructor or the simulator scoring system, and corrected so that
incorrect procedures do not become habit.

Simulator instruction appears to be particularly effective in developing habits because of the ease

with which responses may be achieved. Use of turn signals and a great variety of perceptual responses
registered through the students' precautionary use of accelerator or brakemay be called for until a high
probability of correct response is achieved. Programmed films emphasize primary and secondary search
areas, and the student, by analyzing the filmed traffic situations, learns to search and scan the driving

environment for possible hazards. On the programmed films he sees many traffic situations that are
virtually impossible to duplicate on the street. The fact that the sequences of the programmed feature of

the visual system can be replayed and situations analyzed at length is an asset.

Simulators and the Development of Skills

In order to assess the capabilities of simulators for developing driving skills, the types of driving
skills that must be learned, and the factors necessary for skill development to take place, must be
considered.

Types of Driving SKills. Many skills are required to effectively control the vehicle. Driver
education research, more particularly, driving task analyses, have been successful in identifying types of
skills required of the driver. Among them are:

Hand-foot coordination. This skill enables the driver to accelerate smoothly in
manual shift cars and to maintain directional control at various speeds when driving
on curved roadways.

Perceptual skill. This skill enables the driver to estimate following distance, passing
distance, and to position within the driving lane, and to "read" complex traffic
patterns.

Ability to execute a series of responses with precise movement and timing while
under stress. This skill enables the driver to regain control of the car during a skid.

Ability to react rapidly and appropriately in the race of an emergency situation.
This skill enables the driver to select the best escape route and pump his brakes to
reduce speed, both as automatic responses.

Factors Necessary for Skill Acquisition. The development of the `irst throc types of skills
listed above depends greatly upon kinesthetic and visual cues the driver receives in response to control

movements he makes. The physical sensations and visual changes he experiences enable him to determine

if his adjustments were appropriate and if additional adjustments are necessary.
Motion cues (kinesthetic feedback) received by the driver help him determine if he has

applied pressure on the accelerator or brake too abruptly or too lightly; if he has properly coordinated
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clutch and gearshift lever movement; if he is driving at a speed too great for the curvature of the
roadway; if he has entered a skid, and if he then regains directional control of the car,

The environmental changes as a result of control adjustments and as seen by the driver also
help him determine whether those adjustments were appropriate and whether others are necessary. The
driver's three dimensional view aids him in estimating separation distance, estimating passing distance,
estimating closing rate of other vehicles, and positioning the car correctly in the center of the driving
lane, while driving at various speeds and on roadways with varying degrees of curvature.

The fourth type of driving skill listed abovethe ability to react rapidly and appropriately in
the face of an emergencyis developed through repeated practice. The driver has developed the skiil
when he responds appropriately to an emergency situa,ion as a matter of reflex.

Capabilities of Present Simulators in the Development of Skills

In present simulator systems the student driver responds to a completely programmed visual display.
No changes occur in the display in response to control movements made by the student. And since the
visual display is two-dimensional as well, situations requiring judgments in depth perception cannot be
properly presented. These limitations, together with the lack of any motion system, preclude simulation of
certain aspects of the actual on-the-street driving environment. The student does not receive critical cues he
needs and uses when actually driving in traffic. These restrictions make it difficult to develop certain skills
in the simulator laboratory. Skills that are difficult to develop here include:

Ability to coordinate clutch and gearshift level movement in manual shift cars to effect a
smooth, gradual acceleration.

Ability to maintain precise directional control at various speeds when driving on curved
roadways.

Ability to apply the appropriate amount of pressure to the accelerator and brake pedals
when attempting to maintain an adequate separation distance.

Ability to recover from a skid.

Ability to estimate passing distance and rate of closure.

Despite these limitations, the simulator is a potentially powerful instructional tool in developing skills
because of its ability to produce a wide range of visual stimuli "on cue." Skills that are well handled
through simulation include the following:

Ability to interpret complex traffic patterns.

Ability to detect hazards represented by roadway and traffic conditions.

Ability to select an appropriate escape route rapidly when presented with an impending
collision.

Ability to execute appropriate initial response rapidly when presented with an emergency of
any kind.

Tn summarizedriving skill development in available simulated environment varies with the skill. The
simulator's visual display restrictions, the absence of a motion system, and the absence of control display
interaction limit the development of various control and perceptual skills. However, in simulators drivers
can develop the ability to interpret traffic patterns, detect hazards and react quickly and appropriately in
certain emergency situations.
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The Role of the SiMulator Instructor

The instructor is the key to the simulation program. Simulators are designed to help the instructor
achieve course objER:tives. To ar hieve the objectives the instructor must be more than d projectionist, He
must know how to utilize the instructor units effectively. T his means he must

Prepare lesson plans for each instructional unit.

Select supplementary material to aid in the presentation of material.

Monitor student performance by testing, utilizing the simulator scoring system. and observing
student behavior.

Conduct drills for certain procedural tasks.

Correct and assist students having difficulty.

Research Simulators

The student should know the uses of driving simulators in research.

Simulators have proven to be valuable for research in the field of driver training. Their usefulness
has been noted in a number of situations:

When hazardous driving situations or driver reactions to emergency situations require
investigation in safety;

When environmental variables, such as weather condition 'and illuncinatiun, need to be held
under experimental control;

When driving conditions must be easily and continuously reproduced.

When indices of behavior (e.g., tracking), difficult to measure in real life, must be examined.

A research driving simulator is located at UCLA. It is a motion picture simulator that provides the
driver not only with films of the road ahead and behind, but also a realistic impression of lateral car
movement. Accelerator adjustments by the driver control the speed of the visual display, making it

appear to pass by in proportion to the speed as registered on the speedometer of the car.
The General Motors Technical Center also has a motion picture research simulator. This device has

a motion system which allows for changes in pitch and roll. Thus, forward, backward, and lateral
acceleration can be simulated. The projector panning capability of the simulator controls lateral position
and can indicate deviations from the desired path. Like the UCLA simulator, the visual scene changes in
response to speedometer readings.

Terrain model research simulators have been developed by Goodyear and North American
Rockwell, among others. This type of simulator utilizes an endless belt representing the roadway and a
television camera that moves in two or three dimensions across a scale model of the road environment.
The driver of this simulator manipulates the steering wheel, accelerator, and brake while observing the
scene on a monitor or a projected television image. The driver's adjustments control the speed and
direction of the camera movement.

RCA has also developed an endless belt simulator that consists of r standard automobile placed in
front of a large viewing screen. An image of the roadway is projected dfld magnified by a system of
lenses located directly behind the screen. Tne driver operates the car in response to the image projected
on the front of the screen, The conveyor belt is controlled by the driver's actions. It speeds up as the
accelerator is depressed and slows down as the brake is depressed. Lane changes can be simulated
because the car moves laterally in response to steering changes.
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Driving ranges are little used by professional driving schools in the United States at the present time.

The geographical dispersion of students and the cost of land appear to be the primary reasons. However, the

professional instructor should be familiar with driving ranges.

The student should know the characteristics, advantages, and limitations of
various types of driving ranges

Technically, and the term will be used this way in the Guide, any off-street area constitutes a "driving

range." Driving ranges date back to the beginning of driver instruction. Ranges employed in early driver

education, and still used by most schools today, are simply paved areas, often parking lots upon which the

student may learn to control the car without interference from general traffic. Painted markings, traffic

cones, or barricades are used to impose specific maneuvering tasks upon the driver.

In the most simple type of range, the instructor rides with the student to provide the instruction.

Since only one student can be taught at a time (by the individual instructor), these ranges are generally

called "single car" ranges. More sophisticated ranges allowing simultaneous instruction of several students

and ranges that permit instruction in complex emergency maneuvers will also be described in this

sect ion.

Advantages and Limitations of Ranges

The range is used primarily to teach beginning students how to control the motion of the
automobile, that is, acceleration, stopping, turning, and backing. With, the use of painted lines or traffic

cones to simulate the outlines of streets, students may also be taught the somewhat more complicated

maneuvers involved in negotiating curves, intersections, lane changes, and parking.

The primary advantage of the driving range is that it permits the instructor to remove the distracting

effects of complex roadway configurations, traffic control devices, and other vehicles during the initial

phases of instruction, thereby (1) allowing the student to concentrate on learning basic control skills,

(2) overcoming a certain amount of anxiety created by the presence of other traffic, and (3) reducing the

actual probability of an accident to some degree.
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The primary limitation of driving ranges is economic. The feeling is that the same teaching functions
may be carried out on little used streets with far less cost. Certainly if no usable area is readily available, the
cost of procuring and paving a suitable facility will be prohibitive for most driving schools. Where ranges
have been created, they have generally occupied facilities developed for other purposes but made available
at little or no cost.

The Multiple Car Driving Range

The student should know the nature of the multiple car driving range.

Since the multiple car driving range was first used at a high school in Chicago, in 1936, it has been
heralded by specialists in the field of driver education and traffic safety. This method of teaching certain
phases of driver education reduces the teacher-student ratio while providing beginning drivers with the
opportunity to develop basic and emergency driving skills and to communicate effectively with other
drivers. Since most driving school instruction is administered on an individual basis, the use of ranges would
for the most part, be confined to public school, fleet operator or other group programs.

The multiple car method permits several beginning drivers to operate automobiles simultaneously
on an off-street driving facility (driving range) under the direction and guidance of one or more
instructors stationed at specific positions on the range. Instructors normally direct drivers by means of a
car radio system, although other communications equipment, such as bullhorns, megaphones, and public
address systems, can be used.

The number of cars used at one time on the facility depends on the school itself, on funds
available, size of the range facility, activities to be conducted, number of instructors available for
supervising instruction, as well os other factors. Some multiple car programs may utilize as few as four
automobiles while others may use as many as 12 to 15.

The feature of the multiple car method is an off-street driving area or range, designed and marked
to simulate on-road driving conditions and situations. Engineering features commonly found on driving
ranges include hills, curves, multilane roadways, two-lane roadways, dead-end streets, regular inter-
sections, T-intersections, off-set intersections, and angle and parallel parking areas. Pavement markings,
signs, and signals present in the actual driving environment are also a part of the range layout.

Accident Potential

The use of a multiple car driving range has not indicated an accident potential, and this may be due to
the fact that the beginning driver accepts his responsibility with a cautious attitude. He knows he must act
in a responsible manner since his safety and the safety of others depend upon his actions.

Factors which may contribute to a low accident rate on the driving range include.

Properly oriented drivers who are aware of the scheduled activities and know what is
expected of them.

An efficient communications system.

A competent, responsible, and weli-prepared instructor supervising driving range activities.

A well maintained driving facility.

Advantages of the Multiple Car Method

The multiple car method allows each driver to progress at his own rate without affecting the
progress of other drivers. It allows the instructor to give special attention to drivers having difficulty,
without disrupting the entire class.
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Because there is no other traffic on a driving range, and because the instructor is able to control
the range's environment, student drivers can practice basic and emergency driving skills and procedures
with minimal liability risks to themselves and the public.

The multiple car method is also cost effective. Costs are reduced because several drivers at the
same time can practice maneuvers under the direction and guidance of one instructor.

Limitations of the Me ltiple Car Method

The multiple car method is not without limitations. Although the method over a period of time is
cost effective, the initial costs for land and for the driving range and construction of the facility are
high. The acquisition and housing of a number of cars can also be expensive.

In addition, the driving range cannot simulate or provide experience in driving in normal traffic
conditions. The absence of these conditions may result in a reduced appreciation for surveillance
activities.

Because several drivers may be under the direction of a single instructor, the instructor will be
'unable to recognise and correct individual errors immediately..This' limitation is not a factor during
on-street instruction when a driver can receive immediate feedback because his every move is being
observed by the instructor.

Emergency Driving Range

The student should know the characteristics and applications of driving ranges
used for instruction in emergency procedures.

The primary use of driving ranges in the past has been to provide instruction in basic vehicle
control to beginning students. In recent years, range techniques hay.: also been applied to a different set
of driving tasks, those concerned with emergency maneuvers. An "emergency," as the term has been
employed in this connection, refers to a situation that presents an imminent danger to the driver. In
order to be incorporated into training, "emergencies" must obviously be simulated. A number of
ingenious techniques have been devised to create synthetic emergency situations in driving ranges.

The most extensive program of research and development in the area of emergency driving ranges
has been that taking place at the General Motors Proving Ground. Most of the emergency ranges being
used for instructional purposes at the present time have utilised, at least in part, techniques developed at
the General Motors range.

The type of emergencies simulated on driving ranges include those described below.
Evasive Maneuvers. A great many of the collisions that drivers have with other vehicles, cyclists, or

various obstacles, could have been avoided or ameliorated had the driver been able to execute the
appropriate evasive maneuver. Two general types of evasive maneuvers have been dealt with on
emergency ranges.

If it is possible to steer around an obstacle without braking, it is most desirable to do so
since application of the brake tends to lock wheels reducing the driver's ability to steer. Instruction in
this type of evasive maneuver has been provided by having the driver approach a barricade at the end of
a lane which has been marked by pavement markings or traffic cones. The barricade may be avoided by
either a right or left turn. To simulate emergency conditions, the driver is not informed until the last
possible moment which "escape" route to take. He therefore learns to control the motion of the vehicle
during a sadden evasive maneuver and to avoid using his brake. The driver generally approaches the
barricade initially at slow speeds and gradually works up to higher speeds.

Some emergency situations both require and permit the driver to reduce speed before under-
taking an evasive maneuver. While speed reduction may be desirable in lessening the probability or conse-
quences of a crash, it complicates the evasive maneuver by requiring the driver to exercise controlled
braking. To simulate this emergency situation, the driver generally approaches a barricade which he is
instructed to steer around. At some distance prior to reaching the barricade, he is allowed to apply the
brakes in a controlled manner so as to minimize the speed at which he drives around the barricade.
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Off-Road Recovery. It is not unusual to encounter a roadway with shoulders so poorly
constructed or maintained that they are several inches below the level of the pavement. If a driver
intentionally or inadvertently allows his right wheels to leave the pavement, his attempts to steer back
onto the roadway are resisted by the effect of the pavement edge against the wheel. If the wheels are
turned far enough to mount the pavement, they may cause the car to veer into an opposing lane of
traffic before the unprepared driver manages to countersteer. A driving range can provide a section of
pavement which is elevated above the surrounding area to provide a student experience in regaining the
roadway while countersteering quickly enough to remain in his own lane.

Tire Blowouts. While blowouts are encountered infrequently in vehicles with sound tires, the tires
on vehicles operated by young drivers are of ten in poor condition. A device has been developed which
allows an instructor to simulate a blowout by causing a tire to be deflated suddenly through the wheel
rim, thus affording the student a chance to gain experience in bringing the car to a safe, slow stop
following a blowout, The device automatically reinflates the tire so that repeated practice !nay be
provided.

Skid Control. Almost half of highway accidents involve skidding to some extent. Generally, the
more slippery the surface, the more likely is skidding to contribute to a collision. In 'natty cases the
driver could have avoided a collision had he controlled the vehicle in such a way as to prevent skidding.
To provide students experience in handling cars during a skid, many ranges provide a "skid pad," that is,
an area of the range in which the pavement has been made slippery by the application of some
substance; water is generally sufficient. The student approaches the slippery area at moderate speed. As
he reaches it, the brakes are applied momentarily by the instructor to introduce a skid, if possible by
some device other than the brake in order to avoid "cueing" the student as to when the skid is to be
initiated. The student is provided practice in the ste ig and control braking required to bring the car
to a stop in a straight line,

Other emergencies. There are a variety of other emergencies that nay be simulated on a driving
range, Foremost among these are the following.

Power steering failure as the student approaches a turn, the engine is cut of f causing a loss
of power steering, a frequent occurrence as cars stall when slowing to make a turn. The
student learns lo react by applying greater force to the steering wheel.

Brake failure. A reduction in brake fluid causes a loss of brake pressure. The student learns
to respond by pumping the brake pedal, using the parking brake, downshifting, or turning
away from trouble as the situation dictates.

Sticky accelerator -The accelerator is prevented from rising as the student releases it. The
student must react by placing the car in neutral, turning off the engine (if there is no wheel
lock), and applying the brakes quickly.

Blinding lights- As Ow student roaches a portion of the range at night, a set of high beams is
turned on, The student learns to avoid retaliating and to keep his eyes focused along the
right edge of the road.
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The great volume of professional driving instruction is administered on the public streets. As an
instructional setting the street comes closest to approximating the ultimate driving environment. However,
any street in any city is only an approximation to the driver's ultimate environment. It is indeed a form of
simulation. Like other forms of simulationmechanical simulators and rangesthe street environment may
be continued so as to present specific situations desired. Early in instruction it is set up so as to invoke a
little traffic and as simple roadway configurations as possible. Later, a more complex on-street environment
is selected.

Like the classroom, simulator and range, the street environment should be viewed as an instructional
environment having its own special advantages and limitations.

Nature of On-Street Instruction

The student should know the nature of on-street instruction.

On-street instruction teaches the student driver to apply in real world traffic situations the
knowledge he has acquired during classroom, simulation, laboratory, and/or driving range instruction.
This instructional method allows the student driver, accompanied by the instructor, to practice driving
procedures, skills, and maneuvers and to make judgments and decisions under actual driving conditions.

The student driver has full control of the car during instruction, although the instructor can limit
within seconds, the amount of control, if necessary, by utilizing the driver education car's dual control
instruments. (Dual controls may include a second brake and clutch located on the instructor's side in a
manual shift car, and a second brake and an instructor's engine cutoff switch in an automatic
transmission car. A few professional driving schools also utilize vehicle:, equipped with dual control
steering wheels.)

Objectives of On-Street Instruction

The student should know the objectives of on-street Instruction.

Development of Motor Skills

The beginning driver will initially learn the basic motor skills (those skills for controlling the speed
and direction of the car) while driving at slow speeds on the driving range or in a little travelled, on-street
area. He refines these skills during later on-street instruction when he can practice at normal and high

speeds such skills as steering control, braking, lane changing, and passing in the real driving environment.
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On-street instruction facilitates motor skill development because conditions and situations requisite
to such development are present on the roadways. The fundamentals of lane changing, for example, can

be learned on the driving range. However, application of those fundamental skills at greater speeds and

under normal traffic conditions is possible only during on-street instruction.

Development of Perceptual Skills

Many of the driver's motor skills are closely associated with perceptual judgments he makes. Again
using lane changing as an example, the driver must decide whether it is safe to enter the adjacent lane
before he actually attempts to alter the direction of the car. While some traffic conflict is possible on a
driving range, it does not adequately reflect what actually occurs in the real environment. As a result,
perceptual skill development on the driving range is limited. On-street instruction, however, provides an

environment in which perceptual skills can be developed. These skills, associated with the rapidly

changing relationship between the car and the environment, include the judgment of distances for
passing, following, and stopping distances, curvature of the road, and speed of vehicles.

Development of Habits

Driving behaviors require considerable practice before they become habits. Some habitsfastening
safety belts or signaling for turns or lane changes, for examplecan be developed on a driving range. Those
more perceptual in nature, however, are more readily developed in a simulator or during on-street instruc-

tion. The beginning driver develops many proceduressurveillance procedures, for exampleinto routine
perceptual habits. Looking well down the roadway instead of directly in front of the car; scanning the side
of the roadway; using the rearview mirrors frequently; checking in all directions when approaching inter-
sections; watching for childrenall begin to develop into perceptual habits during on-street instruction.

They are refined as the driver acquires experience in operating the car.

Summary

On-street instruction helps the beginning driver to develop both his motor skills and his perceptual

skills and to acquire perceptual habits which enable him to operate a car more safely and efficiently.

More than any other method, on-street instruction prepares him to operate and manipulate the car's

controls in response to normal traffic conditions and to a variety of roadway designs and configurations.

Relationship of On-Street Instruction to Other Methods

The student should know the relationship of on-street instruction to knowledge,

procedures, and skills developed by other instructional methods.

To Classroom Instruction

In-car and especially on-street instruction time should not be wasted on instructional content that

can be covered in the classroom. Indeed, classroom instruction prepares the beginning driver for

behind-the-wheel instruction. (See "Classroom Instruction" in this Instructor Guide.) In the classroom,

the new driver receives information related to procedures as well as information describing procedures.

This information is enabling knowledge. It enables a student driver to engage in learning experiences

during in-car instruction with a reasonable degree of success.

To Range Instruction

Roadway configuration, traffic signals, other drivers, and other factors tend to create distractions

which the beginning driver is unable to handle until he has acquired some behind-the-wheel experience.

Actual in-car experience can start on the driving range, an environment that minimizes such distractions

while offering a feeling of security to the new driver yet permits him to operate the car himself.
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On the range the student driver can learn and practice basic driving procedures under controlled
conditions. When he is able to exercise a reasonable amount of control over the car, he can continue
learning and practicing in the real environment during on-street instruction.

To Simulator Instruction

The simulation laboratory should prepare drivers for in-car instruction. Prior to driving on the
street the beginning' driver should have some knowledge of what to expect in the red' (hiving
environment. To be sure, the classroom and driving range can provide him with knowledge of this
nature. However, the simulation laboratory not only presents this knowledge, but it also provides the
means for the driver to apply knowledge in a no-risk environment, before he actually drives on the
street.

Simulator instruction provides the beginning driver with realistic scenes of the driving environment,
then requires him to make appropriate responses. In responding, the driver becomes aware of the
potential hazards in the real environment and can practice certain procedures that will become habits
(e.g., scanning, signaling, etc.).

The "closed loop" nature of modern driving simulators (see section on simulation) (I() pluck,

limitations on the amount of motor skill development that is possible. However, considerable progress
on the development of perceptual skills can be achieved through simulation.

Methodological Approaches

The student should know the methodological approaches that are commonly used
during on-street instruction.

On-street instruction can be divided into three basic components, each of which is needed to teach
the beginning driver how to drive safely and efficiently. These components are lesson orientation,
instructor demonstration, and practice driving.

However, before the instructor begins on-street instruction, he must select the practice driving
route. With the specific lesson objectives in mind, he selects the route that will offer the beginning
driver experiences and conditions to help develop specific motor and perceptual skills.

When selecting the route, the instructor should keep in mind that learning is facilitated when it
proceeds from the simple to the complex. On-street instruction should begin in areas that are lightly
trafficked but, nonetheless, present conditions and situations where the new driver can loam suer ifir
procedures, skills, and principles. Residential streets, uncongested parking lots, and park loads can lw
utilized at this stage. As the driver progresses in his training, the instructor. .selects more tomplex
environments. Progress can be determined by the driver's ability to perceive, interpret, and react
correctly to traffic conditions and situations. With continued progress, the student driver should 1),..

permitted to practice driving in congested urban areas and on expressways.
In selecting the practice routes that will provide conditions for achieving specific lesson objectives,

the instructor must consider the following characteristics and features.

Roadway features and configuration (e.g., hills, curves, intersections, ramps).

Traffic signs, signals, and regulations.

Traffic conditions (e.g., volume, patterns of movement).

Pedestrian traffic.

Practice routes should be selected prior to the daily lesson, not after the prdi.ti,f' 11,N

begun. The instructor must be thoroughly familiar with the selected route so that he can he
for each daily sequence of instruction without having to take instructional time to plan the pri,,i,r1uro,,,
skills, and concepts to be emphasized on the roadway ahead.

pr

C8
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Orientation

The initial part of each on-street lesson should be an orientation period, during which the
instructor should:

Explain the lesson objective(s).

Identify the procedures, skills, and/or maneuvers to be practiced.

Describe in some detail how to u,irform a specific maneuver, procedure, and/or skill.

Relate the procedures, skills, and/or maneuvers to safety.

Describe what is expected of the beginning driver during the lesson.

Explain specific rules or regulations for the practice driving period.

Answer questions.

The orientation should be comprehensive but brief. To keep it as brief as possible, the instructor can
prepare driver guides and distribute them to student drivers at the beginning of the first lesson or prior to
each individual lesson. Drivers can-familiarize themselves ahead of time with the procedures to be followed.
If possible, the instructor's comments should be rendered before entering the car or reaching the practice
area so that they don't infringe upon the on-street instruction time.

Practice Driving

During this segment of instruction, the beginning driver practices various procedures, maneuvers, and
skills under the supervision of the instructor and learns to recognize environmental cues and thus to make
correct judgments and decisions.

In facilitating the acquisition of driving skills during on-street instruction, the instructor should:

Progress from the simple to the cor

Provide clear, concise, and well-timed directions.

Provide verbal cues and reminders when necessary.

Utilize the commentary driving technique for certain segments of instruction.

Provide the driver with some indication of how well he is doing.

Manually assist the driver when necessary.

Each of these methodological aspects is discussed in the following paragraphs.

Progressing from the Simple to the Complex

When teaching the beginner how to drive, the instructor must adhere to the basic learning
principle of progressing from the simple to the complex. Use of this principle accomplishes several
important purposes.
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(1) It limits the amount of detailed or complex material presented to the driver during his
initial learning experiences, thus enabling the beginner to absorb what is being taught
without becoming overly apprehensive, frustrated, or confused.

(2) It helps the beginner driver develop confidence because he is more likely to respond
correctly when presented initially with basic material than when inundated with complex
procedures, maneuvers, and skills.
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(3) It develops a foundation of requisite procedures, maneuvers, skills, knowledge, and
appropriate attitudes on which the more complex instructional material depends.

An example of the application of the "simple to complex" learning principle in driving instruction is:
teaching a driver the location of the control instruments and the functions of each, before teaching him
how to start the engine or use the accelerator, brake, or clutch.

The principle can be applied to the learning of other procedures as well. For example, a beginning
driver should learn to negotiate intersections in residential areas before being confronted by the urban
intersection with its density of vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

Providing Directions

The effectiveness .of instruction depends largely on the instructor's ability to give clear, concise,
well-timed directions. Vague, lengthy, complicated directions confuse the beginning driver and waste
time. To provide meaningful and comprehensible directions, the instructor must plan ahead. He must
know the driving route and he must know in advance of the lesson what procedures, maneuvers, and
skills he will teach along the route. He Fhould inform the driver at the beginning of the lesson, if
possible, of the route to be taken and t',e maneuvers planned.

Proviri rig Verbal Cues

Verbal cues help the beginning driver perform a maneuver correctly while he is performing it.
They should be used infrequentlyonly to prevent the driver from performing a procedure, maneuver,
or skill incorrectly. Instructor cues to a driver having difficulty making a U-turn might include the
following: "Check traffic to the rear"; "Check traffic to the front again"; "Begin turning"; "Accelerate
slightly"; "Begin recovery."

Like directions, verbal cues must be clear, concise, and well-timed. The frequency of their use will
vary with the driver's ability. They are effective when the instructor introduces a complex driving skill
or th. first few times a new driver operates a car in a relatively congested area. If the instructor overuses
verbui cues, the new driver may become overly dependent on the instructor, and his development as a
driver may be impeded.

Commentary Driving

Commentary driving is an instructional technique for teaching beginning drivers the importance of
surveillance activities and the procedures for scanning the driving environment. This technique requires
the new driver to comment on what he sees as he drives. Short phrases are used to identify obstacles,
potential hazards, and traffic controls. Examples of the phrases a driver might use are: "Intersection
ahead"; "Car ahead"; "Stop sign ahead"; "Pedestrian crossing"; "Clear ahead."

Commentary driving i s advantageous to both driver and instructor. I t indicates to the instructor
what the student driver sees as he drives Ind how he interprets what he sees. The instructor can then
assist the driver in refining his scanning techniques. The technique also forces the driver to concentrate
on the driving environment.

There are some limiting factors to commentary driving. Since the technique is used early in the
new driver's experiences, it may be difficult for him simultaneously to verbalize what he sees and to
control the car. Some new drivers may become so involved in describing what they see they fail to make
the appropriate motor responses, make the responses too late, or neglect several aspects of the driving
environment. The instructor should assist the student driver with the commentary if the driver fails to
identify critical features of the environment. For example, the instructor should say "pothole ahead" if
the driver fails to comment.

Following are some points for the instructor to keep in mind when he uses the commentary
method:

Agree beforehand on the types of observations the driver is to report.
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Have the driver use simple, descriptive phrases.

Refrain from utilizing the technique to the extent that the driver is looking for too many
things.

Emphasize the need to recognize potential hazards well before reaching them.

Restrict the commentary driving method to initial training in scanning and observation
techniques. Commentary driving for one or two lessons is generally sufficient for most
beginning drivers.

Providing Feedback

The beginning driver will make many errors during the learning process. Some of these he will be
able to recognize easily because of physical sensations he receives when committing the error. For
example, if the driver applies the brake too abruptly the car will not stop smoothly. The jerky stop
should indicate to him that he has done something wrong. However, even though the error is obvious,
the instructor should identify it for the driver and indicate how to avoid it.

Other errors may go unnoticed unless identified by the instructor. For example, when changing
lanes the driver may check his side mirror but forget to check his blind spot. If the driver fails to notice
this error, the instruEtor should point it out to him.

Information (feedback) provided to the driver on his performance should be immediate and
precise. Long, detailed explanations should be avoided in favor of simple, descriptive phrases such as
"too fast," or "turn too wide." There will be occasions when feedback must be delayed to enable the
driver to concentrate on other elements of his performance. But whenever possible, feedback shouid be
immediate.

Situations will be encountered in which a beginning driver commits several errors in the process of
executing a maneuver. In such instances it is often best for the instructor to identify only one or two of
the more critical errors rather than all of them. This allows the driver to work at eliminating those one
or two errors first, then later the other errors.

Whenever possible, the instructor should indicate how a specific error can be corrected. In

situations where the instructor tells the student driver that he failed to check the blind spot, the
corrective action is obvious. However, not all situations are that simple. A wide turn, for example, may
be the result of several factorsdriving too fast, turning the steering wheel too slowly, and so on. A
brief explanation on the cause of the error facilitates the learning process.

Manually Assisting Driver

In the process of teaching a neophyte-driver a specific procedure, maneuver, or skill, the instructor
may find it necessary to manually assist the driver, perhaps by guiding the steering wheel or applying
the dual control brake. For example, when concentrating solely on speed control during the initial stages
of driver training, the instructor may assume the steering responsibilities to enable the driver to direct all
of his attention to maintaining a specific rate of speed.

The instructor should provide manual assistance as infrequently as possible to avoid driver
overdependence. This is particularly true with respect to the use of the dual control brake.

Summary

The preceding discussion has identified some of the more common teaching methods for on-street
instruction. Other methods exist and are no doubt used with success. The instructor should select
instructional techniques on the basis of what must be taught, the amount of available instructional time,
and student driver differences.
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Lesson Plan Development

HOW TO DEVELOP A LESSON PLAN

Most behind-the-wheel instruction is relatively "unstructured"that is, it is not administered accord-
ing to a specific preconceived plan. Since this form of instruction is the dominant one within professional
driving schools, little written guidance is generally prepared.

However, more and more professional driving schools are offering classroom instruction. Here it is

both possible and desirable to prepare written guidance in the form of lesson plans. Where programs are
sponsored by a government or private agency, preparation of a written lesson plan may be a requirement.

The student should know how to develop a lesson plan.

The purpose of a lesson plan is to help the instructor present his instructional material effectively.
While format will vary, the components of a lesson plan are generally the same. They include (1) a
statement of the purpose of the lesson or unit, (2) a list of instructional objectives, (3) a list of
applicable instructional aids, materials,, and supplies, and (4) the body of the lesson plan. The latter
often takes the form of a topic outline of the instructor's planned presentation and will include
(1) guidance for presentation and use of instructional aids, and (2) a method for assessing student
attainment of instructional objectives.

Lesson or Unit Purpose

The unit or lesson purpose, which should be the first item of the lesson plan, is a general
statement of what the instructor plans to teach to the class during the allotted time. An estimate of this
time frame should also be stated.

Instructional Objectives

The instructional objectives for the lesson plan indicate the specific goals to be achieved. A
synopsis of the lesson, they provide a framework around which the instructor can develop a well-
organized outline of the lesson plan.

To aid him in the identification and development of instructional objectives, the instructor should
know what resource materials are available and be familiar with them. A current resource is the driver
education task analysis conducted for the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
which identifies instructional objectives for more than 70 driving tasks. This material, together with a

number of driver education textbooks, provides the instructor with a good selection of resource
materials.

Instructional objectives must state clearly and concisely what each class member is expected to
achieve during the time allotted for the lesson plan. Such publications as Stating Behavioral Objectives,
by Gronlund, and Preparing Instructional Objectives, by Mager, will help the instructor develop skill in
writing instructional objectives.

Materials and Supplies

The lesson plan should include a list of the materials and supplies the instructor will need for an
effective presentation: audio-visual equipment, films, filmstrips, slides, chalkboards, models, mock-ups,
flashlight pointer, handouts, traffic situation display boards, and a variety of literature. The list should
appear near the beginning of the 'plan, directly before or after the instructional objectives. Placement
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hem will permit the instructor to determine quickly what items he will need without having to look
through each page of the lesson plan.

Selection of materials and supplies for specific topic areas is discussed elsewhere in this Instructor

Guide.

Body of the Lesson Plan

The body of the lesson plan is an outline of the instructor's lesson plan, together with instruc-
tional methods and aids and evaluation techniques.

Topic Outline

A topic outline is an overview of the instructional material, arranged in a logical manner so that
the instructor can use it as a point of reference in the presentation of the lesson. The major headings of
the topic outline should reflect the instructional objectives stated at the beginning of the lesson plan.
Subheads under major headings are a point-by-point identification of the items and concepts the
instructor plans to present to his class. It is not a complete script of the lesson; it is an outline of the

lesson.
Sources the instructor can use for developing a topic outline include textbooks, state driving manuals,

articles in periodicals and professional journals, and research papers.

Instructional Methods and Aids

Instructional methods and aids can save the instructs, a great deaf of time, freeing him of the
necessity of committing to memory the details of his instructional strategy.

The format for indicating instructional methods and aids in the lesson plan may vary. For
example, the topic outline itself may appear on one half of the page and the concomitant instructional
methods and aids on the opposite half page. Or this information can be included in the outline but, for
attention and emphasis, underscored, capitali /ed, or "boxed."

Student Assessment

The primary means for determining whether the class is responding to the instructor's presentation
is to observe class members as they operate a car on the street and/or the driving range. Here they can
demoonrate procedures and skills and apply the principles and concepts they have been taught. Some
procedural practice is also possible in the simulator laboratory. A cue in the lesson plan can indicate
when an evaluation activity is required. Available rating forms can be listed.

A secondary method for evaluating beginning drivers is through tests and/or assignments adminis-
tered at appropriate points in the lesson.

Format for evaluation activities may be the same as that for the instructional methods and aids.

Summary

The lesson plan outline is a reference for the instructor as he presents his material. It should
include (1) a statement of the purpose of the lesson, (2) a list of instructional objectives, (3) a list of

materials and supplies needed for the presentation of the lesson, and (4) an outline description of
instruction and ctivities.
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SAMPLE LESSON PLAN OUTLINE

Unit Purpose: To teach prospective driver education instructors the backing maneuver and to prepare
them for teaching the maneuver to beginning drivers.

Estimated Classroom Time: Laboratory Time:

Instructional Objectives

Upon completion of this unit:
I. The student should know the nature and importance of the backing maneuver.
I. The student should know the procedures, as well as laws and regulations, pertaining to

the backing maneuver.
III. The student should know the skills required for backing a car safely.
IV. The student should be able to perform the backing maneuver correctly.
V. The student should know how to teach beginning drivers how to back a car safely.

VI. The student should be able to demonstrate his ability to instruct beginning drivers in
the backing maneuver.

VII. The student should know the instructional aids, materials, and supplies available for
enhancing instruction in the backing maneuver.

Materials and Supplies

Copies of list of instructional objectives.
Materials from this Instructor Guide's Backing Maneuver section

Copies of "Driving Task Requirements," including "Skills."
Copies of "Resource Materials."
Copies of "Instructional Aids."

Text material from page 20 of The Drivers Guide, North American Professional Driver Education
Assn.

Materials from National Safety Council
Copies of Accident Facts.
"Better Backing" slides.
Copies of safety briefs, "Backing Rite" and "Better Backing."
Sample safety pamphlets.
Directory of Safety Films and Allied Visual Aids.

m Materials from AE tna Life and Casualty Co.
Teacher's Manual for AEtna Drivotramer.
Simulator film "Backing Safely."

Allstate Insurance Company's simulator film "Special Maneuvers.
American Automobile Association's Driver Education Publications.
Transparency illustration of placement c.f equipment on driving range,
Copies of multiple car driving range plans.
Copies of sample rating forms for evaluating student drivers- e.g., Automotive Safety Foundation's
Multiple Car Method or University of Maryland's Laboratory Chains of Procedures and Evaluation
Checklist.
Chalkboard.
Slide projector.
"Object" to plat e in path of car for teaching correct body position,
Display table.
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SAMPLE LESSON PLAN OUTLINE
(Backing Maneuver)

Instructional Aid: Copies of List of Instructional Objectives.

I. Nature and Importance ol Backing Maneuver

A. Driving tasks requiring backing maneuver

1. Entering and leaving parking spaces

2. Y-tLIf CIS

3. Maneuvering into or out of di iveway or garage

B. Basic skills required
1. Speed control

2. Stecrinq control

C. Hd.' dr k f is

1. An prw.,cp,.,.risi maneuver

a. P,Hestrians mid other drivers do not expect car to rnoveagainst normal

Ralik' pattern
7: Irnpropei or unsafe backing

a. Dett inwntal to traffic: flow
h. Threat to proper ty arid individuals in driving environment

(11 Statistical data on backing accidents are misleading because many backing

accidents are minor and riot reported
(a) Source for statistical dataNational Safety Council's Accident Facts

Instructional Aid: Copies (or Display) of Accident Facts.

(2) ALcidont sites firlf king spaces; parking lots

PI ;!,'S f it Eidt

Instructional Aid: National Safety Council's "Better Backing"-30 2x2 Slides.

Copies of "Driving Task Requirements" and "Skills" for Backing from Instructor Guide.

I ; ; to bad, inn

1
.1,1,,./,,niarai I eriruver

I 1-1114'1,11,, f, train, ight of way

It in viol,inon iii rho law

Body positions
1. Corms positions

a. For ha( king car in straight line or turning to right while backing, body faces right

side of r dr, head is tarried to look out rear window.
b. Fin turning left while backing, body faces left side of car, head is turned to look

over left shoulder
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2. Positions/actions to be avoided
a. Putting head out left window is dangerous, restricts driver's view directly

behind car
b. Opening left door to look back creates danger of bodily injury and/or property

damage

C. Surveillance before and during backing maneuver
1. Of traffic and road conditions to the rear --

a. Must be checked constantly to avoid endangering pedestrians, other vehicles.
Neither expects car to be moving against traffic flow

2. Of blind spots
3. Along intended path.

a. Must be clear and expected to remain clear before backing maneuver is begun

D. Steering control procedures
1. Positioning of hands

a. At top of steering wheel for greatest control with least effort
2. Directional control

a. Wheel should be turned in direction rear end of car is to move
b. Steering should be gradual to avoid loss of control from oversteerirg

E. Speed control procedures
1. Speed should be slow to prevent loss of control
2. In manual shift car, clutch is used to control speed
3. In automatic shift car, brake is used to control speed

F Stopping procedures
1. Greater pressure must be applied to brake pedal
2. Greater stopping distance must be allowed because brakes are less efficient when car

is in reverse gear

III. Skills Required

Instructional Aid: Continued Use of "Better Backing" Slides

A. Ability to control speed
1. Factors determining safe speed

a. Traffic conditions
b. Presence of pedestrians, other potential hazards to the rear

2. Methods of controlling rate of speed
a. Coordinating use of steering wheel with accelerator pedal while looking to rear
b. In manual shift car, depressing and releasing clutch
c. In automatic shift car, depiessing and releasing brake

IV. Practical Instruction for Teaching Candidates

A. Purpose of instruction
1. To ensure ability of teaching candidate to back car in a straight line and to turn car

in either direction.while backing

B. Demonstration of maneuver
1. Driver's position
2. Surveillance procedures
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3. Speed control
4. Steering (directional) control
5. Stopping

C. Assessment of teaching candidate's ability to back car

1. Body positions (See IIB)
a. For backing on straight path and/or to right
b. For backing to left
c. Hazardous body positions

(1) Dependence on rearview mirror

2. Surveillance procedures before and during backing (See II C)

a. For pedestrians, traffic, and road conditions to rear

b. For blind spots
c. Along intended path

3. Steering control (See II D)
a. Position of hands
b. Direction and extent of wheel movement

(1) Oversteering

4. Speed control (See II E)
a. Use of clutch in manual shift car
b. Use of brake in automatic shift car

5. Stopping (See II F)
a. Timing braking procedure
b. Amount of pressure on brake

V. Instructing Teaching Candidates in How to Teach Safe Backing to New Drivers

A. Instructional methods
1. Methodological sequence

a. Classroom

b. Simulation
c. Behind the wheel

(1) Range

(2) Off-street
(3) On-street

2. Purpose of sequence

a. To permit instructor to transmit knowledge and content information in the

classroom and simulator laboratories before conducting practical exercises on

range and street

B. Classroom instruction
1. Content and enabling knowledge

a. Importance of backing maneuver (See l)

b. Backing task requirements (See II and III)

2. Techniques
a. Development of lesson plans: lectures/discussion (from material in I, II,and III)

b. Utilization of handouts/pamphlets

Instructional Aids: "Backing Rite" and "Better Backing," Safety Briefs Available from National

Safety Council

Sample Safety Pamphlet for Beginning Drivers
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c. Selection and use of films, slides, and other resource materials

Instructional Aid: Copies of "Resource Materials" for Backing from Instructor Guide.

d. Sourcr,, assignment, and discussion of additional reading

Instructional Aid: Teacher's Manual for AEtna Drivotrainer System (for Ideas on Practice Drills)

2. Simulator films

Instructional Aids: "Backing Safely"AEtna: "Special Maneuvers"Allstate.

Chalkboard for Listing Film Presentation Techniques

a. Presentation techniques
(1) Stopping films for emphasis, class discussion
(2) Rerunning segments for emphasis, discussion

3. Homemade slides
a. Purposeto illustrate such features of the backing maneuver as body positions,

hazards in environment, surveillance
4. Films, filmstrips, and slides

a. Considerations in selection
(1) Applicability
(2) Length

b. Methods of selection
(1) Instructor review
(2) Synopses in film directories

Instructional Aids: Display of Directories of Films and Instructional Aids Available: e.g., National Safet),
Council's Directory of Safety Films and Allied Visual Aids: AAA's Driver
Education Publications.

Copies of "Instructional Aids" for Backing from Instructor Guide.

D. Behind-the-wheel instruction
1. Purposeto provide additional practice in and/or development of perceptual skills for

estimating distance, procedures and skills such as steering, speed control, surveillance
2. Prerequisites

a. Simulator laboratory drills in over-the-shoulder viewing and steering to familiarize
beginning drivers with techniques required

3. Orientation
a. Lesson objectives
b. Rules and regulationse.g., maximum speed for practice exercises
c. Practice areas

4. Demonstration of backing maneuver
a. Time after completion of orientation and before BTW practice
b. Placeon driving range or off-street area
c. Techniques to be demonstrated

(1) Body positions (See II B)
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Instructional Aid to be used with Beginning Drivers: An Object in Pathway of Car Which Cannot be Seen
if Driver does not Assume .Correct Body Position, or Relies on Car Mirrors During
Backing Maneuver.

(2) Surveillance (See II C)
(a) Traffic and road conditions, blind spots, intended path before and

during backing should be checked and comments made on favorable
and unfavorable conditions

(3) Steering control (See II D)
(a) Directional control should be maintained during demonstrations and

comments made on correct placement of hands, direction and extent
of steering wheel movement

(4) Speed control (See H E)
(a) Slow speed should be maintained and comments made on use of

clutch to control speed in manual shift car, and brake in automatic
shift cars

(5) Stopping (See II F)
(a) Gradual stop; emphasis on need for greater pressure on brake pedal

when stopping in reverse
5. Practice areas

a. Before in-traffic instruction
( I) Driving range on T-exercise, X-exercise, and circular or figure 8 areas
(2) School parking lot or other of f-street area when range is not available

b. During in-traffic instruction
(1) Lightly-traveled street and off-street areas

6. Driver practice
a. Timefollowing instructor demonstration of driving maneuver (See VI D4)
b. Methods/Procedures to be followed

(1) Cones, stanchions, Hags, other equipment in place before lesson begins

Instructional Aid Chalkboard or Transparency Illustration of Placement of Equipment for Backing
Exercise on Driving Range

(2) For practice in backing in a straight The
(a) Cars aligned 10-15 feet apart, side by side, across width of range

or off-street area
(b) End of practice area (50 feet deep) marked by flags
(c) Beginning drivers repeat practice several times

(3) For practice in backing in a turn
(a) Cars aligned in a column on r n e or long stretch of roadway
(b) Drivers, singly, practice ba straight line and around corner

(4) For practice in specific areas on ran
(a) T-exercise area--for teaching backing in a straight line, estimating

distance from an object, and handling car in tight spaco
(b) X-exercise area- for teaching turning while backing as well as skills

taught on T-exercise area

(c) Figure 8 or circular areafor teaching speed and steering control
while backing
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Instructional Aid: Copies of Multiple Car Driving Range Plans; Discussion of Multiple Car Techniques
and Use of Different Exercise Areas

c. Instructor's station
(1) On driving rangeat point where all activity can be observed; specific exercise

or perimeter of range at one of the corners where practice takes place
(2) During on-street instructionseated in driver education car

d. Specific points of instruction/learning problems to be anticipated
(1) Body position

(a) Learning problemfailure to turn far enough to be able to look
look through rear window

(2) Surveillance of traffic and road conditions
(a) Learning problemfailure to check in all directions

(3) Backing in a straight line
(a) Learning problems

[1] Difficulty in controlling speed because of incorrect use of clutch
(Manual shift car) or brake (automatic shift car)

[2] Difficulty in maintaining directional control because of turning
steering wheel too much or in wrong direction, and improper
positioning of hands

(b) Driver practice; verbal cues gradually withdrawn
(4) Turning while backing

(a) Learning problems
[1] Failure to check position of front of car in relation to turning path
[2] Difficulty in coordinating speed and steering while backing

around a corner
[3] Backing too fast

(b) Driver practice=backinq to right and to left
(5) Stopping

(a) Learning problems
[1] Stopping too abruptly
121 Failure to stop at designated spot
[3] Inadequate amount of brake pressure

E. Evaluation of driving performance
1. Techniques for evaluation

a. Observing student driver
b. Rating forms geared to predetermined standard of !manipulative skill

Instructional Aid: Copies of Sample Rating Forms for Discussione.g., Automotive Safety Foundation's
Multiple Car Method (pp. 38-39); U. of Md.'s Laboratory Chains of Procedures and
Evaluation Check List

F Methods for correcting unsatisfactory performance
1. Analysing errors
2, Informing driver of errors
3. Indicating to driver the causes of errors and how to correct them
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VI. Evaluw.ing Teaching Candidates During Their Practice Teaching
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A. Practice teaching in the classroom

1. Organization of material
a. Relevancy to backing maneuver

b. Sequence of presentation

2. Use of instructional aids (chalkboard, visual aids, pamphlets)

3. Conduct of classroom discussions

4. Ability to answer questions

Practice teaching in the simulator laboratory
1. Orientation presentation before film
2. Conduct of demonstrations

a. Over-the-shoulder viewing and hazard detection procedures when backing in a

straight line and when turning while backing

b. Steering techniques when backing in a straight line and when turning while backing

3. Conduct of class drills
a. Over-the-shoulder viewing

b. Steering techniques

4. Presentation of films, filmstrips, and slides

a. Selection of material
b. Ability to clarify questioned segments
c. Ability to discuss film content and relate it to other driving experiences

5. Instruction of beginning drivers
a. Providing directions
b. Identifying driver errors
c. Assisting drivers in correcting their errors/problems

Practice teaching on the driving range
1. Preparation of range

2. Orientation
3. Demonstration of techniques associated with backing

a. Over-the-shoulder surveillance
b. Hazard detection
c. Steering control
d. Speed control
f. Perceptual skills

4. Instruction of beginning drivers
a. Providing directions to drivers

b. Selection of observation point
c. Identifying errors/learning problems of beginning drivers

d. Assisting drivers with problems

D. Practice teaching on on-street areas

1. Ability to giv6 directions on activities/procedures to be followed

2. Ability to demonstrate backing maneuver

3 Ability to instruct driver during practice
a. Using verbal cues

h. Identifying errors/learning problems

c. Assisting driver with problems

d. Responsive to hazardous situations
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Proficiency Evaluation

The student should know the purposes and techniques of proficiency evaluation
in driver education.

The processes dealt with thus far have concerned the means by which students are led to the
attainment of instructional objectives. No curriculum is complete without a system for evaluating the
extent to which instructional objectives have indeed been attained.

GOALS OF PROFICIENCY EVALUATION

The Proficiency evaluation process should accomplish the following:
Determine whether students have met course objectives.
Identify specific student deficiencies relative to instructional objectives.
Identify specific curriculum deficiencies relative to instructional objectives.

The first goal is that of evaluating the student's readiness to enter the highway transportation
system. To the extent that the instructional objectives of the curriculum reflect the needs of the
highway transportation system, an evaluation of student readiness may be based upon these objectives.
While the completion of driver education is a legal prerequisite to the issuance of a license, i.e.,
certification, the evaluation process serves as a form of "quality control" over curriculum development
and the administrative process. Unfortunately, many driver educators do not choose to exercise this
quality control, preferring to leave that function to licensing agencies. While one may debate the merits
and liabilities of actually involving the driver educator in the licensing process (see Page 1-6) there is no
justification in an instructor's passing or issuing a certificate to a student whom he has not evaluated
and found to be qualified.

The second goal of proficiency evaluation is diagnostic. Its purpose is not to assure overall quality
but to identify and orient the instructional process to specific student needs. This form of proficiency
evaluation should begin early in the administration of the curriculum and continue throughout. Since its
purpose is basically instructional, it may utilize methods that are less formal, less objective, and less
systematic than those required for quality control. The standards may be made more flexible in that
students may be permitted to advance within the course in spite of certain diagnosed deficiencies. This
practice will allow even those who ultimately fail the course to receive a maximum amount of
instruction, an important provision since most of these individuals will ultimately obtain a license by
one means or another.

The third goal is also diagnostic. However, here the purpose is to identify dc'iciencies within the
curriculum rather than with the student. The function of the curriculum is not simply to provide
information but to enable students to attain instructional objectives. Consistent failure on the part of
students to attain certain objectives points to some deficiency in the course. Any evaluation system
should provide a check on the production processes as well as upon the products. The information
gained from evaluation of student proficiency constitutes an important input to the refinement of the
curriculum and the manner in which it is administered.

TYPES OF PROFICIENCY MEASURES

The ultimate objective of the driver education curriculum is improvement in driver performance.
The performance objectives of the curriculum become the target of both the instructional and evaluative
processes. However, performance objectives relate to the driver's "real world" driving performance, and
this performance is difficult to evaluate. While reported accidents, observed violations, or self-assessments
are useful as indices of driving performance, they suffer the following disadvantages:

Their validity as measures of overall driver performance is questionable.
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Measurement of hypothetical variables has little to do with samplings from known population
performances, knowledges, beliefs, etc. It is quite possible for ar individual to know the answer to one
question and not another. In any case, correlations among various parts of the test cast no reflection
upon the test's reliability as a measure of student attainment. Certainly no attempt should be made to
eliminate items showing low part-whole correlations, as to do so Would lessen the representativeness of
the item sample.
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Curriculum Administration D
A curriculum is an educational recipe. I t'aeschbes what the end product of instruction is to be,

the ingredients that are required to produce the product, and the means by which the ingredients must

be combined. However, as a recipe, a curriculum is incapable of accomplishing anything without the

efforts of people. A curriculum will lead to effective learning only in the hands of a competent teacher

who is capable of translating its provisions into a set of instructional activities. These activities consist of

more than interactions with students. Curriculum administration, at least as it is treated in this Guide,

encompasses all functions that are required to assure that effective interaction takes place. These

functions include:
Planning and ProcurementIdentifying and obtaining the resources needed to support

instruction.
InstructionManaging the classroom, laboratory, and related out-of-school experiences of

students.
Program AdministrationMeeting requirements needed to conform with school, district, and

state policy.
Conduct of Special Programsincluding driver improvement, instruction of handicapped

students, and community relations.

Planning and Procurement

Before instruction begins, the requirements for personnel and materials must be identified and

fulfilled. This section will consider the following aspects of the planning and procurement function

Determination of Instructor Requirements

Selection of Training Devices and Facilities

Planning and Designing Range Facility

Planning a Simulator facility

DETERMINATION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIREMENTS

The student should know how to determine the numbers of instructors needed to

administer a developed driver education curriculum.

The most critical single ingredient of a driver education course, like any other course, is the

instructor. The qualifications of a competent driver educator were discussed in an earlier section and

need not be reviewed here. Effective curriculum planning involves those activities needed to make sure

that instructors possessing the required qualifications are engaged in adequate numbers to meet the

needs of the curriculum.
Most professional driving instruction involves a one-to-one student instructor ratio. Here, personnel

planning is a matter of assuring that there are enough instructors for present and anticipated commit-
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ments. However, whenever groups of students are to be involved, as in classroom instruction or programs
taught under contract to other agencies, the determination of instructor needs becomes more complex.

One of the factors that complicates the determination of instructor requirements is the differing
needs of various "phases" of instruction, that is,.classroom, simulator, range, and on-street instruction, a
particular concern when instruction is to be 'provided under secondary school programs. The following
formula was prepared by the Highway Users Federation for Safety and Mobility (HUFSAM):' to assist
public school administrators in determining the number of instructional hours required as a function of
the amount of class time required in each phase of instruction.

NC NS NM NT
+ + + "

U
1

U2 U2
1

The letters used in this formula have the following meanings

H = instructor hours

N = number of students

C = number of classroom hours

S= number of simulator hours

M = number of multiple car range hours

T = number of on-street hours

U1 = number of students per classroom

U2 = number of simulator units

U3 = number of cars on the multiple (:ar range facility

The following examples illustrate the use of this formula.

Example 1 How many instructional hours are needed to teach classroom, simulator, and on-street
instruction to 120 students? All students receive 36 hours of classroom instruction, 12
hours of driving simulator instruction, and 4 hours of on-street driving. Assume there are
30 students per class and a total of 12 simulator units.

NC + NS + NT
U

1
U 1

120 x 36 + 120 x 12 + 120 x 4
30 12 1

144 + 120 + 480 = 744

= H

In this example, 744 instructional hours would be required to administer a driver education course
meeting the conditions described,

Highway Users Federation for Safety and Mobility (HUFSAM). The Driving Simulator Method: Fixed Base
Simulators for Group instruction in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, Washington, D.C. April 1970.
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Example 2. How many instructional hours would be required to teach classroom, driving simulator,
multiple-car, and on-street instruction to 120 students? All students would receive 36
hours of classroom instruction, 8 hours of driving simulator instruction, 6 hours of
multiple car instruction, and two hours of on-street driving. Again, assume 30 students per
class, 12 simulator units, and 8 cars on the range facility.

NC NS + NM NT H

U1 U2 U3 1

120 x 36 + 120 x 8 + 120 x 6 + 120 x 2
30 12 8 1

144 + 80 + 90 + 240 = 554

= H

A total of 544 instructor hours would be required to teach a driver education course meeting the
conditions described above.

The total instructional hours required for a particular program during a given semester may be
divided by the maximum number of teaching hours permitted under the policy of the driving school.
This would furnish a rough estimate of the number of instructors that are required to administer a
developed driver education curriculum for a particular class or during a particular term. The estimate is
only approximate since it may not be possible to schedule instructors in such a way as to utilize each
instructor for the maximum number n. available teaching hours. It is not until a detailed schedule of
classes and instructor assignments has been worked out that instructional needs can be verified.
However, the HUFSAM formula will provide an estimate that is sufficiently accurate for planning
purposes.

SELECTION OF TRAINING DEVICES

The student should know how to select those raining devices that are most cost
effective with respect to instructional objectives.

In developing a curriculum, the driving instructor must make judgments as to what general types
of training devices are best suited to the attainment of various knowledge and skill objectives. Before he
can begin to teach, however, he must ultimately decide upon the specific devices that will allow him to
attain maximum teaching effectiveness at minimum cost.

For the purposes of this discussion, the term "training devices" would include any equipment
intended primarily to aid in the conduct of instruction including the following:

Audio-Visual Equipment

"Motion pictures and projection equipment

Slide/filmstrip-and projection equipment

Slide/filmstrip with audio (e.g., cassettes)

Multimedia equipment

Student response recording equipment
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Displays

Traffic models, e.g., magnetic boards

Mock-ups, e.g., dashboard displays

Cut-aways and working models, e.g., engine

Simulators

Open loop simulators, e.g., 'notion picture simulators

Closed loop simulators, e.g., point light source simulators

Range devices

Communication equipment

Traffic control devices

Barriers

Skid pad-;

Vehicle accessories

Dual controls

Response recording equipment, e.g., steering r ever sells

Aids to observation, e.g., special mirrors, video recorder

Task simulators, e.g., blowout simulator, engine stalling device

Special vehicles, e.g., undersi/ed cars

In many cases, the instructor's selection of training devices is limited to the simple task of
determining the way in which he may most effectively utilize those devices that are already available
within the driving school's inventory or through the agency contracting for instruction. Here the process
is a relatively simple one of deciding which devices are most appropriate to the objectives and
instructional method of a particular instructional unit. For example, the instructor may decide that he
can do a better job of teaching the student how to negotiate intersections properly by using a magnetic
traffic board than by using either the particular motion picture film or simulator exercise that he has
within his library.

When the instructor is contemplating the purchase of new devices, the selection process is, for
several reasons, much more complex. First, instead of being able to base his selection upon previous
experience, he must estimate teaching effectiveness from the design characteristics of the device. This is
a difficult process. Secondly, with existing devices, the instructor is able to utilize each device in the
situation for which it is best suited. However, his selection of new devices may be limited to a single
item. Since . no one device is superior in all respects, he is required to balance all strengths and
weaknesses in one area with those in another. Finally, since devices must be paid for by the driving
school, the instructor must estimate costs of different devices and relate them to differences in teaching
effectiveness.
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Effectiveness of Training Devices

In evaluating the potential effectiveness of a training device, the driver- instructor must attend
solely to those characteristics of the device that relate to instructional objectives of his course. In doing
so he must guard against being overly responsive to such considerations as the following:

Physical appearance. The device is obtained to do a job, not to impress clients, parents, or
visiting dignitaries. Once the device is in use, its superficial virtues will become less apparent
and the device will serve only to gather dust if it is not capable of being used effectively.
Level of sophistication. Many equipment purchases have been motivated by the purchaser's
desire to appear to be "in step with the times." In such cases, instructors forced to spend an
inordinate amount of time maintaining and utilizing equipment that is more sophisticated
than they need or are prepared to cope with. In a sense they become captives of the
equipment that was intended to serve them.
Unnecessary capabilities. Brochures and sales representatives place great emphasis upon what
a device "will do." of course the device itself does nothing; it is merely a tool designed to
aid the instructor in achieving objectives. Any "capabilities" that do not help the instructor
achieve his objectives are without value.

The instructor can best avoid being overly responsive to irrelevant device characteristics by
preparing an evaluation plan in advance. The plan would identify those instructional objectives for which
a device is being sought and provide a means of estimating effectiveenss of each device relative to each
objective. The results may then be accumulated across the objectives of the course in order to determine
which device will provide the greatest overall contribution.

In estimating the effectiveness of the training device relative to a particular objective, the driver
educator needs to consider the following.

Informational capabilityThe ability of the device to communicate a full range of required
information accurately, rapidly, and widely (i.e., to all students).
Task fidelity--The ability of the device to reproduce tasks faithfully enough to assure that
appropriate responses are practiced.
Interactional capability The ability of the device to alter stimuli as a function of the
student's response.
Feedback- The ability of the device to communicate the nature or acceptability of the
student's response to the student and/or instructor.
FlexibilityThe ease with which the nature of information or task may be changed by the
instructor as dictated by his instructional approach.

Cost of Training Devices

The overall cost must be estimated for each device being considered. In some cases a procurement
will be constrained by a particular funding level, while in other cases it will simply be a matter of
"getting the most for the least."

In estimating the cost of a device, the following factors must be considered:
Purchase price-- The initial cost of the item including such accessories as spare parts, films,
and so on.
Useful life--The estiniated period of time the device will last before it needs to be replaced.
Maintenance cost -;The r ost of keeping the equipment in sound operating condition including
instructor servicing, repairs, etc.
Operating costThe cost of operating the device (per hour, day, week) including the number
and salaries of instructors and other personnel required to utilize it effectively.
Facilities costThe cost assoc iated with the space required t ) use and/or store the device.

Initially, costing ;nay consist merely of assigning relative values to each of the above cost

considerations. Ultimately, however, it will generally be necessary to estimate actual cost and to
compute some overall figure such as "cost per student" in order to make precise cost comparisons and

to forecast actual expenditures.
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AIR Evaluation System

To assist driving instructors in evaluating training devices, Horner and Shettel' of the American
Institutes for Research have developed the Handbook for the Evaluation of Driver Education Training
Devices. While this document focuses entirely upon devices intended to provide practice in vehicle
operationsimulators and driving rangesit furnishes a precise system for estimating the effectiveness
and cost of training devices.

The system for evaluating effectiveness requires the instructor to estimate the ability of a
particular device to fulfill a specified set of functional requirements relative to each of 27 key vehicle
operation tasks. The ratings are then assigned numerical values according to a system of weights which
reflects the importance of each functional characteristic to training effectiveness. The weights were
derived through a complex process involving the judgment of a panel of prominent driver instructors.

To enable the instructor to incorporate cost considerations in device comparisons, the AIR system
provides a method of calculating total device costs. The method includes those costs factors identified
earlier.

The AIR evaluation system has been applied to a motion picture simulator and a driving range,
each of which was generally representative of the capabilities offered by each type of device. The results
are largely in keeping with the discussion of-device advantages and disadvantages presented in section
I ICCurriculum Development. These results may be summarised as follows:

1. The driving range is superior in its ability to create the stimulus-response interaction
needed to develop manipulative skills and to provide stimuli from the side and rear.

2. The simulator is superior in its ability to provide a variety of stimuli required in the
development of perceptual skills, and to provide a means by which the instructor can control stimuli
and monitor student responses.

3. Both types of device require improvement in their ability to create a range of driving
situations and provide feedback to student and instructor as to the correctness of responses.

PLANNING AND DESIGNING A DRIVING RANGE FACILITY

The student should know the factors to be considered when planning for and
designing a driving range facility.

A professional driving school rarely, if ever, gets involved in the planning of range facilities. When
range instruction is to be conducted, the school generally utilizes facilities available to the agency
sponsoring the instruction. However, the driving instructor should know something of the considerations
involved in planning and designing a range facility. For one reason, it will help him to understand the
reasons why the range was designed as it was, and thus enable him to exploit its capabilities. Secondly,
there is always the possibility that a driving instructor may be called upon by some agency or individual
to assist in planning or designing a new range facility.

General Considerations

The general considerations influencing facility design are (1) the ability to provide instruction and
practice needed to attain instructional goals, (2) the ability of the instructor to exercise surveillance and
control over vehicles on the facility, and (3) the ability to assure the security and safety of students,
instructors, and others.

Horner, W.R. and Shettel, H.H. Handbook for the Evaluation of Driver Education Training Devices, American
Institutes for Research, Pittsburgh, 1972.
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Instructional Considerations

Insofar as instructional considergtions are concerned, design characteristics of the range may be,
divided into three categories. those that are related to basic control skills, those that are related to
normal driving procedures, and those that are related to emergency skills.

For providing instruction in basic control skills, all that is generally needed is a set of pavement
markings or traffic cones to create control tasks. The most common configurations are the following:

Straight lines for lane keeping, both forward and in reverse.

Curves, serpentines, and figure 8 for control turning.

Intersections for stopping and sharp turns.

Curbside areas for angle, perpendicular and parallel parking.

Slight grades for practicing starts on an incline.

Instruction concerned with procedures for dealing with normal roadside and traffic situations has
generally been dealt with on-street. However, some instructors have found the driving range permits
them to have some advantage in having the additional control over roadway and traffic situatiors. By
the use of pavement markings to create roadway configurations, together with simultaneous control over
several cars to provide traffic situations, instructors are able to provide practice in the performance of
the following tasks:

Maintaining proper following distance.

Estimating passing distance and performing the proper passing maneuver.

Angle merges with other traffic.

Negotiating intersections in the presence of oncoming and cross traffic.

While some instructors have gone so far as to provide such structures as traffic control devices,
roadway signs, or railroad crossings, the training value of these efforts is debatable in view of the general
availability of such structures in on-street driving.

For the most part, an emergency range capable of supporting the types of emergency maneuvers
described in the Curriculum Development section, (Part I IC, immediately preceding this section) can be
created with but a modest investment in time and funds. First, since evasive maneuvers can be practiced
at relatively low speeds, space requirements are minimal. A few acres will suffice. Teaching evasive
maneuvers and off-road recovery will require some minor construction or landscaping. However, the
same basic facilities used in teaching basic control skills may be utilized. A suitable "skid pan" for
teaching skid control can be created merely by wetting a surface that has been prepared with a sealer. A
thin layer of water maintained on the surface of the range will create a suitably low coefficient of
friction to permit practice in skid control. The water is more economical, cleaner, and more convenient
to use than chemicals, ice, and other agents.

Surveillance and Control

To provide effective instruction, the teacher must be in a position to see all that is occurring.
Many ranges provide a raised instructor's statione.g., a permanent "control tower" or a portable stand.
It must be high enough and so located as to provide the instructor a commanding view of the entire
range, or that portion of it that will be in use at any one time. In a rectangular range, the control
position is generally along one edge where it allows the instructor to keep all vehicles within a 180
degree view. The tower should never be placed in the center of the range where critical events could
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occur behind the instructor's back. A control tower is by no means a necessity and many instructors
prefer to be able to move about the range instead of being confined to one location.

The instructor must be able to communicate with all drivers. He can do so with powered
megaphone or "bullhorn," but radio communication is superior. While two-way communication has
some advantages, it is by no means essential. Some provision should be made to secure the involvement
of those students who are not driving at a particular time. At a minimum, these students should be in a

position to hear the instructor's communication with drivers. This may be done by placing the students

in the car with the driver or by congregating them around a radio provided for the purpose. If the range
is to be used for night driving, it should be well illuminated.

Security

If possible, the range should be enclosed by a fence to prevent outsiders from wandering onto the
range during instruction and to help prevent theft or damage to property. The fence should be located

far enough from the paved area to keep it from becoming a real or mental hazard to novice drivers on
the range.

In a permanent range facility, an enclosure should be provided for the storage of traffic cones,
barricades, and other range equipment. Vehicles should not be left at the range unless they can be
protected by a secure enclosure: If the range is lighted, the chances of theft or vandalism will be
reduced by leaving the lights on throughout the night.

Range Equipment

A variety of equipment items is needed to permit effective range instruction. The most important
of these is, of course, automobiles. However additional equipment is needed for purposes of traffic
control, communication, and facflities maintenance.

Automobiles

The number of automobiles that will be involved in range instruction depends upon (1) size of

student enrollment, (2) the size of the range facility, and (3) the number of automobiles that can be

obtained. Only when the instructional program has been outlined in detail is it possible to specify the
automobile requirements. The actual procurement of automobiles is treated in the next section.

Traffic Control Devices

The instructor will require a variety of devices to create driving tasks for students. Among these

devices are the following:
Pavement Markings. Pavement markings used to simulate the edge of the roadway may be

configured so as to represent intersections, curves, merge points, parking places, driveways,

and so on. They may also be used to represent lane markings to provide instruction in
proper lane usage. The advantage of pavement markings is their permanence. However, this is

a real advantage only to the extent that the particular configurations lead to effective
instruction. For this reason, the instructor should avoid use of permanent pavement markings
until he has either gained some experience in range instruction with temporary markings, or

obtained design guidance from others with more experience in range instruction.
Traffic. Cones. The most popular type of temporary control device is the rubberized or
plastic traffic cone. So as to be readily visible, cones are generally painted yellow or orange
and are at least 18 inches long. They can be readily arranged by the instructor to create the

same configurations as described in the case of permanent markings.

Flags and Poles. Flags and poles have been used in a manner similar to traffic cones. Their

principal advantage is their height which makes them useful in teaching precise maneuvers,

such as parallel parking, where proximity would make a traffic cone impossible to see. Flags
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are generally triangular in shape to create less wind resistance and are provided in a variety
of colors to which the instructor can give different meanings. The poles should be flexible so
as to yield on contact with the car in the event they are accidentally struck.
Barricades. Barricades such as wooden construction "horses" are more readily visible than
cones or flags and therefore may be used to close off particular areas. Instruction in evasive
maneuvers, such as that described under Curriculum Development (Part IIC), is generally
conducted with the use of barricades.

Traffic Control Devices. While many of the larger, "sophisticated" ranges provide traffic
control devices such as roadway signs and stop lights, there does not appear to be a great
deal to be gained from their use. Most of these devices weigh too much to be considered
portable and their use is confined to a permanent facility. In addition, instruction concerned
with identification of traffic control devices can be carried out far more economically
through classroom or printed aids. Practice in responding to such devices can be provided
more economically through on-street instruction.
Communications Equipment. Loudspeakers or bullhorns are not only rather ineffective on
windy days; they are also an annoyance to the general public. Radio communications can
utilize standard automobile AM or FM receivers. For range use alone, small battery powered
transmitters are available for communicating distances over several hundred feet. FM radios
need only be turned to approximately 90 megahertz, the band authorized for one-way
communications. An AM radio must be converted to a citizen's band receiver. It is also
possible to use separate transmitter-receiver systems such as a "walkie-talkie" although such
systems are generally less reliable and more expensive in the long run.
Maintenance Equipment. Equipment for performing simple operator maintenance on vehicles
should be available. This would include pliers, screwdrivers, wrenches, and jumper cables.
Brooms and cleaning equipment should be available for keeping cars neat as well as for
policing the range area. Two sets of ignition keys to the cars should be available at all times
since it is not unusual for an instructor or student to forget to return the keys he is using.
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PLANNING A SIMULATOR FACILITY

The student should know the factors to be considered when planning for the
procurement of a driving simulator facility.

If a simulator is deemed to provide a cost effective method of attaining instructional objectives
and procurement of the simulator has been approved by operators of the school, the instructor will
often be called upon to take the lead in planning such a facility. Not only is the driver instructor in the
best position to relate various simulator characteristics to the overall needs of the curriculum, but he is
the only one who knows precisely what characteristics are applicable to the techniques by which the
curriculum will be administered. For example, the instructor's decision as to whether to provide
immediate feedbacks to students during the course of simulator instruction will have a bearing upon the
desirability of procuring a student response display in addition to the printed readout. the instructor
receives after a simulator exercise has been completed.

To perform his planning function properly, the driver educator must be thoroughly familiar with
all characteristics of the simulators under consideration and be able to justify his recommendations to
school authorities.

Amount of Equipment

The number of simulator units that will be required depends upon the size of the student
enrollment and the number of simulator hours per student. Simulators have been viewed by many
secondary school administrators as prirrThrily an economical substitute for in-car instruction, a specified
number of simulator hours being roughly equivalent to a specified number of in-car hours. Under such a
scheme, the determination of simulator instructional hours is generally set forth under state education
standards. However, it has become increasingly clear that simulators are a device unto themselves and
that hours spent in the simulator cannot be directly translated to in-car hours. The number of simulator
hours will have to be determined by the instructor himself from the requirements of his own
curriculum.

Some consideration should be given to future needs at the time simulator equipment is procured.
If an increase in simulator instruction hours is anticipated, either through increased use of simulation or
greater enrollment, consideration of this fact during initial equipment procurement may reduce the cost
of modifying the equipment to accept additional simulator units at a later date.

Claisroom Installation

When the space is available, classroom installation of simulators is to be preferred over the use of
trailer installations for the following reasons.

The instructor is able to integrate the simulator into classroom instruction more effectively.

The instructor is able to observe students more easily in a typical classroom than in a trailer
and to move more freely among them to assist them with problems.

The width of a classroom permits larger screens and more realistic traffic scenes.

The Highway Users Federation for Safety and Mobility (HUFSAM) has set forth the following
recommendations relative to classroom simulators.
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Students using the simulators in the first row should have a distance of at least the screen's
width between them and the screen.

Simulator units should be arranged in a semicircular pattern, if possible, with the viewing
angle of the outside unit in each row nut exceeding 30 degrees.
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Individual "risers" should be placed under simulator units to enable each successive row of
students to have an unobstructed view of the screen.

Light switches to darken the room should be within arm's reach of the instructor when he is
at the instructor console or at the door. Rheostats have been found to be useful since they

allow the instructor to have just enough light to observe the students.

The simulation laboratory should have air conditioning. It provides comfort and enhances

the life and efficiency of the instructor console.

Electrical outlets should accommodate three-prong Hubbell plugs and should be supplied
with 120 volt, 60 cycle, 15 amp service.

Trailer-Type Installation

When classroom space is unavailable, trailer-type facilities may offer the only means of providing

simulator instruction. For the reasons noted above, however, they are inferior to classroom facilities

from a purely instructional viewpoint. In theory, the mobility of a trailer facility allows it to be shared

by several schools. In truth, the time required to move the trailer from one place to another discourages

its frequent relocation and makes it difficult to integrate simulator instruction into the curriculum at

any one school.
Planning considerations for this type of simulator facility include

The electrical requirements: a 220 volt, 100 amp electrical capability with a power source

free of fluctuation. The simulator scoring system may not operate properly if the simulator

Is on the same electrical line as school shops.

The type of surface: level and hard, such as asphalt or concrete.

The location as close to the school as possible so that students may travel without coats. If

the facility cannot be placed close to the school, space within the simulator facility for
hanging coats will have to be provided.

Adequate space for storing films and equipment.

Provisions for lighting the exterior if classes are to be taught in the evening.

Provisions for maintaining the facility.
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Instruction
This Guide will not attempt to deal with the subject of preparing driver educators to conduct

effective instruction. That is the piovince of teacher preparation in general. This section will deal only
with the means by which competent teachers may utilize the methods and devices that have been
prepared for driver education. Subjects include classroom aids, simulators, and driving ranges. This
section will not deal specifically with on-street instruction. This is not because on-street instruction is
unimportant; quite the contrary, it is probably the most powerful instructional tool the driver educator
possesses. However, on-street instruction involves little in the way of special techniques or media. It
primarily involves structuring, observing, and correcting student performances. Part Ill of this Guide is
almost totally concerned with these performances.

USE OF CLASSROOM AIDS

The student must be able to utilize classroom instructional aids effectively.

A variety of classroom aids is available to assist the instructor in communicating information to
students and helping them to develop particular driving skills. These aids include motion picture films,
slides, transparencies, models, and mockups. General techniques for the use of such aids are more
appropriately covered in a "methods" course than a driving instructor teacher preparation program. This
Guide will treat only the particular needs of driving instruction.

Motion Picture Films

Motion picture films not only communicate information about driving, they are capable of
simulating to a degree many of the visual aspects of the driver's operating tasks. However, motion
picture film should be shown only if the instructor has identified specific requirements for its utilization
and is convinced that it is necessary in order to provide an effective and economical learning experience.
The film should enhance the learning experiences in the lesson plan.

When he has ideqtified areas in a lesson plan that could benefit from the use of a specific film, the
instructor should search a list of films on that topic. If films are available, the instructor should preview
as many of them as is practical. While previewing each film he should prepare a synopsis identifying the
critical features and noting the time elapsing before each of these features occurs. This not only enables
the instructor to evaluate the film fully, but also aids him in the preparation of a revised lesson plan
that takes into account the film content. His synopsis can be made available to other instructors who
have not previewed and evaluated the film.

An appropriate film should have the following characteristics (1) It should be directly related to
the objectives of the lesson; (2) it should realistically and convincingly transmit information (outdated
films showing old automobiles and modes of dress are not likely to be taken seriously by students);
(3) it should be free of major defects in audio and picture quality.

It is not necessary for the entire film to be directly related to the topics in a lesson plan in order
for it to be useful. If the preview shows that only a portion of the film is applicable, that portion may
be used. If an important segment of the film deals with the topic, the film can be advanced to that
segment before the class begins. The instructor should then provide an introduction to that segment and
show only that portion of the film.

The film must be an intergral part of the lesson. The instructor should describe it briefly to the
students and indicate what his objectives are in showing it. Students should be made to realize they will
be held responsible for the film's cook:I-it or particular portions of it.

In using films that depict roadway scenes as viewed through the windshield, the instructor is

creating a type of simulator. While no vehicle controls are present, students may be called upon to
indicate their responsesif such is desiredeither' orally or by the use of electrical responders numbered
on colored cards. The instructor may wish to slow, stop or back up and rerun various segments of the
film. New projectors are available which permit this to be accomplished without flicker or loss of light
intensity. This feature is of particular value fur providing practice in hazard detection since it allows the
instructor to "freeze" the action at the point where a hazard arises.
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Slides, Transparencies and Filmstrips

The use of slides and transparencies in driving instruction does not differ greatly from their use
elsewhere. One unique use of these aids is in allowing practice in hazard identification, particularly those
hazards that are static in characterthat is, hazards that relate to the nature or position of elements in
the driving scene rather than their pattern of movement. Examples would be exhaust from a parked car,
a pedestrian in the street, a car approaching from the side.

Models

Models of roadway configuration are useful in permitting the instructor to teach, and the students
to solve, problems relative to procedures for dealing with various traffic situations. These situations can

be developed one stop at a time and students permitted amble time to decide upon approximate

responses at each stop.
The most commonly used model is one that may be vertically suspended before the class, the

various terrain features being painted on. Movable objects, such as automobiles or pedestrians, are
attached by magnets.

Models are extremely useful to instructors who are prepared td utilize them, who interact well
with students and can gauge their comprehension as instruction continues. Those instructors who do not
handle an interactive role effectively will generally prefer a box of prepared slides or [notion pictures.
The important point in the use of models is to involve students in the development of the situation
itself. Models are the only classroom aid to respond to the students' inputs, the only convenient medium

through which students can see the result of their choice of response.

Mock-Ups

Novice students can learn the location of controls and displays through the use of a cockpit
mock-up. With a little practice they can acquire the ability to find accelerator, brake and, if appropriate,

the clutch, entirely by feel. This will expedite the acquisition of basic control skills during the incar

phase of instruction.
A mock-up need not be elaborate. Some instructors and students have managed to remove the

front seat cf an automobile and place it in the classroom. However, a wooden facsimile with a painted

or photographic dashboard will serve almost as well. What is important is that the device be sufficiently
durable to sustain its physical occupation and manipulation by numbers of students.

USE OF THE SIMULATOR LABORATORY

The student should know how to use and care for simulator equipment and other

visual aid projection equipment used in the simulator laboratory.

Operation of Simulator Equipment

It is impossible to achieve the instructional goals in the simulator laboratory unless the instructor

is thoroughly familiar with the operation of all the simulator equipment. Knowledge of the equipment

and the ability to operate it will enhance the chances that material will be presented in a meaningful

and efficient manner. It will also enable the instructor to evaluate student progress in the simulator. To

achieve these results the instructor must be able to:
Operate the simulator units. Proficiency in using the various controls and instruments located

in simulator units is essential since the instructor may have to occasionally provide individual help to
students having difficulty. First-hand knowledge of the operation of the unit and interpretation of

gauges will be helpful in answering questions.
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Operate the projector. The projector is one of the instructor's most important tools in the
simulator laboratory. He should become thoroughly familiar with the basic projector operating pro-
cedures. Instructors should be able to (1) thread the film into the projector properly so that the film is
not damaged, (2) adjust the focus so that the visual scene is sharp; (3) adjust the height of the visual
display so that it is properly displayed on the screen, (4) adjust the sound as necessary; (5) adjust the
framing knob in the proper direction to eliminate a visual display that is out of frame; (6) stop the film
whenever desired by using the "still" button; (7) reverse the film when desired; and (8) rewind the film
so that it may be shown at another time.

If the simulator system's projector is not working, a standard 16 mm projector can be
substituted, provided it accepts the anamorphic lens. The substituted projector will not be able to read
codes programmed into the instructional films, however, the driving simulator projector has a special
modification for reading such codes.

Operate the instructor console. The console is essentially a control center where student
responses to the simulator film are transmitted, evaluated against desired responses for given situations,
and recorded. The instructor must be familiar with the components, operation and timing of the system.
He should be able to operate the console in both automatic and manual modes and should be able to
identify student errors from print-outs and from the display panel.

Observation of Students

Certain procedures can be checked only by observing the students while they "drive" the
simulator in response to one of the programmed films. For example, the use of the hand-over-hand
technique while turning cannot be monitored by the simulator scoring system. By walking through the
simulator laboratory or by placing himself at an elevated level in the laboratory, the instructor can
observe the actions of the class. Students grasping the wheel incorrectly or not using the hand-over-hand
technique can be easily identified and corrected.'

The instructor may also observe to some extent the timing and quality of student responses.
Illumination of the floorboard area of each simulator, for example, enables the instructor to observe
whether the student began braking at approximately the correct time and the manner in which he
applied the brake. Knowledge of timing and quality of responses in specific situations are also provided
through the simulator scoring system.

Monitoring and Evaluating Students Using the Instructor's Console

The instructor's console is essentially a computerized system that provides the i.s victor with a
visual display of student performances. The system also records student responses to coded situations in
the film and provides for manual checks of desired responses. When the scoring system is operated in
the automatic mode the instructor may circulate throughout the laboratory providing assistance and
attention to students requiring it. During this time, student responses are scored automatically. The
Allstate System contains either a digital recording device or is equipped with a printer recorder. Both
devices total inappropriate student responses. The AEtna simulator system is equipped with a printer
recorder for identifying errors made by students.

When scoring is accomplished in the manual mode, the instructor must remain at the instructor's
console. He will be required to depress several buttons or selectors in order to monitor student
performance on specified tasks.

The AEtna system monitors student performance in eight major categories: (1) starting, (2) shift-
ing, (3) moving, (4) braking, (5) emergency actions, (6) acceleration, (7) right turns, and (8) left turns.
The Allstate system monitors student performance in five major areas: (1) steering, (2) braking,
(3) signaling, (4) speed, and either (5) acceleration or headlight use.

The instructor must be Thoroughly familiar with the scoring system components for the particular
simulator system used in his classroom. In order to effectively monitor and evaluate student progress in
the simulator laboratory, the instructor must be thoroughly familiar with the films and with the
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function of each component of the instructor's console or scoring system; know when and how to
operate buttons or selectors on the instructor's console to obtain desired information; be able to read
and interpret visual displays and printed copies from the recorder printer; know the specific procedures
for scoring in automatic and manual modes; provide the students with information on their performance
and assist and correct them when necessary.

Maintenance of Simulator Units and Instructor's Console

The instructor should not attempt any technical repairs of the simulator equipment. Generally a
service contract with the manufacturer is purchased by the owner to cover technical maintenance and
emergency service. If the simulator is leased, the lease contract usually includes the cost of regular
maintenance service. The instructor's role in maintaining the simulator units and instructors console are
generally limited to activities such as fuse replacement and dust removal. The instructor should,
however, maintain a record that lists any problems he has experienced with the equipment. By doing so
the-regular maintenance man will have some idea of what may be wrong and where to begin.

Maintenance of Film Projectors

The simulator projector as well as other projectors should be maintained on a regular basis. The
instructor should regularly clean and oil every projector at least once a year; clean the film gate after
classes daily to keep the film from becoming scratched because of dust or dirt; and clean the lens with
tissue and lens fluid. Care should be taken not to scratch the lens surface.

Film Care

Regular tilm care insures a sharp visual display on the screen and extends film life. These

guidelines for film care will maintain them in good condition:

Films should be cleaned and treated at least once a year.

After every five to ten screenings, a special cleaning cloth should be used to wipe the film as
it rewinds on the projector.

The film should be rewound tightly, but it is advisable not to pull on the end of the film to
tighten it, because this causes abrasion marks which cannot be removed.

Films should not be left threaded in the projector for long periods of time since this causes
permanent arcs and weak spots.
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USE OF THE MULTIPLE CAR DRIVING RANGE

The student should know the objectives and procedures for conducting classes on a
multiple car driving range.

The functions of the instructor on the multiple car driving range can be categorized into several
basic activities.

Preparing the facility for instruction or arranging to have it prepared.

Orienting students on the lesson for the clay.

Planning demonstrations of the maneuver(s) or skill(s) to be practiced.

Constructing driving experiences that contribute to the development of driver skill for real
Fife situations.

Directing and guiding the class of beginning drivers through the practice periods, assisting
individuals having difficulty.

Determining the amount of practice for any particular maneuver, procedure, or skill.

Dismantling the range or delegating someone else to do so after the day's activities.

Preparation of the Driving Range

Range preparation normally involves the placement of traffic signs, cones, and other equipment
that will be used for instructional purposes. The instructor teaching the first lesson of the day must
place the equipment in the appropriate places before class begins to avoid having to use instructional
time for this purpose. The instructor may assign the range preparation duties to a teaching assistant. A
manual for range instructors would be useful also to individuals preparing the range, if it contained
diagrams or explanations on equipment placement for specific lessons.

When an instructor has range teaching activities after the facility has been used by other classes, he
should check to see that all the equipment he needs for his class is in its proper place. Any necessary
changes should be made quickly to avoid misusing instructional time.

Daily Orientation

At the beginning of every range class, the instructor should review the following information for
his students:

Specific rules and regulations that pertain to use of the range for the day.

Procedures to be followed.

Key concepts or steps that are an integral part of a maneuver or skill.

Relationship of on-range practice of any maneuver or skill to its utilization in the actual
driving environment.

The orientation should be as brief as possible. The primary purpose of the driving range is to
permit students to practice vehicle maneuvers. To tie up expensive range facilities and equipment for
simple verbal instruction is inefficient.

One way to keep orientation as brief as possible is to distribute driver guides at the beginning of
the course or sometime prior to the 1.-?sson for the day. The beginning drivers can then become familiar
with the procedures to be followed before arriving for the range instruction.
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Demonstrations

When teaching motor skills, especially those that are particularly complex, the instructor's initial
step is usually to demonstrate the performance. The purpose of a demonstration is to give the beginning
driver an appropriate model to follow. Like "daily orientation," demonstrations should h, held to a
minimum.By describing procedures in advance and using motion pictures to illustrate maneuvers, one or
two on-range demonstrations should suffice.

Since the neophyte driver will be practicing at below normal speed, the demonstration should also
be given at slow speed. The driver is thus able to make a comparison, irrespective of speed differences,
between his own driving and the model of good performance demonstrated by the instructor or teaching
assistant. In addition, the beginning driver will make fewer procedural errors if he maintains a
below-normal speed.

Demonstrations are most effective when an explanation of the critical elements of the maneuver or
skill accompanies the demonstration. The instructor can do the demonstration (while the teaching
assistant provides the commentary, or vice versa. When an assistant or additional instructor is not
available, the orientation session must suffice.

Demonstration of the more complex maneuvers and techniques, such as parallel parking, Y-turns,
and passing, should be simplified, with only the most critical aspects of these maneuvers emphasized.
Attempting to include every minute component in the demonstration and commentary will confuse the
neophyte driver more than it will help him. However, this dubious advantage is outweighed by the
assurance, with an instructor or assistant, that the maneuver will be performed properly and quickly.

Generally, a demonstration of any particular maneuver is given once, prior to driver practice on
the range. If the instructor observes that several members of the class are having difficulty with a
maneuver, he may elect to demonstrate the maneuver again. The demonstration itself can have only a
limited effect on the driver's acquisition of the skills involved. The driver's ability to master the driving
skills is directly related to the amount and quality of his practice driving.

Constructing Traffic Mix Situations

The purpose for utilizing the multiple car method is that it affords a low risk environment in
which many drivers can be trained at one time. However, the question is whether it can be used to
provide the type of training necessary for developing the procedures or skills required of the safe driver.
To he sure, it cannot be used for developing all requisite procedures and skills, one criticism being that
the range does not provide the beginning driver with the conflict situations that occur on the street.

One of the major tasks of the instructor is to provide opportunities for the beginning drivers to
experience "simulated" on-street situations. Real life driving involves an interaction with other traffic.
Through the efforts of an innovative instructor, the driving range can. provide situations similar to those
in the actual environment and students should be encouraged to drive in such situations on the range.

The instructor can arrange exercises in which two-way traffic is present; more than one car reaches
an intersection at approximately the same time; and drivers are required to merge into and diverge from

traffic.
The instructor can contribute much to the learning experiences of neophyte drivers on the range

by developing lesson plans which utilize circular range areas for such exercises as merging into and
diverging from traffic. He can also develop other traffic mix situations which aid the driver in developing
perceptual abilities in addition to motor skills.

While some traffic mix situations can be constructed on the range, certain driving task; must be
learned in the real environment. Some of these include freeway driving, driving on rural roadways,
reacting to pedestrian traffic, and handling certain passing situations in traffic.
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Directing and Guiding Beginning Drivers

To direct and guide neophyte drivers on a driving range, the instructor must ,(1) effectively
communicate with the drivers in order to facilitate learning and to reduce the accident potential; and
(2) position himself on the driving facility so that he can observe all range activity.

Communicating With Drivers

Communicating effectively with the beginning drivers is extremely important. Unless they under-
stand the instructor's directions, the learning process will be hampered. Some guidelines for instructors
follow:

Make certain that the drivers can hear the instructions. Unless a radio system is used on the
range, some drivers may be unable to hear all of the instructions. This is particularly true-
when a bullhorn is used on windy days.

Begin all instructions with specific identity phrases such as "All Cars" or "Car Number X."

Use simple, direct commands that are based on key words. Clear, concise directions do not
confuse the drivers and tend to save time.

Give directions well in advance so that the drivers can prepare to execute them. Poorly
timed directions tend to confuse drivers, and a confused driver is likely to pay less than an
adequate amount of attention to the total driving task, subjecting himself and others to
mishap.

Alert drivers to special defensive driving tips and provide precautionary suggestions when
necessary.

Use a sincere, encouraging tone of voice when making suggestions or corrections. Never
belittle or berate the drivers. Doing so is likely to make them tense, embarrassed, or angry.
None of these emotional conditions is conducive to learning.

Instructor Location

Where on a driving range the instructor positions himself when teaching is very important. Ideally,
he should be located where he able to observe any activity that is and/or will be taking place. He will
then be able to see possible conflict in time to take preventive measures. Normally, the instructor will
have a good view if he positions himself somewhere on the perimeter of the range.

Some facilities are equipped with control towers similar to those found in airports. However, a
control tower does not afford the instructor the mobility required to observe vehicle control from
different angles. -

If a driver is having difficulty with a maneuver, the instructor should attempt to assist him from
outside the car. In-car assistance would limit the instructor's ability to observe and communicate with
other drivers on the range. Occasionally, however, it may become necessary to ride with a beginning
driver. In-car assistance on the range should be given only after the instructor evaluates the problem and
feels that it is the most efficient solution to the driver's difficulty.

Determining Amount of Practice

In general, the more opportunity a driver has to practice driving skills, the more likely he will
master them. Unfortunately, the instructor is unable to provide an unlimited amount -of driving time on
the range. This is particularly true when a facility is shared by more than one school or when several
classes are scheduled for training on the facility daily.
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With scheduling limitations, the instructor must determine how much time should be allocated to
specific maneuvers, procedures, and skills. The allocation of time is not easy, particularly when the fat t
that all drivers will not learn at the same rate must be considered. The instructor must be able to assess
the progress of each driver and decide which drivers require more practice and which ones can progress
to other aspects of the on-range training programs. For example, the rapid learners can be assigned to
review maneuvers previously learned or can be assigned to traffic mix exercises. Slower learners can
continue practicing a specific maneuver or skill, provided there is no conflict with the training schedule.

Determining when a driver has mastered a maneuver or skill is difficult. As a guideline, the
instructor should permit a driver to continue practicing a maneuver or skill until he has performed it
correctly on several successive trials. Successful performance one day, however, does not necessarily
mean that the next day or several days later the driver will be able again to perform the maneuver or
skill correctly. Providing periodic practice for previously learned skills is the best means of retaining
mastery of them.

Dismantling the Range

After the last class of the day has completed its on-range instruction, all equipment must be
removed from the range and secured in a safe place. The instructor of the last class and/or his assistant
is usually responsible for gathering the portable traffic signs, cones and other equipment that were used.
The equipment should be stored in a designated building under lock and key until the next day's
activities. In the event the range is located some distance from the school and no building in the vicinity
of the range is available for storage, the equipment must be transported back to the school.

All vehicles should be garaged at the end of each day. Many driving facilities have buildings
located on them or in. the immediate vicinity for garaging the vehicles. Keeping the vehicles behind
locked doors is the best means of minimizing the chances of vandalism. If no garage fac.iities are
available, it may be necessary to park all driver training cars on the school grounds. The responsii4lity
for seeing that all vehicles are properly garaged or parked in a designated area ultimately rests with' the
instructor who last used the vehicles for instruction.
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Program Administration

There are a number of administrative functions that are too susceptible to school policy to be
dealt with in this Guide. These include such items as fee collection, handling cancellations, and
scheduling appointments. However, a number of purely administrative requirements that accompany the
teaching of a course will be discussed here. These include the following:

Making Initial Contact.

Substituting for Another Instructor.

Insurance and Liability.

Preparing Students for the License Examination.

Record Keeping.

MAKING INITIAL CONTACT

The student should know the appropriate administrative procedures for
effective initial contact with new client students.

The instructor's first contact with a prospective student is generally for the purpose of conducting
a driving lesson. The purely instructional aspects of the first encounter are dealt with in Part I H-Driving
Tasks. Here we are concerned with the administrative activities that must take place before instruction
may begin. These activities include (1) the introduction, (2) fulfilling legal requirements, and (3) deter-
mining instructional needs.

Introduction

ExLeot in the case of classroom instruction, the driving instructor's initial contact with the student
will generally or.cur at the student's residence. The instructor must arrive promptly as scheduled, dressed
in a inanner that will not only reflect well upon the driving school but inspire confidence in the
professional capability of the instructor.

I lir-k:33 the student is located in the heart of the city where parking is impossible, the instructor
should secure his car and go to the student's door, introducing himself by name and the name of the
driving school. In the case of a teenage student, the instructor should also ask to meet the parents. Any
literature the school provides to secure positive parental involvement may be presented to the parents at
this time.

The s( ope of the initial lesson and the fees for the lessons should be reviewed with the student
(and, where appropriate, the parents). While this discussion presumably occurred during the original
contact between the student and the driving school, it is worth reviewing in order to avoid any
misunderstandings.

Fulfilling Legal Requirements

The student's ability to meet legal prerequisites for vehicle operation should be verified at the
outset.

II-100

Learners's Permit. All states require students to obtain a learner's permit before operating a motor
vehicle on the public highway. The instructor should verify that the student has the permit in his
or her possession.
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Often, the scope of the initial lesson will include a trip to the license examination station to
obtain a permit. In such cases the instructor should quiz the student briefly to determine whether
the student is qualified to pass the examination. Failing an examination for a learner's permit
wastes the time of both the instructor and the student.

Driver Education Certificate. Teenagers (16-18 years) in most states must obtain a driver education
certificate before they are allowed to take a license examination. Certification generally requires
completion of a specified number of classrooM and behind-the-wheel instructional hours (typically
30 and 6 respectively). The instructor should verify that parents and student are aware of all
requirements. If the student intends to offer a certificate from another state, the instructor should
examine it to make sure that it meets "local" state requirements.

Part it Consent Forms. Teenagers in many states are required to furnish parent consent forms
before being allowed to apply for a learner's permit. The instructor should make sure the form has
been completed and, where necessary, notarized.

Insurance Waivers. The school's insurance carrier may require students to sign a form absolving the
school of liability for certain types of accidents. This is particularly likely if some portion of the
instruction is to be administered in the student's own automobile.

Determining Instructional Needs

Before instruction commences, the instructor should determine the stuck past driving

experience and instructional requirements. For the student who has had some previous driving
experience, determining the specific nature of instructional requirements will require some probing.

Students frequen,tly request instruction at a particular level or for a particular maneuver, the most
popular example of the latter being parallel parking. The instructor should not attempt to extend or
alter the student's request during the initial contact. Since the instructor has had no opportunity to
observe the student, he is in no position to evaluate the student's needs. Any attempt to do so may be
interpreted as a pure "sales" effort.

During the drive to and from the practice area, the student's overall proficiency may be
objectively evaluated and the student provided a straightforward statement of strengths and weaknesses.
This may lead to further instruction.

SUBSTITUTING FOR ANOTHER INSTRUCTOR

The student should know how to properly substitute for another instructor.

Occasionally, it may become necessary to instruct students who have had previous lessons with
another instructor. A number of factors may necessitate such a situation

The previous instructor may no longer be employed by the driving school.

The previous instructor may be on vacation, leave of absence, or ill.

The student may have requested another instructor.

The previous instructor's schedule may have made it impossible to instruct the student.

Specific procedures for substituting for another instructor vary from school to school. However,

there are several guidelines which substitute instructors should follow. He should:

Whenever possible, determine the reason given to the student for the change in instructors.

Obtain record of the student's previous lessons prior to lesson time to determine how far the
student has progressed, the problem areas identified by the previous instructor, and content
of this lesson.
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Obtain all necessary forms from the office prior to the lesson, if possible.

Introduce himself to the student, explain that the previous instructor is unavailable and that it
would be best not to interrupt the training. A student may be hesitant about going with
another instructor. If he insists upon having his previous instructor, the substitute instructor
should inform the office and another appointment should be arranged. However, students
will usually permit another instructor to teach the lesson if the substitute instructor handles
the change diplomatically.

Review with the student what has been covered to date. It is generally better to work on
something new, unless the previous instructor is no longer employed by the school or will
not instruct this particular student again.

Review procedures and related facts if the student is due to take the state license examina-
tion. New procedures should not be introduced at this time since it will tend to confuse the
student.

INSURANCE AND LIABILITY

A student driver may have an accident during behind-the-wheel training; thus, having the proper
insurance protection is important. The responsibility of obtaining insurance that protects the owner,
instructor, and other school employees who could be involved, rests with the owner of the school.
Ordinarily, insurance programs for the school provide coverage for these individuals and for the students
as well. An insurance advisor should be consulted on the types and limits of coverage required.

There have been few court decisions rendered against driving instructors for accidents involving
students while they were participating in a driving instruction course. An instructor can be held liable
for an accident that occurs during instruction only if he is found to be negligent in carrying out his
duties. Generally, the school's insurance program provides the instructor with liability protection.
However, he should consult an insurance advisor to determine if the coverage is adequate.

Students enrolled in a professional driving school are generally protected by the school policy
when operating the driver education car. Since students who drive the family car for instruction are not
covered under the school policy, parents should include their children on the family policy. With
appropriate liability coverage, parents will protect themselves against possible suit especially in those
states where the parent assumes specific liability upon signing the student learner's permit.

PREPARING STUDENTS FOR LICENSE EXAMINATION

The student should know the procedures to be followed on the day that the
client student driver takes the state's driver license examination.

Pre-Examination Procedures

Pre-examination procedures will vary from school to school,and it is imperative that the instructor
be familiar with the policy of his own school. The following procedures are rather general to

professional driving schools:

An appointment should be made to meet the student at the student's home, office, or at the
testing station. The appointment should be scheduled at an hour that will leave sufficient
time for the examination to be completed prior to the lunch hour or the end of the day.
The instructor does not wish to have his student responsible for inconvenience to the test
administrator. In some cases it may be necessary to schedule an appointment with the
department of motor vehicles. As much as three weeks lead time may be required.
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Upon meeting the student, the instructor should make sure of the following:

That the student has a valid learner's permit in his possession.

That teenage students have proof of age and a certificate indicating they have
completed classroom instruction.

That sufficient time has passed since the student acquired the permit.

That sufficient time has elapsed since a previous examination was taken (if the student
failed).

The instructor should prepare the student for the examination by reviewing (1) procedures
that will be used by the license examiner, and (2) important concepts, principles, and traffic
regulations.

1*,

If the instructor is meeting the student at the test station, the student should be warned to
make arrangements for alternative transportation from the test station in the event the
examination is failed.

The apprehensive student should be given an opportunity to practice critical or difficult
maneuvers prior to the test. While state regulations generally prohibit practice on the test
course itself, the instructor can usually find a comparable area near the test site. Practice
may include one or two repetitions of the parallel parking maneuver, simulating conditions
which prevail in the test (e.g., use of "parking poles"),

Upon arriving at the test station, the student should be directed to the appropriate office to
initiate the application. The instructor should return to the car and await the student's
arrival. Unless he is specifically permitted to do so, the instructor should not place his car in
the line for the road test until the student has fulfilled prerequisite requirements.

Post-Examination Procedures

If the student has passed the examination, the instructor should offer his congratulations. Before
they part company, the instructor should remind the student of his responsibility to drive safely
and exhort him to apply the concepts ai d principles he has learned during instruction. Finally, the
instructor should identify any formalities that are required, following the test, to obtain the
license.

If the student has failed, the instructor should provide reassurance. The student should be

encouraged to view the results of the exam in a positive sense, as identifying a deficiency that
must be overcome. The instructor should avoid attributing failure to "a bad day," ill fortune, or
invalid testing procedures. Such an interpretation would undermine his efforts to see that the
student obtains further instruction.

The instructor should by all means encourage the student to obtain further instruction, even if the
student is unwilling to continue with the present instructor. He should be informed that merely
retaking the examination is likely to lead to another failure. While the student might succeed in
eliminating his previous errors, he is likely to commit new errors unless his overall proficiency is
improved.

Whether or not the student electstotake-_fur_tharn, he should be notified of the
compulsory waiting period for re-examination.
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RECORD KEEPING

The student should know the forms, letters, and records that are his responsibility
in the administration of a driver education progran-, and the procedures for
developing and preparing them.

Record keeping is a necessary part of a driving instructor's job. The records are used to
(1) improve instruction, (2) measure results, (3) record progress, (4) appraise and control costs, (5) record
charts and payments, and (6) protect school personnel.

Forms and records, especially those for which the instructor is responsible, should be limited in
number and not too detailed, yet they should furnish all the information required. The mechanics of
maintenance should not be so complicated that the instructor is inundated with paper work.

Student Record Forms

Student Instruction Record

This form, maintained in duplicate by the instructor on each student, is a record of the amount of
time spent in the classroom and on each driving task. Space is provided for the student's grade on each
procedure. The form can also be used to indicate the procedures to be omitted for students not taking a
full course of instruction.

On the reverse side of the office copy of this form are the following records:

Schedule of lessons with date and payment record.

Survey of areas where practice is needed.

Driver's license road test results.

Instructor's assessment of a student at completion of course.

Drop out informtion.

Referrals from student.

Comments by instructor.

Practice Road Test Sheet

This is a simulated driving test which should be given to the student just before he takes the state
test for his license.

The form would identify the errors the student has made and provide a basis upon which the
student's readiness for the license application may be determined.

Driver Evaluation and Progress Report (NPDEA)

This form, divided into four classifications of trainingelementary, intermediate, advanced, and
expertmay be used to indicate student progress in all the driving procedures and for recommending
additional instruction.

Appointment Card

The instructor gives an appointment card with the date and time of the next lesson noted. The
card should clarify the penalties to the student for failing to keep the appointment or cancelling the
appointment too late.
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This form is signed by the student when he uses his own car for instruction. It absolves the driving
school of any responsibility in case of accident or injury.

Payment Agreement

This form, signed by the student at the completion of each lesson, authorizes the school to charge
the lessons to the students account at a local department store, provided the school has made such
arrangements with the store.

Business Forms

Payment Envelopes

This record contains the instructor's receipts for the day with necessary accounting information.

Cash Slips for Car Repairs

This form, when accompanied by a receipt and signed by an official of the school, authorizes
reimbursement to the instructor for necessary minor repairs paid by the instructor.

Accident Report Forms

Accident forms are provided and must be completed within a designated time limit. In addition,
instructors are usually required to secure a copy of the police report of the accident.

BASIC REFERENCES

Policy and/or Procedures Manual of the driving school. State Motor Vehicle Code

State Driver's manual or other material provided Any publicly available material concerned with license
license examinee. examination procedures.
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Special Programs

The driving instructor may be called upon to provide help to the community in conducting special
programs outside the scope of normal beginning, prelicensing instruction. The most common of these
programs are those involving (1) driver improvement, and (2) instruction of handicapped drivers.

DRIVER IMPROVEMENT

The student should know the goals and methods of driving instruction intended
to improve the skills of experienced drivers.

Experience is not only an inefficient teacher, but it 's generally an incomplete teacher as well.
People can drive over a hundred thousand miles and still lack many. of the knowledges and skills needed
to operate their vehicles safely and efficiently. Much of their driving experience may have served only to
establish improper driving habits or reinforce inappropriate attitudes.

Many communities have instituted programs of instruction intended to improve the performance
of licensed, experienced drivers. As are the community's "authority" on driving instruction, the
professional driving instructor is frequently called upon to conduct, or to assist in conducting, these
programs. In order to be able to serve the community's needs, the driver educator should be generally
familiar with the objectives and techniques appropriate to the conduct of various types of improvement
programs.

Types of Programs

Driver improvement programs can be divided conveniently into two categories, those aimed at the
driving population at large, and those directed primarily at groups identified as deficient in driving
performance on the basis of their record of violations or accidents.

The term most widely used for programs intending to improve the skills of the population at large
is "defensive" driving. Since the typical experienced driver tends to believe he is fully competent to
operate an automobile, he is not generally attracted by an "improvement" course, although he may be
willing to enroll in a course that will help him "defend" himself against other, less safe drivers. The term
"driver improvement," however, is used as is "advanced driving" and a few other terms. The term
"defensive driving" will be used here to refer to any program intended for the driving population at
large.

Probably the best known improvement program is the "defensive driving course" (DDC)
established by the National Safety Council. Sponsorship of these courses, including bearing the costs of
promotion, instructors, and facilities, is generally borne by employers, civic groups, or educational
institutions. The military services also run general improvement programs. The most extensive of these is
the Air Force "Advanced" driving program.

Remedial instruction programs have been administered to drivers whose traffic violations, by their
nature or number, identify them as being problem drivers. Since attendance is enforced by threat of fine
or jail sentence, there is no need for euphemisms in labeling the courses. On the contrary, use of the
term "remedial" or "driving clinic," helps make it clear to the driver that he is deemed to be deficient.

Generally speaking, programs directed toward drivers at large have been concerned primarily with
improving skills and knowledges related to safety. Remedial programs, on the other hand, have focused
on attitudes in the belief that it is primarily poor attitudes that lead to repeated violations.

The merit of administering totally different programs to the two groups of drivers has been
questioned. First, the difference between a "violator" and a "non-violator" is often widely a matter of
being caught or not being caught. The performance of the average driver and the attitudes that give rise
to these performances are not necessarily any more reflective of safety than are those of the traffic
violator. Any driver improvement programdefensive driving or remedial instructionshould aim at the
improvement of attitudes.
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Conversely, there is no reason to confine the content of remedial programs to attitudes alone.
While violations may result primarily from the driver's unwillingness to apply the knowledge and skills
that he possesses, a remedial program provides a good opportunity to improve the driver's knowledges
and skills. Certhinly what is good for the "normal" driver is also good for the traffic violator.

Defensive Driving Course

Except for the lack of instruction in basic automobile control, defensive driving courses generally
cover the same areas as beginning driver education courses. These areas include traffic laws, safe driving
procedures, hazard identification, driving under adverse conditions, the effects of alcohol and drugs, auto
servicing and maintenance, and general traffic citizenship. Since the majority of the adult drivers have
never been exposed to a driver education program, the overlap between defensive driving and beginning
driver education programs is not undesirable.

Most defensive driving courses are conducted entirely in the classroom -and deal primarily with
development of safe driving knowledges and attitudes, although an attempt is often made to deal with
enhancement of perceptual skills through the use of visual aids. A few driver educators have provided
in-car instruction designed to improve (1) skills and habits required in identification of potential hazards,
or (2) the ability to select and carry out appropriate emergency procedures, e.g., evasive maneuvers, skid
control.

In military improvement programs, and others in which attendance is compulsory, a greater
emphasis can be placed upon attitude change than is possible in a course attended by volunteers. The
Air Force Traffic Safety Education Program is almost entirely concerned with attitude change. This
program makes extensive use of motion picture films portraying situations with which students can
identify. Generally speaking, films can provide a more subtle means of developing attitude change
(except for "scare" films) than accident statistics, moral persuasion, or even group discussion techniques.

Remedial Programs

As noted earlier, remedial programs tend to focus upon overcoming what may be considered
"unsafe" attitudes on the part of the traffic violators toward such topics as speed, the rights of other
road users, or ale role of traffic enforcement: Although remedial programs vary considerably, they
generally involve the elements described below:

Overcoming resistance. The first step in almost any remedial program is overcoming the resistance
of the violators to the course itself. The attitude that generally greets the instructor ranges from ridicule
to hostility. Most of the violators view themselves as victims of ill fortune or overzealous 61-iforcement.
Teenagers in particular tend to feel they have been singled out because of their youth alone.

Initial resistance is best overcome by allowing free expression of fedings. This ventilation of
feeling tends to dissipate resistance and leads to at least a superficial acceptance of the course, that is, a
willingness to "play the game."

Acceptance of responsibility. As discussion continues, violators tend to "see themselves" in the
statements of others. They begin to realize how suspicious their excuses sound to the instructor and the
rest of the class. In time, most will show signs of accepting responsibility for their offenserecognizing
that their behavior was trul,' unsafe and that the action taken against them was warranted. The
instructor can assist this development of awareness by leading the discussion toward possible conse-
quences of the violator's behavior.

Seaich for underlying causes. Once the violator accepts his behavior as being unsafe and assumes
responsibility for its occurrence, discussion can turn to means of preventing such behavior. A resolution
"never to do it again" is not the goal. After all, the violation was rarely the result of a deliberate,
premeditated act. More often, it was the last in a series of inappropriate behaviors. A driver was
speeding because he did not allow enough time to keep an appointment. A mother was distracted by her
child, who was not properly secured by a seatbelt. A driver lighting a cigarette failed to see the car in
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front stop abruptly. The violator must be led to recognize the nature of the behavior leading up to his
violation. He will also, in most cases, recognize other of his own unsafe behaviors in the revelation of
others

In most remedial programs, the violator is released with the assumption that his attitudes towards
himself and traffic safety have been changed. Generally this is all there is time for. Courts are typically
reluctant to require violators to devote more than a few hours to remedial programs. However, in some
cases there is enough time to permit the instructor to utilize the attitude change as a foundation for a
broader program of instruction in driving safety.

Rehabilitative Programs

The remedial programs just described are primarily concerned with modifying driving behavior
among what might be called "normal" drivers. However, many communities also conduct intensive
progroms for drivers whose patterns of violations indicate a deep personality problem. The intensive
progr,inis, wow properly termed "rehabilitative" rather than remedial, are attended by drivers whose
records evidence large numbers of violations, extreme aggressiveness or hostility (e.g., assaulting the
arresting officer), or abusive use of alcohol or drugs. Although most rehabilitative programs are directed
by clinic al specialists such as psychiatrists, psychologists, and counselors, driver educators frequently
pdrticilnate in their administration.

Of the "personality" problems that are responsible for unsafe driving, those caused by alcohol
abuse head the, list. Stimulated by recent activities of the National Highway Traffic Safety Administra-
tion, many communities are providing rehabilitative programs for drinking drivers. These rehabilitative
programs are not to be confused with remedial programs such as "DWI school" intended primarily for
first time of fenders. True rehabilitation programs are operated for drivers who are identified as "problem
drinkers" on the basis of their frequency of offense, level of blood alcohol, time of arrest, or other sign
of excessive alcohol consumption. Rehabilitative programs for groups of problem drinkers constitute a
form of "group therapy." While the processes parallel those described in connection with remedial
programs, they are typically more intensive and carried out over a longer period of time.

BASIC REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Marland K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content Methods and
Organization, pp. 323-324, The MacMillan Company,
New York, 1966.
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Adams, J.F. and Kole, Y. Driver Rehabilitation: An
Approach Based on Diagnostic Differentiation and
Group Interaction, Continental Research Institute,
New York, 1969.

INSTRUCTING HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver and
Traffic Safety Education, pp. 360-368, Webster
Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1965.

Fletcher, Harry D. Driver Improvament Schools: A
Guide for Their Operation. American Automobile
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The student should know the techniques required in providing driver education
for students with physical and mental handicaps.

Handicapped students for whom driver education is most commonly provided include those with
mental, auditory, and/or motor impairments. While research on the performance of handicapped drivers
is inconclusive, it strongly suggests that, on the whole, handicapped drivers have a somewhat higher
accident potential than "normal" drivers, However, research has also shown that it is possible to provide

instruction that will assist handicapped students in either overcoming or compensating for their

handicaps to the extent that they become equal to or better than normal drivers.
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Teaching the Physically Handicapped

Instruction for students with motor impairments focuses primarily upon the use of special

equipment designed to offset the effects of impairment. Students with motor handicaps must learn to
operate the special hand or foot controls that can be provided for them. On the whole students with
motor impairments can learn to drive with special controls at about the same rate as "normal" students.

The major problem in dealing with students having auditory impairments is one of coinmunicdtion,
Communicating course information in the classroom can generally be handled by preparing adequate
written materials. However, communicating with students during in-car skill development phases is much
more difficult. Some driver educators have developed a set of simple hand signs. Others have devised
special in-car displays, e.g., lights, to communicate basic commands to students. For example a red light
Might mean "stop," and -a green light "accelerate."

Students with auditory handicaps must be taught to search for, identify, and interpret visual cues
to events that normal drivers would be expected to hear. For example, they must make greater use of
the rear vision mirror to assure they are not interfering with the progress of vehicles behind, a situation
the normal driver would perceive through the sound of horns. If vehicles ahead slow down and pull to
the side of the road without apparent reason, students with auditory handicaps should know to search
for visible cues of an approaching emergency vehicle.

Teaching Mentally Handicapped Students

Providing effective instruction for the mentally handicapped (EMH) presents one of the greatest
challenges to the driver educator. The instructional task may be divided into two compoilent,;
cuiliculum administration and program administration.

Curriculum Administration

In administering the driver education curriculum, the instructor must, of course, focus niim,ifily
upon .considerations of safety. However, in the case of mentally handicapped students, the instructor has
an additional goal which is almost of. equal importancethat of enabling an individual to become a
productive member of society by improving his mobility. To this end, his instruction must deal not only
with the operation of a vehicle but with the broadPr instruction in consumer ..lit-PtiQn arid loon{
citizenship. Subjects that assume particular importance in the teaching of handicapped students die the
selection and purchase of vehicles, licensing and registration, insurance and financial responsibility,
obtaining proper servicing and maintenancesubjects that are of marginal concern to safety but
necessary to the handicapped driver if he is to secure effective transportation from an automobile.

Teaching the mentally handicapped student will consume far more instrurfion'al lime than will
instruction of mentally normal students. Educators who have worked with mentally handl, appi.d
students generally recommend that one and a half to two times as much time be made ava ilable. In
designing teaching experiences for menially retarded students, the driver educator should hear the

following in mind

Materials should deal with concrete "real world" experiences rather than abstract comepts.

The complexity of written materials should be minimized. Verbal materials should Iv,
prepared at an elementary reading level.

Graphic materials should be used in place of verbal materials. Mentally handicapped studeni,,
can learn more from a picture of a driving situation than a written description of it

A great variety of materials should be available to provide alternatives to stud.:;,;, havuul
difficulty with a particular type of material. Use of different materials also helps to indiutdin
attention and motivation.
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Part II - Driving School Instruction

In administering the course, the instructor must accommodate the special limitations and needs of
the students. First of all, the mentally handicapped student is, above all, a slow learner. Instructions to
students should be detailed, explicit, and given orally. A mentally handicapped student cannot operate
from general principles or rules of thumb to the extent that average students can. The instructor must
anticipate the need for considerable repetition in the presentation of information and instructions.

Secondly, the mentally handicapped student is quite limited in his ability to process information.
The instructor should attempt to deal with but one phase of the learning task at a time. In-car
instruction should concentrate upon a single maneuver at a time, the instructor waiting for the student
to attain profici,ncy in that maneuver before progressing.

. Thirdly, the mentally handicapped student tends to have a short attention span. Learning activities
of one type should continue for 10-15 minutes, then another type of activity should be introduced.
In-car sessions should be limited to 20-30 minutes.

Finally, the mentally handicapped student generally needs more frequent rewards than the

"normal" student. This is because mentally handicapped students are less motivated by long range goals
such as course completion or the ability to drive, than are average students. Their rewards must be
immediate. Praise should be lavishly supplied. In addition, they have experienced, on the whole, far
more failure and frustration from the school system than other students. The motor skills involved in
automobile operation -are something at which they can achieve success. It is important to make this
apparent from the outset in order to overcome the effects of prior failure.

Program Administration

State departments of education generally establish rules and regulations dealing with programs for
mentally handicapped students. These rules and regulations reflect state policies in regard to goals and
needs of handicapped students. The driver educator must become familiar with the policies that exist in
his state.

The driver educator can also solicit assistance from district special educational personnel in

administering the driver education program. He can expect guidance regarding the characteristics of
mentally handicapped students and its impact upon the structure of the driver education program. In
some cases he may also expect direct help in administering the program. The most common means of
combining special education and driver education instruction are the following.

Team Teaching. Classroom instruction is administered by both the special education and
driver education teachers. Practice driving is then provided by the driver education teacher.

Advanced Preparation. The verbal components of driver education are taught by the special
education teacher prior to the enrollment of the student in the driver education program. The driver
education teaLher would then provide both classroom and in-car instruction.

Concept Reinforcement. The driver educator provides both classroom and in-car instruction.
Then the special education instructor covers key driver education concepts through traditional programs
for the mentally handicapped.

BASIC REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. Driver Education for the Handicapped,
Safety Center, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale,
Illinois, 1971.

Michigan State University, The Driver Education Program
for the Mentally Handicapped. Department of Education,
Michigan State University, Lansing, Michigan, 1968.
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Part III
Driving Tasks

The student should know the nature of the performances that constitute safe and
effective driving and should know the nature of and possess the knowledges and
skills that underlie these performances.

The driver educator like any other teacher should be an expert in his field. He should be
thoroughly familiar with the performances that constitute the driver's tasks as well as the knowledges
that enable as well as motivate drivers to operate automobiles safely and effectively. Moreover, he must
himself possess these knowledges and skills to the highest degree of proficiency. In other words, he must
be an expert.

In the early days of driver education, driving instructors frequently were drawn from the existing
teaching staff and pressed into service without the benefit of instruction or an evaluation of their skills.
It is not surprising that many of the instructors were.run-of-the-mill drivers and therefore ineffective
teachers. Unfortunately, the same situation prevails in many schools today.

This section of the Guide goes into considerable detail concerning the performances involved in
operating an automobile. The emphasis is clearly upon instruction that is related to the driver's tasks.
While many of the objectives are not directly concerned with vehicle operation, all involve ,behaviors
that in one way or another influence the safety and effectiveness with which the car is operated.

Instructional objectives concerned with the driving tasks are divided into the following sections.

Section A

Basic ControlsObjectives concerned with controlling the motion of the automobile, without regard
to surrounding conditions.

Section B

Driving ProceduresObjectives concerned with maneuvering the car in response to conditions that
prevail in normal driving, and anticipating the activities of other drivers and responding in a way
that will prevent a hazard from arising.

Section C

Emergency ProceduresObjectives concerned with assuring that the driver, his car, and the overall
highway transportation system are in such condition as to permit safe and effective driving.

Section D

System MaintenanceObjectives concerned with assuring that the driver, his car, and the overall
highway transportation system are in such condition as to permit safe and effective driving.

Within each section, various tasks are described separately. The description includes (1) a
listing of task requirements, including performances, knowledges, and skills, (2) the learning prob-
lems associated with each task and (3) a listing of instructional aids and resource materials related
to the particular task.

The aids and resources that are available pertaining to any one task are far too numerous to
allow an exhaustive inventory to be prepared. Those that appear in the Guide are those that are
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most relevant to the instructional requirements as they are identified in the Guide. In the case of
textbooks, only those that have a clear performance orientation and are organized in terms of
driving task requirements could be accommodated by the organization of the Guide. Many excellent
texts and non-textual publications are omitted. Their omission does not imply that they are not
worthy publications. Nor does inclusion of any text constitute an endorsement,
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Basic Controls

The student should know the nature of and possess the knowledges and
skills required to control the motion of the car.'

The ability to control the motion of the car, that is, its speed and direction, is fundamental to
driver education. Obtaining this ability is what primarily motivates secondary school students to enroll
in driver education courses. The tasks associated with car control consist of the following: .

1. Preoperative procedures.
2. Starting the engine.
3. Forward acceleration, including shifting.
4. Steering, including maintaining direction and turning.
5, Speed control.
6. Downshifting.
7. Stopping, including braking.
8. Backing.
9, Turnabouts.

Each of these tasks depends upon the acquisition of relatively complex perceptual motor skills,

skills that must be developed through practice. Unless a secondary school student has already received

considerable practice before enrolling in a driver education course, he is not likely to approach what
could be called "mastery ". of automobile control skills before he graduates. Many months and years of

driving experience are generally required before a driver reaches his highest level of proficiency. All that

can be achieved in a secondary driver education curriculum, is to provide the driver with sufficient

control skill to execute the above maneuvers within the boundaries established by normal roadway and

traffic characteristics while at the same time attending to surrounding conditions.

For clarification, the term "car" always refers to the automobile driven by the individual whose task is being

described. The term "vehicle" refers to those vehicles encountered by the car driver.
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Part 111 Preoperative Procedures

Preoperative Procedures

Prior to starting the car, the student should carry out those preoperative procedures
necessary to assure that the car may be operated safely.

How well and how safely the driver will be able to operate the car is greatly influenced by the
activities he carries out before he even attempts to drive. Such preoperative procedures include (1) steps
taken to improve visibility, including cleaning windshields and adjusting mirrors, (2) making sure that
occupants, particularly children, are properly seated with safety belts fastened, (3) checking to make sure
that there are no loose objects that could interfere with the control of the car or create a hazard in case
of a sudden stop or accident, and (4) generally inspecting the condition of the car.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the location, function, and operation of control instruments, .

gauges, and other accessories.

Preoperative Procedures

There are specific preoperative procedures and precautions a driver should attend to, outside as
well as inside the car, before he puts the car to motion. To ensure his own safety and that of his
passengers, other motorists, and pedestrians, the driver should:

Remove objects in the car's path.

Inspect the tires and direction of the front wheels prior to driving.

Clean windows and windshield.

Maximum visibility must be ensured. A dirty windshield inside or out intensifies glare
from the sun and from oncoming headlights.

Condensation should be removed from the windshield and windows with a cloth, not
with the hand, to clear the surface of moisture and dust. A bare hand will only smear
the surface.

Gauges, Instruments, and Accessories

To be generally familiar with the control panel and instruments, the driver should be able to:

Identify the speedometer, fuel gauge, temperature gauge, oil gauge, ammeter, and odometer
and interpret their readings.

Identify and operate the light switches, windshield wipers and washers, temperature controls,
radio, and dimmer switch.

Identify the accelerator, brake pedal, clutch pedal, gear shift'selector, parking (emergency)
brake, directional turn signal lever, steering wheel, emergency flashers, and ignition.

ir-
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Part III Driving Tasks

Snow should be brushed off the roof, hood, and trunk so that it will not blow onto
other vehicles, or slide onto the windshield or rear window when the car is in motion,

distracting the driver or blocking his vision.

Remove all loose objects from the dashboard, sun visor, rear window deck, floor, and from

under the seat.

Loose objects may interfere with driver's vision or operation of the controls or distract

his attention.

Fasten and adjust safety devices and adjust mirrors and driver's seat.

When correctly adjusted, the seat and mirrors help to provide the driver with a

maximum field of vision. Mirrors give maximum visual coverage to the rear areas,

allowing the driver to view those areas by shifting his eyes rather than his head or

body.

Firmly clamped and correctly adjusted head supports whiplash by stopping

the backward motion of the head and snapping effect. However, an improperly

adjusted head support may be more haiardous than none at all.

Seat the passengers so that his vision is not obscured.

A maximum of three people, including the driver, should be permitted in the front

seat. Some states prohibit more than three people in the front seat. Each person

should have a seat belt.

Car seats or beds should be used for children under the ages of three or four; older

itiidren and adults should have seat belts fastened and adjusted.

Some 8,000-10,000 lives could be saved each year if drivers and passengers used safety

belts.

Injury occurrence could be reduced by 60 percent if drivers and passengers used seat

belts.

Check to see that all doors are completely closed and locked before starting the engine.

Locked doors reduce the chance of driver and/or passengers being ejected during a

collision.

Locked doors may prevent an intruder from gaining entry to the car.

The student should know the skills for locating and/operating the controls,

accessories, and gauges.

The driver must develop the ability to locate the various controls and accessories without having

to look for them and be able to activate them as quickly as required.

He must develop a "feel" for the care.g., pressure required to activate the brakes, seat

adjustment that suits him best, the most comfortable position of the right foot on the accelerator, the

location and operation of the wiper control.
The driver must be able to locate and read the gauges at a glance so that he will be able to give

maximum attention to the roadway and to the operation of the car.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the kinds of difficulties thay may be experienced in

learning preoperative procedures and the location and operation of controls,

accessories, and gauges.
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Part III - Preoperative Procedures

Tension and Apprehension

A beginning driver may be apprehensive and nervous during initial in-car instruction. In this state,
he may indicate he understands the principle or procedure, the instructor is discussing, when, in fact, he
has little concept of what the instructor is talking about. The instructor moot minimize the student's
tension and put him at ease so that he will be more receptive to !earning.

Improper Seating Position

There is a tendency for a beginning driver (and experienced drivers, too) to sit too close to the
steering wheel. This restricts arm movement to some degree, making it difficult to locate and/or reach
controls and accessories. His reaching movements are awkward rather than natural, as they would be if
he were seated correctly.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instruction& aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard

Classroom posters

Handouts/pamphlets

Instruments/Gauges, and Controls

Classroom Visual Aids

American Medical Assoc.
Committee on Medical Aspects
of Automotive Safety

Auto Dealers Traffic Safety Council
AuLo industries Division, Highway
Users Federation

National Safety Council

F I L MS/F I LMSTR IPS/SLIDES

"Fundamental Driving Techniques 30 minutes,
Educational television film produced by South
Carolina Educational Television Center under the
auspices of. the American Automobile Association.
Order from University of Nebraska.

Preoperative Adjustments/Safety Devices

Classroom Visual Aids

"Broken Grass;' 13 minutes, color, University of
California Extension Media Center,

"Intersection Collision," 10% minutes, color,
University of California.

r 125

"Safety Belts Save Lives"

"Smart People Wear Safety Belts"

"Children in the Car" fact sheet
"You're Putting Me On"

"Informational Devices," 8 mm, 3 minutes, color,
McGraw Hill Book Co.

"Switches, Instruments and Controls," 67 frames,
b/w, General Motors Corp.

"Getting Ready to Drive/' 30 minutes, Educational
television film produced by South Carolina Educa-
tional Television Center under the auspices of the
American Automobile Association. Order from
University of Nebraska.



Part III Driving Tasks

Preoperative Adjustments/Safety Ckvices (Continued)

"Pre-Driving Habits," super 8mm film loop or
standard 8 mm, 3 minutes, color, McGraw Hill Book
Company.

"Red Light Return," 14 minutes, color, Charles
Cahill Associates, Inc.

"Safety -Belt for Suzie," 11 minutes, color, Charles
Cahill Inc.

Simulator Films

"A Drive in'an Automatic Shift Car,"" 20 minutes,
color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"You and the AEtna Drivotrainer System, "` 20
minutes, color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Safety Through Seat Belts," 12 minutes, b/w, Charles
Cahill Associates, Inc.

"Safety Features," No. 8, Safety Features Series, 30
minutes, b/w, Indiana University.

"UFO, Unrestrained Flying Objects," 14 minutes,
color, General Motors Corp.

"You Take the Wheel,"* 22 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide

material for the development of lesson plans.

Basic References

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna
Drivotrainer System, film sections as follows: "The
Drivotrainer System," and "Automatic Shift Car."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet, "You Take the Wheel."

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, 6th Edition, pp. 324-
345.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods and
ContentA Manual for Teachers of Driver and Traffic
Safety Education, pp. 87-97.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learn-
ing to Drive, p. 5.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 21-32.

Anderson William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 18-21.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 40-45,
64-69, 127-128.

McKnight, A James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 11-0 11-5.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Edu-
cation Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 12-14.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers,
pp. 46-49, 86-90.

Quane, W. Laurance. Utilizing the Multiple Car
Driving Range, pp. 6-8, 25, 60.

Supplementary References

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Marland K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 140-141, 214-215, 254.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 23-24.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 173-180, 191-193.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource
Curriculum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education,
pp. 45-49.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 236-240.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 44-63.

Fine, Paul A. "Why People Resist Wearing Safety
Belts," Concepts/For Traffic Safety, vol. 3, no. 1,
pp. 5 -9, AEtna Life & Casualty Co., Hartford,
Conn.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 97-101.

*Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to t'he instructional objective.
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Supplementary References (Continued)

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 14-22; 57-59.

Kihlberg, Jaakko K., "Non-Ejectees Much Safer When
Wearing Safety Belts," Traffic Safety, vol. 70, no. 6,
pp. 16-17, National Safety Council, Chicago.

Lawlor, John D. "Do We Need a Buckle-up Law?"
Traffic Safety, vol. 72, no. 1, pp. 22-23, 34-35,
National Safety Council, Chicago.

Lhotka, Donald C. "The Seat Belt Story," Traffic
Safety, vol. 64, no. 11, pp. 22-24, 34-35, National
Safety Council, Chicago.

Part Ill - Preoperative Procedures

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide, pp. 9-12.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 51-61,
63-66.

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education; Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 200-210.

Terry, S.L. "Passive Restraints - Part II," Concepts/
For Traffic Safety, vol. 4, no. 1, pp. 5-8, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co., Hartfo,,i, Conn.

Toms, Douglas. "Passive Restraints" - Part I,"
Concepts/For Traffic Safety, vol. 4, no. 1, pp. 2-4,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co., Hartford, Conn.
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Part II - Starting the Car

Starting the Car

The student should be able to start the engine under normal conditions.

While starting the engine is a relatively simple procedure, difficulties causing inconvenience and
possible damage to the engine may result if it is not performed properly.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know how to start the engine of cars equipped with manual
and automatic transmissions.

Starting the Engine

To start the engine, the driver should:

Depress the clutch in a manual shift car during the starting procedure.

Depressing the clutch the engine starts takes strain -oil the drive train and
prevents the car from lurching forward if the gearshift is not in the neutral position.

Set an automatic choke by depressing the accelerator fully; set a manual choke by pulling it
out slightly.

It is unnecessary to pump the accelerator if it is adjusted to climatic conditions. The
practice can flood the engine and should be avoided.

In cold weather extra fuel may be required to start the engine if the choke has not
been adjusted for winter temperatures. Pumping the accelerator once or twice provides
the extra fuel.

In cold weather, a manual choke should be pulled out farther than normally for easier
starting.

Release the accelerator, then depress it slightly.

Pumping the accelerator may flood the engine.

Place the gearshift lever in the neutral or park position in an automatic shift car, in the
neutral position in a manual shift car, in preparation for starting the engine on a level
roadway.

The engine of an automatic shift car will start only when the gearshift lever is in park
or neutral. In neutral, transmission gears are disengaged, and in park, the transmission
is locked. The car cannot move under its own power with the gearshift lever in either
position.

538-604 0 - 74 - 11
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Part III Driving Tasks

Turn the ignition key to "on" position and then to "start," holding it in this position until
the engine starts; then release the key.

Most cars have a five-position switch. The positions are, from left to right "accesso-

ries," "locked," "off," "on," and "start."

Starting the Car on a Hill

Starting the car on a hill is essentially the same as starting it on a level roadway. In manual shill

cars, the driver should use the brake pedal, accelerator pedal, and clutch to prevent premature
movement in either direction. In automatic shift cars, the driver should set the gearshift lever in the

park position.

Failure of Engine to Start

driver may occasionally encounter difficulties in starting the engine. He should attempt to
cietereane the cause for the failure and be able to correct minor difficulties responsible for this problem.

If the starter properly cranks the engine but the engine fails to start, the driver should:

Check the fuel indicator to make sure there is sufficient gasoline in the tank.

If the engine is damp, wipe off spark plugs and ignition wires with a dry cloth.

If the smell of gasoline indicates the engine is flooded,

Depress the accelerator to the floor to open the automatic choke.

Turn the ignition key to the start position and crank the engine for a few seconds.

Repeat the procedure until the engine starts.

If the starter makes no sound or cranks the engine very slowly, the driver should:

Make sure the gearshift lever is in the park or neutral position in an automatic shift car.

Choc k the battery power by turning on headlights or some accessory.

If the power is deficient, check, the battery connections and terminals.

If loose, tighten; if dirty, clean.

If connections are adequate, the battery is weak and roust be replaced; or a
must he obtained from another battery by means of "jump" cables,
Roadside Servicing.)

Idling the Engine

start
(See

After the engine has started, the driver should not idle the engine except for specific circum-

stances -for example, to defrost the windshield, or to climb a steep hill immediately, or to enter a high

speed pradw,iy before normal circulation in the car is obtained.
Thii driver should avoid prolonged idling in cold weather because it keeps the choke closed longer,

which interferes with the flow of air into the carburetor. The result is a very rich gas/air mixture used

during the idling period. Instead of idling the engine, the driver should drive slowly. This alloNs the

engine warm up, the oil to circulate, and the gas/air mixture to be regulated normally.
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Part Ill Starting the Car

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the kinds of difficulties that may be experienced in
learning to start the engine.

Releasing the Key

Student drivers may experience difficulties in learning when to'i-elease the key once the engine has
started. The instructor should point out that there is a difference in the sounds made by the starter, and
by the engine once it has been started. He should instruct the beginning driver to release the key
immediately after the driver hears the change in sound.

Other Common Problems

Pumping the accelerator before starting the engine. Pumping the accelerator when attempting to
start a flooded engine.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIOS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Handout/pamphlet

Mock-up of car instrument
panel.

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source

National Safety CoUncil

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Basic Maneuvers II,"' 30 minutes, Educational
television film produced by South Carolina Educa-
tional Television Center under the auspices of the
American Automobile Association. Order from
University of Nebraska.

Simulator Films

"A Drive in an Automatic Shift Car, "` 20 minutes,
color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Shifting Skills, "` 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

Title

"When Your Car Stalls" fact sheet

"Fundamental Driving Techniques 11,"` 30 minutes,
Educational television film produced by South
Carolina Educational Television Center under the
auspices of the American Automobile Association.
Order from University of Nebraska.

"You and the AEtna Drivotrainer System,"* 20
minutes, color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"You Take the Wheel,"* 22 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Part III Driving Tasks

RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna
Drivotrainer System, film sections as follows: "The
Drivotrainer System," "Shifting Skill," and "Auto-
matic Shift Car."

Allstate Insurance Company, Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet, "You Take the Wheel."

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, Sixth
Edition, p. 8.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 346, 347 and
354.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods and
Content: A Manual for Teachers of Driver and Traffic
Safety Education, pp. 89-95, 305.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Drive, p. 5.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 32-33.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, p. 129.

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 12-0 - 12-3.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 16-18.

Quane, W. Laurance. Utilizing the Multiple Car
Driving Range, pci. 6-8, 25, 61.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Marland K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 215-219.

American Automobile Association. Teac 'hing Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, p. 185.

American Au tomobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 25-28.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Drive, p. 5.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 232-241.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 64 and 65.
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Department of Motor Vehicles, District of Columbia.
"Traffic Safety Reporter," vol. 12, no. 12, December
1969, p. 2.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 101-103.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 23, 27, 38-39,
131, 318.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide, p. 12.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 53,
70-74, 87-88, 206-207.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 214-215.



Part III - Accelerating and Shifting

Accelerating and Shifting

I he student should be able to shirt gears manual shift car) and accelerate smoothly
from a standing position on all gradients and under all road surface conditions.

The ability to accelerate smoothly requires precise control of accelerator pressure and, in a manual
shift car, coordination of the accelerator and clutch. While smooth acceleration itself is primarily of
concern to passenger comfort, safe driving demands that the driver be able to perform the task
proficiently enough that his attention may be devoted to other requirements imposed by the driving
environment. The ability to control the car while accelerating is somewhat complicated by uphill grades
and slippery road surface conditions.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures for accelerating on level roadways and hills.

Accelerating in a Manual Shift Car

Manual shift cars are produced with either a three-speed or four-speed transmission. The same
acceleration procedures apply to both; procedures for a four-speed transmission merely have one
additional shifting step.

In a three-speed, manual shift car, the driver should:

Depress the clutch pedal while keeping firm pressure on the foot brake and shift to first
gear.

Release the parking brake.

Move the right foot from the foot brake to the accelerator, depressing it slightly, simultane-
ously releasing the clutch slowly until it reaches the friction point.

Friction point is that point when the driver can "feel," that the engine is moving the
car.

Release the clutch completely and depress the accelerator pedal until the car gains adequate
speed to shift to second gear.

Depress the clutch again and shift to second gear, again coordinating accelerator pressure
with clutch release.

A speed of about eight miles per hour provides the car with enough momentum while
the engine is disengaged, to permit shifting smoothly to second gear.

Since the car is in first and second gear for only a few seconds, the driver should keep
the left foot poised above the clutch pedal, but not depressing it, until he has
completed shifting.

Depress the clutch a third time and shift to third gear, coordinating accelerator pressure and
clutch release.
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A speed of 15 to 20 miles per hour provides the car with momentum enough, while
the engine is disengaged, to permit shifting smoothly to third gear.

Once the car is in third (high) gear, the driver should move his left foot away from the
clutch to avoid "riding" it. "Riding the clutch" can be damaging if done for long
periods of time.

Accelerating in an Automatic Shift Car

Accelerating in an automatic shift car is less complex than in a manual shift car because certain
changes take place automatically in the transmission when the driver moves the selector lever. In general,
the drive position provides an adequate range of gear ratios for most traffic situations and most forward
driving is done in this position.

To accelerate from standing position on a level roadway in an automatic shift car, the driver
should:

Apply the foot brake and place the gear selector in the drive position; release the parking
brake if it is on.

Depressing the 'Drake before shifting into a drive position in an automatic shift car
prevents the car from lurching.

Release the brake pedal and depress accelerator pedal to reach desired speed.

Accelerating on Hills

When accelerating from a standing position on a hill, the driver must operate several of the basic

controls somewhat simultaneously to prevent the car from rolling backward. In a manual shift car, he
must skillfully manipulate the clutch, gear shift ,lever, and foot and parking brakes as he accelerates. In

an automatic shift car, he must coordinate the use of the foot and/or hand brake with the accelerator.

On upgrades

In manual shift cars, the driver should depress the clutch, shift to low gear, release the brake
pedal, and move the right foot to the accelerator, then, simultaneously depress the

accelerator, release the clutch, and release tne parking brake, coordinating the release of the
clutch with the application of pressure on the accelerator.

In automatic shift cars, he should set the selector lever on drive, release the parking brake
and/or foot brake while simultaneously depressing the accelerator.

On downgrades

In manual shift cars, he should shift to low gear, release the parking brake, and ease of the
brake pedal, then gradually release the clutch all the way and depress the accelerator.

In automatic shift cars, he should place the selector lever in low or drive, release the parking
brake, ease off the brake pedal, and depress the accelerator.

Making Small, Precise Movements

Occasionally it may be necessary for the driver to make small., precise ni(wementswhen parking
or in heavy, slow-moving traffic, for example. Under such conditions, when even idling speed may be

too fast, the driver should not utilize the accelerator pedal to control the mov,inient of the car. Rather,

he will find it helpful to control movement
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In a manual shift car, by varying the pressure on the clutch pedal.

In an automatic shift car, by applying pressure to the brake pedal.
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The student should know and possess the skills that are necessary for correctly
accelerating on level roadways and hills.

To accelerate smoothly on a level roadway in a manual shift car, a driver must be able to release
the clutch pedal to the friction point with his left foot and simultaneously depress the accelerator

slightly with his right foot. He must also possess skill to shift gears noiselessly by coordinating the
operation of the clutch and gearshift.

To accelerate on an upgrade in a manual shift car, the driver must be able to coordinate the
operation of the parting brake, foot brake, clutch, accelerator, and steering wheel: in an automatic shift
car, the parking brake, foot brake, accelerator, and steering wheelall in a manner that prevents the car

from rolling backward and provides a smooth, forward movement.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the kinds of difficulties that may be experienced in
learning to accelerate.

Smooth Gradual Acceleration

Smooth, gradual acceleration may be a problem for a beginning driver until he has learned
hand-foot coordination to operate the gearshift lever, clutch, and accelerator pedal. He must be able to

sense or "feel" when the friction point is reached when shifting gears while accelerating in a manual

shift car.

Overacceteration

A beginning driver may not realise there is a delayed of fect in the response of the car to initial

pressure on the accelerator pedal. The speed of the car is not affected instantaneously by the movement

of the accelerator pedal, Lacking this information, a new driver is likely to overaccelerate, then abruptly

decelerate, which causes a rapid, lurching forward motion of the car.

Acceleration on an Upgrade

A beginning driver, when learning to accelerate on an upgrade in a manual shift car, will have

difficulty coordinating the operation of all the control devices necessary to keep the car from rolling
backward. He will have to learn to operate simultaneously and/or sequontially, the hand brake, foot
brake, gearshift lever, clutch, accelerator, and steering wheel.

The problem may also exist for a new driver using an at shift car, but to a somewhat

lesser degree because of the absence of a clutch.

Acceleration on a Steep Downgrade

A beginning driver, when learning to decelerate on d steep (10111 a standing position,

will have some initial difficulty accelerating smoothly and at a reasonable rate of speed. He will have to

learn to coordinate the brake and clutch to achieve a smooth acceleration.
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INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed to
supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board

Gear shift model

F I L MS/F I L MST R IPS/SL IDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Basic Maneuvers I," 30 minutes, Educational
television film produced by South Carolina Educa-
tional Television Center under the auspices of the
American Automobile Association. Order from
University of Nebraska.

"Basic Maneuvers II,"* 30 minutes, Educational
television film produced by South Carolina Educa-
tional Television Center under the auspices of the
American Automobile Association. Order from
University of Nebraska.

"Fundamental Driving Techniques II, "' 30 minutes,
Educational television film produced by South
Carolina Educational Television Center under the
auspices of the American Automobile Association.
Order from University of Nebraska.

Simulator Films

"Blending in Traffic,"' 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life
& Casualty Co.

"Shift for Yourself,"' 26 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"Fundamentals of Driving,"* 54 frames, color, No. 4
Traffic Safety Education Series, Society for Visual
Education, Inc.

"Manual Gearshift," 8 mm, 3 minutes, color, McGraw
Hill Book Co.

"Putting the Car in Motion," 8 mm, 3-4 minutes, color,
McGraw Hill Book Co.

"Starting on an Upgrade," 8 mm, 3.4 minutes, color,
McGraw Hill Book Co.

"Shifting Skills,"* 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

"You and the AEtna Drivortrainer System,"" 20
minutes, color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide

material for the development of lesson plans.

Basic References

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna
Drivotrainer System, film sections as follows: "The
Drivotrainer System," "Shifting Skill," and "Blend-
ing in Traffic."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet, "Shift for Yourself."

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, 6th
Edition, pp. 9-12, 21-22.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Basic References (Continued)

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, 6th Edition, pp. 347-349,
352-355, 357-358, 397-400.

Anderson, William G. /n -Car Instruction: Methods and
ContentA Manual for Teachers of Driver and Traffic
Safety Education, pp. 100-105, 129, 260-261.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manua/ for Learning
to Drive, p. 7.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Con-
cepts, and Strategies, pp. 39-40, 62, 63.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manua/ for Learning
to Drive, pp. 21-23, 26.
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Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 131, 135-139,
146, 147.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver Educa-
tion Task Analysis Volume 1: Task Descriptions,
pp. 13-0 - 13-5.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 20-25.

Quane, W. Laurance. Utilizing the Multiple Car Driv-
ing Range, pp. 7-8, 25-26, 62.

Supplementary References

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 215-219, 254, 255.

American Automobile Association. How to Drive, p 29.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 27-32.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver and
Traffic Safety Education, pp. 190-191.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 232-236, 241-249, 260-262.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 66-69, 72-75, 84, 85.
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Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 176-179,
190-192.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 24, 26-28, 258-259,
316, 326.

Kearney, Paul W. How to Drive Better and Avoid
Accidents, p. 194.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide, pp. 16-17,
46-48.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 69-70.

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 215, 218, 225, 226.
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Steering

The student should be able to steer the car so as to maintain a path
within the limits of a roadway lane at all speeds and under all rates
of roadway curvature.

The ability to control the car's direction of travel is paramount to safe driving. It is a task that is
performed continuously throughout operation of the car. At very slow speeds, the task is relatively
simple. However, as the speed of the car increases, more precise control is needed to maintain a desired
path, and the driver must focus his attention further ahead in order to anticipate required control
actions.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know how to steer correctly.

Steering on Straight Roadways

Steering a car occupies the driver full time. Even on a straight roadway, the car will wander off
course from various causescrosswinds, irregularities in the surface of the road, play in the steering
wheel, or tire pressure. To keep the car on the path angle, the driver must make corrections by
continuously moving the steering wheel. This, in turn, requires him to move his hands almost
continuously. Road edges and lane markings provide the driver with cues to help him maintain the
correct path angle.

To steer the car, the driver should.

Place both hands on the upper half of the steering wheel.

One-hand steering is a contributory factor in a significant number of accidents.

When both hands are placed on the upper half of the steering wheel, the elbows are
naturally positioned away from the body. Consequently, the driver can quickly turn
the steering wheel as much as required because his torso will not interfere with the
arm movements. This position also permits the driver's arms to be in a relaxed
position. Thus, when the car sways rapidly to either side, the driver's arms will swing,
automatically moving the steering wheel to correct the direction of travel.

The basic 10 o'clock and 2 o'clock hand position permits maximum use of the top
half of the wheel and maximum application of the driver's strength to offset wheel
pull from blowouts or soft shoulders.

Grasp the steering wheel firmly.

Make gradual steering corrections, avoiding abrupt steering movements which may result in
oversteering.
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As the speed of the car increases, the magnitude of the steering corrections should be
decreased to prevent oversteering.

Oversteering at high speeds is a major factor in traffic accidents.

Maintain a position in the center of the driving lane by looking well ahead along the middle
of the lane.

Keeping the eyes focused well ahead aids in the recognition of approaching hazards
and helps the driver in selecting a safe path and in steering the car smoothly.

Failure of the driver to focus well ahead in order to maintain the car within lane
boundaries is a contributing factor in many accidents.

Constant eye movement not only prevents the fixed stare, but also enables the driver
to be continually aware of his relationship to the roadway.

Steering and Turning

The student should plan well ahead for his turn by observing the intended path for traffic,
pedestrians, posted regulations and other roadside signs, and pavement markings. In preparing to turn, he
should:

Signal for the turn at an appropriate point and well in advance of the turn, observing the
response of other drivers to his signal.

If the car's directional turn signals are inoperative, the appropriate hand signals should
be used.

In a manual shift car, shift gears, if necessary, prior to the turn, not during the turn.

Shifting gears while turning should be avoided because both hands should be on the
wheel. In addition the activity of shifting distracts the driver's attention from potential
hazards.

Keep both hands on the steering wheel and the foot free to brake, if necessary.

Reduce speed in proportion to the sharpness of the turn.

Slowing down before the turn will prevent a possible skid in the turn. Abrupt turns
and lane changes can also cause the car to skid.

Again check the intended path to make sure it is clear.

A significant number of accidents can be attributed to the driver's failure to observe
vehicles ahead in the intended path during a lane change or a turn.

In turning, the driver should:

Turn the top of the steering wheel in the direction of the turn in approximate proportion to the
sharpness of the t, ern.

Keep both hands on the outside of the steering wheel rim.

Turning with one hand usually results in wide turns.

Reaching inside the wheel is awkward, and the horn may be struck accidentally.

Use the hand-over-hand technique for sharp turns.
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The hand-over-hand technique allows the driver to turn the wheel quickly while
maintaining control of the car.

With small foreign or sports cars, the gear ratio is such that fewer revolutions of the
steering wheel are required for large turns, and thus the hand-over-hand technique need
not be used.

In making a right turn, the driver should:

Place his left hand on the left side of the steering wheel between the 8 and 10 o'clock
position.

Rotate the steering wheel clockwise with the left hand to the 2-4 o'clock position.

Place the right hand between the 8-10 o'clock position and move the hand clockwise to the
2-4 o'clock position.

Repeat the procedure until the desired turn state is achieved.

In making a left turn, the driver should.

Reverse the procedures indicated above for a right turn.

In completing the turn, the driver should:

Rotate the wheel in the opposite direction at a rate that will place it in the neutral "straight
ahead" position as the desired direction is attained.

Oversteering when completing a turn is a cause of a significant number of accidents
each year.

If he elects to do so, permit the steering wheel to return by letting it slip through his hands.
To maintain directional control, he places his palms on the outside of the steering wheel,
grasping it slightly and being ready to grasp it firmly, if necessary.

The driver should not permit the steering wheel to return in this manner except under
the following conditions: When the speed of the car is slow, but not so slow that the
wheel will not slip back to the straight ahead position; when the magnitude of the turn
is large; and when the car does not have power steering.

After completing the turn, the driver should:

Resume speed according to the posted limit and/or traffic conditions.

Make sure the turn signal has been cancelled.

The student should know the skills involved in steering on a straight roadway
and for left and right turns.

Straight Roadway

Th'e driver must develop the ability to perceive when the car has moved from the desired path and
to make the necessary steering corrections with a minimum amount of reversals. To anticipate steering
corrections early enough to make them smoothly, the driver should focus about eight to twelve seconds
ahead.

He must learn to judge how much to turn the wheel back to the neutral position as the car's path
angle begins to coincide with the intended path. In addition, he must learn to judge the maximum rate
and magnitude of steering change that is possible at various speeds without causing discomfort or
causing the car to skid.
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He must be able to scan off-road movements while he continues to concentrate on the roadway
well ahead and keep the cal in the desired path.

Turning

The driver 'nest be able to perceive a disparity between his intended path and the car's existing
path angle and lodge the rate at which to turn the steering wheel in order to align the car's path angle
with the intended path at any 1,articular rate of speed. This process continues throughout a turn.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning
to steer the car.

Maintaining Direction on Straight Roadways

Even the straightest roadway will require the driver to make steering corrections. A student driver
having difficulty in maintaining direction on a straight roadway is probably not focusing well ahead.

If the driver is -drifting gradually to one side of the roadway he is most likely focusing his
attention on one edge of the intended path and watching the front fender in relation to that edge. He
essentially begins steering in the direction of his focus, and as a result the car drifts in that direction.

Instructing the beginning driver to aim the car for a point in the middle of the roadway and well
ahead of the car should help eliminate the cause of this problem.

Maintaining Lane Position

Some drivers have difficulty in lodging the lateral position of the car. This becomes apparent when
the student driver appears to have little trouble maintaining a relatively straight path but is inclined to
drive to the right or left of the center of the driving lane. By periodically shifting his focus from well
ahead of the car to points that are close to the car, the strident driver should be able to align the car
better in relation to the lane markings.

The instructor should point out that the driver's position is located on the left side of the car and,
consequently, when the car is centered on the roadway, the driver should be to the left of center of the
roadway.

Coordinating Steering, Speed Control, and
Surveillance When Turning

The ability to consistently make smooth, gradual turns without skidding, impeding traffic, or drifting
from the center of the roadway is developed when the driver is able to coordinate steering, speed
control, and surveillance activities. Until he learns this, he 'nay make turns that are too wide or too
sharp, or he may go into a skirl on a turn.

Turns that are fc,n wide may resillr when the drivel fails to return the steering wheel to its natural
position. Controlled slipping (See Driving Task Requirements for Steeling) and reversed steering may be
used to straighten the wheel. (Reversed steering is a modified version of the hand-over-hand terhnique
where the driver physically turns the steering wheel in the opposite direction.) New drivers may also
hold the steering wheel until the car is facing the direction of the new path, and then begin the
recovery.
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Left Turns Onto One-Way Streets

Beginning students are likely to become confused about the lane usage regulations and guidelines
for turning onto one way streets from one and two-way streets. Turning from a one-way street into a
two-way street is also likely to require an explanation on lane selection. Diagrams can be useful.

Estimating Whether Turn Can be Completed Safely

Many beginning drivers have difficulty determining when it is safe to make a left turn. The
determination must be based upon the driver's estimates of the speed and distance of approaching
oncoming and cross traffic.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board

Mock-up of driver's
seat and controls

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Basic Maneuvers I," 30 minutes, Educational television
film produced by South Carolina Educational Television
Center under the auspices of the American Automobile
Association. Order from University of Nebraska.

Simulator Films

"The Art of Turning," 26 minutes, Allstate EnterpricAs

"A Drive in an Automatic Shift Car, "" 20 minutes,
color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"A Drive in a Manual Shift Car, "' 22 minutes, color,

Resource Materials

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals,
and periodicals

"You and the AEtna Drivotrainer System," 30 minutes,
color, AFtna & Casuaity Co.

"You Take the Wheel," 22 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

BASIC REFERENCES

AE tnal Life and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System, film sections as follows: "The Drivotrainer
System," "Manual Shift Car," and "Automatic Shift
Car."

Allstate Insurance Company, Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet You Take the
Wheel."

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Basic References (Continued)

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use With Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 13.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 50.52, 171, 183, 218,
280, 337, 344, 380-383.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods and
Content. A Manual for Teachers of Driver and Traffic
Safety Education, pp. 107-123; 128-132.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Drive, p. 7.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Con-
cepts, and Strategies, pp. 45-55, 62, 63, 85-86, 91.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning to
Drive, pp. 21, 22, 24, 26.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 134; 140-145.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver Educa-
tion Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 14.0 14.5.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Educa-
tion Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional Objec-
tives, pp. 26-30.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers, pp. 21-22.

Quane, W. Laurance. Utilizing the Multiple Car Driving
Range. op. 20-23, 38, 40, 75-76.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 210, 215-221, 255-256.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 29-30.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver and
Traffic Safety Education, pp. 185, 187-190, 194-196,
201-202.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curriculum
in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 27-29.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety and
Driver Education, pp. 232-236, 241-247.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 69-71, 79. Prentice Hall,
Inc., New Jersey, 1962.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 180-183.
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Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 30-33, 132-139,
170, 175.

Highway Research Board. Highway Research Record
122: Road User Characteristics, p. 19, Washington,
D.C., 1966.

National Education Association, National Commission
on Safety Education. How Experienced Teachers Develop
Good Traffic Citizens: Tips and Cues, pp. 39-41.

North American Professional Driver Education Associa-
tion. The New Driver's Guide. (Strasser/Aaron),
pp. 18-19.
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79-81.
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Speed Control

The student should be able to maintain precise control of the ,car's speed
through use of the accelerator, brake, and gearshift.

While improper speed is rarely the sole cause of an accident, the faster a car is traveling the greater
are the likelihood and severity of a collision in the event other tasks are not adequately performed. The
driver must learn to associate various visual, auditory, and kinesthetic motion cues with specific speeds
as well as to rely heavily upon his speedometer in remaining within the limits of safe driving.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and performances for correct speed
control.

The greater the speed, the less time the driver has to react, the greater the impact in a collision,
the more severe the injuries and property damage.

Since many of the factors which contribute to accidentsroad configuration, weather conditions,
other traffic, for examplecannot be removed, the speed of cars must be controlled. This is the
responsibility of the drivers.

State laws establish one of two types of speed limits: flexible and fixed. Under a flexible, or prima
facie, limit, the allowable speed depends on the configuration and condition of the roadway, traffic and
weather conditions, visibility, and other "forces of nature." Under a fixed, or absolute, speed limit, a
maximum is set which drivers may not exceed under any conditions. Minimum speed limits as well have
been established on many multilane roadways.

Too much speed or too little speed is not necessarily the cause of many accidents, but it is a

complicating factor. The driver who goes too fast dodges in and out of traffic, passing and changing
lanes, the driver who goes too slowly forces other drivers to pass and change lanes. The result is a speed
differential which creates hazardous conditions, which, in turn, too frequently result in accidents.

The safest driving conditions exist when all traffic is moving at about the same rate of speed, and
this speed should be geared to existing conditions.

To operate his car at a safe speed, the driver should.

Adjust speed to that of traffic flow

A recent study by the Bureau of Public Roads indicates the safest speed is usually the
average speed of all vehicles on a particular stretch of road. The likelihood of a rar
being involved in an accident is directly related to its deviation from the average speed
of travel, whether it is going faster or slower than other vehicles in traffic.

In a third of the fatal accidents in 1971, speed was a contributing factor.

Periodically check his speed by observing the speedometer, especially when there is a change
in the legal limit.

There is a natural tendency to underestimate speed after driving at a high rate of speed
fur 15 or 20 minutes.
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Avoid fluctuations in speed when not necessitated by traffic situations.

The driver who frequently drops down to 25-30 miles per hour for no reason and then
accelerates to 45-50 miles per hour uses more gasoline than one who drives steadily at
40-50 miles per hour.

The student should know the skills that are necessary for correctly controlling
speed.

The driver's ability to judge speed without looking at the speedometer depends upon his skill in

observing the movement of objects and of noting kinesthetic perceptionse.g., road vibrationand
auditory perceptionse.g., rushing air, tire hum, engine noise, and auto body noises. The driver must
develop the ability to-apply the correct amount of pressure on the accelerator or brake to attar. the'
desired speed as smoothly as possible.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the kinds of difficulties that may be experienced in
learning to control or adjust the speed of the car.

Accelerator and Brake Pressure

Determining how much pressure to apply to the accelerator and/or brake pedal to effect a minor
speed adjustment or to maintain speed may be a problem for the beginning driver, especially one who
has lessons in one car and practices in another. Response to pressure on the accelerator or brake will
vary from car to car. More powerful cars with or without power brakes generally require less driver
effort for acceleration or deceleration than do smaller cars with or without power brakes. The
differences in the way the two cars respond may cause a new driver a temporary problem in speed
control.

Speed as a Part of Another Driving Task

A new driver may beuorne engrossed in one aspect of the driving task and neglect to give attention
to another aspect. For example, the student driver may be so intent on steering when turning on a curve
that he relaxes his foot on the accelerator, causing an unnecessary reduction in speed.

Estimating Speed

Experienced drivers appear to be able to detect speed changes of about five miles per hour, and to
estimate their rate of speed within five miles. The beginning driver will acquire this skill as he progresses
through his training. When, after some experience behind the wheel, he exhibits difficulty in speed
control because it appears he has not learned to estimate his speed, the cause may be poor visual,
auditory, and kinesthetic perceptiveness.

Common Student Errors

Over-reacting to other vehicles and pedestrians by driving too far to the left or to the right.
Maintaining an inflexible rate of speed (perhaps as a result of practice in off-street areas). Ihis

may cause the student to drive too slowly on multilane roadways and too fast on two-lane roadways.
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INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard or traffic situa-
tion board

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

Charts and/or tables on
accident statistics related
to speed

Handouts/pamphlets National Safety Council "Too Fast for Conditions"
safety brief
"Speed, Motor Vehicle"
data sheet

Newspaper clipping and
magazine articles on the
effects and hazards of
speed

Classroom poster on stop-
ping distances and speed

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Fundamental Driving Techniques 11,"" 30 minutes,
Educational television film produced by South
Carolina Educational Television Center under the
auspices of the American Automobile Association.
Order from University of Nebraska.

"Speed," 7 minutes, b/w, Associated Films, Inc.

Simulator Films

"ABC's of Parallel Parking,"' 19 minutes, color,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Speed and Reflexes," 11 minutes, b/w, Progressive
Pictures.

"Speed Control," 73 frames, b/w, General Motors
Corp.

"Shifting Skills,"' 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

"A Drive in a Manual Shift Car,"' 22 minutes, color, "Traffic Strategy,"* 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life
AEtna Life & Casualty Co. & Casualty Co.

"Safe Highway Driving," 16 minutes, color, AEtna "Expressways are Different,". 24 minutes, color,
Life & Casualty Co. Allstate Enterprises.

`Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System, film sections as follows: "Shifting Skill,"
"Manual Shift Car," "Highway Driving," "Traffic
Strategy," "Parallel Parking," and "The Decision is
Yours."

Allstate Insurance Company, Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet, "Expressways are
Different,"

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 95-97, 116-118,
178.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods
and ContentA Manual for Teachers of Driver and
Traffic Safety Education, pp. 114, 128-132, 163-165.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Drive, p. 7.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Con-
cepts, and Strategies, pp. 4041, 51, 62, 63, 85, 91,
103-111.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 21-23, 26.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 33-35, 191.

McKnight, A James and Adam, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descrip-
tions, pp. 15-0 - 15-5.

McKnight, A James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 32-33.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving
Task Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning
Drivers, pp. 16-21.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

U.S. Air Force. The Safe Driving Handbook,
pp. 52-57, 62-64.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 27-28.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource
Curriculum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education,
pp. 30-33.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. I-lighway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 139, 215-216, 250-254.
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Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 196-198, 207.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard. and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 175; 181-183; 193.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide, pp. 52-53.



Part III - Downshifting

Downshifting

The student should be able to shift from higher to lower gears smoothly and safely
whenever driving conditions require it.

Maintaining proper speed in a manual shift car on steep grades will frequently require shifting
from higher to lower gears, that is, "downshifting." On an uphill grade, downshifting supplies additional
accelerative power; on a steep downgrade, it supplies the braking power of engine friction. Downshifting
will also keep the car from "bucking" at low speeds.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures for downshifting.

When to Downshift

Downshifting is frequently necessary in ordinary driving. It provides the engine with braking power
on a downgrade, prevents the engine from stalling, and provides more power when climbing hills, turning

corners, and driving in heavy traffic or during hazardous conditions.

Downshifting in a Manual Shift Car

When downshifting in a manual shift car, the driver should:

Remove his foot from the accelerator and place his hand on the gearshift lever.

Depress the clutch.

Move the gearshift lever to the next lower gear.

Downshifting to first gear should be avoided since, in some cars, first gear is not
designed to mesh while the car is moving. Downshifting to first gear could damage the
gears.

On a steep downgrade, downshifting should be completed before starting down the hill
and when the car has decelerated to 15-20 miles per hour.

Depress the accelerator slightly.

Release the clutch gradually.

If deceleration is too rapid, pressure on the accelerator should be increased.

Release the clutch completely and apply sufficient accelerator pressure to maintain the
desired speed.
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Part III Driving Tasks

Downshifting in an Automatic Shift Car

When downshifting in an automatic shift car, the driver should:

Remove his foot from the accelerator.

Speed should be reduced to below 30 miles per hour in an automatic shift car when
downshifting from the drive position to the new lower range.

Abrupt downshifting when the car is traveling at a relatively high rate of speed is hard
on the car. On slippery surfaces, it can cause the rear wheels to slide.

Depress the accelerator to maintain desired speed.

The student should know the skills necessary for downshifting in a manual shift and
automatic shift car.

To downshift in a manual shift car, the driver must develop skill in coordinating the use of the
clutch, accelerator, and gearshift lever. He must also know at what speed to downshift and be able to
time the procedure.

The normal sequence for downshifting is from third gear to second. The driver must first remove
his foot from the accelerator to reduce speed, depress the clutch pedal, and apply pressure to the brake
to reduce speed further, to 10-15 miles per hour. (Downshifting at a high rate of speed may produce a
skid.) The driver should next apply a slight pressure to the accelerator to increase engine speed, then
shift to second gear. He can now release the clutch and accelerate smoothly.

On an uphill grade, downshifting must be completed quickly while the momentum of the car
keeps it moving; otherwise, the car will stall.

On a downhill grade, the driver, in either an automatic or manual shift car, must complete
downshifting before beginning the descent.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the kinds of difficulties that may be experienced in learning
to downshift.

Timing the Downshifting Procedure

A beginning driver may have difficulty in timing the downshifting procedure in a manual shift car.
If he shifts to a lower gear before the car has decelerated adequately, he may damage the transmission
or produce a skid. If he waits too long to downshift, the engine may stall.

Coordinating Control Devices

Additional problems in downshifting in a manual shift car may arise when the beginning driver has
difficulty in operating the various control devices simultaneously and/or in the proper sequenceclutch,
brake pedal, accelerator, and gearshift lever. The fact that these coordinations are frequently required
at the same time the driver is engaged in a maneuver such as turning tends to complicate the problem.
If the student is to be taught downshifting in a manual shift car, he should gain a degree of facility in the
activity by itself before-hie attempts to apply it during normal on-street driving.
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Part III - Downshifting

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed to
supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board

Gearshift model

FILMS /FILMSTRIPS /SL IDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Downshifting and Emergency Stops," No. 15, Part 1,
Driver Education Series, Indiana University.

Simulator Films

"A Drive in a Manual Shift Car," 22 minutes, color,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"Shift for Yourself," 26 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,.,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System, film section, "Manual Shift Car."

Allsrate Insurance Company, Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet, "Shift for Yourself."

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, Sixth Edition,
pp. 351-352, 359, 360.

Center for Safety Education, New York University
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 140, 172.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
PP. 16-4 - 16-5.

McKnight, A. James, and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 34-35.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource
Curriculum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education,
p. 31.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 252-254.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 76, 195.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 198-199.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 28, 190, 254-256.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 74,
80, 136.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 219-220.

Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Stopping

The student should be able to bring the car to a smooth, gradual stop under
normal conditions and to maintain control of the vehicle when a rapid stop is
required.

VVhen there is ample room, correct stopping is primarily a matter of warning vehicles behind and
exercising sufficiently precise control of the brake, However, where the car must be stopped quickly, the
driver must avoid locking the wheels, causing a skid, and losing directional control.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures as well as applicable laws, that pertain
to stopping a car.

Factors Affecting Stopping

Several factors influence the distance needed to bring a car to a safe, comfortable stop condition

of the brakes and tires, condition of the roadway, and the speed of the car. Under the best conditions, a

driver requires these distances to stop safely after the brakes have been applied:

2 to 3 car lengths at 20 miles per hour.
7 to 9 car lengths at 40 miles per hour.
15 to 17 car lengths at 60 miles per hour.

Greater distances are required when the car's brakes are faulty or the tires worn, on downgrades and

slippery road surfaces.
Power brakes do not reduce the distance required for stopping, they merely require less effort by

the driver.

Stopping Procedures

Before stopping, the driver should:

Check the rearview mirror for following traffic.

Signal following traffic.

Activating the brake lights by depressing the brake pedal slightly with either foot will
warn following vehicles that the driver is preparing to stop.

The hand signal for slowing down and stopping should also be given, if possible. (The
driver extends his hand and arm downward ori the window,) This signal is advanta-
geous in heavy traffic when taillights may no! be visible. In some states the signal is
required by law.

Begin to slow clown well before the point at which he wishes to stop.

Beginning to brake well in advance allows a controlled, more coinfoi table stop.
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Part III Driving Tasks

In estimating his stopping distance, allow a safety margin with the vehicle ahead.

Depress the brake gradually.

Either foot can be used for braking, although right-foot braking is more common.

Left-foot braking reduces slightly the time required to apply the brake. However,
in an emergency left-foot braking has been known to result in simultaneous
application of brake and accelerator. Leaving the left foot on the brake pedal
may lead to "riding" the brake. In addition to creating wear on the brake linings,
riding the brake causes the brake lights to go on, confusing following drivers who
anticipate a slowing or stopping.

Right-foot braking separates accelerator and brake pedal application, reducing the
chance that both would be applied simultaneously in an emergency, particularly
with a beginning driver. (Many one-car accidents are caused by the driver inad-
vertently accelerating rather than braking.)

Applying the brake before depressing the clutch in a manual shift car allows engine
braking with foot braking. However, the clutch must be depressed before the car
comes to a stop to prevent the engine from stalling.

Easing up on the brake pedal just before coming to a full stop avoids a jolting stop.

Shifting into neutral when a prolonged stop is anticipated eliminates the possibility
that the car will lurch forward if the foot slips off the clutch.

Rapid Stops

When it is necessary to make a rapid stop or emergency stop, the driver should:

Signal the traffic behind, if time permits, by flashing the brake lights.

On dry pavement, apply the brake firmly and evenly when the stopping distance is not
limited, or in a series of short jabs when stopping distance is limitcd.

Stopping on a Hill

When it is necessary to come to a stop on a hill, the driver should.

Allow extra headway between the car and the vehicle ahead.

Apply the parking brake in a manual shift car.

The student should know the skills that are necessary for correct execution of the
stopping maneuver.

The beginning driver must develop the skill of gradual braking in order to stop the car at a
designated place. This means that he most acquire the perceptual skill of judging how much stopping
distance is required on the basis of the speed he is traveling. Required stopping distance must be
translated into terms of brakingthe point at which to apply the .brakes andhow touch pressure to
apply for a smooth, comfortable stop.

He must also have the skill to come to a rapid or emergency stop, when the occasion demands it,
while providing maximum safety to himself, his passengers, and other drivers and pedestrians. In learning
to brake quickly, the new driver must develop the ability to move his foot from the accelerator to the

brake and depress the brake pedal firmly. He must also be able to make a judgliWilt as to whether the
situation requires quick braking or maximum braking. If the latter is necessary, the driver must
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Part III - Stopping

determine how much force he can apply to the brake without locking the wheels and putting the car in
a skid. (See Skid Control.) He must also be skilled in "pumping" the brakes for a rapid stop on a
slippery surface and in "jabbing" the brakes for a rapid stop on a dry surface.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
bring the car to a normal or rapid stop.

When to Start Braking

A beginning driver may have difficulty knowing when to start braking. He may brake too soon,
which causes the car to stop too gradually or before it reaches the predetermined position. Or he may
brake too late which causes .an abrupt, uncomfortable stop and puts stress on the car.

Stopping Gradually

A beginning driver will have difficulty bringing the car to a smooth, gradual stop, particularly if

the car is equipped with power brakes. To brake gradually, a driver must be aware of the effects
produced by slight application of pressure on the brake pedal. The inexperienced (trivet, not yet aware
of this, tends to apply more than the necessary amount of pressure on the pedal. As a result the car

comes to an abrupt, Perky stop.
A new driver might expect the car to begin slowing down the Moment he applies pressure to the

brake pedal. He should know that this is not usually the case, that most brake pedals must be depressed

slightly before the brake takes hold. When the car does not slow down immediately after he depresses
the brake pedal, an inexperienced driver [nay apply more pressure, which causes an abrupt braking

effect.

Stopping Quickly

A beginning driver, having been taught to brake gradually so that the car will stop smoothly, may

have difficulty with quick brakrng, not only in learning how to brake quickly for a rapid or rion.rooncy

"stop without locking the wheels, but in justifying the need for this kind of stop. He may be reluctant to

brake lirmly and rapidly because it is uncomfortable for him and his passengers and can he dangerous if
they do not have their seat belts fastened. However, many occasions require a drivel to stop quickly in

order to avoid an Iccident. For this reason, the student should acquire skill and confidence in indking

quick stops before driving in traffic.

Space Required for Car When Stopped

A new driver may fail to consider how much space the car will need when it is stopped. The space

hr selects for stopping may not be large enough to accommodate the car. This can impede the flow of

traffic and create ha/ardous conditions for other drivers.
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INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Gyro-ball or similar
device to indicate
excessively abrupt stops.

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board

Classroom poster on
stopping distances

Handouts/Pamphlets American Automobile Assoc.

National Safety Council

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Normal Stopping/Stopping Distance and Time

Classroom Visual Aids

"Don't Be a Sitting Duck," No. 2, Defensive Driving
Film Series, 10 minutes, b/w, Association Films, Inc.

"Fundamental Driving Techniques II," 30 minutes,
Educational television film produced by South
Carolina Educational Television Center under the
auspices of the American Automobile Association.
Order from University of Nebraska.

Simulator Films

"Blending in Traffic,"' 20 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"A Drive in an Automatic Shift Car,"` 20 minutes,
color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Shifting Skill:** 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

"Traffic Strategy, " 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

Rapid Stopping

Classroom Visual Aids

"Emergency Braking Procedures," 48 frames, color,
Ford Motor Company.

Simulator Films

"Crash Avoidance,"' AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Decision is Yours," AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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"Stopping Distance
Fundamentals"

"Bad Brakes Kill" fact sheet

"Reaction, Braking and Stopping Distances," 30
minutes, Educational television film produced by
South Carolina Educational Television Center under
the auspices of the American Automobile Association.
Order from University of Nebraska.

"Speed and Reflexes, " 11 minutes, b/w, Progressive
Pictures.

"You and the AEtna Drivottainer,"* 20 minutes,
colon; AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Drive in Review,"* 27 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"You Take the Wheel:** 22 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"The Next Few Seconds," 10 minutes, color,
National Safety Council.

"Traffic Strategy, "' 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.
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Part III Stopping

RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System, film sections as follows: "The Drivotrainer
System," "Shifting Skill," "Automatic Shift Car,"
"Blending in Traffic," and "Traffic Strategy."

Allstate Insurance Company, Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System - Film booklets as follows: You Take
the Wheel and Drive in Review.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, Sixth Edition,
pp. 83, 87-88, 94-104, 347, 349-351, 356, 358.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods
and Content, pp. 102-107, 123-132, 257-259.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Drive, p. 7.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Con-
cepts, and Strategies, pp. 41-45, 56-63, 224-225.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 21-23, 25, 26, 56, 59.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 132.133,
146, 177-183.

McKnight, A.J., and Adams, B.B. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptiont, pp. 16-0 -
16.5.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 36-38.

Duane, W. Laurance, Utilizing the Multiple Car
Driving Range, pp. 7, 25-26, 63.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 218-219, 261.

US. Air Force. The Safe Driving Handbook, pp. 48-52,
59-62.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 185, 192-199, 201,
375-376.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 244, 246, 251-254.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 68, 84, 85, 87, 182-184,
190-195, 202, 203.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 72-78,
146, 175.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 25, 27, 29.

Johnson, Duane R. "Which Foot for Braking,"
Journal of Traffic Safety Education, Vol. XVI II ,
No. 4.

Moseley, Alfred L. "Steering vs. Braking," Concepts/
For Traffic Safety, pp. 7-8.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/
Aaron), pp. 16-17.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 21-22,
83-84, 159, 201.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 156-159, 216-217.
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Part III - Backing

Backing

The student should be able to control speed and direction and maintain
sufficient rearward visibility to back the car safely.

The limitations in rearward visibility make backing an inherently dangerous maneuver and some-
thing to be avoided wherever possible. However, several situations, such as parallel parking, require the
ability to back the car. Appropriate body position and proper coordination of accelerator, brake, and

clutch will minimize the dangers involved in backing.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws pertaining to backing
a car.

Backing Restrictions

Backing should be avoided whenever it places the car in opposition to the flow of traffic.

All states prohibit backing on freeways. Many states prohibit backing whenever it may
interfere with other traffic.

In general it is best to avoid backing onto a roadway. If space limitations prevent turning
around, the car should be backed off of the roadway in order that it can enter "head first."

A significant number of accidents result from improper backing, particularly accidents that
occur on parking lots and when leaving parking spaces.

Before putting the car in motion, the driver should:

Check behind the car for vehicles and pedestrians that are in the car's path or about to enter
it and for obstructions that may be in the car's path.

Look over both shoulders.

The use of mirrors leaves too many "blind spots."

A survey of backing accidents revealed that over half resulted from failure to check to
the rear before backing.

Approaching drivers and pedestrians generally do not expect a car to back up, and
they may enter the car's path while the driver is preparing to backup.

Shift into reverse gear, when the path behind is dear, and after placing the right foot on the
brake pedal and releasing the parking brake.
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In a manual shift car, shifting is accomplished by depressing the clutch and placing the
goarshift lever in reverse gear.

In an automatic shift car, shifting is accomplished by depressing the brake and placing
the selector lever in the "R" position. It may be necessary to lift the selector lever
upward in order to shift.

Turn the upper body to face the right side of the car, the head to look out the rear window.

Looking directly back through the rear window will reduce the chances of overlooking
vehi( les or pedestrians approaching from either side.

Putting the head out the left side window will give a good view of the left side of the
car but will render the driver completely blind to anything directly behind or
approaching from the right.

Opening the car door is no better than looking out the left window and may, in
addition, cause injury to the driver or damage td the-Car.

Place the left hand at the top of the steering wheel and the right hand on the back of the
right seat back.

Backing Up

In hacking a manual shift car the driver should:

Riiiiinve his right foot from the brake.

Rolease the clutch slowly to the friction point.

The use of the clutch pedal allows the car to be backed at the slow "idle" speed.

Short or precise backward maneuvers may be made by pressing and releasing the clutch.

For bricking over longer distances, the clutch pedal can be released and speed may be
regulated by depressing the accelerator.

In this case it is desirable to keep the left foot on the clutch in case it is

necessary to stop suddenly.

Use of the accelerator requires extremely precise control and could produce
sudden, accidental accelerations.

Iri ha k,n,l an automatic shift car, the driver should:

Remove his foot from the brake.

or precise backward maneuvers may be made by depressing and releasing the
brake pedal to control speed. This accomplishes the same thing as regulation of the
hitch pedal in ,a manual shift car.

For backing over longer distances, speed may be controlled by accelerator pressure.

In while backing the driver should:

Maintain d firm grip on the top of the steering wheel.

Grasping the top of the steering wheel gives the most control with the least effort,

Turn thi-i top of the steering wheel to the side the rear of the car is to move.

Ay:A any quick steering corrections.
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Abrupt steering corrections can produce violent turning motions in the automobile
causing the operator to lose control.

Turn in the following manner

Drive more slowly than when turning in a forward direction, lot the re.r,n, lust
described.

Move the body somewhat in order to see in the direction of the turn.

If the rear of the car is turning toward the right side, the dii\R`f SII:111(1 10111,11f1

generally in the position described at tha outset.

If the rear of the car is turning toward the left side, the (.I r1Vt I twit
around in order to look over the left shoulder.

Stopping in Reverse

Stopping the car while in reverse is essentially the same process as stopping in

direction. However, the design of some brake systems results in reduced efficiemy when
backing up. For that reason the driver should anticipate:

d fl)r *dr d
the dI

The need for somewhat greater brake pressure.

A somewhat greater stopping distance than when traveling forward at the same ,,peed

The car should be stopped completely before any attempt is made to shift into forward year.

The student should know the skills required for the backing maneuver.

Assuming that the driver has acquired the skills necessary to control motion of the tiiir nr

forward direction, the skills needed in backing are primarily learning to associate a rearward pith will
appropriate steering wheel manipulations. Steering characteristics for forward motion of an atitomobili
differ considerably from those for rearward motion. The driver must learn to asso( at rill term( et

between actual and intended path angle with the direction in which the steering wheel is mined as wrll
as the rate of turn.

The car's accelerative and braking characteristics for forward motion differ from reiliwtild motion
also, and the driver must also learn to associate perceptions of motion and distance with different
accelerator, brake, and clutch pressures.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know difficulties that may be experienced in learning to back
the car.

Speed Control

The beginning driver often backs his car at too great a speed. The reason he does this may be
because he cannot exercise adequate control over the clutch, accelerator, and brake. Turning his body
too far in order to look backward makes it difficult to reach the brake pedal. In addition, he may be
attempting to control the speed of the car with the accelerator pedal rather than with the brake nodal.

538-604 0 - 74 - 13
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Steering Corrections

Knowing which way to turn the steering wheel in order to back the car in a pecific direction is a
common problem with a beginning driver. He will realize that the car is not backing on a straight path,
but the steering correction he makes may be in the wrong direction, thus doubling the distance he is off
course.

using Mirrors

Using mirrors to back up instead of turning around to look through the rear
a serious problem if the beginning driver is permitted to continue this habit.

Centering the Car in the Backward Path

window can become

A beginning driver may restrict his attention to one of the rear fenders in gauging the backward
iath i the car, when he should watch the entire rear end of the car and keep the car itself centered in
th,! path. Restricting his focus in this manner may prevent the driver from seeing potential hazards in
other aieds near the car. Moreover, he will tend to steer the car in the direction of his gaze and thus
veer away from the intended path.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for in-car
use

Handouts /pamphlets National Safety Council

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Backing the Car," 8 mm, 3-4 minutes, color, Charles
Cahill Associates, Inc.

"Basic Maneuvers l," 30 minutes, Educational
television film produced by South Carolina Educa-
tional Television Center under the auspices of the
American Automobile Association. Order from
University of Nebraska.

"Backing Rite" safety brief;
"Better Backing" safety brief;
"Look, Stop Backing Accidents"

"Fundamental Driving Techniques II, "' 30 minutes,
Educational television film produced by South
Carolina Educational Television Center under the
auspices of the. American Automobile Association.
Order from University of Nebraska.

"Better Backing," 30 2x2 slides, color, w/script,
National Safety Council.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Simulator Films

"Backing Safely," 17 minutes, color, AEtna Life & "Special Maneuvers,"* 28% minutes, color, Allstate
Casualty Co. Enterprises.

"A Drive in a Manual Shift Car,". 20 minutes, color,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System, film sections as follows: "Manual Shift Car,"
and "Backing Safely."

Allstate Insurance Company. A / /state Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet, "Special Maneuvers."

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, Sixth
Edition, pp. 15-16.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, Sixth Edition,
pp. 176-177, 192, 386-388.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods
and ContentA Manual for Teachers of Driver and
Traffic Safety Education, pp. 133-152, 222-236.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 9, 21.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Con-
cepts, and Strategies, pp. 64-78, 152-158, 160.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 26-28, 44-46.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 133-135.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 17-0 - 17-4.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 40-42.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers,
pp. 41-44.

Quane, W. Laurance. Utilizing the Multiple Car Driving
Range, pp. 11, 13-14, 16, 29, 31, 33, 69.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 221-223.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 27-28.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Drit, r
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 185-187, 196,
236-237.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 232-236, 241-247.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, p. 70

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 34-35, 40-41.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide, p. 20.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 82-84.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 217-218.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Part III - Turnabouts

Turnabouts

The student should be certain of the legality, and be aware of the hazards, of
making a U-turn, three-point turn, and two-point tc-n.

Uncertainty as to the legality of a turnabout, particularly of a U-turn, and the risk of endangering
and/or impeding traffic may cause the driver to feel that "going around the block" may be the best and
safest way to reverse the direction of the car. Making a U-turn at an intersection is regarded as
potentially hazardousa fact which has resulted in a recommendation to limit U-turns to the middle of
the block.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures for correctly making a U-turn, a three-point
(Y) turn, and a two-point turn.

Turnabouts, which reverse the direction of the car., are of three types: U-turn, two-point turn, and
three-point, or Y, turn. The U-turn is fairly complex because the driver must select the proper location
and estimate whether there is enough room for the turn. He must maintain precise control of the car,
coordinatiog speed and steering to make a smooth turn within the roadway boundaries. Three-point and
two -point turns, although not particularly difficult, require the driver to recheck traffic to the front and
rear prior and during the turn. Failure to perform any of these turns correctly may cause an accident
and/or impede traffic.

U-Turns

The U-turn does not require the driver to back up or to make several successive turns in order to
reverse the direction of the car. Rather, it enables the driver to turn around in one continuous
movement. In making a U-turn the driver should:

Select the proper location, away from intersections, hills, curves, and other areas of potential
conflict.

Check for oncoming and rear-approaching traffic, waiting until the roadway is clear before
beginning the turn.

Turn on the left-turn signal before beginning the turn.

In a manual shift car, shift into first gear before beginning the turn.

Accelerate slowly while starting the turn and steer the car into the right-hand lane, with a
rapid turn of the wheel.

Use the hand-over-hand technique to turn the steering wheel.

After completing the turn, check traffic to the rear, then straighten the front wheels
and accelerate to merge into the traffic pattern.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

When making a U-turn in the middle of the block on a wide street, the driver should:

Select a location far enough from the intersection to avoid impeding traffic.

Position the car close to the right-hand curb before initiating the turn.

When making a U-turn at urban intersections or on divided highways, the driver should:

Position the car in the lane nearest the center of the roadway, as though preparing for a left
turn.

Stop and scan the intersection for possible hazards.

Move slowly toward the center of the intersection.

Turn left sharply as the front wheels enter the middle of the intersection.

When making a U-turn on a residential or narrow street intersection, the driver should:

Veer to the right before turning sharply to the left.

Steer toward the opposite side of the cross street (far left curb corner) for continuous
turning movement.

Pull back onto the roadway.

Three-Point (Y) Turns

A three-point turn is usually made on streets too narrow for a U-turn. This maneuver requires the

driver to turn left, back up, and move forward. Because of the time it takes to execute a three-point
turn and because of the hazards involved, this turnabout is used less than the U-turn or two-point turn.

In making a three-point turn the driver should:

Stop at the curb, checking for traffic from both directions.

Accelerate slowly and turn the steering wheel sharply to the left.

Turn the, steering wheel sharply to the right just before reaching the opposite curb, and stop
,n advanT'e of the curb. (The sidewalk generally disappears from the driver's view as the wheel
rt!aches the curb.)

Check traffic, and back toward the opposite side of the street, turning the wheel sharply to
the right.

Turn the wheels left and stop before reaching the curb.

Check traffic. in both directions.

Shift bac k to chive. or first gear, a(c elerdte, and steer into the proper lane.

Two-Point Turns
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When making a two-point turn using a driveway the driver should:

Drive past the driveway on the right side of the road (about a half car width from the curb),
and then back into it. Moving forward into the driveway and harking into traffic: should be
avoided because of the hazards involved.

Cho k for traffic. to the left and right and turn left into the roadway when it is safe to do

so.
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Part III - Turnabouts

The student should know the skills required for making the type of turn that
reverses the direction of the car.

The driver must be able to judge whether there is enough room to make a U-turn. Inability to
make this judgment will often result in driving onto the curb before completing the turn. 2',

The driver must also be able to coordinate steering with speed control so that he can complete the
turn without impeding traffic and without making too wide a turn. Wide U-turns are caused by too
much speed for the amount of steering adjustments being made.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to make
U-turns.

Selecting the Correct Turn

A beginning driver may experience some difficulty in deciding, with existing conditions, which is
the best turn for reversing the direction of the car. His judgment should be based primarily on road
configuration, traffic conditions, and available time.- Until he acquires'some experience in driving a car
he will have some difficulty in determining the turning radius of the car. This will affect his decision on
the type of turnabout to make. In most cars, two clear lanes are required to complete the turn.

Estimating Available Room for Turn

A student driver may have difficulty in judging whether there is enough room to make the
U turnwhether the street is broad enough or whether the intersection will permit a full circle. Not
knowing the turning radius of the car and a lack of experience in perceptual judgment will contribute to
this problem.

Coordinating Speed and Steering

A beginning driver may attempt to make the turn at too great a speed for the amount of steering
adjustments he makes. The turn should be made slowly to permit the driver to control the turn.

The student should know the kinds of difficulties that may be experienced in learning
to make three-point and two-point turns.

Over-Concentration on One Activity

A student driver may become so intent on surveillance and steering activities he forgets to move
the gearshift to the proper position, This can delay completion of the turn and impede traffic.

Obstructing Traffic

The inexperienced driver frequently takes too long a time to complete three-point or two-point
turns. Although traffic may have been clear when he began the maneuver, his attempts to be careful and
thorough result rn the maneuver taking a long period of time and traffic being impeded.
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Part III Driving Tasks

Other Common Problems

Striking the curb when backing for a three-point turn. This problem may be attributable
to the fact that the beginning driver may not realize that tires are positioned approximately
four feet from the front and rear of the car. Underestimating the overhang often leads to
striking hydrants, light poles, etc.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed to
supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

SourceType

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
in-car use

State driver's manual

Classroom Visual Aids

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Basic Maneuvers (Three-point and two-point
turns only.), 30 minutes, Educational television film
produced by South Carolina Educational Television
Center under the auspices of the American Auto-

. mobile Association. Order from University of
Nebraska

Simulator Films

"Angle Parking and Turning Maneuvers,' 18 minutes,
color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Title

"Road Check," (3 point turn only), 20 minutes,
color AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation witi. Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System, film sections "Angle Park-Turning Maneuver,"
and "Road Check."

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 17.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, Sixth Edition,
pp. 203-204, 388-389.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learn-
ing to Drive, p. 23.

*Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Basic References (Continued)

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Con-
cepts, and Strategies, pp. 161-170.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 46-48.

Center for Safety Education, New York University,
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 148-151.

Part III - Turnabouts

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descrip-
tions, pp. 47-0 - 47.5.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 164-169

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers, pp. 44-46.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 224-226.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 232-236, 257-259.

Center for Safety Education, New York University,
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 87-91.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff;
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 36-37.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide, pp. 42-45.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 85-86.
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Driving Procedures

The student should know the procedures required for safe and effective
automobile operation.

Each of the control maneuvers described in the preceding section, when performed on streets and
highways, is capable of creating a hazard to safety and interruption of traffic flow. A number of
procedures for carrying out maneuvers in such a way as to maximise safety and traffic flow have been
established. These procedures may be conveniently classified according to the types of situations giving
rise to them:

General ProceduresProcedures that are performed continuously or periodically during
drivinge.g., surveillance, freeway driving.
Normal Driving SituationsProcedures for dealing with normal roadway, traffic, and environ-
mental conditionse.g., passing, parking, lane changing.
Adverse Driving ConditionsProcedures for dealing with potentially hazardous driving condi-
tions -e.g., snow-packed roadway, limited visibility.
Night DrivingProcedures for deali with normal driving situations under nighttime
condi lions.
Special Conditions -Procedures for dealing with a variety of special situationse.g., towing a
trailer, on-road breakdowns. 6

The manner in which the driver responds to these situations and conditions will greatly influence
the probability of his having an accident. However, there is more to driving than simply responding to
specific situations. The driver must also attempt, as much as possible, to anticipate potentially hazardous
situationsif not to prevent them, then at least to provide himself with as much time as possible to
respond to them when they do arise.
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General Procedures

Surveillance

Urban Driving

Highway Driving

Freeway Driving
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Part III Surveillance

Surveillance

The student should exercise continual surveillance over conditions outside and
inside the car.

The early and positive detection of potential hazards requires continual surveillance of traffic and
roadway conditions as well as surveillance of displays and other indications of the car's operating
condition. The most prevalent cause of accidents is failure to remain alert to the ever changing nature of
the driving environment and in that way to detect potential dangers while there is still sufficient time to
respond.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures that pertain to surveillance techniques
while driving a car.

General Visual Surveillance

The driver's central vision should provide a clear view of the roadway and surroundings ahead,
while his peripheral vision should help him detect obstacles, vehicles, and pedestrians to the sides. When
attempting to observe the total driving environment the driver should, in general:

Continuously scan the surroundings on and off the roadway, shifting his gaze at least every
few seconds and avoiding the tendency to fixate on the roadway surface immediately in the
front of the car.

Seeking visual information from other areas than in front of the car must become a
habit.

Experienced drivers generally spend more time scanning off road areas than do less
experienced drivers.

Look well ahead in the lane.

In urban areas, sight distance should extend one full block ahead.

In rural areas the viewed area should:be increased to about one half mile.

With an increase in speed, sight distance should be extended because clear peripheral
vision is impossible. The images move faster than the eye movement can compensate.
Looking farther ahead compensates for the speed effects on vision.

Auditory

Although the majority of surveillance activities involves the use of the eyes, the driver's auditory
senses also can aid him in detecting and/or avoiding potential hazards. When hearing unusual sounds
such as sirens, horns, whistles and screeching tires, the driver should:

Look in the direction from which the sound comes and attempt to identify its source,
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Part III - Driving Tasks

Use the mirrors to locate the source if the sound is coming from the rear.

Turn down the radio volume and open the window to determine whether the noise is

continuous or intermitteTit and whether the source appears to be approaching or leaving the
area.

A loud radio or the driver's inattention/misinterpretation of traffic sounds frequently
results in a late reaction to auditory clues of a hazardous situation.

Accident statistics compiled by the National Safety Council indicate that in a recent
year, about 12,000 accidents occurred involving emergency vehicles. The majority of
these accidents were due to the failure of drivers to hear warning signals.

Respond to unusual sounds caused by the car itself (see "Symptoms of Car Malfunctions ").

Olfactory

Odors can help the driver exercise his surveillance procedures. When he detects an odor, he should:

Determine whether a car malfunction may be causing the odor.

A check of the temperature gauge, ash tray, and parking brake should be made
immediately. If the smell persists, the car should be pulled off the roadway, and a
check made inside the car, under the hood, and of the wheels.

Traffic Surveillance

In observing other traffic, the driver should:

Avoid fixing his attention on any one situation, but respond promptly to each situation.

If the habit of eye movement is not developed, the driver's vision may freeze on one
traffic conflict while another conflict exists but is unnoticed by the driver.

Observe traffic ahead, including both parkpc1 and moving vehicles, pedestrians, and other road
users that may be obscured by larger vehicles.

Accidents frequently occur because the driver fails to note a single parked vehicle in an
otherwise clear stretch of curbside parking area.

Check traffic behind by frequently glancing through the mirror(s).

Observe traffic at the side, including vehicles in adjacent lanes moving in the same direction,
and vehicles approaching from cross streets.

Beginning drivers tend to use their mirror(s) much less often than experienced drivers.

Watch other drivers for hazardous behaviors, such as changing lanes frequently, failing to
signal before a maneuver, stopping abruptly, and changing rate of speed frequently.

Drivers who frequently stop suddenly may be doing so because they are compensating
for a slow reaction time. Such drivers subject themselves to rear end collisions.

Surveillance of Traffic Controls
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The driver should:

Observe all official road signs which provide warnings, information, and/or regulations.
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Major changes in highway and street traffic signs and pavement markings are being
made which emphasi/e an international typo system of pictures and symbolic signs
rather than messages. The new traf hr control devi«-s provide aim ost instant communi-
cation with the driver without having to be Wad. Color is significant. Red, of course,
indicates stop or prohibition, green shows movement pilmitted or gives direr.tional
guidance; blue is for signs leading to motorist services, yellow indicates a general
warning; black on white indicates regulatory signs, such as those for screed limits;
orange conveys construction and maintenance warnings; and brown--,IfW for public
recreation and scenic guidance.

Shape is also significant. Diamond-shaped signs signify a warning; rectangular signs with
the longer dimension vertically provide a traffic regulation; and rectangular signs with
the long dimension honiontally contain guidance information. An octagon means stop,
an inverted triangle means yield, a pennant means no passing; a pentagon shows the
presence of a school; and a circle warns of a railroad crossing.

Observe traffic: lights well in advance of reaching them and attempt to anticipate light
changes, particularly in urban areas whole traffic lights control several successive inteisections.

By failing to observe the light pattern, the driver may be foie:cid to stop suddenly,
creating the hazard of a rear end collision.

Observe pavement markings which regulate passing of lane changing and --designate lane
restrictions.

Changes are taking place also in the use of pavement markings. Yellow will be used
much more than in the past. Yellow lines will delineate the separation of traffic flow
in opposing directions. The center line on two-way roadways will be dashed yellow to
differentiate from the dashed white lines used on multilane one-way roadways. This
will warn drivers i,vho leave one-way roadways that trallic will be opposing thorn to the
left of the yellow line. Other uses of yellow will include occasional left edefelines on
divided roadways where traffic: cannot pull entirely off the roadway, and for the
marking of obstructions arid islands which must be passed on the right.

Car Surveillance

To keep informed on operating status at all times the driver should cher k the instrument panel. In
doing so he should,

Monitor the speedometer to determine how fast he is (hiving

Check the fuel gauge to determine the approximate amount el gasoline in the fuel tank.

Monitor the temperature gauge for signs that the cal is overheating.

Observe the oil pressure gauge for signs of abnormal pressure,

This instrument indicates the pressure at which oil is being pumped to the moving
parts of the engine. The needle on the gauge should fie at the center of the scale when
the engine is warm and the car is moving at normal speed.

With a light as the pressure gauge, pressure is assumed normal when the light is off-

Observe a 'inter to see if the battery is discharging or being charged.

The an'eieter mclicates thin number of amps of tiler trim ity being sent to or witlidraN.vn
from the battery.

Some cars have a geniiiiitor charge light whirl), If run when OW engulf, it; !Limning

rapidly, indicates the battery is disr flaming.

A malfrinc honing battery or voltage legulator will rause the battery to (Ifs(

53R-604 0 - 7.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

(Appropriate responses to abnori net conditions are described in ''Syr up to ins of Cdr

Malfunctions.")

The driver should also react to anything he sees inside the car that would adversely affect driving
performance. In doing so, he should

Ventilate the car's interior when necessary because of heat or cigarette smoke. Adjust the
temperature control to d C0111tOrklbie

Avoid being distracted by passenger conversation or activity, particularly when in heavy
traffic-

If he talks with passengers while driving in traffic the driver should continue to keep
his eyes on the roadway.

Of one-car accidents, 10 percent resulted from passenger distractions.

The student should know the skills necessary for maintaining surveillance of the
driving environment.

The driver must be able to y an the driving environment in all directions for situations and objects
that might create unsafe driving conditions.

He must develop the ability to look well ahead of the car as well as to the sides, avoiding too
much attention to the point directly in front of the car.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
survey the driving environment for potential hazards.

Constant Eye Movement

The beginning driver, not yet having an appreiration for the potential ha/ards in the environment,
may ( onLentrate his vision end attention on a par ti( ular object within the environment, or even on One
of the I ac's instruments-- the speedometer, for exailif Ile. In doing so, he may fail to Sec potential
ha/ards. Ihe instructor should emphasi/e the importance of mnstant eye movement, which should
me hide brief glances in the mirrors, in order to scan the total environment.

Looking Well Ahead

A general rule for r her.k Intl the driving enviionment for potential ha /aids is to look well ahead on
the roadway and to the sides. A beginning rInver, hov.ever, tends to locus on a point immediately in
front of the car. This r an .it!dtt' steering iiniblems and Lan raise the driver not to nonce a ('()11(11t1(,11
that is or might be«mne, ha/ardous. How fan ahead of the car the driver should look depencls lamely on
the speed nl the r ar -but far enough ahead to have time to make necessary steering «irro nuns.

Other Common Problems
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Part III - Surveillance

INSTRUCTIONAL AIOS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Handouts/pamphlets

Instructor's inside and outside
rear view mirror for in-car use

A mirror to check student
eye movement.

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source

Ford Motor Company

National Safety Council

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Aim High in Steering," No. 1 Expert Seeing Series,
10 minutes, b/w or color, National Safety Council.

"Get the Big Picture," No. 2, Expert Seeing Series,
10 minutes, b/w or color, National Safety Council.

"Keep Your Eyes Moving," No. 3, Expert Seeing
Series, 10 minutes, b/w or color, National Safety
Council.

"SEE-THINK-DO," 30 2x2 slides, color, National
Safety Council.

"Test Your See Power," 30 2x2 slides, vv/script,
National Safety Council.

"Advanced Driving, " 30 minutes, South Carolina
Educational Television Center under the auspices
of the American Automobile Association. Order
from University of Nebraska.

"The Eyes of the Driver, " 30 minutes, South
Carolina Educational Television Center under the
auspices of the American Automobile Association.
Order from University of Nebraska.

Simulator Films

"Complex Traffic," 24 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Drive in Review," 27 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

'Moderate Traffic,"* 26 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Perceptive Driving,"' 23 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"You Take the Wheel," 22 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Crash Avoidance,- color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"The Decision is Yours,- color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only

Title

"The Eyes Have I t"

"Test Your See Power"
"Watch Out for the Other Guy"

"Defensive Driving: Are You Warm to the Touch?"
15 minutes, color, Canadian Highway Safety Council.

"Defensive Driving Tactics," 12 minutes, color,
Charles Cahill Associates, Inc.

"Drive Defensively," 8 minutes, b/w or color, Key-
stone Automobile Dept.

"Perception of Driving Hazards, Part I, "' filmstrip,
30 frames, color, Shell Oil Company.

"Perception of Driving Hazards, Part 11," filmstrip,
color, Shell Oil Company.

"Perception of Driving Hazards, Part filmstrip,
color, Shell Oil Company.

"Seeing Habits for Expert Drivers," filmstrip, Ford
Motor Co.

"The Smith System of Safe Driving," 8 minutes,
b/vv, Ford Motor Company.

"Smith System of Space Cushion Drifting," 20
minutes, color, Ford Motor Company.

"Expressway Excellence, "' 17 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"IPDE," color,' AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Road Check.,"' 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

"Safe Highway Driving," 16 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co,

"Separating and Compromising Risks," color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

Traffic Strategy," 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, reports, and other written
materials available for developing lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System - Film sections as follows: "Highway Driving,"
"Traffic Strategy," "Expressway Excellence," "Road
Check," "IPDE," "Separating and Compromising
Risks," "Decision is Yours," and "Crash Avoidance."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System - Film booklets as follows: "You
Take the Wheel," "Perceptive Driving," "Moderate
Traffic," "Complex Traffic" and "Drive in Review."

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, Sixth
Edition, p. 26.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, Sixth Edition,
pp. 50-52, 184-186.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods and
ContentA Manual for Teachers of Driver and Traffic
Safety Education, pp. 51, 69, 138-139, 159-161, 179-
182, 186, 197, 206-207, 225-227, 231.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Drive, p. 13.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Con-
cepts, and Strategies, pp. 92-120.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 29-35.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 10, 119-120,
191, 197, 208-212, 339.

McKnight, A.J., and Adams, B.B. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions, pp. 21-0
21 -5.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 46-49.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers, pp.6-14.

U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway
Administration. The New Look in Traffic Signs and
Markings.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods, and
Organization,pp. 208-212, 226-227, 262-263.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 9.10, 33-34.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic,s50ty Education, pp. 186-187, 196-197,
399-401.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource
Curriculum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education,
pp. 38-44.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 104, 202.203, 284,
287-297.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 258-264,
295-301,

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Driver Right, pp. 78-88, 228-229.
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National Education Association, National Commission
on Safety Education. How Experienced Teachers
Develop Good Traffic Citizens: Tips and Cues,
PP. 48-49.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide, pp. 14-15,
75-76.

Pawlowski, Joseph G, and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 99-104.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 40, 43-44, 51, 249-266.

Weimer, M. Wayne. The Eye-Check Driver Evaluation
and Instruction Method: Teacher's Manual.



Part III - Urban Driving

Urban Driving

The student should be able to identify the hazards and meet the particular
requirements associated with urban driving.

With its volume of vehicle and pedestrian traffic, together with the density of traffic control
devices, the urban environment demands the constant attention of drivers.

Visual demands appear to be about three times greater at 20 miles per hour in the city than at 60
miles per hour on a modern divided highway. In addition, driving in a city requir^g about twice as many
actions as driving on a four-lane highway.

While they are less dramatic than accidents on the open highway, urban and suburban accidents
account for two-thirds of accidents involving person& injury.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, as well as applicable laws, that pertain
to driving in urban environments.

General

In urban areas, the driver should:

Minimize distractions from both inside and outside the car.

Radio volume should be modulated.

Sightseeing and conversing with passengers should be avoided.

Drive slowly and evenly, adjusting speed to the progressive light system.

Controlling speed in this manner eliminates frequent stopping for red signal lights,

Rapid acceleration after a green light, followed by an abrupt stop for a red light from
intersection to intersection invites rear-end collisions and impedes traffic flow.

About a third of all urban accidents are rearend collisions.

Select the lane that offers the best movement and visibility.

Watch for streets that are designated one way, taking care not to enter them illegally.

Sign and pavement markings indicate one-way streets, direction of movement, and
restricted use of lanes.

Commercial Areas

In commercial areas, the driver should

Watch for vendors and pednstiians, the latter especially during rush and noon hours
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Check for vehicles that may enter the roadway from driveways and alleys and for vehicles
parked along the curb as well as those double parked while loading and unloading.

Residential Areas

In residential areas, the driver should:

Observe the posted speed limit.

Watch for pedestrians, especially children.

Areas where schools, playgrounds, and parks are located should recei.,e special atten-
tion from the driver

The student should know the skills that are necessary for driving in an urban
environment.

The driver must have mastered the perceptual-motor skills involved in basic vehicle control
(shifting, turning, stopping) to the degree that he performs them automatically, allowing him to attend
to the demands of traffic controls, route signs, and other critical facets of the urban environment.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
drive in urban environments.

Stress of City Driving

A beginning driver is not accustomed to operating a car in an area where there is a great
concentration of vehicular and pedestrian traffic and where a great number of traffic signs, signals, and
lane markings require his attention. He must learn to constantly survey the driving environment which
includes these factors, at the same time performing critical perceptual-motor skills.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard and traffic
Situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
in-car use

Handouts/pamphlets

State Driver's Manual
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FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"City Driving Tactics," 17 minutes, color, Charles
Cahill Associates, Inc.

"Defensive Driving Tactics," 12 minutes, colon,
Charles Cahill Associates, Inc.

"Space Cri,..ing Tactics," 15 minutes, color, Charles
Cahill Associates Inc.

"City Driving," 22 minutes, b/w, Ford Motor
Company.

"Driving in the City," 10 minutes, color, Ford Motor
Company.

Simulator Films

"Blending in Traffic," 20 minutes, color AEtna Life
& Casualty Co.

"The Decision is Yours,"` AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Road Check," 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

"Separating and Compromising Risks," color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"Traffic Strategy," 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Part III - Urban Driving

"Problems of City Driving," 11 minutes, b/w,
Progressive Pictures.

"Perception of Driving Hazards, Part I," 30 frames,
silent, color, Shell Oil Company.

"Driving in Cities wid Towns," 30 minutes, Educa-
tional television film produced by South Carolina
Educational Television Center under the auspices of
the American Automobile Association, Order from
University of Nebraska.

"Complex Traffic," 24 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Drive in Review," 27 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Intermediate Traffic," 22 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Moderate Traffic," 26 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide

material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System, film sections as follows: "Blending in Traffic,"
"Traffic Strategy," "Road Check," "IPDE," "Separat-
ing and Compromising Risks," and "Decision is Yours."

Allstate Insurance Company. Al /state Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklets as follows: "Moderate
Traffic," "Intermediate Traffic," "Complex Traffic,"
and "Drive in Review."

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 25-26.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 175-188.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods
and Content, pp. 270, 277-279.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learn-
ing to Drive, p. 11.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 81-91, 181-183.

Anderson William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 29-32, 49-52.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 188.197.

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 24-0 24-3.

McKnighf?A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 50-51.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers,
pp. 62.66.

`Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Part III Driving Tasks

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 223-224, 227-229, 258.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 39-40.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 213-219, 272.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 248-259.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 179-192.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 166-179.
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National Education Association. National Commission
on Safety Education. How Experienced Teachers
Develop Good Traffic Citizens: Tips and Cues, pp. 4647.

North American Professional Driver Education Associa-
tion. The New Driver's Guide, pp. 58-59.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 127,
116-118, 155.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 268-280.



Part III Highway Driving

Highway Driving

The student should be able to identify the hazards and meet the particular
requirements of the open highway driving environment.

While hazards are not as prevalent on the open highway as they are in urban driving, the greater
rate of speed increases the severity of accidents and therefore necessitates constant surveillance of other
vehicles and roadway conditions.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and hazards that pertain to
operating a car on open highways.

General

In driving on open highways the driver should, in general:

Position the car within the center of the lane in order to maintain distance from guardrails
or median barriers and at the same time avoid interfering with other traffic.

Adjust speed to conditions, reducing speed on narrow or winding roadways or when
signah/ed intersections are frequent.

Traffic signals, by interrupting the flow of traffic on a main highway, create a potential
haiard. Research has shown that increasing the number of signalized intersections can
result in an increased accident rate.

Watch for traffic, pedestrians, or animals that may be hidden from-view by trees, vegetation,
or nearby roadside structures.

Avoid use of median for park ing, except in emergencies, and cross the median only at
designated Lro3sover points.

Extreme care is required in using crossover points. After crossing a median, the driver
will be entering the fastest lane of travel and will have to accelerate from essentially a
standing start. Resedrch has shown that the greater the number of median openings on

intiltildne highway the higher the accident rate.

Rural Roads

On rural roads, the driver should anticipate and adjust to the following situations

Narrow roadways and frequently poor surface conditions.

Limited sight distances imposed by frequent hills, dips, and curves.

Sharp curves and intersections that are not we!! marked.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

Slow moving equipment, particularly farm vehicles.

Slow moving vehicles are, in most states, required to attach a day-glo orange triangular
sign to the rear of the vehicle to warn traffic approaching from behind,

The speed differential caused by the mixture of slow and fast moving traffic is a

significant contributor to accidents on rural roads.

Mountainous Terrain

When driving in mountainous terrain, the driver should:

Keep as far to the right edge of the roadway as is possible in order to increase lane
separation from oncoming vehicles.

While it is generally desirable to maximize the separation from oncoming vehicles, it is

particularly important in hilly or mountainous terrain where strong winds may tend to
blow an oncoming vehicle toward an opposing lane.

Watch for signs indicating the following types of hazards:

Sudden changes in direction or elevation of the roadway.

Rock slides, washouts.

Refrain from sightseeing and give full attention to driving.

Long, Flat Stretches

When driving on long flat stretches for extensive periods, the driver should anticipate and attempt
to prevent drowsiness.

While driving for long periods of time tends to produce fatigue in general, the monotonous
characteristics of flat terrain often produce "highway hypnosis." This state, similar to
fatigue, appears to result from a general lack of visual stimulation and a tendency to fixate
the eyes in the middle of the roadway. The activities described in connection with reducing
general fatigue, also apply to this form of fatigue (See section on Physical /Emotional
Conditions.)

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in
learning to drive in open country.

Steering Difficulties Related to Speed Control

If a student driver, when driving in open country, is having difficulty maintaining direction or
position within the driving lane, he may not be seated properly and may be holding the steering wheel
incorrectly. More seriously, he may be driving too fast, a factor which can affect his ability to maintain
longitudinal and lateral control of the car.

Surveillance Habits

Inability to track correctly, on open, rural, or mountainous roadways may be due to the driver's
poor surveillance habits. As a matter of habit, the driver should learn to focus well ahead on the
roadway and scan the roadside.
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Maintaining Speed

The student driver may unnecessarily and abruptly accelerate and decelerate when driving in open

country. This tendency to vary speed most likely occurs when he approaches curves. When the curves

are gradual, accelerator reversals are unnecessary. Where the roadway is winding or contains sharp curves,

however, intermittent pressure on the accelerator together with brake application is necessary.

Other Common Problems

Failure to adequately observe traffic, pedestrians, and animals in areas where- roadside structures

and vegetation are present.

Failure to increase separation distance in relation to oncoming vehicles on mountainous roadways.

Failure to note warning signs and changes in speed limits on open, rural, and mountainous
roadways.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
in-car use

Charts and/or table on
accident statistics related
to highway driving

Handouts/pamphlets

State Driver's Manual

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

National Safety Council

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Blind Date," 12 minutes, color, Ford Motor Company.

"Driving Highways and Freeways," 10 minutes, color,
Ford Motor Company.

"Perception of Driving Hazards," Part 3* filmstrip,
silent, colors Shell Oil Company.

Simulator Films

"Rural Driving" fact sheet;
"Tips on Mountain Driving

fact sheet

"Driving in the Country," Educational television
film produced by South Carolina Educational Television
Center under the auspices of the American Automobile
Association. Order from University of Nebraska.

"Safe Highway Driving, " 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life "Perceptive Driving," 23 minutes, color, Allstate Enterprises.

& Casualty Co.

"Hit the Highways,"* 23 minutes, color, Allstate Enterprises.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will
provide materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System Film sections as follows: "Highway Driving,"
and "Decision is Yours."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver Trainer
System, film booklet: Hit the Highways.

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 22-23.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 228-231.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods and
Content, p. 271.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Drive, p. 25.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 187-199.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 49-52.

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 25-0 25-1.

McKnight, A. James and, Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 52-53.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers,
PP. 66-69.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James.E. and Strasser, Marland K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 234-235, 258.259.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike Driving:
Teacher's Guide, pp. 41-42.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety and
Driver Education, pp. 220-222, 273.

Center for S afety Education, New York University,
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 260-273, 196, 306.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 192-211.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 122-125; 180-205;
254-255.
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National Education Association. National Commission
of Safety Education. How Experienced Teachers
Develop Good Traffic Citizens: Tips and Cues, p. 47.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso-
ciation The New Driver's Guide, (Strasser/Aaron),
pp. 60-61:74.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 131-135,
165-166.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 282-286.
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freeway Driving

The student should be able to identify the hazards and meet the particular

requirements associated with freeway driving.

Freeways, because of their multiple lanes, limited access, and relative lack of curves and hills, offer

the safest and most comfortable route of ,automotive travel. However, because of the high speeds with

which cars travel, traffic patterns can change extremely quickly. Drivers must therefore remain alert at

all times to what other drivers are doing.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to

driving on a freeway.

Characteristics of a Freeway

Freeways are multilane roadways which permit drivers to travel at high speeds for long distances.

There are no intersections, cross traffic, or traffic signals, and pedestrians are prohibited from using

these Dadways. Statistics have shown that even though the average speed on modern expressways is well

above the average speed on other roadways, the fatality rate is only one-fifth to one-third that on other

roadways.
Most expressway accidents occur, not during adverse weather conditions, but when the roadway is

dry. Major factors for this are the high rate of speed and sudden changes in traffic conditions.

Entering the Main Roadway

When first entering the main roadway, the driver should:

Stay in the right lane until the car reaches the speed of through traffic.

Maintain speed commensurate with the flow of traffic.

Check rearview mirror frequently for vehicles closing fast.

This may be an indication that the car's speed is too slow for the traffic flow.

Moving With the Traffic

When moving with the traffic on the freeway, the driver should.

Select the appropriate lane in relation to the car's speed, anticipated maneuvers, and the

traffic flow.

For each freeway and traffic condition there is a maximally "safe lane."
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Select speed on the basis of the posted limit, weather and light conditions, and traffic flow
and volume.

Nearly half of freeway accidents are related to cars moving too fast for conditions.

Under normal conditions, the driver should Maintain a speed no less than 15 miles
under the posted limit.

Scan the roadway well ahead for traffic situations and road contour, and watch traffic
surrounding the car.

Vehicles following slower-moving vehicles may suddenly enter the car's lane.

Outbound traffic from urban areas should receive special caution.

Cutting in attributes to about one-fourth of urban expressway accidents.

Checking the rearview mirror at least one or two times a minute will determine the
location of following vehicles.

At least half of freeway accidents are rear-end collisions.

Crests and sags in an expressway decrease visibility even on a freeway and require alert-
ness. A large percentage of freeway accidents occur at crests and sags.

Check the display panel frequently.

Sustained high speed causes a considerable amount of mechanical trouble, some of
which can be detected by monitoring the various gauges.

Approaching and Passing Interchanges

When approaching and passing interchanges, the driver should:

Anticipate that vehicles ahead will slow down.

Anticipate that a vehicle in the deceleration lane may swing back into the right lane at the
last minute.

Drivers often occupy the deceleration lane inadvertently because they are not paying
attention.

Move to the passing lane when there are two laws of traffic, to the middle lane with three
or more lanes.

Moving to the passing or middle lane when approaching interchanges enhances the flow
of traffic by facilitating the entry of vehicles from the on ramp to the mein roadway.

Return to "safe lane" (generally the right lane or through lane) after passing the interchange.

The student should know the skills required for driving safely on freeways.

High Speed Steering

At high speeds, the results of moving the steering wheel are greatly magnified. The driver must be
able to maintain direction with the curvature of the roadway when operating the car at high speeds,
without oversteering.
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Part III Freeway Driving

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to

drive on freeways.

High and Low Speed Steering

`';,Ini- beginning drivers may experiwc.e steering difficulties when driving at high speeds because

steeting wheel motions are greatly magnified at high speHs. Before the student driver can drive safely

on freeways he intist have mastered high speed steering in addition to low speed steering.

Maintaining Speed

The stadent driver may unnecessarily and intermittently release pressure on the accelerator pedal.

Tnis tt:iidenk.y is most likely to be exhibited when approdchiny gracluel curves on unlimited di:cuss

Other Common Problems

Maintaining a speed that is reasonable and within the posted limits, in relation to weather and
light turditions, traffic flow, and the volume of traffic.

Dettvilining the rate of closure of other vehicles.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed

to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
incar use

Charts and/or tables on
accident statistics

Handouts/pamphlets

State Driver's Manual

Title

American Automobile Assoc. "Getting the Most Out of
Freeway Driving"

National Safety Council "Driving, Freeway"data sheet
"Driving on Superhighways"

fact sheet
"Test Your Turnpike Tactics-
"Turnpike Traps"safety brief

Ontario Dept. of Transport "Freeway Driving is Different"
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FILMS /FILMSTRIPS /SL IDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Driving the Frdeways," No. 1, Driver Education
Films Series, 4-Y2 minutes, b/w, American Oil Co.

"Driving Expressways," No. 8, Techniques of
Defensive Driving Film Series, American Oil Company.

"Freeway Driving Tactics," 16 minutes, color, Charles
Cahill Associates, Inc.

"Driving at Freeway Speeds," filmstrip, 22 frames,
color, Ford Motor Company.

"Driving the Super Highways," 10 minutes, b/w, Ford
Motor Company.

"Passing on the Freeway," filmstrip, 17 frames, color,
Ford Motor Company.

"Freeway Driving," 11 minutes, color, International
Film Bureau, Inc.

"Freeways are Different," 14-Y2 minutes, color,
Michigan Dept. of State Highways.

Simulator Films

"Expressway Excellence," 17 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"Freeway Driving is Different," 14 minutes, color,
Motion Picture Services.

"Multiple Lane Traffic," 16 minutes, b/w,
Progressive Pictures.

"Perception of Driving Hazards, Part 2," filmstrip,
silent, color, Shell Oil Company.

"Driving on Freeways," 30 minutes, Educational
television film produced by South Carolina Educa-
tional Television Center under the auspices of the
American Automobile Association. Order from
University of Nebraska.

"Freeway Phobia, Part I," 15 minutes, color,
Walt Disney, Inc.

"Freeway Phobia, Part II," 15 minutes, color,
Walt Disney, Inc.

"Expressways are Different," 24 minutes, color,
Allstate Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna
Drivotrainer System, film section "Expressway
Excellence."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet "Expressways are
Different."

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 27-28.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 189-207.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods and
Content, p. 271.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Drive, p. 25.
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Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 187-199.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 49-52.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 213-224,
275.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I:, Task Descriptions,
pp. 26-0 26-3.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructionbl
Objectives, pp. 54-56.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers,
pp. 69-72.
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SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 238-240.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 43-44.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 274-281.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 166,
210-219, 238.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 125, 212-237, 367.
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"How to Drive on a Superhighway," Changing
Times, pp. 13-15, June, 1956, The Kip linger
Washington Editors, Inc., Editors Park, Maryland.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/
Aaron), PP. 62-63.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. '39-144.

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 287-297.
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Normal Driving Situations

Following

Passing

Leaving Traffic

Entering Traffic
Lane Changing

Parking

Emergency Areas

Driving by Parked/Parking Vehicles

Overtaking

Special Vehicles

Negotiating Intersections

Traffic Circles

On-Ramps

Off-Ramps

Hills

Curves

Lane Usage

Off-Street Areas

Railroad Crossings

Bridges and Tunnels

Toll Plazas
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Part III - Following

Following

The student should, when following another vehicle, maintain a distance
that will enable him to avoid a collision in the event the vehicle ahead stops
suddenly.

While following too closely is rarely the cause of an accident, it is second only to spi.ed as a
contributor to accident frequency and severity. The best practice is simply to avoid following that is,

either pass the vehicle ahead or drop back. However, when traffic conditions necessitate following a

vehicle, the driver must follow at a distance that will enable him to avoid a rear-end collision if the

vehicle ahead should stop suddenly. What constitutes a safe distance will vary with the nature of the

vehicle ahead, the roadway, and the weather.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures for maintaining a safe distance
behind another vehicle.

A driver should allow enough distance between his car and the vehicle ahead to avoid having to

swerve or stop suddenly because of unexpected moves by other drivers or because of fluctuations in

traffic. The number of rear-end collisions each yearone-fourth of all fatal and nonfatal

accidentsindicates that many drivers do not give themselves enough space to stop.

Normal Separation Distance

Under normal driving conditions, the driver should

Maintain enough separation to be able to stop the car with adequate spare between it and

the lead vehicle.

On dry pavement under average traffic conditions a two-second following disidni should

constitute the minimum.

Increasing Separation

The driver should increase following distance under the following circumstances-

In response to the behavior of the driver ahead.

Failure of the driver to note that the lead vehicle is signaling

changing lanes is a far:tor in rear end collisions.

0 1 1 11 the phicess of

When increasing speed.

When driving behind dual-wheeled vehicles.

When a driver follows too closely behind a large vehicle, his forward vision is liliftkerL
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When driving behind two-wheeled vehicles.

Because of their light weight, two-wheeled vehicles require shorter stopping distances
than do cars.

When traffic intersects, mercies, or diverges,

When following emergency vehicles.

The separation distance between the driver and an emergency vehicle should be at least
500 feet.

The driver should increase following distances under the following circumstances:

When he is fatigued.

During darkness and other periods of limited visibility.

When road conditions are haiardous.

When the vehicles ahead are proceeding slowly, stopping frequently, or are obscuring
visibility.

Adjusting Speed

The driver should reduce speed when observing the following conditions, which indicate that the
lead vehicle is reducing speed:

More rapid closure of the car on the lead vehicle.

Hand signals from the driver of the lead vehicle.

Activation of the lead vehicle's brake light or turn signals.

In adjusting the speed of the car, the driver should:

Remove his foot from the accelerator.

Tap the brake.pedal lightly to warn following traffic and to reduce his speed further.

If the vehicle ahead stops, the driver should:

Apply the brakes quickly enough to stop while leaving sufficient space between the car andId
the vehicle ahead to permit him to drive around the vehicle without backing Lit.).

Observing the Roadway Ahead

The student should observe the configuration of the roadway ahead and t the lead vehicle to
reduce speed when approaching the following:
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Uncontrolled gitersections.

Highway entrances and exits.

Junctions in the roadway where traffic diverges.
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The student should know the skills required for maintaining a safe following
distance.

The driver must be able to perceive changes in the separation distance or apparent vehicle size,
depending upon the distance involved, and adjust the car speed to changes in the lead vehicle's speed.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning
to maintain a safe following distance.

Perception of Changes in Separation Distance

Beginning drivers may have difficulty in perceiving changes in the distance between his car and the
vehicle ahead, and he will follow too closely.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

National Safety Council

Type

Chalkboard

Handouts/pamphlets

Tables and/or charts on
rear-end collisions

Classroom Visual Aids

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Reaction Brakes Time and Space," 9 minutes, color,
Charles Cahill Associates Inc.

"Speed Driving Tactics," 15 minutes, color, Charles
Cahill Associates Inc.

"The Car Ahead," Techniques of Defensive Driving
Film Series, 10 minutes, color, National Safety Council.

"Following Distance You Can Count On," 2 x 2 slides,
color, w/script, National Safety Council.

"A Following Distance You Can
Count On" safety brief
"Stop Accidents Right Smack in
Front of You"

'"Can Your STOP in Time ? "' 8 minutes, color,
American Mutual Insurance Alliance.

"Following Too Close," University of Michigan.

"Perception of Driving Hazards, Part 2," filmstrip,
silent, color, Shell Oil Co.

"Tailgating," Defensive Driving Series, 10 minutes, b/w,
United World Films.

"How to Follow Safely," Defensive Driving Film Series,
b/w, 10 minutes, National Safety Council.

*Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Simulator Films

"Blending in Traffic, "" 20 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"Expressway Excellence," 17 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"Road Check,' 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"Safe Highway Driving," 16 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"Drive in Review," 27 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will
provide material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer System,
film sections as follows: "Blending in Traffic," "Highway
Driving," "Expressway Excellence," "Road Check,"
"Decision is Yours," and "Crash Avoidance."

Allstate Insurance Company Allstate Good Driver Trainer
System, film booklets as follows: "Hazardous
Situations" and "Drive in Review."

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 101-104.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods and
Content, pp. 87.88.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 202,
220-221.

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume is Task Descriptions,
pp. 31.0 31.5.

McKnight, A. James, and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 58-60.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and .Traffic Safety Education, pp:50-51.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 261-262, 278.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richart, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 112-117, 183, 218,
224-225, 234, 247, 257.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 106-108,
141.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso
ciation. The New Driver's Guide, pp. 54-55, 75.

"Shop Talk: Teaching Safe Following Distances,"
Driver Training, Spring 1971.

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, p. 287.

`Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Passing

The student should be able to perform a safe pass on two- or three-lane roadways.

The term "passing" in this Guide will refer to passing another car on a two or three-lane road
where the need to make temporary use of a lane also used by oncoming traffic imposes a limit upon the
distance and time that may be consumed by the passing maneuver. Passing on multilane highways, where
the threat of oncoming traffic is not great, is considered essentially a lane changing maneuver arid is

treated as such.
The ability to pass safely is limited by the distance available within which to complete the pass.

This distance may be limited by (1) oncoming cars, (2) roadway configurations that may conceal
oncoming cars, and (3) legal prohibitions against passing. The ability to judge whether a pass can be
completed within the available distance is one of the most complex yet critical skills defrauded of
drivers. The maneuver accounts for approximately one-fifth of the fatal accidents each year.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to passing
on two-lane and three-lane roadways.

Passing another vehicle is a complex procedure, requiring the driver to make decisions based on his
own good judgment He has no allowance for doubt and indecision. Doubt increases decision time and
decreases the time available to complete the pass. With any doubts, he should not undertake the
procedure.

Deciding to Pass

In determining whether it is safe to initiate a pass on a two-lane or three-Idne roadway, the driver
should

Observe the roadside for signs indicating he is within fu apporaf hum piissirin

When a sign indicates the end of the no-passing /one, the passing pro( educe may be
initiated.

Observe lane markings to the left side of the lane.

Passing should not be initiated when the left side of the lane is marked with one or
two solid lines or if there is a solid line, to the right of d bi 01, on line

Passing is permitted when there are no lane markings or if the left side of the Line is
marked by a broken line or by a broken line to the right of the solid line.

The end of a no-passing /one should not be antic 'paled by initiating d PdSS prPnia-
turely. On a two-lane roadway, nearly half of all drivers will initidte the piss before
prohibitive lane markings end.

Observe the roadway ahead,

1.91
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Passing limitations on the roadway itself are sometimes disregarded by drivers, thus
causing a significant number of accidents each year. These limitations include.

Hills and curves which restrict sight distance.

Intersections, where it is illegal to pass and where unexpected vehicle maneuvers
may occur, such as the lead vehicle suddenly attempting a left turn; traffic
entering from the right and forcing the lead vehicle to the left; failure of other
vehicles to check for oncoming traffic before entering the lane.

Bridges, tunnels, and railroad crossings.

Pedestrians on the right of left edge or shoulder of a two-lane roadway.

The available passing distance may be judged by observing the roadway ahead. Drivers
consistently underestimate the required overtaking and passing distance. At 50 miles
per hour, more than 75 percent of the estimates for overtaking and passing distances
are considered dangerous.

The speed of the lead vehicle may be judged when observing the roadway ahead.

When the lead vehicle's speed is 50 miles per hour, approximately 750 feet are
required to complete the pass.

In an accelerative pass, the driver is able to judge the speed of the lead vehicle
from the speed of his own car.

In a flying pass (where the original speed of the passing car is greater than the
speed of the vehicle being passed); the driver judges the closing rate between the
car and the lead vehicle.

Available passing time may be judged, based on the driver's judgment of passing
distance and closing rate.

A driver's ability to judge closing rate is quite limited, but he responds appro-
priately to passing distance and the speed of the lead vehicle.

Accelerative capability of the car may be judged, with consideration given to the car's
load (e.g., pulling a trailer), power of the engine, and condition of the car.

Most cars, with normal acceleration capability, require approximately six seconds
to pass a moving vehicle at normal highway speeds. Acceleration capability
decreases as speed increases, the degree varying among car types.

The safety margin available for returning to the driving lane may be determined by
observing the roadway ahead.

Finally, by observing the roadway ahead, a determination can be made as to whether
the pass can be completed safely within the available passing distance. If there is any
doubt, the pass must not be initiated.

In determining whether it is safe to initiate a pass, the driver should also

Observe oncoming traffic.

Failure to note an oncoming vehicle or misjudging the speed and distance of the
oncoming vehicle is a primary cause in a significant number of accidents.

In observing oncoming traffic in order to make a decision to pass, the driver's
judgment continues to be the major factor. He must make estimates on the distance
and speed of the first oncoming vehicle and iontinue to judge the available pilSSrng

and the accelerative capacity of the car.
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Drivers tend to overestimate short distances and underestimate long distances
'between the car and the oncoming vehicle.

Curves and hills greatly reduce the driver's ability to judge the distance at which
an oncoming vehicle would be visible.

A driver's judgment of the speed of the oncoming vehicle is poor, bet auseile is
influenced by his own speed. Inability to estimate speed results in a tendency to
assume there is a constant passing time. This, in turn, causes the driver to
underestimate the time required for passing at high speeds and to overestimate
the time at low speeds.

Observing oncoming traffic aids the driver in determining whether he can ,omplete the
pass in the available passing distance, and without excessive speed.

Average passing times range from six seconds to ten seconds. The shortest
average safety margin is five seconds.

Five percent of drivers accept hazardous passing oppoitunities. at least 25
percent reject safe passing opportunities.

In further determining whether it is safe to initiate a pass, the driver should

Observe the lead vehicle.

Passing should be attempted when the lead vehicle exhibits any of the following.

Indications, of a left turn, by signal or other means.

Change in lane in preparation to pass.

Weaving or wandering, indicating the driver may be drowsy, inattentive, intoxi
cated, or ill.

Sudden deceleration, indicating, for example, he may be passing pedestrians,
cyclists, or animals.

The gap ahead of the lead vehicle may be checked, and if it is too small, the pass
should not be initiated.

If thto- lead vehicle is being passed by another vehicle, passing should not be initiated
until the vehicle initiating the first pass has completed the maneuver, the roadway
ahead is clear, and an acceptable gap is available.

Passing behind another vehicle on a two-lane or three-lane roadway is dangerous
because the passing vehicle may delay its return to the driving lane or may not
leave an adequate gap for the car to reenter the driving lane in time for the
driver to avoid oncoming traffic.

Preparing to Pass on a Two-Lane or
Three-Lane Roadway

In preparing to pass, the driver should:

Select the pr'oper passing lane.

Only the left lane is used for passing moving traffic.

_ The right lane may be used for passing when the vehicle is stopped in the center lane for a
left turn.
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Observe other traffic.

Signal his intention to change lanes.

Signaling well in advance of changing lanes reduces the possibility that the vehicle

following will pull out and attempt to pass the car.

Maintain proper following distance. before changing lanes.

Following distance should be sufficient to permit the driver to chec': the clearance
ahead, to accelerate before passing, and, if necessary, to decelerate and reenter the driving
lane.

Initiating a Pass on a Two-Lane or
Three-Lane Roadway

When initiating the passing maneuver on a two-lane or three-lane roadway, the driver should:

Signal the lead vehicle by flicking the lights at night or by sounding the horn when

necessary.

When the vision of the driver of lead vehicle is obscured by a trailer, an open trunk
lid, snow on the rear window, and so on the driver of the passing car should sound
his horn.

Passing a Vehicle on a Two-Lane or
Three-Lane Roadway

HI-90

When passing the vehicle ahead on a two-lane or three-lane roadway, the driver should.

Move quickly through the blind spot of the lead vehicle. The car should be moving 5-10 mph

faster than the vehicle being passed.

This blind spot is located at the 7-8 o'clock position of the lead vehicle where the
vision of the lead vehicle's driver is obscured by the post of the left rear window.

Continue the passing maneuver with minimum delay.

Stay within the speed limit unless exceeding the limit becomes necessary.

If sudden acceleration is needed, a forced downshift can be made which gives extra

power and speed. A forced downshift for automobiles equipped with automatic
transmissions is made by rapidly pressing the accelerator to the floor. Obtaining a
similar amount of power and speed for manual shift automobiles requires a shit ting
into second gear and then rapidly pressing the accelerator to the floor.

Abort the pass and return to the driving lane if there is doubt the pass can be completed

safely.

As stated earlier, doubt increases decision time and diminishes the time available to

pass.
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Returning to Driving Lane

When returning to the driving lane after passing on a two-lane or three-lane roadway, the driver
should:

Wait until he can see both headlights of the vehicle just passed.

Signal with the right hand directional turn signal his intentions to return to the right lane.

Steer the car smoothly back into the driving lane, positioning it in the center of the lane.

A significant number of accidents each year are caused when the driver swerves sharply
in front of the passed vehicle. The passing driver oversteers, or the driver of the passed
vehicle panic brakes

Cancel the turning signal.

Adjust his speed to the flow of traffic in the driving lane.

The student should know the skills required for passing.

Before deciding to pass the lead vehicle, the driver must be able to judge the available passing time

and distance.
When there is no oncoming traffic, the driver should base his judgment of time on the distance

availablethat is, the distance between his cot- and the end of a passing zone or some other limiting
circumstance, such as a curve or hill. When there is an oncoming vehicle, he should base his judgment of

available passing time on available distance and his judgment of the speed of the oncoming vehicle.

Drivers can judge distance more accurately than they can judge the speed of an oncoming vehicle. They

tend to underestimate the speed if the vehicle is traveling fast and overestimate if it is traveling slowly.
The driver -lust also be able to judge the amount of time or distance required to pass the lead

vehicle. He should know the accelerative capacity of his car, given the speed he is traveling, the load he

is carrying, and the operating condition of the car.
In addition, he must be able to judge the rate differential (closing gap) between himself and the

lead vehicle.
The driver should avoid making a series of individual judgments; rather, he should combine the

cues of speed and distance into an overall perception of a safe or unsafe pass.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
pass other vehicles.

Prolonged Precautionary Check to Side and Rear

The passing maneuver can be very dangerous for any driver, but especially for the beginner. While

the driver is using the mirrors to check conditions to the rear and side, his car is moving forward.
Obstacles move into the path in front while he is checking to the rear, and he may not have time to

react. In addition, the car veers from its ectahlished path while the student is making the precautionary

checks, or the student may fail to perceive obstacles in front. The instructor should emphasize the
necessity for making brief rather than prolonged checks and for maintaining a constant awareness of the

roadway ahead.
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Reluctance to Pass a Moving Vehicle

The beginning driver nay exhibit a reluctance to pass another vehicle, even though it is safe to do
so and even though he may be driving under the speed limit behind a slow-moving vehicle. He must be
encouraged to perform the maneuver when it will expedite traffic and when it is safe. Telling the new

driver the number of feet and/or the number of seconds required to pass safely will not be too
meaningful to him, although he should know that the range is from six to ten seconds at normal
highway speeds, in a car with normal acceleration capability. The instructor should time a safe passing
procedure for the beginning driver to give him a "feel" for this element of the maneuver. He should
soon begin 'co realize that (1) adequate time for passing is indeed 6-10 seconds; (2) anything less is

dangerous, and (3) taking 15 seconds to complete the procedure causes a bottleneck which may result in
hazardous conditions. Simulated passing drills will also help the new driver acquire confidence in himself
before he practices on the street.

Judging the Available Passing Time or Distance

A beginning driver will have a problem in determining the available passing time or distance. When
there is no oncoming traffic, he must learn to make a judgment based upon the distance available
between the car and the limiting circumstance, such as the end of the passing zone, a curve, or a hill.
When there is an oncoming vehicle, he must learn to make a judgment based upon available distance and
his estimate of the speed of the oncoming vehicle. Drivers tend to judge distance more accurately than
they do the speed of an oncoming vehicle.

As the beginning driver progresses through the rstruction he should develop the ability to make
better estimates of passing time, distance, and rate of closure. With development of his perceptual skills
many of the difficulties he experiences in passing other vehicles should become less troublesome.

Gap Ahead of Vehicl6 Being Passed

Another perceptual activity the beginning driver must undertake when deciding to pass is the

assessment of the suitability of the gap in front of the vehicle being passed. This assessment is

particularly critical on two-lane roadways. A beginning driver may concentrate on his speed, or
oncoming traffic, and neglect to determine if there is space ahead of the vehicle ahead to permit reentry
into the driving lane. Beginning drivers should be warned of the danger of not determining the
suitability of the gap in front of the lead vehicle.

Freezing at the Wheel

The passing maneuver is demanding on the beginning driver. In addition to making a series of
critical judgments, he must control speed, maintain direction&I control, and maintain a constant
surveillance for potential hazards. The maneuver is an exciting one that frequently absorbs the student
driver to the extent that he gives inadequate attention to the usual surveillance checks for potential
hazards. It is not uncommon for a beginning driver to "freeze" at the wheel when an unforseen obstacle
suddenly appears in the passing lane at a point midway through the maneuver.

Instructors should be aware of the possibility of such occurrences. Use of a driving range
practically eliminates the possibility of the sudden appearance of an obstacle or animal during the course
of the maneuver. However, a decision to restrict instruction of the passing maneuver to the range should
be weighed against the fact that a new driver will profit from supervised on-street instruction.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.
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Type

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
in-car use

Charts and/or tables
on accident statistics
related to passing

Handout/pamphlet

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

Part III - Passing

National Safety Council "Six Points for Completed Pass"

FILMS /FILMSTRIPS /SL IDES

"Passing Maneuvers No. 1The Basic Passing
Maneuver," filmstrip, 60 frames, color, Ford Motor
Company.

"Passing Maneuvers No. 2Hazard on the Side,"
filmstrip, 57 frames, color, Ford Motor Company.

"Passing Maneuvers No. 3Oncoming Traffic," 57
frames, color, Ford Motor Company.

"Passing Maneuvers No. 4Being Passed," 51 frames,
color, Ford Motor Company.

"Passing Maneuvers No. 5Passing Emergencies," 64
frames, color, Ford Motor Company.

Simulator Films

"Perfect Passing," 17 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

"Road Check, "` 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"How to Pass Safely," No. 6, Defensive Driving Film
Series, 10 minutes, b/w, Association Films, Inc.

"Passing/Being Passed,"` No. 6, Techniques of
Defensive Driving Series, National Safety Council.

"The Perfect Pass," 30 2x2 slides, National Safety
Council.

"Passing Fancy," 15 minutes, b/w, General Motors
Corporation.

"Hit the Highways,"* 23 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna
Drivotrainer System, film sections as follows:
"Perfect Passing," "Road Check," "Separating and
Compromising Risk,," and "Crash Avoidance."

Allstate Insurance Company, Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet, "Hit the Highways."

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
bookSportsmanlike Driving, 6th Edition,
pp. 150-154, 183-184.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods
and Content, pp. 193-201.

`Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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BASIC REFERENCES (Continued)

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Con-
cepts and Strategies, pp. 131-138.

4nderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
o Drive, pp. 38-41.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 120,
161-162, 191-192, 199-202, 220-222.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume I: Task Descrip-
tions, pp. 32-0 - 32-7.

McKnight, A James, and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp 62-66.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving
Task Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning
Drivers, pp. 31-36.

Quane, W. Laurance, Utilizing the Multiple Car
Driving Range, pp. 18, 20-21, 36-37, 39, 67-68.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, J.E. and Strasser, M.K. Driver and Traffic
Safety Education, p. 259.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving, Practice Driving Guides, for use with
Sportsmanlike Driving, 6th Edition, p. 23.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 401-402.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learn-
ing to Drive, p. 17.

Automotive Safety Foundation.A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 53-54.

.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 204, 205, 262-268.
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Glenn, H.T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 166-167,
192-196, 247-251.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 121-122, 176,
194-205, 224, 234, 367.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 135.

Strasser, M.K. and Aaron, J.E. The New Driver's
Guide, pp. 56-57, 63.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 165, 270, 283-285, 287-288, 291.
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Part I I I - Leaving Traffic

Leaving Traffic

In leaving the roadway, the student should be able to select an appropriate site
and to avoid excessive interference with the flow of traffic.

A driver who intends to leave the roadway must assure himself that the site he has selected will
accommodate him and that he enters that site. at a safe speed. At the same time, he must to cognizant
of the fact that vehicles behind him will not generally anticipate his action, making it particularly
important that he signal his intentions well in advance and avoid reducing his speed any more than is
necessary.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures for leaving traffic safely with minimal
interference to the vehicles behind and to the side of the car.

Selecting a Suitable Place to Leave the Roadway

The area immediately alongside a high-speed or heavily traveled roadway is not generally an
appropriate place to stop. Not only does the act of stopping tend to disrupt the flow of traffic, thereby
creating hazards, but the car is always in some danger while it is close to the roadway. However,
unanticipated problems such as mechanical breakdowns occasionally require the driver to leave the
roadway. In doing so, he must select an area and leave the roadway in a manner that will not create a
hazard to himself or others. He should:

Observe the shoulders and median to determine whether they are firm and wide enough to
accommodate the car.

A car should not be driven onto soft shoulders and medians because they could cause
the car to skid or-ICirn over. Road signs usually warn drivers of soft shoulders.

Narrow shoulders may prevent the driver from parking completely off the roadway. A
car that is partially on the roadway obstructs traffic and may be hit by another
vehicle.

Observe the shoulder for obstructions such as trees, utility poles, and sign posts which Gould
prevent the car from fully entering the shoulder.

Check for vehicles parked along the side of the road.

When other vehicles are already parked along the side of the roadway, the driver
should select a space large enough between vehicles to permit him to enter safely and
clear the roadway completely.

Ascertain that the car will be visible to other drivers when it is off the roadway.

538-604 0 - 74 - 16

Traffic in either direction should be able to see the car from a distance of at least 200
feet.

. 139
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Leaving the Roadway

After locating a suitable place to leave the roadway, the driver should:

Signal to following traffic his intention to leave the roadway.

Communicating to other drivers well in advance of leaving the roadway will reduce the
risk of being hit from behind.

Slow down to a safe exit speed.

After a period of sustained high speed, a driver tends to feel he has reduced his speed
more than he actually has. He must check the speedometer to make sure he has
decelerated adequately for a safe exit. If the speed is too high, the driver could lose
control of the car or collide with a vehicle parked at the side of the road.

On. unpaved shoulders, exit speed should be about 10 miles per ho ur. Leave the
roadway completely before stopping.

On paved shoulders where a higher exit speed is possible, the driver should avoid
excessive deceleration on the roadway in order to minimize the disruption of
traffic and the chances of being struck from the rear.

The student should know the skills involved in leaving a line of traffic.

The driver should develop the ability to select a shoulder that is Um enough and wide enough for
the car. He should also be able to judge whether the place he selects to stop along the side of the road
can be seen at a safe distance by vehicles approaching from both directions.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
leave the roadway safely.

Reluctance to Leave the Roadway

An inexperienced driver may be reluctant to leave the roadway, particularly if the shoulder area
appears to be narrow or covered with loose gravel or soft dirt or sand. To help alleviate some of the
fears the beginning driver might have, the instructor should demonstrate the maneuver.

Physical Appearance of Shoulders

Selecting a suitable place to leave the roadway requires the driver's ability to assess the physical
appearance and safety of roadway shoulders. Often road signs warn the driver of soft shoulders that may
cause the car to skid or turn over. When there are no signs the driver must make a judgment himself as
to the condition and safety of the shoulder.

The new driver may also have difficulty determining whether the shoulder is wide enough. Width
may vary from one area to another along the same roadway, and the driver must make a judgment on
the width while the car is moving.
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Selecting a Safe Speed to Leave the Roadway

The inexperienced driver may have di:ficulty in determining a safe speed to leave the road-
way. Traffic on the roadway, as well as roadside conditions, must be considered. The new driver
may be reluctant to leave the roadway at 10 miles per hour, the recommended speed for driving onto an

unpaved shoulder. On the other hand, he may attempt to leave the roadway at speeds that are
hazardous. Permitting the student driver to practice leaving the roadway will help him develop an ability
to estimate a safe speed.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
in-car use

Simulator Films

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

FILMS/SILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Safe Highway Driving,"" 16 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"You Take the Wheel,". 22 minutes, color,
Allstate Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna
Drivotrainer System, film sections as follows: "High-
way Driving" and "Decision is Yours."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet, "You Take the Wheel."

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 264-265.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descrip-
tions, pp. 33-0 33-3.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 70-71.

Quane, W. Laurance, Utilizing the Multiple Car
Driving Range, pp. 15, 18.19, 36-37, 72.
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Part III Entering Traffic

Entering Traffic

The student should be able to enter a stream of traffic with minimum interruption
of traffic flow.

Any time a driver enters the roadway from a curb or driveway, he risks interrupting the flow of
traffic, thereby constituting a potential hazard to cars already on the roadway. The driver may reduce
this hazard by entering the roadway at a point and time that will minimize the interruption, by warning
vehicles on the roadway of his intent, and by entering the stream of traffic as quickly and smoothly as
possible.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws associated with entering
the roadway from the roadside and from a parking space.

A driver gets into his car several times a day and enters traffic. The degree of difficulty and the
hazards involved in this maneuver depend on the characteristics of the roadside or the parking space he
is leaving, the proximity of other parked vehicles, and the movement of other vehicles in the roadway.

Accidents are frequent when drivers attempt to enter traffic. The more serious ones may involve
pedestrians, sometimes children, who may be behind the car and are not seen by the driver. However,
most are minorscratches and dents in fenders that occur because the driver fails to check traffic and
other parked vehicles before he pulls out of the parking space.

No accurate statistics are available on this type of accident, because many of them are too minor
to be reported to the police. Drivers usually prefer to .pay the cost of repairs themselves rather than
submitting a claim to their insurance company and risking an increase in premium or cancellation of the
policy.

Entering Traffic from the Roadside

To enter traffic safely from a stopped position on the roadside with minimal interruption of
traffic flow, the driver should:

Observe traffic to the front and rear.

Watch for an adequate gap in rear approaching traffic.

Traffic approaching from the rear is entitled to proceed. A car pulling out must yield the
right-of-way.

Signal his intentions to enter the roadway.

Accelerate smoothly into the gap, turning the steering wheel, if entering the pavement from
the shoulder, so that the wheels cross the pavement edge at a sharp angle.

Straighten the wheel to avoid encroaching upon the far lane, and accelerate quickly to match
the speed of the traffic.

Cancel his directional signal.
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Leaving a Parallel Parking Space

When leaving a par Mel park mg space blockiid by a parked vehir le ahead, the driver should:

Back UP slowly and stop before touching the-.vehicle behind.

Turn the steering wheel sharply toward the roadway and shift to drive or low gear.

Signal a turn and check traffic to the front and rear following the procedures for entering
traffic .

Activating the turn signal is not enough. The driver must also make a visual check to con-
firm that his signal has been detected by other drivers. An arm signal may be more visible
to other drivers than the electrical turn signal especially with a vehicle directly behind.

Act elevate forward slowly, making sure the car will clear the bumper of the vehicle ahead.

If more clearance is needed, the driver can repeat the above procedurein addition,
turning the steering wheel toward the curb while backing.

Leaving Angular and Perpendicular Parking Spaces

If facing traffic when leaving a perpendicular parking space, the driver should:

Cher k traffic from the right and left.

Move forward slowly a few feet, without impeding traffic, to provide turning clearance from
adjacent parked vehicles.

Turn the steering wheel as sharply as necessary to achieve the desired direction.

Cher I. the vehir les on both sides arid traffic to the rear and back up slowly, holding the wheel
straight and watching for traffic: that may have been obscured. from view by parked vehicles
on either side.

When bay king out,of an angular or perpendicular parking space, the driver should:

Check the vehicles on both sides and traffic: to the rear and back up slowly, watching for
traf fir that !nay have been obscured from view by parked vehicles on either side.

Stcal()1111111 d passenger outside the car can assist the driver in leaving a parking space
when close proximity of other vehicles makes it difficult for the driver to see
oncoming cars or to judge clearances.

Turn the steering wheel to the right when assured the car will clear adjacent vehicles.

Straighten the steering wheel and stop when the car has fully entered the traffic lane and
shift to drive or low gear, proceeding forward slowly in the lane.

The student should know the skills required for safely entering the roadway from
the roadside and from a parking space.

The driver must he able to assess the suitability of the gap in the traffic which will permit him to
enter the flow of traffic-. He must decide if the, gap is large enough or if the site will change dun,
perhaps, to fluctuations in the speed cf the vehicles involved. He must be able to judge the speed of the
rear - approaching traffic, in order to time his entry into the gap. .

The driver must be able to leave a tight parallel space by integrating sharp steering maneuvers with
careful forward and bac kward movements. He r mist then be able to judge when the car will clear the
vehicle parked in front. These maneuvers must be carried out as quickly as possible so that traffic is not
impeded.
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Part III - Entering Traffic

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
enter traffic from the roadside and from a parking space.

Assessing the Suitability of the Gap in Traffic

Whether entering traffic from a position on the shoulder or from a.parking place the driver will be
required to 9.1ect a safe time for doing so. A beginning driver may be hesitant about moving onto the
roadway, because he is unable to estimate the speed of rear approaching traffic. Judging speed is a

perceptual skill that will require time to develop.
The instructor should be certain that the student driver turns his body to a position that enables

him to see rear approaching traffic without depending completely on mirrors. It is hazardous to rely
solely on the side and/or rearview mirrors when estimating a suitable gap for entering traffic.

The instructor can give a verbal cue to students having difficulties especially when they are
attempting co enter fast moving traffic from the side of the road. In addition, the instructor can have
the student respond verbally to give him practice in gap estimation.

Entering Traffic From a Tight Parallel Parking Space

Entering traffic from a tight parallel parking space requires the driver to integrate very slow
movements with sharp turning movements when there is a suitable gap in the traffic. The student driver
must be able to back slowly while turning sharply toward the curb; then he must move forward slowly
turning sharply toward the roadway. Some beginning drivers may experience difficulty with coordinating
speed and directional control. In order to leave the parking space properly the student must have
mastered brake and/or clutch control so that he can turn the wheel while moving very slowly.

The driver must have an awareness of the space that the car occupies so that he does not touch
the bumpers of the cars to the front and/or rear.

Recognition of Surface Conditions and Entering Angle

A beginning driver will have difficulty recognizing the effects of surface conditions and entering
angle on the time required to reach an appropriate speed, when attempting to enter traffic from the
roadside. This knowledge must be applied when judging gap suitability.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIOS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard for in-car use

State Driver's manual
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FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Entering Traffic From the Roadside

Simulator Films

"Blending in Traffic,"` 20 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"A Drive in an Automatic Shift Car,"' 20 minutes,
color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co..

"Safe Highway Driving,"" 16 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

Leaving a Parking Space

"ABC's of Parallel Parking,"" 19 minutes, color
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Angle Parking and Turning Maneuvers,"" 18
minutes, color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Special Driving Techniques,"" 16 minutes,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"You and the AEtna Drivotrainer System,"" 20
minutes, color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

'The Art of Turning,"" 26 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"You Take the Wheel,"" 22 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

Simulator Films

"Moderate Traffic,"" 26 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Special Maneuvers,"" 28% minutes, color,
Allstate Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

Entering Traffic From the Roadside

Basic References

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivo-
Trainer System, film sections as follows: "The
Drivotrainer System," "Automatic Shift Car," "Blend-
ing in Traffic," and "Safe Highway Driving."

Allstate Insurance Company. A/ /state Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklets as follows: "You Take
the Wheel" and "The Art of Turning."

Anderson, William G. /n -Car Instruction: Methods
and Content, pp. 184-187, 190-191.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manua/ for
Learning to Drive, p. 11.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 83-84, 91.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 189-190.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 120-121.

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Description,
pp. 33-0 - 33-1.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 68-69.

Supplementary References

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 193-194.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and .Driver Education, pp. 214-215.

*Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Leaving a Parking Space

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna
Drivotrainer System, film sections as follows:
"Angle Park-Turn Maneuvers," "Parallel Parking,"
and "Special Driving Techniques."

Allstate Insurance Company, Allstate Gocd Driver
Trainer System, film booklet, "Special' Maneuvers."

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 392, 396-397.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 83-84, 91.

Part III - Entering Traffic

Basic References

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 153, 155.

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 35-8 35-9.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 82-83.

Supplementary References

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 230, 233.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 193-194.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, p. 265.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 188-190.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
pp. 36-37,, 40-41.

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, p. 227.
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Lane Changing

The student should be able to change lanes at the appropriate time and in a

manner that will minimize the chances of collision and disruption of traffic flow.

Whenever a driver changes from one lane of traffic to another, he creates a potential hazard to
himself and to vehicles already in the lane he is entering. The general unexpectedness of a lateral move,
coupled with the limited lateral vision of the lane changer, makes the maneuver particularly hazardous.
Because of the danger, lane changes should be limited to situations where they are necessarypreparing
for a turn or passing a slower vehicleand not simply to gain a small advantage in traffic. The most
critical factors in executing a safe lane change are (1) anticipating the need for the maneuver early,
(2) warning others of intent to change lanes, and (3) making sure there is a sufficient gap in traffic.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to
changing lanes.

Research sliOws that improper lane change is involved in a significant number of highway
accidents. Principal causes are failing to notice vehicles about to, or in the process of, passing in the
adjacent lane and failure to signal a lane change.

Preparing for a Lane Change

Before beginning a lane change the driver should'

Determine legal restrictions on lane changing.

A solid line on the roadway indicates that changing lanes is prohibited, a broken line
that the maneuver is permitted. A solid line and a broken line together indicate that
the driver nearest the broken line is allowed to change lanes.

Check well in advance for traffic that might make the lane change hazardous.

The driver should use both rear and side view mirrors and should glance briefly over
his shoulder so as to detect any vehicle in his "blind spot."

On multilane highways the driver should also watch for vehicles entering the adjacent
lane from a far lane.

Use his directional signal or give a hand signal before initiating a lane change.

Studies have shown that in certain cases as few as 25 percent of drivers actually signal
a lane change.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

Changing Lanes

In changing lanes the driver should

Once having signalled, a second or two, in case he has not detected a driver in his
intended lane, check ow.r his left shoulder (the "blind spot"), and then move smoothly but
quickly into the new lane.

Accelerate slightly before initiating the lane change.

A slight increase in speed expedites the lane change. It will also reveal a vehicle to the
rear that might have been in the "blind spot."

The student should know the skills required for changing lanes.

The driver must be able to determine if the distance and closing rate of following vehicles in other
lanes as well as the traffic flow will give him a safe opportunity to change lanes. He must also judge the
speed and distance of leading vehicles.

He must learn to keep under constant surveillance the traffic to his front, side, and rear and
simultaneously maintain the car within its lane.

Finally, he must be able to accomplish the change in a smooth continuous movement with very
slight steering corrections and accelerator reversals.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning
to change lanes.

Coordination of Surveillance and Steering Activities

Changing lanes is a fairly simple but potentially hazardous maneuver. It requires the driver to be
aware of traffic to the front, rear, and sides and simultaneously to maintain directional control of the
car. Student drivers have a tendency to make prolonged precautionary checks to the side and rear often

turning their shoulders too far and causing the steering wheel to turn.
During these checks traffic and/or potential hazards to the front are not given the proper attention,

and the car may drift from its intended path within the lane. The instructor should explain the hazards
of incorrect surveillance and point out the correct procedure. Use of a brief glance in the mirror or a quick
head turn should be emphasized. The instructor should be prepared to assist manually with the steering
for students who continue to display improper surveillance to the rear and sides.

Estimating Closing Rate and Distance of
Following Vehicles in Other Lanes

The purpose of checking the traffic to the rear and side is to determine if it is safe to begin

moving into the adjacent lane. The inexperienced driver may not have much difficulty in checking
traffic and maintaining directional control. However, he may experience difficulty in correctly assessing
the safety of a lane change. Determining when it is safe to change lanes is a perceptual skill, based
partially upon the driver's estimates of closing rate and distance of following vehicles in other lanes.

The instructor may use a limited form of "commentary driving" when teaching others the lane
changing maneuver. With this technique, the student indicates when he is checking traffic and whether it
is safe to change lanes by using short phrases, such as "traffic check to side," "clear" and "approaching
car." If the student fails to see a potential hazard or indicates erroneously that it is safe to change lanes,

the instructor will have time to warn the student and/or advise against the lane change by saying "No!"
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Part III Lane Changing

The use of limited commentary driving should aid the student in judging whether it is safe to
change lanes. With more experience behind the wheel the beginning driver should be able to make
accurate estimates of closing rate and distance of following vehicles in other lanes.

Smooth Continuous Movement

Most of the problems the student driver will experience when changing lanes are associated with
scanning and making assessments. A few drivers may still: experience some difficulty making a smooth
continuous movement into the intended lane. These drivers should be given additional practice in
accelerating and steering until they are able to accomplish a lane change with very slight steering
corrections and accelerator reversals.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIOS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Ch.' k hoard u t affic
situation board for in
car use

Simulator Films

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"A Driver in an Automatic Shift Car," 20 minutes,
color, AEtna I ife & Casualty Co.

"Expressway Excellence," 17 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"Perfect Passing," 17 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"Expressways are Different," 24 minutes, color,
Allstate Enterprises.

"Intermediate Traffic," 22 minutes, color,
Allstate Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodic:As, and reports that will
provide material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co., in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer System,
film sections as follows: "Automatic Shift Car," "Perfect
Passing," and "Expressway Excellence."

Allstate Insurance Company( Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklets as follows: "Moderate
Traffic," "Intermediate Traffic," and "Expressways
are Different."

Although total length of the visual aid is listed; only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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BASIC REFERENCES (Continued)

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving Guide
for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 23.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 181-183.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods and
Content, pp. 174-192.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Drive, p. 15.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Concepts,
and Strategies, pp. 121-130.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning to
Drive, pp. 36-38.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp..120, 166,
190-191, 204.

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
PP. 34:0 - 34.3.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 72-74.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers, pp. 28-31.

Quane, W. Laurance, Utilizing the Multiple Car Driving
Range, pp. 3, 11, 14, 25, 29, 32, 67.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource CurricuAm
in Driver and Traffic Safety Education. p. 52.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 252-268.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 214.218.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 91, 98, 122, 175,
222-223.

North American Professional Driver Education Association
The New Drivers Guide, (Strasser /Aaron), pp. 32-33.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 8283.
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Parking

The student should be able to identify suitable parking places and maneuver into
them with minimum risk of collision or disruption of traffic flow.

In leaving traffic, the driver is frequently confronted by restrictions as to where he can stop the
car and restrictions imposed either by legal constraints or by the presence of other vehicles. These
constraints give rise to the parking maneuver. While parking is not one of the more hazardous or critical
driving tasks (despite the attention to it in some license examinations), there are elements of danger in
(1) the distraction to and interrruption of traffic flow entailed in seeking a suitable place to park,
(2) the interruption of traffic flow and danger of collision when maneuvering into a confined parking
area (3) the danger to passengers leaving the street side of a parked vehicle, and (4) the danger of the
car moving or being moved if improperly secured.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to parking.

Selecting a Suitable Parking Space

The initial step in the parking procedure is the selection of a suitable place to park. While he is
looking for a place, the driver must not impede traffic unnecessarily; therefore, he should maintain a
speed that approximates the posted limit. When he sees a likely space, he should signal to the vehicles
behind him that he intends to slow down, using an arm signal. This gives him time to inspect the space for
size as well as for any legal restrictions.

Restrictions on parking are fairly uniform from stAtP to state, usually applicable to roadside traffic
controls and such locations as crosswalks at intersections, safety zones, railroad tracks, fire hydrants, and
fire stations. The driver should be familiar with these restrictions. Specifically, it is illegal to park a car:

Within 30 feet of a traffic light or sign located at roadside.

Within 20 feet of a crosswalk at an intersection (except momentarily to discharge or pick up
passengers), to give right-turning vehicles space to turn into the curb lane.

Between a safety zone and the adjacent curb or within 30 feet of the rear side of a safety
zone, except to avoid a traffic conflict. (Safety zones are intended for exclusive use of
pedestrians.)

Within 15 feet of a fire hydrant.

Within 20 feet of a fire station entrance or within 75 feet across from a fire station entrance
(except momentarily to discharge or pick up passengers).

Within 50 feet of 1,1.-1e nearest railroad track.

Alongside curbs that are painted yellow.
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Parking the Car

After locating a suitable parking space, the driver must signal the vehicles behind him that he
intends to stop and enter the parking space, He must execute the procedure as quickly and efficiently as
possible to minimize the danger of other vehicles and the delay to the flow of traffic. He will park
either parallel along the curb or in an angular or perpendicular space.

Parallel Parking

When parking in a parallel space, the driver should:

Signal to traffic behind his intentions to stop.

If lanes permit, signal following traffic to pass before attempting to park.

Position the car alongside and about two feet from the vehicle in front of the selected
parking space, with the wheels straight.

Back slowly, turning the steering wheel fully to the right and looking over the right shoulder
and out the back window.

Straighten the steering wheel when the back of the front seat and the rear of the vehicle
parked in front of the space are aligned.

Check for clearance with the parked vehicle, then look to the rear again.

Continue backing slowly, turning the steering wheel sharply to the left when the front bumper

of the car clears the parked vehicle.

"Creeping" into a parking space gives the driver more time for steering and for checking

the car's position.

Straighten the wheels when the car is almost parallel to the curb and stop the car just short
of the vehicle parked behind.

Center the car in the parking space a foot or less from the curb.

Turn the wheels sharply away from the curb on an upgrade, sharply toward the curb on a
downgrade.

Angle Parking

When entering a parking space at an angle, the driver should:

Signal to traffic behind of intentions to turn left or right.

Position the car approximately six feet from vehicles already parked.

Turn the steering wheel sharply when the near line of the parking space is aligned with driver, at
the same time maintaining a forward motion.

Check for sufficient clearance with the vehicles on either side of the parking space,

When entering to the right, the driver should check the !eft front fender and right rear
door for clearance; when entering to the left, he.should check the right front fender
and the left rear door for clearance.

Center the car in the spate to allow room for opening doors.

Stop the car before the front tires touch the curb.
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Parking on Hills

When parking on hills, the driver should'

Apply the parking brake before shifting to park position in automatic shift cars.

By applying the parking brake before shifting to the park position, the load on the
transmission and parking mechanism can be reduced. (The procedure is reversed when
parked on level roadways.) Movement of the gearshift lever fr-Orn the park position
when leaving the parking space will be easier if the "apply b,okcshift to park"
sequence is followed.

Shifting to park or reverse is imperative on hills to keep the car from coasting.

If there is a curb, turn the wheels sharply away from the curb when parked on an upgrade and
sharply toward the curb on a downgrade, to hold the car in case the brakes or parking gear fail.
if there is no curb, turn the wheels toward the side of the road on both upgrades and downgrades.

Post Parking Procedures

After parking, the driver should:

Place the gearshift level in park or, if the car is without a park position, in reverse.

Apply the parking brake firmly.

Turn off all electrically operated controls and accessories.

Some accessories will be turned off automatically when the engine is turned off.
However, windshield wipers, if not turned off, may scratch the windshield if it is dry
when the car is started again.

The lights and, in some cars, the radio are turned off automatically when the engine is
turned off. If they are left on they will eventually drain the battery.

Turn off the ignition and remove the key.

Close all the windows.

Check for rear approaching traffic before opening the door if leaving the car by the street
side when parallel parked.

The ha/at-cis of getting out of a car on the street side have prompted some states to
_ forbid the opening of car doors on that side after parking.

Look for a vehicle entering an adjacent angle or perpendicular parking space before opening
the door.

Perpendicular Parking

When the approach to a perpendicular parking space is unrestricted, the driver should:

Swing out as much as possible (but at least one car length) beyond the line of parked
vehicles).

BegiA turning when the front end is even with the near side of the parking space, turning the
steering wheel sharply while maintaining a forward motion.

Check for clearance on both sides.
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Center the car in the soat.e, making sure there is room to open the doors.

Stop before the front wheels touch the curb.

When the approach to a perpendicular parking space on the right is restricted, the driver should

Enter forward.

Drive past the parking space until the front bumper is in line with the far side of the next
parking stall.

Back up while turning the steering wheel sharply to the left so that the car turns away from
the parked vehicles.

Stop when the left front of the car is in line with the right side of the vehicle parked to the
left of the space to be entered.

Drive forward and center the car in the space to allow room for opening doors.

When the approach to a perpendicular parking space on the left is restricted, the driver should
reverse the direction of the movements listed above for a restricted approach to a perpendicular parking

space on the right. In so doing, he should:

Back up while turning the steering wheel sharply to the right so that the car turns away
from the parked vehicles.

Stop when the right front of the car is in line with the left side of the vehicle parked to the
right of the space to be entered.

When backing into a perpendicular parking space where the approach is restricted, the driver
should:

Pass the parking space and position the car about four feet out from the parked vehicles.

Stop when the back bumper is at the near sidf: of the parking space, and look to the rear.

Back slowly while turning the steering whc.,e! sharply so that the rear of the car enters the
space.

Lock the car door after getting out of the -ar.

Securing the car (dosing windows, removing the igniliuii key, and locking doors) will
greatly reduce the chance of its being stolen. In about 80 percent of cars that are
stolen, the drivers have left the doors unlocked.

The chance of stolen cars being involved in accidents is 200 times greater than
for owner-driven cars.

The student should know the skills required to enable him to maneuver the car
into a parking space.

To he able to pull the car into a parking space with minirq interruption to traffic flow, the
driver must be able to make small, precise adjustments in steel t acceleration, and backing. Also
involved are use of the clutch (in manual shift cars) and brake, and operation of the gearshift lever. These

adjustments must be made quickly but with care to prevent damage to the car and adjacent vehicles.
The driver must be able to pei-ceive that the size of the parking space is large enough for the car,

approximately 1% car lengths. Attempting to maneuver into a parking space that is too small can tie up
traffic: for a considerable period of time.
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LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning
to park.

Selecting Large Enough Parking Space

A beginning may have diffilty in selecting a parking space large enough to accommodate
the car. There can be several reasons for this problem. First, he may not know how much space he
really needsthe length of the car and the additional space needed for maneuving, It is difficult to
estimate space from a longitudinal axis; the space looks smaller than it really is. parking space across

the street, which the driver views more laterally, will look larger. The driver should check the site of the
selected parking space by driving alongside it and comparing it with the length of the car, then add about
one-quarter length for maneuvering. Practicing on a driving range or on a residential street where there is
little or no traffic will help the student learn to judge the size of a parking space. Traffic cones, flags, or
Stanchions can be used to vary the size of parking spaces. Initially he should be encouraged to avoid tight
parking places while driving in traffic.

Positioning the Car

An experienced driver may not correctly position the car within the space. He may park too far
from the curb, creating a hazard to traffic flow. Or he may neglect to center the car in the parking
space. This can make it difficult for other drivers to pull into the spaces to the front or rear of the car,
or it can make it difficult for him to leave the parking space. The instructor should counsel the student
driver to park the car no farther than 12 inches from the curb and to center the car laterally in the
parking space.

Steering and Speed Control While Parking

A beginning driver ;nay become confused in determining the direction to turn the steering wheel

to make steering correLtions while backing. He may also permit the car to move too fast, which allows
him insuffic ient tune for turning the steering wheel. The instructor should explain the importance of the

brake and/or clutch in controlling the speed during the parking maneuver. He may want to recommend

additional practice for the student on the driving range..

Inadequate Surveillance

Some beginning drivers may devote too much attention to positioning the car for parking and too

little attention to scanning the area for potential hazards. Classroom instruction prior to behind-the-

wheel instruction should point out the importance of both taskS in relation to parking. Instructor
comment during behind-the-wheel training should be an additional reminder.

Distribution of Attention

Student drivers may have difficulty in appropriately dividing their attention to the front and back

while backing during a parking maneuver. Classroom discussion should include an analysis of the parking

maneuver and an identification of the critical points in the maneuver, including the need to check to the

front and to the rear.
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INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source

Classroom and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard for in-car use

Handouts/pamphlets American Automobile Assoc.

National Safety Council

State Driver's Manual

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Angle Parking,". 8 mm, 3-4 minutes, color, McGraw
Hill Book Company.

"Parallel Parking," 8 mm, 3-4 minutes, color, McGraw
Hill Book Company.

"Parking on a Hill," 8 mm, 3-4 minutes, color, McGraw
Hill Book Co.

Simulator Films

"ABC's of Parallel Parking," 19 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"Angle Parking and Turning Maneuvers," 18 minutes,
color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Road Check," 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Title

"How to ParkEvery Time"
"How to Park Your Car"

"Basic Maneuvers II," 30 minutes, Educational television
film produced.15Y South Carolina Educational Television
Center under the auspices of the American Automobile
Association. Order from University of Nebraska.

"Parking," filmstrip, 59 frames, b/w, General Motors Corp.

"Parking Tactics," 16 minutes, color, Charles Cahill Asso.,Inc

"Special Driving Techniques," 20 minutes, color,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Special Maneuvers," 28Y2 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Shift for Yourself," 26 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer System,
film sections as follows: "Angle Pack-Turning Maneuvers,"
"Parallel Parking," "Special Driving Techniques," and
"Road Check."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklets as follows: "Special
Maneuvers" and "Shift for Yourself."

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 19-21.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objectik.ds

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 391-397.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Inst.uction: Methods and
Content, p. 92, 94-95, 230-232.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to' Drive, p. 21.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Concepts,
and Strategies, pp. 34-35, 158-160.



BASIC REFERENCES (Continued)

Anderson, William, G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 26-28.

Center-for' Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 43-44, 56,
145, 152, 154, 166-167, 196-197, 272.

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver Education
Task Voh:me I: Task Descriptions, pp. 35-0 35-7.

Part Ill - Parking

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Education
Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional Objectives,
pp. 76-80.

Quane, W. Laurance, Utilizing the Multiple Car Driving
Range, pp. 13, 15, 17, 34-35, 70-71.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 229-234, 257-258.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 31-32.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Drivcr
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 210-211.

Boehlow, Robert H. "How I Teach Driver Education
Parallel Parking," Safety, November-December 1969.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety and
Driver Education, pp. 139-140, 232-236; 260-266.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, on 86, 32-93, 95-97, 206-207,
222 - 223,252.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 41-45,
187-190. 316-317.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 39-43, 179.

National Education Association, National Commission on
Safety Education. How Experienced Teachers Develop
Good Traffic Citizens: Tips and Cues, pp. 43-46.

North American Professional Driver Education Association
The New Driver's Guide. pp. 21, 34-35, 38-39.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane H.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 88.94.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron, James E.
Driver Education: Learning to Drive Defensively,
pp. 151-152, 178, 226-230.
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Emergency Areas

The student should know how to react when approaching an emergency area.

Because of the irregular movement of traffic in an emergency area, there is the possibility of other

vehicles becoming involved in the emergency situation. The student should continue through the
emergency area unless he is the first to arrive on the scene. In this event, he has a moral responsibility

to stop and render assistance until police and emergency vehicles arrive. His response may decrease the

severity of injuries and prevent other vehicles from becoming involved.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws for driving safely

through or by an attended emergency area or for providing necessary assistance
when he is the first to reach a severe accident.

Approaching/Driving Through Attended Emergency Area

When approaching and driving by or through the scene of an attended accident or emergency

operation (fire, ambulance, and the like), the driver should:

Slow down in advance of the emergency area and prepare to stop, if necessary.

Watch out for traffic officers and other persons on the scene and for un6xpected movement

of vehicles on the roadway.

Look for flares and signals directing traffic through the area, and drive in these designated

areas.

Continue without stopping or slowing down unnecessarily to view the scene.

An already poor traffic situation frequently becomes more difficult when drivers slow
down to view an emergency area.

Drivers who slow down unnecessarily increase the possibility of being hit from the rear

and creating a multiple-car accident.

Approaching Unattended Accident Scene

When approaching the scene of a severe unattended accident immediately after its occurrence, the

driver should:

Stop in a safe place completely off the roadway so that his car does not impede traffic or
the access of emergency vehicles to the scene.

Position flares or signals to warn other vehicles.
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Administer first aid to the injured if necessary.

Contact police and necessary medical assistance if someone else hasn't already done so.

Remain at the scene until help arrives.

Provide information to the police and involved parties if he is a witness to the accident.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIOS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source -Title

Chalkboard

RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 36.20 36-21.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 88-89.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 234.236.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 351-353.

"If There's Trouble on a Car Trip," Changing
Times, August, 1964, p. 26, The Kiplinger
Washington Editors Inc., Washington, D.C.
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Driving by Parked /Parking Vehicles

The student should maintain sufficient surveillance to safely approach and pass
vehicles parked alongside the roadway as well as vehicles in the process of

parking.

Approaching and passing parked vehicles or a vehicle in the process of parking require the driver

to take special safety precautions if a steady flow of traffic is to be maintained. Hazards are created not

only by these vehicles and other motorists but by pedestrians who may appear from between parked
vehicles or emerge from them. A knowledge of the potential hazards and ability to recognize cues which

warn of these hazards will minimize the possibility of an accident.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and hazards involved in driving alongside

parked or parking vehicles and be able to recognize the cues that warn of these

hazards.

General

Because the driver's view is limited on roadways where vehicles are parked or in the process of

parking, he should

Watch for pedestrians or animals entering the roadway from in front of or between parked
vehicles.

Drive at a slower than normal rate of speed.

Approaching Parked or Parking Vehicle:,

When approaching a parked vehicle, the driver should.

If the vehicle's hood is up, slow down and anticipate that the driver may step into the
roadway.

Watch for vehicle doors to be opened or other cues that may indicate the occupants of the
vehicle will exit on the roadway side.

Occupants of the vehicle should be warned of the car's approach by sounding the horn

or flashing the lights.

Move to the left of the parked vehicle, but still remaining in the driving lane, to avoid
striking the vehicle and/or its occupants.

Look for cues to indicate a parked vehicle intends to leave the parking space.
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Cues may include smoke from the exhaust, hand signals from the driver, or activated
turning signals, b i.;k-up lights, or brake lights.

When approaching a parking vehicle, the driver should

Allow sufficient clearance ahead for the driver to complete his parking maneuver without
being crowded.

Passing Parked or Parking Vehicles

When changing lanes to pass a vehicle that is about to enter or exit a parking space, the driver
should

Check traffic to the rear.

Ensure there is adequate clearance ahead.

Ensure that the vehicle's driver is aware of the car's presence before changing lanes.

When the vehicle is parallel parking, allow a full car width between the car and the parking
iehicle.

The student should know the skills involved in driving alongside parked and parking
vehicles.

Maintaining Lateral Distance from Parked Vehicles

The driver must develop the ability to use peripheral and central vision in order to keep the car
within the driving lane yet maintain a safe distance from the parked vehicles.

Maintaining Steering Control While Checking Lateral Distance

The driver must be able to maintain precise steering control when passing parked vehicles in order
to remain within the center of the drivina lane while maintaining a safe distance from the parked
vehicles.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
drive alongside parked or parking vehicles.

Maintaining Safe Lane Position

A beginning driver may have some difficulty in keeping the car within the driving lane while
maintaining a safe distance from parked vehicles. This problem may exist because the student driver may
not as yet have developed skill in using peripheral and central vision to estimate distance between his car
and the vehicles parked on the roadway. This ability is necessary in order to steer the car along a safe
path under these conditions.

Instruction on residential streets where vehicles are parked on the street and where traffic is light
should help the beginning driver overcome this difficulty. When necessary the instructor should give the
driver verbal cues for checking to the side of the car, Over a period of time the student driver should
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develop the ability to estimate how close his car is to parked vehicles while maintaining position within

the driving lane.

Driving Too Close to Parked Vehicles

An inexperienced driver who frequently drives too close to parked vehicles has not yet developed

the ability to estimate lateral distance. In addition, he may not be familiar enough with the size of the

car he is driving to realize that he is too close to vehicles parked along the roadway. He may require

several hours of practice before he begins to develop an appreciation for the space his car occupies. The

driver must become familiar with the space to the front, rear, and sides. Once this ability, and the
ability to estimate distance from the car side to a parked vehicle, are developed he will experience less

difficulty in driving down roadways with parked vehicles.

Other Common Problems

Failure to reduce speed when approaching or driving alongside parked vehicles.

Failure to observe cues and indications that a vehicle is about to leave a parking space.

Failure to check to the rear and side when making a lane change while in the process of passing a .

parked vehicle.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed to

supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Simularor Films

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Intermediate Traffic," 22 minutes, color, Allstate "Road Check," 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Enterprises. Casualty Co.

"Perceptive Driving,"" 23 minutes, Allstate. Enterprises.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide

material for the development of lesson plans.

"Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co, in consultat:r.m with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivo-
trainer System, film sections as follows: "Road
Check," "IPDE," "Separating and Compromising
Risks," and "Crash Avoidance."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklets as follows: "Moderate
Traffic," "Intermediate Traffic," and "Hazardous
Situations."

American Automobile Asiiiciation. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 182.
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Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods
and Content, p. 106.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, p. 176.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume I: Task Descriptions,
P. 36-0.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 90-91.
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Overtaking

The student should be able to overtake characteristically slow-moving or stopped
vehicles, provided the procedure is lawful and justifies the risks involved.

Many types of vehicles use the highways, including some that characteristically do not move very
fast or stop frequentlyfarm vehicles, underpowered vehicles, heavily-loaded trucks, and school buses,
for example. There is a justifiable reason for overtaking such vehicles, provided the law does not
prohibit itand the reason is that the lead vehicle may be moving so slowly it is creating a hazardous
situation. Vehicles pile up behind slow-moving traffic until following drivers begin to take unnecessary
chances to overtake and pass.

There are risks involved in overtaking slow-moving vehicles and vehicles that are stopped on or
along the roadway. The driver must take care that the maneuver is legal and will serve a useful purpose.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to overtaking
another vehicle.

Overtaking Characteristically Slow-Moving Vehicles

In overtaking characteristically slow-moving vehicles as well as vehicles with normal accelerative
capability that reduce their speed to turn, exit or enter a roadway, before crossing railroad tracks, and
the like, the driver should:

Prepare to reduce speed.

Signal to traffic behind his intentions to slow down.

Select one of the following actions:

Pass the vehicle if permitted by law and/or traffic conditions.

Stay behind the vehicle, matching its speed and maintaining an adequate separate
distance.

Reduce speed and remain a sufficient distance behind the vehicle.

Overtaking Stopped Vehicles

When overtaking a stopped vehicle, the driver should:

Watch for passengers leave the stopped vehiLle.

Anticipate that the vehicle might turn suddenly.

111.123
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Observe traffic approaching from the front and rear before attempting to pass the vehicle.

Sound the horn at the stopped vehicle as a warning of his intentions to pass.

Avoiding a Collision With a Stopped Vehicle

If there is insufficient distance to stop before colliding with a stopped vehicle, the driver should.

Attempt evasive steering or passing, if traffic permits.

Avoid hard braking which might result in a skid or loss of control.

The student should know the skills required for overtaking slower-moving vehicles.

Estimation of the Closing Rate

The driver must be able to judge the rate at which his car is closing with the vehicle ahead in
order to adjust his speed or initiate a pass at the proper time. He must learn to associate the rate of
speed with perceptual cues which indicate a shortening of the distance between the car and the vehicle

ahead.
The primary perceptual cue in the daytime is the change in apparent size of the lead vehicle; at

night the cue is the distance between the taillights.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
overtake slower vehicles.

Estimation of Closing Rate

Beginning drivers tend to brake rapidly and/or firmly instead of gradually coming upon and.

overtaking a vehicle. The driver may not yet have developed skill in estimating the rate at which the car
he is driving closes on the vehicle ahead. The instructor should cue the student driver to begin braking if

he observes that the student is unable to make perceptual estimations of closing distance. In addition,
the instructor should identify some of the cues that can be used for judging the rate of closure such as

the change in apparent size of the lead vehicle during daytime and the distance between the taillights at

night.

Other Common Errors

Failure to reduce speed when overtaking vehicles that characteristically move slowly or that are
moving slowly in anticipation of some driving maneuver.

Improper surveillance, when overtaking a stopped vehicle, of the vehicle itself, of passengers

leaving the vehicle, and of surrounding traffic.
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INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Simulator Fif-ns

"Blending in Traffic,"* 20 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"Expressway Excellence,"* 17 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"Perfect Passing,"" 17 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"Road Check,"* 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

"Hit the Highways,"' 23 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide

material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System, film sections as follows: "Blending in Traffic,"
"Perfect Passing," "Expressway Excellence," "Road
Check," "IPDE," and "Decision is Yours."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet, "Hit the Highways."

American Automobile Association, Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 183-184.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 131-135.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver-Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 161-162,
191-192, 204.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Decriptions,
pp. 36-10 36-13.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 104-106.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 121, 186, 194,
200, 367.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/
Aaron), pp. 56-57, 61.

*Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Special Vehicles

The student should know how to react when there are special vehicles, including
school and public transit buses, convoys, and emergency vehicles, in the vicinity.

To be able to respond safely to special vehicles, including school and transit buses, vehicles in a
convoy or procession, and emergency and police vehicles, the driver must know the state and local laws
that- pertain to them. The high speed of ambulances, fire trucks, and other emergency vehicles may
create hazardous traffic situations, as well as delays in the vehicles reaching the emergency scene, if
drivers do not obey the law and grant .these vehicles the right of way.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to
driving in the vicinity of special vehicles.

Special vehicles include school buses, public transporation vehicles, emergency vehicles, and
vehicles in a procession or convoy. When driving in areas where these types of vehicles are present, the
driver should be extremely cautious, yielding the right-of-way as required by law or in the interest of
safety.

Reacting to School Bus and Emergency Vehicles

When following or approaching a school bus, the driver should.

Look for indications that the bus is preparing to stop.

The bus driver will indicate he is preparing to stop by activating the flashing amber
lights or the brake lights.

Groups of children waiting at the roadside or signs designating a bus stop are further
indications that the bus is preparing to stop.

Slow down and come to a complete stop if the bus is coming to a stop in the roadway in
either direction to load and unload passengers.

Drivers are required by law to stop when the bus's flashing red lights and/or mechani-
cal arm are activated, or when the bus door is open.

Most states waive this requirement when the school bus is on the other side of a road
way with a median divider (preventing the children from crossing the roadway).

Remain stopped until the bus's signals have been turned off or the bus proceeds and all
children have cleared the traffic area.

If an ambulance, fire truc k, police car, or other emergency vehicle is approaching from any
direction, the driver should

Pull over to the curb or shoulder and slop.

5:111-604 0 - 74 -
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Clear an intersection before stopping to avoid blocking it.

Proceed when sure that all of the emergency vehicles have passed.

When a siren is heard but the emergency vehicle is not visible, the driver should:

Slow down and open the window to locate the direction of the siren.

Stop and check left and right before proceeding through an intr

When a police vehicle with its signals on is following the driver, he should:

Pull over to the right side of the roadway as soon as it is safe to do so, and stop.

When approaching a vehicle with flashing red or yellow lights, the driver should:

Slow down and prepare to stop if required.

A distance of at least 500 feet should be maintained between the car and the
emergency vehicle ahead.

Other emergency vehicles, perhaps behind the car, should be anticipated.

Watch the roadway beyond the ernerydilLy vehicles for obstacles or disturbances, slow-
moving or stopped vehicles, and officials and pedestrians on the scene.

Reacting to a Convoy

When encountering a funeral procession or other type of convoy, the driver should:

Yield the right of way to all the vehicles in the convoy.

Refrain from cutting into the line of procession.

Approaching a Bus Stop

When approaching a bus stop, the driver .hould:

Watch for pedestrians approaching to board the vehicle.

When the stopped bus is discharging passengers, stop before reaching the bus and remain
stopped until the vehicle proceeds and all passengers have reached safety.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

IH.128
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FILMS /FILMSTRIPS /SL IDES

School Buses

"IPDE,"* color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Road Check,"' 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

Emergency Vehicles

"Blending in Traffic,"* 20 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"Road Check,"* 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Simulator Films

"Special Driving Techniques,"* 16 minutes, color,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Complex Traffic,"* 24 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

Simulator Films

"Drive in Review," 27 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Intermediate Traffic," 22 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide

material for the development of lesson plans.

Emergency Vehicles/Processions or Convoys

Basic References

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivo-
trainer System, film sections as follows: "Blending
in Traffic," and "Road Check."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklets as follows: "Interme-
diate Traffic" and "Drive in Review."

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 114-115.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 168-169,
193-194.

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I. Task Descriptions,
pp. 36-14 36-17.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 108-110.

Supplementary References

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 211, 257.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, P. 166.

School and Public Transit Vehicles

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna
Drivotrainer System, film sections as follows:
"Special Driving Techniques," "Road Check,"
and "IPDE."

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, p. 273.

Basic References

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet "Complex 'Traffic."

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 184-185.

*Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Basic References (Continued)

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, p. 168.

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 36-12, 36-14 - 36-17.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 108-110.

Supplementary References

Center for Safety Education, New York University. Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.Man and the Motor Car, pp. 211, 321. Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 123-127.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, p. 64.
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Negotiating Intersections

The student should know how to approach and proceed through an intersection,
with attention to traffic and traffic controls.

To negotiate an intersection the driver must make decisions on speed, lane selection, and braking,
all the while checking the surrounding traffic and watching for traffic signals placed at intersections to
facilitate the flow of traffic.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to
negotiating intersections.

Approaching Intersection

In approaching an intersection the driver should:

Decelerate gradually but not too early.

Decelerating too early delays following traffic and could cause a rear-end collision
when following drivers are not expecting the car to slow down.

Decelerating too early may cause following drivers to become irritated and initiate an
unsafe pass.

Deceleration should begin early enough to permit the driver to avoid stopping irL the
intersection or crosswalk., which is illegal in many states.

Enter the correct lane as early as possible, but no later than 100 feet prior to the
intersection.

Some states require drivers to enter the correct lane no later than 100 feet before
reaching the intersection.

The car's position in relation to the lanes is a clue to other vehicles of the intentions
of the driver.

Signs generally provide drivers with lane information.

Faiiure to enter the correct lane soon enough to negotiate a desired turn safely is a
primary cause of a significant number of accidents.

If the driver is proceeding through the intersection, he should enter the center lane
(unless otherwise directed) or the left of two lanes.

Use of the center lane avoids conflict with right-and left-turning traffic.
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If the driver plans to make a right turn, he should enter the far right lane (unless
otherwise directed.

If the driver plans to make a left turn, he should enter the far left authorized lane
(unless otherwise directed.

Signal, if intending to turn, by hand or by activating the appropriate directional signal.

Failure to signal or to provide adequate signal is a contributing factor in many
accidents each year.

The signal should be given as soon as possible without causing confusion and no later
than 100 feet prior to the intersection, in accordance with the law prevailing in most
states.

Approaching and Traversing Intersection

In approaching and traversing an intersection, the driver should.

Observe the traffic controls or the traffic officer.
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When the traffic controls and the directions from the traffic officer conflict, the
officer's directions should be followed.

A stop sign requires the driver to come to a full stop, then proceed through the
intersection only when he will not interfere with cross traffic.

At most intersections stop or yield signs are opposite each other, but they inay
also be at right angles.

Failure to honor a stop sign and/or yield sign to all cross traffic before
proceeding past the stop sign is a major factor in a significant number of
accidents each year.

The car's left door post creates a blind spot. Coming to a full stop permits
approaching vehicles to emerge from behind the blind spot.

A yield sign requires the driver to reduce speed and check cross traffic. He may
proceed through the intersection only when he will not interfere with cross traffic.

Failure to yield the right of way is the driver error that most often causes
accidents.

A red traffic light requires the driver to stop until the light is green. He should not
anticipate the green light by moving forward on the yellow light.

Starting before the green light appears will interfere with cross traffic. Many
traffic lights now use the yellow light only before the red light.

In a significant number of accidents, impact occurs after the driver proceeds into
the intersection through red or yellow lights.

A green light or flashing yellow light permits the driver to enter the intersection after
checking for cross traffic.

An estimate of the length of time the prevailing light has been or should be made, if
possible, so that a change in the light can be anticipated.
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If the light changes from green to yellow, indicating generally that the red light will
appear shortly, two options are open:

The driver may decelerate and prepare to stop.

He may proceed through the intersection if he cannot make a full stop prior to
the intersection, or if stopping short of the intersection will cause conflict with
following vehicles.

The first three seconds after the light changes are themost dangerous.

A flashing red light requires the driver to come to a complete stop before entering the
intersection after checking for cross traffic.

A green arrow warns the driver to proceed only in the direction indicated by the
arrow.

In approaching and traversing an intersection, the driver should also:

Observe any vehicle approaching from the left.

Looking for traffic from the left first is advisable since that traffic presents the greater
threat by passing the car's path at a closer distance.

If both the car and the vehicle are on major roads, the driver should observe the
vehicle for indications of deceleration and should prepare to stop if the vehicle does
not yield the right of way. The driver may yield the right of way if it will facilitate
the flow of traffic.

If the car is on a minor road, the driver should estimate the distance and speed of the
approaching vehicle. If it is fast approaching the intersection,. the driver should prepare
to stop and yield the right of way. If the vehicle is signaling for a right turn, the driver
should decelerate and prepare to enter the intersection only after the vehicle has begun

its turn.

Observe any vehicle approaching from the right.

Observing the path of any vehicle approaching from the right will help the driver to
determine if he will have to make a forced stop.

An estimate of the distance and speed of the approaching vehicle should be made.

When the car and vehicle reach the intersection at the same time, the vehicle
from the right is permitted. to continue since it is the first to clear the two
vehicles' line of intersection. This rule applies only when there are no other
traffic controls.

Removing the foot from the accelerator and covering the brake pedal provide an extra
margin of reaction time to respond to the driver who is not obeying the rules. Never
assume the other driver will yield.

If the vehicle is close and fast approaching the intersection, the driver should slow
down or stop to permit the vehicle, to clear the intersection.

Drivers are more accurate in predicting the time that fast vehicles from the side
will reach the intersection than for slow vehicles.

Assurance of being able to get completely through the intersection without having to
stop will help keep traffic flowing smoothly.

Blocking traffic because of failure to con-. passage of the intersection is

illegal in some cities.
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Observe oncoming traffic.

At uncontrolled intersections and those with four-way stops, the driver who first
reaches and stops at the intersection is permitted to continue.

Observing oncoming traffic will alert the driver to indications that a vehicle may turn
left and will give him time to stop.

Observe left-turning vehicles in the intersection to be prepared to stop if the vehicle does not
complete the turn or to permit the vehicle to complete the turn.

Observe traffic ahead.

By observing the traffic ahead, the driver will be prepared to stop if the lead vehicle
should stop suddenly.

The driver should not enter the intersection unless the traffic ahead will permit him
complete passage.

Observe pedestrians.

If pedestrians are near the corner, speed should be reduced and extra caution taken in
forward motion.

The driver must stop, if necessary, to avoid pedestrians in the street.

When approaching and traversing an intersection, the driver should also:

If vision is obscured, stop at the intersection, then edge forward slowly.

A significant number of accidents occurs at intersections where vision is obstructed or
limited by buildings, vegetation, or parked vehicles.

Roadside features obscuring the driver's vision are clues to stop at intersections.

If unable to enter the correct lane for turning, proceed to the next intersection.

Stop before reaching the crosswalk to allow pedestrians to cross unhampered by the car.

Proceeding Through Intersection

In general, when proceeding through an intersection, the driver should:

Avoid route changes while he is in the intersection.

When the signal for a turn is given, the turn should be completed. If no signal is given,
a turn should not be madebecause the maneuver will not be expected by other
drivers.

Loss of control of the car may result if a turn is made suddenly without prior
deceleration.

If a route change is necessary, it should be made at the next intersection with the
appropriate signals being given.

Avoid stopping in the intersection.

Stops should be made in an intersection only when required by traffic.
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When proceeding directly through the intersection, the driver should.

Check cross traffic.

More than 10 percent of the collisions at intersections could be avoided if drivers
checked cross traffic before traversing the intersection.

Yield the right of way as required by law or for safety (See Approaching Intersection).

Observe traffic preparing to turn left.

Left-turning vehicles may be given the right of way when traffic behind the turning
vehicle is heavy and traffic behind the car is light. Yielding the right of way under
these circumstances generally facilitates traffic flow and may prevent an impasse- e.g.,
traffic ahead stopped by the vehicle attempting to turn left across oncoming

Wait until there is a gap of sufficient size to permit complete passage across the intersection.

If a vehicle suddenly appears from the left when the driver is traversing the intersection, the driver
should-

Accelerate rapidly to get out of the way, or swerve sharply to the right to redui e the impact
angle.

A significant number of accidents could be avoided or the severity reduced if the

driver of the car swerves right instead of braking and maintaining course.

If a vehicle approaches rapidly from.the right when the driver is traversing the intersection, the

driver should:

Accelerate rapidly to get out of the way.

Stopping in the direct path of the vehicle should be avoided. Attempting to stop if the
stop cannot be made before entering the path of the vehicle should also be avoided.

In turning right at the intersection, the driver should:

Observe traffic controls as described above in Approaching and Traversing Intersection.

Check cross traffic.

A check to the left should be made to judge the distance from the nearest vehicle.

When a line of traffic is approaching, a gap of sufficient size is required before
proceeding.

A check to the right should be made to see if there is a vehicle in the intended lane.

Position the car for the turn so that it can clear the corner yet remain within the intended
lane.

The car should be close enough to the curb or parked vehicles to prevent a following
vehicle from passing on the right.

Complete the turn.

The turn should be made by the hand-over-hand technique into the transit lane closest
to the curb.
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Shifting should be avoided during the turn.

The turn should be sharp enough to avoid encroaching on the left lane but not
so sharp as to cause the right rear wheel to cut the corner.

A speed between 5-16 miles per hour should be maintained unless traffic requires a
speed of less than 5 miles per hour.

There should be a slight acceleration during the turn since excessive speed
reduction during the turn interrupts the flow of traffic, causing delay and
increasing the chance of a rear-end collision.

In turning left at the intersection, the driver should:

Observe traffic controls as described above in Approaching and Traversing Intersection.

Check cross traffic from both directions.

Wait for a sufficient gap in traffic from both the left and right to permit the turn to be
made without danger.

Avoid pulling halfway into the intersection if it would interfere with cross traffic.

If there is no oncoming traffic, pull partially into the intersection and begin the turn before
reaching the center of the cross street.

The turn should be made into the far left lane in the direction of intended travel,
then the car steered into appropriate lane for normal driving.

If there is oncoming traffic stopped at the intersection when the driver wishes to turn left, the
driver should
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On a green arrow:

Proceed to make the left turn across the path of oncoming traffic as indicated directly
above for "no oncoming traffic."

Prepare to stop before turning left if the green arrow disappears.

On an advanced green light:

Turn across the path of oncoming traffic immediately after the light has turned green.

"Advanced green" means that oncoming traffic is stopped during the initial
portion of the green cycle.

Check to make sure that oncoming traffic has not anticipated the green light.

Oncoming traffic may have reacted to the end of the cross traffic's yellow cycle
rather than waiting for the green light.

Prepare to stop if oncoming traffic moves forward, indicating termination of the
advanced period.

On a delayed green light:

Wait until oncoming traffic has stopped, indicating the beginning of the delayed
period.

Turn left across the path of oncoming traffic.
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If there is oncoming traffic approaching the intersection when the driver wishes to turn left, the
driver should.

Proceed through the intersection if this action does not impede the progress of oncoming
traffic.

If the oncoming traffic is close, proceed to the center of the intersection, remaining to the
right of the center line with the wheels pointed straight ahead and the foot on the brake.

Proceeding to the center of the intersection allows the left turn to be completed more
quickly when traffic permits.

Keeping the wheels straight ahead instead of turned to the left, and keeping the foot
on the brake prevent the car frnm being pushed into oncoming traffic if struck from
behind.

Wait until the oncoming traffic has traversed the intersection.

Failure to yield to oncoming traffic prior to initiating a left turn at an intersection is a
factor in a significant number of accidents.

Reassess oncoming traffic for an acceptable gap.

The cross street to the left should be checked to make sure it is clear of pedestrians
and vehicles. This prevents the driver being forced to stop into the line of oncoming
traffic.

If an oncoming vehicle is signaling a turn toward the driver's right when the driver wishes to turn
left, he should:

Proceed partially into the intersection and stop, remaining to the right of the center line
with the wheels pointed straight ahead, the foot firmly on the brake.

Observe the oncoming vehicle to verify the turn, because his signal for a left turn may be in
error.

Once the oncoming vehicle hos stopped or indicates his intention to stop, the driver should:

Stop in advance of the oncoming vehicle, leaving sufficient heading to complete the
turn.

Two left-turning vehicles shduld cross in front of one another rather than behind.
This allows two lines of traffic to complete turns without interfering with one
another.

Pause and observe any traffic passing to the right of the oncoming vehicle.

If there is through traffic, the driver should yield to it.

The cross street to the left should be checked for pedestrians or vehicles.

If the oncoming vehicle is signaling a turn toward the driver's left when the driver wishes to make
a left turn, the driver should:

Proceed partially into the intersection and stop until the oncoming vehicle begins its turn.

The oncoming vehicle's right turn signal may be in error, or the driver may change his
mind.

Turn left into the nearest lett lane of the cross street, after the other vehicle has wiripleted
its turn.
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The student should know the skills required for negotiating intersections and
responding to traffic and traffic controls.

Estimating When It Is Safe to Proceed

When proceeding through an uncontrolled intersection and not having the right-of-way, the driver
must be able to judge whether he can clear an intersection ahead of cross traffic. This judgment depends
on his ability to (1) estimate the speed and distance of an oncoming vehicle(s) and the time that is
available before the first vehicle arrives ("lag") or between two approaching vehicles ("gap"); and
(2) estimate the amount of time needed to cross the intersection.

Coordinating Speed and Directional Control

The driver must also be able to coordinate speed and directional control activities with attempts to
detect possible hazards when approaching or proceeding through an intersection. Coordination may not
be ...difficult to achieve in lightly travelled areas such as residential areas, although the presence of
children and animals still requires the driver to constantly ,,can the environment while driving. In urban
areas, coordination of surveillance and control activities is more demanding.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
negotiate intersections.

Noting/Responding to Traffic Controls

A beginning driver may have a tendency not to notice, or may fail to respond to,,Iraffic signs and
signals at an intersection. This-difficulty may occur at the start of on-street driving and continue
through the later instructional period. When this problem occurs the instructor should note the
acceleration-deceleration habits of the student on his approach to the intersection. If he appears to
continue to accelerate beyond the point where he should begin to brake, the instructor should tell him
immediately that a signal is coming up, then make sure the student responds accordingly.

Determining Time and Space for Turn at Intersection

One of the most dangerous learning problems for a new driver is determining whether he has
enough time and space to make a left turn across the path of oncoming traffic. He may start the turn,
then discover the gap is not large enough. The instructor should prevent this situation from occurring by
emphasizing the importance of being certain the path is clear before he begins the turn. He may also
encourage the student to tell him when it is safe to start turning, then do so with the instructor's
approval. Practice in gap estimation may be provided by stopping at the corner and timing gaps between
vehicles that pass. Generally, a 6-7 second gap will be required for a right turn and an 8-9 second gap
for a left turn.
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Positioning the Car in the Intersection for Turn

A beginning driver may have difficulty in knowing where to position the car for a turn at an
intersection. This may be due to the lack of reference points in the center of the intersection. The result
is that the new driver turns too early or too late. The instructor should tell the student immediately
that he turned early or late and have him practice until he knows what the position of the car should be
in the intersection for the turn.

Problems Related to Steering/Turning

Learning problems associated with steering and turning may also apply to negotiating intersections.
Excessive speed, rigid use of the hand-over-hand technique, and late recovery when turning should be
anticipated when a student driver begins practice in approaching and proceeding through an intersection.
A new driver may also have difficulty scanning ahead to observe traffic ahead, oncoming traffic, and
cross traffic. He tends to look directly in front of the car. The instructor should caution the student to
lOok along the intended path, whether it's a straight path or a turning path.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board for
in-car use

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

Handouts/pamphlets National Safety Council

FILMS /FILMSTRIPS /SL IDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Basic Intersection Maneuver," filmstrip, 35 frames,
color, Ford Motor Co.

"Intersection Maneuver - Right of Way," filmstrip,
40 frames, color, Ford Motor Co.

"Intersection Maneuver - Through Signal," filmstrip,
15 flames, color, Ford Motor Co.

"The Crossroads Crash," No. 5, Techniques of Defensive
Film Series, 7-10 minutes, color, National Safety Council.

"Crossroads Crash"
"Traffic Control Devices"

data sheet

"Intersection Safety," 10 minutes, color, National
Safety Council.

"Intersection Controls," filmstrip, 67 frames, b/w, General
Motors Corp.

"Where They Meet," 35 mm filmstrip, 14 minutes, color,
Bureau of Safety.
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Simulator Films

-Blending in Traffic,"* 20 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"Road Check, "" 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

"Special Driving Techniques, "" 16 minutes, color,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Traffic Strategy,". 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life
Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"The Art of Turning,"* 26 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Complex Traffic:** 24 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Moderate Traffic,"* 26 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that wil!
provide materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer System.
film sections as follows: "Blending in Traffic," "Traffic
Strategy," "Special Driving Techniques," "Road Check,"
"IPDE," and "Separating and Compromising Risks."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver Trainer
System, film booklets as follows: "The Art of Turning,"
"Moderate Traffic," and "Complex Traffic."

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 115, 178-181.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Concepts,
and Strategies. pp. 139-143, 149.151.

Andersor., William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning to
Drive, pp. 49-52.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 162-165,
226-227, 233, 262-265.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver Education
rask Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions, pp. 41-0 41-9.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional Objectives,
pp. 112-118.

Quane W. Laurance, Utilizing the Multiple Car Driving
Range, pp. 9, 12, 27, .29-30, 32.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFFRENCES

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curriculum
In Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 55-56.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 205-206, 252, 268.269.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel. pp. 163-165,
251-254.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 63-66, 126-131.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso-
ciation, The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
pp. 28-29.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 120-121.

Strasser, Marlenci K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, p. 181.

*Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Traffic Circles

In negotiating traffic circles, the student should select the correct lane and observe
the path of other vehicles so that he does not impede traffic.

Traffic circles are designed to expedite traffic at points where several roadways converge. Such a

situation is characteristic primarily of older roadway systems and traffic circles are found primarily in

the East. Beginning drivers at first may find them confusing until they learn the traffic patterns and are

able to judge gap or lag while maintaining steering control and observing traffic carefully. Not knowing
which lane to be in may create a bottleneck which defeats the purpose of a traffic circle.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and regulations for netotiating
traffic circles.

Negotiating Traffic Circles

In negotiating a traffic circle the driver should:

Enter the circle in a counterclockwise direction, yielding to vehicles already in the circle.

If vehicles already in the circle are unable to continue or exit freely, the flow around
the circle will be obstructed.

Traffic circles are designed to slow down traffic and kdep all traffic moving to the
right of the circle.

The outside lane of the traffic circle should be used by drivers traveling less than

halfway around the circle.

The inside lane should be used by drivers traveling more than halfway around the
circle.

Leave the traffic circle by the outside lane, entering this lane in advance of exit.

Traffic must be watched carefully during the maneuver to get into the exit lane.

The student should know the skills required for negotiating traffic circles.

Coordinating Surveillance, Steering, and Speed Control

Negotiating traffic circles is a difficult maneuver because the driver must concentrate on several

tasks simultaneously. While watching for other traffic leaving the circle, the driver who intends to enter

the circle must also give attention to steering and speed control. He must also be able to jUdge "gap" or

"lag" as in a right-hand turn. He frequently may have to "sift through" traffic to move to the inside or
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outside of the circle. The judgment of gaps at this point resembles more the lane change or on-ramp
problem in that it must be done over the shoulder or through a mirror while attending to the path
ahead.

When leaving the circle the driver again must judge when it is safe, coordinating steering and speed
control while observing traffic entering the circle.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
negotiate traffic circles.

Coordinating Surveillance, Steering, and Speed Control Activities

Student drivers can be expected to have difficulty entering, maneuvering within, and leaving traffic
circles because they must concentrate on several tasks simultaneously. Traffic mix exercises on a
multiple car driving facility should be used to provide student drivers with practice in coordinating
steering and speed control activities with the surveillance activities required for safely negotiating traffic
circles. During on street instruction the instructor should use verbal cues to aid students, gradually
withdrawing the cues as they become more proficient.

Lane Selection

Student drivers frequently select the improper lane in a traffic circle, particularly when they wish
ter leave the circ Ie. In attempting to overcome that problem an instructor should demonstrate negotiating
a frafiii: Girt le, (ommenting on the procedures during the course of the demonstration. When students
um( Ili a the. maneuver the instructor should provide verbal cues, reducing the frequency of the cues as
pfa f nt maw f imp/ ()yes.

INSTRUrTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
in car use

111142

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title
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RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver Education Quane, W. Laurance, Utilizing the Multiple Car Driving
Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions, pp. 41-14 - 41-15. Range, pp. 15, 18-19, 36-37, 72.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume III: Instructional Objectives,
pp. 126-127.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCE

3);.;-,:ly, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety and
Driver Education, p. 132.

536 -604 o - 74 - 19
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On-Ramps

The student should know the importance of the on-ramp as a characteristic of the
freeway system.

At each freeway or limited access interchange an access or on-ramp is provided to permit the
driver to enter the main roadway at minimum risk. The beginning driver should learn to take advantage
of the strategy of the on-ramp, which is designed to meet the special demands of the freeway system.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedure and hazards that pertain to the use
of on-ramps.

While on-ramps are less dangerous than off-ramps, they still account for about 5 percent of all
freeway accidents. Most ..dangerous are ramps without acceleration lanes and those entering on the left
side speed lane.

Approaching and Entering On-Ramp

In approaching and entering an on-ramp, the driver should:

Look for "wrong way" and "do not enter" signs prohibiting entry on the ramp.

Many fatalities occur each year because of wrong way driving on freeway ramps.

Observe the posted speed limit, checking for signs to reduce speed or to yield to other
vehicles.

When entrance speeds are high and where acceleration lanes are short, on-ramps will
have a high accident rate.

Observe the general configuration of the on-ramp/main roadway to determine the following:

Whether the on-ramp feeds into the right side or left side of the main roadway.

Whether there is an acceleration lane at the end of the on-ramp.

Whether any off-ramps or deceleration lanes cross over or share continuing portions of
the on-ramp.

Whether the configuration of the on-ramp/main roadway affects the available merging
distance and probable merging pattern.

Survey traffic on the main roadway by looking over the left shbulder if entering the main
roadway from the right, and over the right shoulder if entering the main roadway from the
left.

Using the mirrors to check on traffic will give the driver further assurance on traffic
conditions.
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Before attempting to merge, check the location and speeds of lead vehicles on the on-ramp
or acceleration lane.

Make initial adjustment in speed, based on traffic and configuration of the ramp and main

roadway.

If-no traffic is present, continue on the on-ramp and enter the main roadway.

When traffic is present, prepare to merge by using the on-ramp to accelerate to the speed of
traffic on the main roadway if possible, checking the traffic ahead on the ramp and being

prepared to stop or slow down if necessary.

Vvrien acceleration lanes are short, drivers tend to stop at the end of them rather than
using them for acceleration. Thus, on-ramps with minimum acceleration lanes are more
dangerous than those with lugger acceleration lanes.

Select a gap in the traffic that will permit the car to merge without interfering with the
progress of other vehicles.

If no gap is visible, watch the ramp ahead and the main roadway. He should stop before

reaching the end of the on-ramp if it appears it will be necessary to wait for a gap. This will
allow room for acceleration.

Long Entrance Ramp (Acceleration Lane)

When driving on an acceleration lane that continues as an off-railip for the main roadway traffic,

the driver should watch carefully for vehicles leaving the main roadway and crossing over and merging

onto the acceleration lane. In preparing to merge, the driver should:
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Use the acceleration lane to match the speed of the traffic on the main roadway.

Check traffic ahead on the acceleration lane.

If it is practical, the vehicles ahead should be allowed to leave the acceleration lane
before the driver attempts to merge onto the roadway. .

Check traffic on the main roadway through mirrors and by glancing over both shoulders when

parallel to the main roadway.

Select a gap that will. permit ihe car to merge onto. the main roadway without interfering
with the progress of other vehicles.

If no gap is visible, hesitate on the beginning portion of the acceleration lane, if necessary,

to await an acceptable gap.

The car should not be stopped on the acceleration lane.

Signal his intention to enter the main roadway.

If a portion of the acceleration lane also serves as Ei deceleration lane for an off-ramp,
the signal should be made when the driver reaches the common portion of the lane.

If it is not possible to merge safely the driver should continue on the deceleration lane

and exit.

Enter the main roadway, observing the lead vehicle and the gap through the side window
and following vehicles through mirrors.

Minor adjustments in speed may have to be made.

Steer the car smoothly into the adjacent lane of the main roadway.
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Merging With Main Roadway Traffic

When approaching and entering the main roadway, the driver should:

Adopt a speed that allows the car to reach the main roadway coincident with the gap.

Recheck the traffic on the main roadway and on the ramp.

Signal his intention to merge onto the main roadway.

The signal should be made early enough so that traffic on the main roadway can swing
into the adjacent lane, if it is empty, to perm the driver to enter.

Permit the vehicle ahead to leave the ramp, if practical, before attempting to enter the main
roadway.

Observe the lead vehicle and the gap through the side window and the following vehicles
through the mirrors.

Drive within the borders, pavement markings, or curbings that divide the entrance ramp from
the main roadway.

Guide the car into the adjacent lane of the main roadway, adjusting speed as necessary.

The student should know the skills required for entering the main roadway from
an on-ramp.

Estimating Speed and Distance of Rear Approaching Vehicles

The driver must be able to determine when it is safe to enter the main roadway from an entrance
ramp. This is a perceptual skill based upon the driver's estimates of the speed and distance of rear
approaching vehicles on the main roadway. These estimates are utilized in making judgments on the time
that is available before the first car arrives ("lag") or between two rear approaching vehicles ("gap") on
the main roadway.

Coordinating Surveillance and Steering Activities

The driver must also possess skill in coordinating steering and surveillance activities: On both long
and short on-ramps the driver must check traffic on the main roadway` while travelling down the ramp.
At the same time, he must be able to maintain the proper path on the ramp..

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
enter the main roadway from an on-ramp.

Selecting Gap

A new driver generally tends to be overcautious in selecting the moment to enter main roadway
traffic from an entrance ramp. The instructor should give verbal cans to the student driver to enter the
roadway. He should also explain terms or concepts such as "lag," "gap," and "accelerative capability" to
the driver and the relationship of each to entering the main roadway safely.

A few student drivers may not be cautious'enough and may attempt to enter the roadway when it
is unsafe. The instructor should cue such students to "brake" immediately. The procedures and concepts
associated with entering traffic should be reviewed.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

Stopping When Ramp is Short

A beginning driver tends to want to stop before entering the main roadway when the entrance is
short. The instructor should remind student drivers that reducing speed excessively or stopping on an
on-ramp is dangerous for two reasons the risk of the vehicle following hitting the car from the rear; and
length of time required to accelerate from a stopped position or very slow speed to the normal highway
speed. The student must learn to use the lane for acceleration so that he can merge smoothly onto the
main roadway.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
in-car use

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Freeway Driving is Different,"' 14'h minutes, color, "Jet Age Driving & Behind the Scenes,"" 2 films
American Automobile Association. one reel, 17 and 20 minutes, color, Modern Talking

,.. Pictures Service, Inc.
"Freeway Driving Tactics, "' 16 minutes, color,
Charles Cahill Associates, Inc. "Multiple Lane Traffic," 16 minutes, b/w, Progressive

Pictures.
"Freeway Maneuver No. 1Entering the Freeway,''
filmstrip, 23 frames, color, Ford Motor Company.

Simulator Films

"Drive in Review," 27 minutes, color, Allstate Enterprises. "Expressway Excellence, "' 17 minutes, color, Aetna
Life & Casualty Co.

"Expressways are Different, " 24 minutes, color,
Allstate Enterprises.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer System,
film section "Expressway Excellence."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver Trainer
System, film booklets as follows: "Expressways are
Different," and "Drive in Review."

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 191, 195-197.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Drive, p. 25.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Concepts,
and Strategies.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning to
Drive, p. 49-52.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 218-219, 222.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions, pp. 42-0 42-6.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional Objectives,
PP. 128-131.

Quane, W. Laurance, Utilizing the Multiple Car Driving
Range, pp. 15, 18-19, 36-37, 72.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and Traffic
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, p. 239.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curriculum
in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, p. 52.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, p. 213.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhotf,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 220-221, 233.

North American Profession& Driver Education Asso-
ciation. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
P. 62.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 118, 140.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, p. 287.



Part III - Off-Ramps

Off-Ramps

The student should know the importance of the off-ramp as a characteristic
of the freeway system.

Before a driver gets on the freeway, he should know his route, including the exit he must use to
reach his destination. Missing the desired exit may cause delays in the driver's journey or force him to
take risksor make illegal turns to correct the error. Off-ramps are designed for the safety of drivers
wishing to leave the main roadway and for the continuance of the flow of traffic on the main roadway
without interruption. They are less difficult to negotiate than an on-ramp, but are more hazardous
because drivers exit a limited access highway at a higher rate of speed than they enter it.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and hazards that pertain to the use
of off-ramps for leaving the main roadway.

Preparing to Leave Main Roadway

The design of freeway exits is often complex. The directions of the exits may vary markedly from
what the driver may expect. In preparing to leave the main roadway on an off-ramp, the driver should.

Watch for signs indicating the distance to and location of the desired exit.

Move well in advance into the lane that leads to the exit.

Watch for a deceleration lane.

Approachifig and Entering Off-Ramp

When approaching and entering the off-ramp, the driver should:

Signal his intention to turn onto the off-ramp.

Look for posted signs indicating off-ramp speed limits.

Guide the car smoothly onto the off-ramp.

When a deceleration lane is not provided, the driver should:

Slow down on the roadway, but no more than necessary to reach a safe speed for entering
the off-ramp.

Slowing down on the main roadway i s a major cause of a l l freeway exit accidents. I t is
particularly critical in the case of left-hand exits owing to faster speeds in the left lane
and the failure of drivers to expect deceleration in that lane.

Check for roadway entrances near the off ramp, watching for vehicle merging into and
diverging out of the roadway and adjusting speed to accommodate the entering traffic.
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When a deceleration lane is provided, the driver should:

Move into this lane as soon as it is safe to do so.

Moving into_the deceleration lane as soon as possible after the onset of this lane
reduces the need to decelerate on the main roadway and precludes the necessity for
cutting in front of the vehicle already present in the deceleration lane.

Begin deceleration after moving into the deceleration lane.

Slowing down on the main roadway is a major cause of all freeway exit accidents. It is
particularly critical in the case of left-hand exits, owing to faster speeds in the left lane
and the failure of drivers to expect deceleration in that lane.

Glance at speedometer to ensure appropriate deceleration prior to entering the off-ramp.

While off-ramps with large turning radii and long deceleration lengths are the safest,
those with medium turning radii are the most dangerous, due possibly to the failure of
the driver to perceive the danger as greatly as in an off-ramp with a short radius curve.

When the deceleration lane is also a part of the acceleration lane for vehicles entering the
roadway, watch for vehicles entering the lane and adjust speed to accommodate entering
traffic.

Driving on Off-Ramp

When driving on the off-ramp, the driver should:

Observe speed limit signs.

Observe the general configuration of the interchange.

Drive in the center of the off-ramp lane, staying clear of any barriers.

Nearly three-fourths of all ramp fixed-object accidents occur on off or exit ramps.

Observe signs on cross roadways that give information on alternate destinaiiul,

The design of freeway exits is often sufficiently complex that the points and directions
of exits vary markedly from expectation. Avoiding an incorrect exit or use of an
entrance requires dose attention to signs.

Make sure he slows down to a safe speed.

Watch for traffic, as he nears the end of the off-ramp, that may be stopped or waiting in
line at the end of the ramp.

Slow down and prepare to stop when nearing the end of the off-ramp.

The student should know the skills required for using an off-ramp to leave the
main roadway.

Estimating Ramp Speed

The driver must be able to judge from the length and curvature of the ramp the maximum speed

at which he may safely enter the off-ramp without obstructing following traffic. When he has entered

the off-ramp, he must be able to judge from the rate of curvature how much more he must slow down

before entering the curve. It may be necessary to slow down very abruptly if the ramp is short and if it

curves sharply.
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LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
use an off-ramp to leave the main roadway.

Speed Adjustment

Beginning drivers may experience some difficulty in determining when to adjust car speed when
leaving the main roadway. Some students may slow down on the main roadway long before it is

necessary and, consequently, impede traffic flow. Others may not slow down soon enough on the
roadway or on the off-ramp creating a hazard to themselves and others in the vicinity. In either case the
instructor should give the student driver a verbal cue and review the procedures for leaving the roadway
on an off-ramp with and without a deceleration lane.

Estimating Ramp Speed

In addition to determining when to reduce speed, beginning drivers may have difficulty in
estimating the maximum speed at which he may enter the ramp safely without obstructing traffic to the
rear. Many off-ramps have posted exit speeds. The task of estimating the maximum speed in such cases
is eliminated. At other times heavy traffic ahead on the ramp will cue the driver to slow down.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
incar use

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Freeway Driving is Different,"' 14%2 minutes, color
or b/w, American Automobile Association.

"Jet Age Driving and Behind the Scenes,'"' 2 films - one
reel, 17 and 20 minutes, color, Modern Talking
Pictures Service, Inc.

"Freeway Driving Tactics,"' 16 minutes, b/w, Charles
Cahill Associates, Inc. "Multiple Lane Traffic,"` 16 minutes, Progressive

Pictures.
"Fieevvay Maneuver No. 4, Leaving the Freeway,"`
filmstrip, 21 frames, color, Ford Motor Company.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Simulator Films

"Drive in Review," 27 minutes, color, Allstate Enterprises.

"Expressways are Different," 24 minutes, color,
Allstate Enterprises,

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"Expressway Excellence," 17 minutes, color,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's. Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer System,
film section, "Expressway Excellence."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver Trainer
System, film booklets as follows: "Expressways are
Different" and "Drive in Review." 2,
American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 191, 206.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Drive, p. 25.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Concepts,
and Strategies, pp. 197-199.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning to
Drive, pp. 49-52.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, p. 222.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions, pp. 42-6 42-10.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional Objectives,
pp. 132-134.

Quane, W. Laurance, Utilizing the Multiple Car Driving
Range, pp. 15, 18-19, 36-37, 72.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Marland K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, p. 239.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curriculum
in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, p. 52.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 218-219.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 230-232, 236.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso-
ciation. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
p. 63.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 140, 148.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, p. 288.

`Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instruction& objective.
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Part Ill - Hills

NIlls

The student should be able to downshift, brake, and accelerate correctly to
maintain sufficient speed control when negotiating hills.

The limitations to visibility on a hill, the possibility of stalling behind slow-moving vehicles, and
the danger of brakes fading or burning out on a steep downgrade, make hills a dangerous factor in the
driving environment. The driver must learn how to control his speed on upgrades and downgrades by
proper use of the accelerator and brake pedals and the gearshift lever.

ORIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to
negotiating hills safely.

Approaching Upgrades

When approaching an upgrade, the driver should:

Check following traffic for trucks or heavy vehicles approaching the upgrade at exces-
sive speed.

Accelerate slightly if the car is underpowered in relation to the grade.

Select the appropriate lanethe far right lane or auxiliary climbing lane, if there is one, if
the car is underpowered or will be operating at a low speed.

Negotiating Upgrades

In negotiation an upgrade, the driver should:

Maintain a constant speed by applying sufficient pressure to the accelerator pedal.

Shift to a lower gear (downshift) or move the selector lever from drive to low if slow-moving
vehicles are observed ahead on a long or steep upgrade.

Trucks generally must downshift near the crest of hills or long grades, which reduces
their speed markedly.

Shifting to a lower gear increases the pulling power of the engine, thereby preventing
the car from vibrating and/or stalling.

Watch for signs that the car is overheating, especially on long, steep upgrades.

Downshifting causes the an to turn at a higher speed, drawing in more air through the
radiator.

Downshifting and/or turning on the heater may alleviate'this problem. Turning on the
heater helps dissipate the heat in the radiator by cycling the radiator coolant through
the r.or",, healer unit.
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Approaching Crests

When approaching a crest, the driver should:

Decelerate slightly to compensate for limited sight distance and for an anticipated increase in
speed upon cresting.

Failure to reduce speed to compensate for limited sight distance upon cresting a hill is

a significant factor in many accidents.

When approaching a crest on a narrow roadway, the driver should

Keep far to the right.

Sound the horn to alert oncoming vehicles.

Approaching Downgrades

When approaching a downgrade, the driver should.

Look for signs indicating the length and/or grade of the downgrade.

Test the brakes, is the grade is long and/or steep.

In case of brake failure, preparation can be made for slowing down or leaving the
roadway before starting down the grade.

Shift into lower gear before starting down a long, steep downgrade.

The additional braking power provided by the engine in low gear reduces wear on the
brakes. Riding the brakes builds up intense heat which is damaging to both brakes and
tires.

Decelerate prior to starting down a steep downgrade.

If too much velocity is attained, it may be impossible to decelerate on the downgrade.

Negotiating Downgrades

When negotiating a downgrade, the driver should

Check the rearview mirror periodically to determine whether vehicles behind may be
accelerating excessively.

Maintain a constant speed by reducing accelerator pressure, applying the brakes partially,
throughout the descent, if necessary, or shifting into a lower gear.

To control speed the car must be kept in gear and not permitted to coast.

Yield the rightof-way when meeting a vehicle if the downgrade is narrow, by backing into a
safe turnout, if necessary, and allowing the vehicle to continue. It is easier to control a car
when backing up than when backing down.

Approaching Bottom of Downgrade

When approaching the bottom of a downgrade, the driver should

Shift back into normal driving range.

Resume normal driving speed.
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The student should know the skills required for negotiating hills safely.

Determining When to Downshift

The driver must be able to judge, from the car's responsiveness and from the engine's sound and
vibration, when to downshift when climbing a hill. If the car appears to lose accelerative power while
climbing a hill, or if it vibrates or indicates it may stall, the driver should downshift.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
negotiate hills.

Determining When to Downshift

A beginning driver in a manual shift car may have difficulty in determining when to downshift
(shift to a lower gear) on hills. He should be aware of the fact that downshifting increases the pulling
power of the engine on an upgrade and provides the braking power of the engine on a downgrade.

When the car is negotiating a long, steep upgrade or when it is behind slow-moving vehicles, it may
vibrate or appear about to stall. Downshifting will give the engine more power and prevent stalling and
vibration. The student must learn to time the downshift before the engine does stall.

Downshifting for descending a hill eliminates the need to apply constant brake pressure which
could cause the brakes to burn out. The instructor should make sure the student learns to downshift for
a downgrade before starting down the hill.

Observing Rear Approaching Traffic

The beginning driver may tend to concentrate on speed control and devote too little attention to
traffic approaching from the rear. When negotiating downgrades and approaching upgrades he should
periodically check the rear view. mirror to see if vehicles behind him are accelerating excessively.
Students neglecting surveillance activities should be reminded of their errors.

Other Common Problems

Failure to maintain constant speed when negotiating grades.

Failure to reduce speed sufficiently on approach to the crest to compensate far limited sight
distance and for an anticipated increase in speed.

Improper lane selection and/or position when negotiating grades.
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INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or

constructed to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
in-car use

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Simulator Films

"Safe Highway Driving," 16 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Title

"Shift for Yourself,"' 26 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will
provide material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer System,
film section "Highway Driving."

Allstate Insurance Company. A //state Good Driver Trainer
System, film booklets as follows: "Hit the Highways,"
and "Shift for Yourself."

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving Guide
for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 21-22, 36.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 166-168, 230, 397-400.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Concepts,
and Strategies, pp. 173-177.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning to
Drive, pp. 49-52.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions, pp. 43-0 43-3.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional Objectives,
pp. 136-138.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 232-236, 260-262.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 195-196.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 125, 190-191.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso-
ciation. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
p. 61.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 136-137,
165-166.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Part III Curves

Curves

The student should be able to negotiate a curve safely and comfortably.

There are four factors a driver should consider when negotiating a curve: speed of the car, sharp-
ness of the curve, side slope of the roadway, and road and tire conditions. Taking a curve too fast not
only produces some physical discomfort to the driver because of the lateral acceleration; the excessive
speed also may swing the car into an oncoming lane or cause the car to leave the roadway entirely.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and hazards that pertain to the safe,
comfortable negotiation of highway curves.

Watching for Approaching Curves

A significant number of accidents occur each year because drivers are not aware of an approaching
curve until it is too late to react appropriately. At all times the driver should watch the road ahead for
indications of a curve and observe the roadside for signs warning of approaching curves.

Approaching a Curve

In approaching a curve, the driver should:

Adhere to the posted speed.

Excessive speed while entering a curve is a significant factor in many accidents.

Posted speed limits for curves are generally close to the maximum safe and comfort-
able speed. The posted speed is usually lower than the normal speed limit because of
reduced sight distance and the effects of inertia.

If the limit is not posted, estimate a safe speed from the degree of curvature and banking.

Adapting speed to unposted curves requires the driver to judge what the safe speed will
be by looking at the curve's bank and sharpness and making a mental comparison of
these two factors with those of other curves he has negotiated. When he is into the
curve and "feels" his body being "tugged" or he "feels" he is being pulled from the
seat, he should recognize that his speed is too great and should adjust the speed
immediately.

Verify the speed by checking the speedometer.

Continued high speeds make it difficult to estimate reduced speed accurately.

V.,
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It is important that any deceleration be completed before entering the curve, for the
following reasons

(1) If the car enters a curve at high speed, the rear end will tend to swing out
and the front end will cease to respond to steering, (2) acceleration, together
with braking hard enough to lock the wheels, will cause the car to run off the
road in a straight line; (3) hard braking increases the chance of a skid.

Driving Through a Curve

In driving through a curve, the driver should:

Look well ahead of the turning path.

Looking ahead enhances the smoothness of the turn on the curve.

The driver's fixation point remains between the ceriter line and the right shoulder,
regardless of the curve's direction.

Maintain the correct position in the lane.

Unless the driver continuously steers to maintain lane position, centrifugal force will
pull the car to the outside of the curve.

Failure to maintain the proper lane while negotiating a curve is a factor in a significant
number of accidents.

Maintain velocity through the curve by keeping pressure on the accelerator.

Maintaining velocity or slight acceleration through a curve reduces the chances of
skidding.

Adjust his speed to the curvature as necessary.

If the rate of curvature is greater than the driver anticipated, speed should be reduced
by releasing the accelerator and applying the brakes lightly, if necessary.

The best and safest procedure is to refrain from using the accelerator and brake and
concentrate on steering to keep all the wheels on the paved surface.

The lateral force which develops in a curve is the primary criterion for the choice of
speed.

Reduce speed, when visibility is obscured by vegetation or darkness, to keep braking distance
within sight distance.

The accident rate where sight distance is short is over twice that where sight distance is
not limited.

Leaving Curve

When leaving the curve and approaching the straightaway, the driver should:

Permit the car to drift toward the outside of the roadwW-to relieve stress on the car.

Accelerate to the original or posted speed.
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The student should know the skills required for negotiating highway curves.

Determining Speed

The driver must be able to judge what a safe speed on unposted curves will be. He must be able to
associate his visual perception of the curvature and banking of the curve with the visual and kinesthetic
cues of speed. Upon entering a curve at excessive speed, the driver experiences cues of lateral
acceleration caused by centrifugal force. With experience he learns the maximum speed at which he can
enter a curve without experiencing an excessive lateral acceleration.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know* the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
negotiate curves.

Looking Through the Curve

Drivers having difficulty with speed control when driving on curved roadways may not be "looking
through the curve." Beginning drivers may be fixating on the road immediately to the front of the car,
which makes it difficult to maintain direction on the intended path. In attempting to overcome the
resulting directional problem the driver may reduce speed, and it may be unnecessary in many cases.
The instructor should explain to student drivers prior to behind-the-wheel instruction the inter-
relationships between focusing on the farthest clear path of travel, directional control, and speed
adjustments.

Visual and Kinesthetic Cues

In order to develop the ability to associate visual perception of curvature with cues of proper
speed, the beginning drivers should experience the kinesthetic cues of excessive speed. This requires the
instructor to allow or encourage the student to enter curves at speeds that, while not haiardous, are
sufficiently great to create lateral acceleration above the "normal" level. Practice.: of this nature should
be conducted on a driving facility if possible, or a roadway where traffic flow is light.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
incar use

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title
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FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Simulator Films

"Hit the Highways,"" 23 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"Safe Highway Driving," 16 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivo-
trainer System, film section "Highway Driving."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet "Hit the Highways."

AMerican Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 24.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 84-87, 156-157.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 173-177.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 49-52.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 44-0 44-1.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 140-141.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Automotive Safety Foundation, A Resource Curriculum
in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 31-32.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 242-247.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 189, 192, 246.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso.
csation. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
p. 60.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 16,
20, 135-136, 157-158, 165.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objectives.
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Lane Usage

The student should know the importance of selecting the appropriate lane
for driving.

There is always a lane that represents the safest possible lane for a particular roadway and traffic

condition. On a four-lane roadway it is generally the right-hand lane; on a six-lane roadway it may be the
center of the three lanes. The driver must be able to select the lane that will provide him and other
drivers the safest, most expeditious travel.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws for selecting the
appropriate lane for driving.

General Lane Usage Procedures

Some states place restrictions on the usage of lanes for through movement on roadways with six
or more lanes or at least three lanes one way. On such roadways the left and right lanes may be
frequently stopped for vehicles turning onto the access roads. In general, when selecting the appropriate

lane for driving, the driver should:

Drive in the far right lane, using the left lane(s) to pass.

Driving in a passing lane is a contributing cause in a large percentage of accidents
occurring on multilane roadways.

Position the car in the center of the lane.

Driving left of center is a cause in a significant number of fatal accidents attributed to
improper driving.

Attempt to stay in one lane as much as possible.

Multilane Roadways

When driving on a four-lane roadway (or two lanes one way), the driver may.

Elect to pass in the right lane if traffic in the left lane is stabilized.

When driving on a six-lane (or more) roadway (or at least three lanes one way), the driver should.

Use the left lane to pass.

Use the center lane for through movement.
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The center lane or right lane may be used for passing if traffic in the left lane is
blocked or slowed considerably.

When driving on a six-lane (or more) roadway (or at least three lanes one way), the driver should.

Use the right lane when driving slowly, or when preparing to leave the roadway, unless the
exit is located on the left side of the roadway.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

State Driver's Manual for
identifying regulations

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Stay Right, Stay Safe," No. 3, Defensive Driving Film
Series, 10 minutes, National Safety Council.

Simulator Films

"Blending in Traffic,"' 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

"Special Driving Techniques," 16 minutes, color,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Traffic Strategy," 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life
& Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"Complex Traffic,"' 24 minutes, Allstate Enterprises.

"Intermediate Traffic,"' 22 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer System,
film sections as follows: "Blending in Traffic," "Traffic
Strategy," and "Special Driving Techniques."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver Trainer
System, film booklets as follows: "Intermediate Traffic"
and "Complex Traffic."

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 181-183.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Concepts,
and Strategies, pp. 86-87, 91, 180-181.

Center for Safety Education, New York University. Driver
Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 220-222.

Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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BASIC REFERENCES (Continued)

McKnight, A. James, and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 45.0 45-1.

McKnight, A. James and Kundt, Alan G. Driver Educa-
tion Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional Objectives,
pp. 142-143.

Part Ill - Lane Usage

Matfett', James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers, p. 54.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Centel for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, p. 279.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 180-183.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 132, 175.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso-
ciation. The New Driver's Guide, (Strasser/Aaron),
PP. 30-31.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, p. 270.
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Part lit - Off-Street Areas

Off-Street Areas

The student should exercise proper surveillance and speed control in order to
drive safety in and around off-street areas.

Off-street areas, including driveways, alleys, and parking lots, lack any organization in traffic flow.
Because of the random movement of vehicle and pedestrian traffic, and the additional hazard of limited
visibility, speed control and surveillance are of primary importance.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to
driving in off-street areas.

Approaching Entrances to Off-Street Areas

In approaching entrances to off-street areas, which include driveways, alleys, and parking lots, the
driver should look ahead to determine the location of the entrance.

If approaching from the right he should

Signal for a right turn in advance of the entrance.

Pull to the right edge of the roadway.

If approaching from the left he should

Signal for a left turn.

Position the car in the lane just to the right of the center line, or if permitted, in the center
lane on a three-lane road.

Yield to oncoming traffic.

Failure to yield to oncoming traffic before turning left into an off-street area is a
contributing factor in a significant number of accidents.

May cross double yellow lines or undivided four-lane road when turning.

If intending to turn into an entrance immediately beyond an intersection, he should:

Initiate. the signal to turn when the car is halfway through the intersection, not in advance
of the intersection.

Signaling prior to the intersection may confuse following drivers tilio may interpret the
signal as an indication of intention to turn at the intersection.
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Part ill - Driving Tasks

If intending to back into a driveway, the driver should

Signal for a right turn in advance of the driveway.

Pull to the right edge of the roadway and slow down.

Proceed past the driveway until the back end of the car is in line with the near edge of the
driveway.

Check for pedestrians and objects in the driveway, removing the objects if necessary.

Shift to reverse and back into driveway after observing that the roadway to the rear is free
of traffic.

In approaching entrances to off-street areas, the driver should

Drive slowly enough to enter safely without having to stop.

Stopping unnecessarily or reducing speed inordinately irnpedes traffic and increases the
chances of a rear-end collision with the following vehicles riot expecting a speed
reduction.

Watch for other traffic entering or exiting the off-street area.

Look for specific entrance and exit designations indicating the direction of travel.

Adjust the position of the car to provide adequate clearance for entry.

Entering Off-Street Areas

In entering the driveway, alley or parking lot, the drive4 should

Continue to check for pedestrians, objects, and ether vehicles in the path.

Turn into the entrance when it is clear, maintaining a safe entrance speed until he is oil the
main roadway before stopping inside the entrance.

A safe speed is from 5-15 miles per hour. Speeds above this range prevent tiv (lover
from reacting properly to unseen ha/ards. Speeds below this range may impede
following traffic and cause rear-end collisions.

Stopping immediately upon entering may impede following traffic and result in
obstructing the flow of traffic on the main roadway.

If ,entering a commercial parkin(' lot, the driver should determine from the attendants when
to pay the fee and where to park the car.

Driving in Off-Street Areas

When driving in off-street areas, the driver should

Maintain a speed of not more than 20 miles per hour in areas where parked MIR les and
vehicular and perl, -.trian traffic are present

Slower speec, are required because there is no or-gam/anon to the traffic Ilow. The
random movement of vehicles and pedestrians, together with limited visibility r'ne In
parked vehicles, requires additional caution.

Watch for vehicle and pedestrian traffic, including children, and for objects in the path ol
the car.
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Part III - Off-Street Areas

Give as much space as possible to other vehicles wishing to pass in areas where clearance is
reduced.

Where there is inadequate space for both the car and the other vehicle, the driver
should be prepared to back up or pull into an available area to permit the other
vehicle to pass.

If driving in an alley, watch for traffic entering the alley from adjoining driveways.

If driving in a parking lot, drive only in travel aisles, following the directions indicated by
aisle markings or signs.

In a significant number of parking lot accidents, a contributing cause is driver failure
to observe traffic aisles or traffic entering or crossing aisles from any direction.

Exiting Off-Street Areas

In leaving an off-street area, the driver should:

Locate and use designated exits.

Leave facing traffic if possible, signaling intention to turn.

If there is no traffic signal, the driver should stop the car completely before entering
the roadway.

Yield to traffic on the main roadway.

Failure to yield to all cross traffic before exiting an off-street area and entering the
roadway is a contributing factor in a significant number of accidents.

If backing to the right onto the roadway from a driveway, the driver should:

Observe that the roadway is clear of traffic approaching from the right.

Back into the near lane close to the curb.

Accelerate slowly while positioning the car in the center of the lane.

If backing to the left onto the roadway from a driveway, the driver should:

Limit this maneuver to two-lane roadways.

Check traffic in both directions.

Accomplish the maneuver quickly but cautiously.

The student should know the skills required for driving in and around off-street
areas.

The driver must be able to accurately judge whether adequate lateral clearance exists before
proceeding down a parking aisle where other vehicles are approaching from the opposite direction. This
same ability must be exercised when driving in narrow alleys or when entering or leaving garages.
Estimating lateral distance is largely dependent upon the driver's appreciation of the site of the vehicle
he is driving. The ability to estimate lateral distance also becomes more difficult as speed increases.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
in-car use

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Simulator Films

"Intermediate Traffic, 22 minutes, color. Allstete
Enterprises.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Title

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver Trainer
System, film booklet "Intermediate Traffic."

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 176-177.

Halsey, Maxwell. Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 169, 178, 290.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions, pp. 48-0 48-6.

McKnight, A, James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional Obj6ctives, pp. 170-176.

*Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Part III Railroad Crossings

Railroad Crossings

The driver should take extra precautions when approaching railroad tracks.

While there are many circumstances that may contribute to a car-train accident, many can be
related to driver carelessness. The train, by virtue of its weight, size, speed, and inflexible route, has the
right of way. It cannot stop or steer as a car can. Thus, it is up to the drIver to operate his car in such a
manner as to avoid this type of accident.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to
driving across railroad tracks.

General

State laws generally require school buses, tank trucks carrying explosives or flammable liquids, and
commercial carriers to stop for railroad crossings except under certain specified conditions'.' The driver
should anticipate stopping when following such vehicles and approaching a railroad crossing. The driver
also should.

Look for signs along the roadway and other indications that a railroad crossing is ahead.

Railroad crossing accidents annually kill more than 1500 people and injure 5,000.

In about a third of the grade crossing accidents the car strikes the train.

About four out of ten crossing accidents occur where there are flashing lights and
automatic gates.

Sixty percent of the crossing accidents occur during daylight and involve local drivers
or motorists living a mile or two from the crossing.

Slow down and prepare to stop unless there is a :ear view of the tracks.

Approaching and Stopping

Eighty percent of the country's railroad grade crossings do riot have protection devices to warn
drivers of an approaching train. They have only signs to mark the grade's location. When approaching a
railroad crossing with no signal, the driver should:

Look quickly in both directions, and open the window and turn down the radio to enhance
the ability to hear the train's warning bell or whistle.

If no train is in sight and visibility is clear, maintain speed and cross aninerliately.

If a train is approaching, stop the car within 50 feet (but not less than 15 feet) from the
nearest rail.
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Parr III Railroad Crossings
When stopped ct d nrultiU,rr k, I1() Si ilt)SS111(1, the (If iv)) 51101,11d

Cross the tracks if no tiitins are approaching

If fur an appr.rarhrng hair, remain stripped until the first train has completely
cleared the crossing and the view is clear in both directions on the other tracks.

The first train [nay screen another train coming from the opposite direction, and its
sounds may drown out the noise of the approaching train.

Remain stopped if other trains are approaching.

When approaching a signalised railroad crossing and the signal is activated, the driver should.

Stop completely and fettlaIll stopped until the signal indicates the track is clear.

Proceed across the tracks after obtaining a clear view of the tracks in both directions.

Proceed across the tracks, even though the signal is activated, if there are no trains
approaching from any direction 01 if a single tram is approaching at a very ,,iow speed and at
some distance.

Proceed foss signali/ed tracks if told to do so by a flagman.

When approaching a signali/ed railroad crossing and the signal is not activated, the driver should

Listen for the sound of a train and look in both direr bons before icossing the tracks.

Railroad crossing signals should not be trusted entirely because they can malfunction.

Proceed without stopping if no train is coming, if it is stopped at a distance, or if it is

inovilig slowly at sonic distance.

Crossing Tracks

When c rossing railroad tray ks, the driver should

Refrain horn stopping on the tray ks or between tracks. Refrain from crossing the tracks
nntil there is sufficient space on the other side of the tracks for the, car In completely clear
the tracks

Take precautions against stalling by using a low enough gear in manual shift cars and -by
applying steady pressure on the accelerator pedal.

Cross as quickly as possible if the flashing signal or automatic gate is activated while in the
process of crossing.

Engine Failure on Railroad Tracks

If the driver stalls the engine of the or while crossing railroad tracks, a dangerous situation may
develop. To Ininirni/P this possibility, the driver should make sure that the cat engine is thoroughly
warmed up before starting across the tray I s, and while crossing should apply smooth, even pressure to
the accelerator pedal. He should avoid shifting gears while crossing, since this increases the danger of
stalling,

If the car stalls on the tracks the driver should
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Part III Railroad Crossings

Instruct the passengers to leave the car and clear the area.

Occupan.ts should move as quickly as possible in the direction the train is coming
from. Debris from a collision will be pushed in the direction the train is moving.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Handout/pamphlet

Classroom Visual Aids

CL A

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Safety at the Crossroads," 18 minutes, color, Illinois
Central Railroad Company.

Simulator Films

"Intermediate Traffic, "' 22 minutes, Allstate Enterprises.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Title

"Safety Facts About Crossing Tracks," 13 minutes, color,
Southern Pacific Company.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver Trainer
System, film booklets as follows: "Moderate Traffic" and
"Intermediate Traffic."

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use With Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 24.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 169-170.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions, pp. 49-0 49-4.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Education
Task Analysis Volume III: Instructional Objectives,
pp. 178-181.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Part III Railroad Crossings

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, p. 57.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 269-270.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 66-67, 196, 263.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso-
ciation. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
p. 61.
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Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, p. I 37.

Richards, Hay A., Rowan, Neilon, 1, and Kanak,
Ernest W. "Diagnosing Highway-Rail Accidents,"
Traffic Safety, vol. 70, no. 6, pp. 12-14, 40,
National Safety Council Publication, June 1970



Part III Bridges and Tunnels

Bridges and Tunnels

The student should know how to negotiate bridges and tunnels safely and
expeditiously.

Bridges and tunnels shorten distances for travelers and expedite traffic over and through areas

where a conventional roadway is impossible or impractical. Their utility, however, depends on the
manner in which_ a driver negotiates them. When an accident occurs on a bridge or in a tunnel, a
haiardous situation develops immediately because of the interruption to the flow of traffic which, in
addition to threatening multi-car involvement, may cause a delay in the arrival of necessary emergency

equipment.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and law that pertain to the
use of bridges and tunnels.

Approaching Bridges and Tunnels

In approaching bridges and tunnels, the driver should

Watch for posted signs providing information concerning the number of lanes available, lane
restrictions, speed limit, and the use or non-use of lights in the tunnel.

If they are narrow, decelerate and keep to the right.

Negotiating the structure at reduced speed gives the driver better control.

Keeping to the right provides clearance with traffic in the adjacent lane.

After Entering Bridge or Tunnel

After entering the bridge or tunnel, the driver should

Watch tot other traffic and lane side strut twos.

Korrp moving except in response to traffic flow or ori emergent y.

Stopping, standing, or parking is pi ohibited on bridges ur other elevated N111.1( lure, un
the highway and in tunnels and viaducts.

Adhere to regulations, including those for proper speed.

The Silet.qic)111(:1,1 ',11t1L11(1 Ire checked freciiiently in tunnels to ossure that speed is

acItriskrd to the grade. Drivers way be unaware in a tunnel Him Ihey have lost ,..;peed on

an upgrade.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

Exiting a Bridge or Tunnel

In leaving a bridge or tunnel, the driver should:

Check posted signs for exit information and speed limit ahead.

Turn off lights, if necessary.

The student should know the skills required for negotiating bridges and tunnels.

Mastery of Speed and Steering Controls

The driver must be able to maintain directional control without impeding traffic while crossing a
bridge or driving through a tunnel. Frequently, bridges may be narrower than the roadway and tunnels
may appear to be narrower because of the lighting and wall structure. Driving across a bridge or through
a tunnel requires greater mastery of steering and other basic controls.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
negotiate bridges and tunnels.

Speed and Directional Control

Because bridges may be narrower than the roadway and because tunnels may appear to be
narrower because of the lighting and wall structure, beginning drivers can be expected to have some
difficulty driving across bridges or through tunnels. Generally, these problems can be attributed to a less
than adequate performance level of some of the basic control skills.

New drivers may drive more slowly than experienced drivers on bridges and through tunnels and
may become tense in an effort to remain to the right to provide adequate clearance for traffic in the
adjacent lane. With more driving experience, speed and directional control skills should develop so that
the student can easily drive in confined areas without getting that "dosed in" feeling and without
unnecessarily impeding traffic.

Other Common Problems

Failure to remove sun glasses when entering a tunnel.

Staring at the sides of the tunnel or bridge rather than focusing well ahead.
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Part Ill Bridges and Tunnels

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed

to supplement classroom instruction,

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard

RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide

materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna
Drivotrainer System, film section, "Crash
Avoidance."

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, p. 223.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 124, 164, 193,
196, 236.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 49.4 49-5.

McKnightTA. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Ta'sk Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp.-182-183.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, p. 138.

"74
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Part III Toll Plazas

Toll Plazas

The student should have the ability to negotiate toll plazas safely and
expeditiously.

At toll plazas, where the fee is paid for the use of a toll road, turnpike, or expressway, di fivers are
involved in any different actions scanning other traffic, checking for posted regulations, checking for
a suitable lane and toll booth, getting the money ready for the fee. Some of these actions distract
driver., from their normal driving procedures. Thus, not only should the drivers have good driving skills,
they ;lipoid exhibit good driver attitudes arid behaviors in order to minimize the chance of an aciident.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to
negotiating toll plazas.

Approaching Toll Plaza

/ When aoproat hang a toll plaza the driver should

Char k the speed limit and adjust his speed accordingly.

Maneuver into the correct lane.

Get the fee and the toll card ready.

If tnEae is a passenger, he should be asked to help so that the driver can attend to his
driving.

Observe traffic to be alert to drivers who may he distracted while they fumble for money.

More than a tenth of all turnpike accidents occur at toll plazas.

Crowded lanes approaching tire plaza should he avoided, but
mri)ssing inure than one lane.

the driver should also

Oil' jr ye the toll booths to determine those that are open and those that are "exar-I cliange-
hotahs.

Col re( t change lanes are generally faster since they are used by drivers with the exact
r hange and who do not need an attendant for directions.

At Toll Booth

At the toll booth, the driver should

Come gently to e full stop parallel to the booth.

Give the fee and the toll card to the attendant.
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Ask the attendant for irituriHahon and road onditions, it needed.

It hanne houlh, ros, the r oins into the basket and wait for the green signal
p, Itt fifl hl,qc tnor o!dinq.

If the }range rne,ses the basket, the driver should remain in the car and summon an
att,!ndant or pay the foe again.

Driver,. fray feel that it is more convenient to pay the fee again rather than summon
in attendant and cause a delay to himself and traffic behind him. The automatic.
h urge' machines will /Alt( opt more than the required toll provided the denominations

are rarer I.

Leaving Ore r at at a toll booth is ha/aulotis arid in many'states illegal.

Leaving Toll Plaza

I..:1\1111 Ihr t011 111,1.',1 tilt' driver should.

At r rkerate Sr oothly,

Chef k signs for duectkins and speed limit.

Merge smoothly into proper lane.

Watt h for other drivers who ,nay ac .elerate rapidly or tilt in front.

Pull !Mu temporar:y parking area if he needs to study the map or plan stops.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

RESOURCE MATERIALS

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual.' AEtna Drivo-
trainer System, film section "Decision is Yours."

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 213, 219.
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McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 49-4 49-8.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 184.186.
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Adverse Driving Conditions

Road Surfaces

Wet Surfaces

Sand-Covered Roadways

Road Shoulders
Obstructions and Barricades

Snow and Ice
Weather Conditions and Limited Visibility
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Part III Road Surfaces

Road Surfaces

The student should be able to drive safely on different types of road surfaces and
road surface irregularities.

Gravel, dirt ur brick road surfaces, and roads scattered with mud, loose gravel, sand, or oil reduce
surface friction and rnake driving haiardous Additional hazards are produced when due to poor
maintenance, weather, or heavy traffic, a washboard condition, potholes, dips, and bumps appear
unexpectedly in the surface of the road.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and hazards related to driving on different
types of road surfaces and road surface irregularities.

If the surface of the road is dirt, gravel, wood, or brick, the driver should

Drive nR.:1 e sluwly than he would on Li dry, paved roadway.

Loo or slick surfaces redo rt trd, t loll and may proclik:e d skid.

Driving too fast on poorly staid( ed roadways is d r ()militating .,R1k. 111 d Snlnlfitant
nur1tber of accidents eat yedr

Avoid sharp turning movements.

Inc (-ease following distanr

Watch for haidrclous «)11(Iiir)ns in tht..: rodrhyay, such Hoyt dat i\.w1,

mill, o t,vooclen yir fat e, holet km.* Erii f., slippery rh,, lit tt tn ',ill 'di('

If 'fit! humps, Wds111,1,),11(1 ()Ii(liti(,1),,, 1016 ill" (If !VP! lind uI

Heck:, e Slif;ii!(1 li) T., .11ilii in the

Ottserve and ruspond to

0 lo

'6(111'4 ,)f Ili it if i

ittprli of the ttreqtrIanty

Ap...ttcrr ,,retr ,IC,tind ni sIi oldlt, poihtilt )r rot

If ItterIng ,arid nr ,,If,if1,11111 ;.)111;1( ,1 tlli
co r I Ihf.: f,o(1\,v,iy ir,ifft( 11,!.1.,,1 1,1,,,,i

Iritt.:rter tAiltli other

If ,r ;t pit int. 11,111(10 (11.! Ji,,4I1 I, t1.11
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Part III - Driving Tasks

When the pothole cannot be avoided

Apply the foot brake to reduce speed before reaching the pothole.

Release the foot brake while the wheel goes through the pothole.

Hard application of the foot brake locks the wheels and transfers road shock
to the car; releasing the foot brake allows the wheel in the pothole to absorb
much of the shock.

Grasp the steering wheel firmly and make corrective steering movements to maintain a
straightforward heading of the car_

If the rot is deep and cannot be avoided

Drive slowly.

Grasp the steering wheel firmly.

Turn wheels at a sharp angle to exit the rut.

Wheels turned only slightly provide insufficient lateral force to overcome the tor«J
exerted by the edge of the rut.

The student should know the skills required for driving on different types of road
surfaces.

To get the tar out of a pothole the driver most be able to judge how far to turn the wheel
without swerving excessively. He most he able to countersteer quickly to avoid leaving the roadway or
striking something.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in driving on
various road surfaces and roadway irregularities.

Steering Procedures

In order to (limb out of a rot without swerving excessively, the driver should turn the wheel at a
sharp angle so that there is sufficient lateral force to overcome the resistance of the edge of the rut. The
inexperienced driver generally has difficulty judging the amount to turn the wheel. Verbal cues by the
instructor and continued prat lice should enable the student to develop the ability to properly estimate
the amount to gen the wheel to exit the rut.
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Part III - Road Surfaces

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can Lve secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Simulator Films

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Driving Emergencies," 16 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Title

"Hit the Highwais," 23 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises

The student should know' the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna
Drivotrainer System, film section "Driving
Emergencies."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet "Hit the Highways."

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 83, 212-213.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 205-206,
253-257.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 46-0 46-3.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 144-1,45.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 24-26.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert H. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, p. 223.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 105, 112, 192, 202,
215, 252, 247, 367.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers.' Teacher's Edition, pp. 137, 162.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Part III Wet Surfaces

Wet Surfaces

The student should know what adjustments to make in speed control, braking,
and steering when driving on wet surfaces.

In rain and heavy fog, not only is visibility limited but the roadway becomes slippery and the car
can go into a skid. Driving on a wet surface requires the driver to make adjustments in speed, braking,

and turning, and allow additional following distance.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and hazards related to driving on wet
surfaces.

General

When driving on a wet surface, the driver should:

Drive more slowly than on dry pavement.

Failure to adjust driving behavior to compensate for wet, slick surfaces is a contribut-
ing factor in a significant number of accidents.

. The presence of water on the road reduces traction and increases the chances of
skidding.

Increase following and lateral distances.

Maintain a smooth, even acceleration.

On slippery surfaces, major acceleration changes may spin the rear wheels and cause
the car to start skidding.

Taking the foot off the accelerator suddenly or slippery surfaces may create an effect
similar to the application of the brakes.

Alter speed and direction gradually, avoiding quick turns and sharp braking or downshifting.

A significant number of accidents each year is the result of too abrupt steering actions
on wet surfaces.

The car could be thrown into a skid by the sudden introduction of engine braking
power if the car is not moving very slowly at the time of shifting.

Decelerate further in advance of intersections, curves, and downgrades than is normally the
case.

Allow for greater stopping distance.

Allowance 'should be made for 50 percent more distance when stop, lg on wet
pavement.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

Specific Procedures

When driving on a wet roadway, the drivel should.

Anticipate less traction during the first moments of rainfall.

Oil on the roadway when mixed with water creates a slick surface, and care should be
taken until there has been time for the rain to wash away the oil film.

Oil-soaked areas should be avoided, if possible. if they cannot be avoided, they should
be negotiated at a slow speed in order to reduce skid potential.

Test braking response periodically by pumping the brake pedal lightly.

Moisture on the brake linings reduces braking power, and continued application of the
brakes will dry the linings.

In cold, wet weather, the brake pedal should be depressed lightly and frequently to
prevent the brakes from freezing.

Follow the tracks of other vehicles, if possible.

Water has been displaced in this tracks, and they offer a higher degree of friction.

When the water depth exceeds the depth of the tire treads, the driver should:

Drive at a more moderate speed.

Reducing speed under such conditions decreases the hazard of spot hydroplaning in
which one or more tires are briefly waterborne as the car passes through the puddles.
The risk of losing directional stability is high in spot hydroplaning conditions.

Decelerate as soon as the tires make a slushing sound.

Reducing speed when this slushing sound is noted may .prevent hydroplaning. Hydro-
planing occurs when the depth of the water, speed of the car, or condition of the tires
prevents the tires from making contact with the road surface. Lack of traction greatly
increases stopping distance and the chances of skidding.

Lack of tiro tracks from other vehicles may indicate hydroplaning conditions.

Tires with a good conventional tread have a squeeze effect on wet pavement. Tires
with warn, smooth treads do not and hydroplane more readily.

With normal tire inflation, minimum speed range for full hydroplaning is about 40-57
miles per hour.. Once the tire becomes completely waterborne, stopping distance
capability is lost and staering control almost totally ineffective. Under these conditions,
a road irregularity, curve, crosswind, or other force will cause a complete loss of
directional stability.

Where hydroplaning is a problem, highway engineers frequently cut grooves in the pave-
ment to facilitate the dissipation of collected water.

Increase following distance behind large trucks.

The tires on large vehicles require much higher inflation pressure than do cars and are
not as likely fo hydroplane. If a truck decelerates ahead of a car that is hydroplaning
and following at close range, the car would collide with the truck.

If hydroplaning occurs, ease pressure on the accelerator, rather than braking, to decelerate
until the tires regain traction.

044.0,40
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Part III Wet Surfaces

During hydroplaning, the front wheels are actually water skiing on a very thin film of
water, and braking would cause loss of control of the car.

If deep water partially or totally covers the roadway, the'driver should:

Decelerate in advance of the water.

Estimate the depth and extent of coverage.

Steer around the area if possible.

Proceed slowly and in low gear (manual transmission) through the water.

Excessive speed may splash water over the engine ignition system, causing the engine
to stall.

After driving through the water, apply the brakes to see if they are operating properly.

Water on brake linings will reduce braking efficiency.

'aakes by tapping the brake pedal will indicate firmness of brake response. If
brakes, tail because of moisture, all brakes fail, including front wheel, rear wheel, and
parking brakes. Attempts should be made to dry the brakes, if they are not operating
properly:

Drive for a short distance with the right foot on the accelerator pedal and the

left foot lightly depressing the brake pedal. This creates friction and heat which
dry the brake linings. Repeat the procedure until the brakes respond normally.

Decelerate in advance of a bridge or culvert in wet weather at near-freezing temperatures.

Water on a bridge or culvert will freeze more quickly than on the surrounding
roadway.

Wet Leaves on Roadway

If approaching wet leaves on the roadway, the driver should:

Decelerate in advance of the affected area.

Wet leaves are almost as slippery as ice, especially on blacktop surfaces.

Maintain speed and direction with as little change as possible when driving through the area.

The student should know the skills required for driving on wet surfaces.

Stopping on a Wet Surface

The driver should be able to assess the condition of the roadway surface and make an estimate of

the additional stopping distance needed when traveling at different speeds.

In conjunction with this assessment, the driver must also develop the ability to apply the right
amount of brake pressure that will permit a normal stop on a wet surface,

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may he experienced in learning to

drive on wet surfaces.
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Part III Driving Tasks

Accelerator Pressure

Whet! ine,wrienced driver attempts to place the car in motion On a wet surfa«t, the rear
fly ,ine to acceleration and reduced friction. The instructor should explain the need for

.1,111,11 r.l"rat.. n.

Brake Pressure

the twainninq student frequently experiences some difficulty in coming to a normal stop on a wet
Sin id( i. Hr, inability to limit pressure on the brake pedal under this condition may result in a skid. The
!mina& ir 1,1, ilay should be used for teaching student drivers to brake on a wet surface.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Automobile Tire Hydroplaning. ..What Happens!,"
12 minutes, color, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Title

"Tire Hydroplaning," 15 minutes, color, National
Safety Council.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 211-212.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learning
to Dove, p 29.

Anderson, Witham G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 215-219.

Anderson. William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Dove, pp 52 55.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 206,
215-216.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 46-2 46-7.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 146-148.



SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver
and Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods
and Organization, pp. 237-238.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 25-26,
36, 66.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, p. 126.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 241-244.

4 - 74 - 22

Part 111 VVer Sin fJors

North American Professional Driver Ertuctition
Association. The New Driver's Guido (Sti,isso,
Aaron), p. 73,

Pawlowski, Joseph G, and Johnson, ()thin f3
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, p 16!)

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Anon,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Cbfensively, pp. 305-307.
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Part III Sand-Covered Roadways

Sand-Covered Roadways

The student should know the importance of driving safely on sand-covered
roadways.

Sand on an otherwise normal roadway or dry pavement creates conditions similar to those caused
by ice and snow. A car hitting sand at high speed on a normal roadway, or at normal speed on a curve,
may go into a skic ver-y easily because of the reduced traction. Thus, observing cues that indicate such
road conditions is critical.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and hazards that pertain to driving
on sand-covered roadways.

General

When driving through sand, the driver should'

Shift into a lower gear just prior to entering a drift, if steering around it is impossible.

Drive at a reduced speed, maintain a smooth even acceleration, avoid quick turns, sharp
braking, or downshifting when there is sand on the roadway.

Slow down further in advance of intersections, curves, and downgrades than is normally the
case.

Stuck in the Sand

If the car becomes stuck in a sand drift the driver should

Keep the front wheels straight.

Place boards or heavy cloth in front of and in back of the rear wheels and then roc k the car
out of the drift by alternating between low gear and reverse

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

Type

Chalkboard

RESOURCE MATERIALS

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 219-220.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 174-175.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
p. 46-12.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 162-163.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, p. 66.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, p. 182.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 192.193.

111-194

North American Professional Driver Education
Association, The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
pp. 73-74.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, p. 162.



Part III - Road Shoulders

Road Shoulders

'The student should know the significance of road shoulders and the importance
of being able to deal safely with them.

Road shoulders are a safety zone for a driver who may be forced to leave the roadway because of
d car malfunction or because of the erratic behavior of another driver. While they are a safety zone,
they Indy also be hazardous when the car has not decelerated before leaving the roadway.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and hazards related to the use of road
shoulders.

Driving Precautions

The driver should know the effect that dropping or driving onto a roadway shoulder has upon
operation of the car. To be able to deal safely and effectively with a shoulder, the driver should.

Periochr.ally observe the condition of the shoulderstheir firmness, width, surface condition
and alignment with pavement.

A vertically unisaligned road edge will tend to turn the front wheels; a vertical rise will
turn them away from the roadway: and a vertical drop-off will turn them toward the
roadway.

Check for obstrui_hons such as signs and guardrails

Maintain precise steering control and drive at a reduced speed when the shoulder is
potentially hazardous or if there is no shoulder

Accidentally Dropping Off Roadway

If one or two wheels acudentally drop oft the pavement edge, the driver should

Grasp the steering wheel firmly to keep the car traveling straight ahead.

Avoid Any immediate attempt to bong the -i.ar back to the pavement.

Reduce speed gradually by easing the foot off the accelerator.

Abrupt braking may produce a skid and should be avoided. If it is necessary to brake,
the brake pedal should be pumped gently

Turn the steering wheel sharply counterclockwise to return the car to the pavement, starting
far enough from the pavement edge to permit the wheels to turn.

Countersteer immediately to position the car in the lane and avoid crossing into adjacent or
oncoming lanes.
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Part HI - Driving Tasks

The student should know the skills required for dealing effectively and safely
with road shoulders.

The driver must be able to judge the amount of deceleration necessary before attempting to regain
the roadway. He must maintain control of the car when conditions prevent deceleration before returning
to the roadway.

Steering Techniques When Returning to the Roadway

Beginning drivers may have difficulty determining at what angle the wheels should be turned in
order to safely return to the roadway. The wheels must be turned sharply in order to climb the
pavement after speed has been reduced. A demonstration by the instructor may prove valuable to
students having difficulty returning to the pavement.

Countersteering

In returning to the roadway the student driver may not counter-steer to the proper degree. The
instructor should iemediately alert the student to avoid crossing to a far lane.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
deal effectively and safely with road shoulders.

Practical Instruction

Student drivers should have practical instruction on the procedures to follow when one or two
wheels accidentally drop off the pavement onto the shoulder. Instruction should include the procedures
for safely returning to the roadway. Student practice should be preceded by a demonstration of the
correct technique:;.

Brake Application When Wheel Drops Off Pavement

When on, or two wheels unexoei telly drop ()ft the pavement onto the shoulder the natural
tendency of the driver, especially the beginning driver, is to apply the brake. Predliving instruction
should stress the avoidance of brake application unless speed is very rapid, in which case the brake pedal
should be pumped gently. If, in spite of predriving instruction, the student brakes during practical
instruction the instructor should immediately tell him to release the brake and should review the
off- pavement procedures.

Maintaining Steering Control When Wheel Drops Off Pavement

Because the shoulder is not as smooth as the roadway, maintaining direction is more difficult, If
properly briefed, inexperienced drivers in most cases will grasp steering wheel firmly to maintain
directional control Some students, however, may over-concentrate on the appropriate tune to reduce
speed and thus devote less than adequate attention to steering. Students who prematurely apply the
brakes also will have difficulty rnaontain ing directional control, because the car wheels may lock or the
car may begin to skid. The instructor should identify procedural errors for students having dif ficulty
maintainchg direction after dropping onto the shoulder. Verbal cues should he used when necessary.
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Part III Road Shoulders

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

F I LMS/F IL MSTR IPS/SLIDES

"Wheels off Pavement," filmstrip, 48 frames, color,
Ford Motor Company..

Simulator Films

"Driving Emergencies,"* 16 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System, film section "Driving Emergencies," AEtna
Life and Casualty Co.

Allstate Insulance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet "Hazardous Situations."

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 24.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 170-171.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, p. 229.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning to
Drive, pp. 56-59.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 269-270.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver Educa-
tion Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 46-12 46-15.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 150-151.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 137,184-185,
264-265,358.

"If There's Trouble on a Car Trip," Changing Times,
pp. 26-27, The Kiplinger Washington Editor's Inc.,
Washington, D.C. August 1964.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
p. 69.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.

Ike**
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Part III - Obstructions and Barricades

Obstructions and and Barricades

The student should know the significance of roadway obstructions and barricades.

Obstructions and barricades in the roadway indicate there may be road repairs, men working, a
detour, or only -one lane open for both directionsof traffic. Driving safely where abnormal road
conditions exist will keep traffic moving, reduce the chancre of accident, and maintain a nonhazardous
environment for individuals working in the area.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and hazards associated with roadway
obstructions and barricades.

Debris and Objects on Roadway

When objects such as rocks, glass, or branches are detected on the roadway, the driver should'

Slow down before reaching the objects and attempt to straddle or steer around them.

Avoid sudden or large turns that might result in a skid.

Wait for a break in opposing traffh: before proceeding when steering around an object
requires driving in the opposing lane.

Maintain a reduc ed rate of speed until clear of object(s).

After Heavy Rains

After prolonged or heavy rains, the driver should:

Watch for large collections of water on the roadway.

Watch for rockslides and debris, particularly in the outside lane.

Road Construction and Barricades

The driver should look for warning signs indicating roadway obstructions, construction, or road
repairs ahead. The sound of air hammers or heavy machinery and the movement of men, trucks, or
heavy equipment indicate the presence of roadway construction or repair, When driving through an area
of road construction or repair or going around a barricade the driver should maintain a reduced rate of
soeed and follow flagmen's signals and detour instru,;tions.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed

to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Simulator Films

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Intermediate Traff ic," 22 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Title

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
Pp. 46-14 - 46-17.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 152-154,

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System, film section "Highway Driving," AEtna Life
and Casualty Co.

Allstate Insurance Company. A / /state Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet "Intermediate Traffic,"
Allstate Enterprises Inc.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 140-141.

"Illinois Establishes New Barricade Warning System,"
Traffic Safety, pp. 20-21, vol 71 no 1, January 1971.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, p. 167.

*Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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.Part III Snow and Ice

Snow and ice

The student should know how to operate a car safely on roadways covered with
ice or snow.

Traction is reduced when the roadway is icy or snow-covered. Since cars steer by itd( bon, care
must be taken not to steer abruptly; since braking too sharply can cause a skid, care must be taken to
brake properly. These two factorssteering and braking- -plus speed control, affect the safe negotiation
of icy and snow-covered roadways.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and hazards that relate to driving on icy
and snow-covered roadways.

General

In general, when driving on a snow- or ice,covered roadway, the driver should.

Drive more slowly than on dry pavement.

Thirty percent of all dc( !dents and 20 percent of fatalities l)1,
snowy roods.

Ir on wet, y,

Failure to modify driving behavior in order to «cmpensote for wet, slick stir locos is o
contributing factor ul d %unfit ant ntimber of d( ('dents

The presence of water, ice, or snow on the road reduces Ole coefn. ;cot of frit 110n,
increasing stopping distance and the probarnlity of skidding.

In( rease following ond lateral drsionces.

Maintain smooth, even

On slippery surfaces, marked acceleration changes may spin the rear vvheels ond
the car to start skidding.

Taking the foot off the accelerator suddenly On slippery surfaces 'troy rreale on effei I
similar to the application of 1)rakes.

Alter speed and direction of travel gradually.

Quick turns and sharp braking or downshifting should be avoided.

A. sudden application of braking power by downshifting when the cot has not
dGCelerated enough can throw the car into a skid.

Deelerotion should he greater tfian ,I!,0 in cl(1\4111( 1111,'!.k I
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Part III Driving Tasks

Greater stopping distances should be anticipated..

Reducing speed well in advance of an intersection helps assure the ability to stop prior
to the intersection. In addition, snow or ice tends to remain longer near an intersection

because of the effects of plowing and the reduced speed of vehicles over it.

Judge the effect of traffic and temperature on road surface friction.

Heavy traffic may polish the ice, making the ice warmer. Ice at 30 degrees F. is twice

as slippery as ice at 0 degrees F.

Observe traffic approaching on side streets, checking to see if any vehicle is skidding.

Watch for children sledding or playing.

Install chains or snow tires for driving on snow emergency routes.

Snow emergency routes are generally arterial roadways whose obstruction will create
extensive traffic delays. Many cities require vehicles using these routes to have chains

or snow tires.

Drivers using chains should tighten the chains as necessary and should maintain a speed

appropriate to conditions. Driving too fast for conditions will negate the traction and
stopping ability that chains provide.

Chains should be removed when the roadway is clear.

When starting the car in motion through the snow, the driver should:

Accelerate slowly to avoid spinning the rear wheels.

Keep the front wheels straight.

Back the car a few feet, then move forward in the same tracks, negotiating the hump of

snow at the end of the tire tracks before attempting to turn.

Turning the wheels, which creates additional resistance, should not be attempted unless

no car has sufficient momentum.

If the car becomes stuck in the snow, the driver should:

Avoid sitting in the car with windows closed and the engine running.

The hot exhaust creates a hole in the snow in which carbon rnonixicle can accumulate

and may seep back into the car.

Use a shovel (or base plate of tack) to remove snow and slush in front of and behind each

wheel.

Remove snow from around the tail pipe area.

Snow forced up the tail pipe may stall the engine.

"Roc: the car by alternating between reverse and low gear.

This procedure should he continued until the car has made a path through that

snowdrift
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Part III - Snow and Ice

In negotiating deep snow, the driver should:

Shift into lower gear (in a manual transmission car) before entering the deep area.

The resistance created by deep snow requires more power for the rear wheels. Low
gear increases the power to the rear wheels and lessens the strain on the engine.

Attempt to keep the car moving through the snow.

When stopping the r.ar in snow, the driver should

Allow sufficient room to stop, braking early for the stop.

Select a location where traction will be most effective, such as bare pavement or hose snow.
Traffic-packed snow should be avoided.

The car can usually he steered safely into a snowdrift if an emergency stop is required.

Avoid stopping on an upgrade, if possible.

Stopping on an upgrade increases the resistance to forward motion, increasing the
likelihood that the wheels will spin when power is applied.

It is usually better to stop in advance of an upgrade if the need to stop can be
anticipated.

When parking in heavy snow conditions, the driver should

Look for cub and sufrace mark inns that may rester t parking.

Avoid a parking space that would riot permit the car to get in close to the curb.

If the car prow( is into the, traffli lane, it may impede traffic

Avoid parking on a grade where a downgrade exit is not possible.

When starting the car in 'notion on an ice -overed roadway, the driver should.

Place sand, salt, c inders, traction mats, or other material in bac k and front of the 'ear wheels.

Start the car slowly to avoid spinning the wheels.

In a manual shift car, second or high gear should be used; in an automatic shift car, the
drive range.

VVhcin driving on n e at about fiect/ing temperatures, the driver should

Approach curves and in terse( lions slowly.

Reduce speed even more if the ice is melting.

In Iens,i following distance to c oinp(insdte for a loom slippery sin fan P.

A thin layer of \Nati-Jr on top of thi: makes the u g even more

Look tor ire natirlies flex shaded siii h its underpasses.

RII, h,,,, 1,, 1,1 if it'!" n, sh t id.41 f '11,1 I MI (101-!', ( gm, kly
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Part HI - Driving Tasks

Watch for spots where direct sunlight may have accelerated melting.

Because melting ice is more slippery, sunny areas are more dangerous when most of
the roadway is covered with snow or ice.

On multilane roadways, avoid passing in the far left lane because this lane is likely to have
patch ice.

Passing lanes have less traffic than outside lanes, where the heavier traffic will wear off
ice and snow faster.

When encountering patches of ice on the roadway, the driver should:

Slow down before reaching the area.

Patch ice or snow causes about one-third of the accidents on icy and snow-covered
roadways.

Maintain a straight course and a constant speed through the patch area, avoiding braking and
changes in steering.

Abrupt attempts td change the speed or direction of the car may cause a skid.

Anticipate other patches of ice on the roadway.

If attempting to stop on ice, the driver should:

Pump the brake pedal rapidly to apply and release the brake.

Pumping the brakes allows the wheels to revolve intermittently and avoid skidding.
Jamming on the brakes causes the wheel to lock which produces a skid.

Hold the steering wheel firmly, applying steering corrections while the foot is off the brake.

When driving on snow- and/or ice-covered grades, the driver should.

Maintain a constant speed or accelerate slightly on the approach to an upgrade.

Maintain constant pressure on the accelerator on the upgrade.

While the car will lose speed as it climbs, the tires are less likely to lose their grip and
slain if a constant pressure is applied to the accelerator.

Decelerate in advance of downgrades.

I t may be necessary to downshift before the downgrade to minimise the need for
downhill braking

The student should know the skills required for driving, stopping, and parking on
ice- and snow-covered roadways.

Accelerating from a Parked or Standing Position

The drivel Wird be abl,; to place the car in 'notion from a standing or parked position without
ausing ihe rear wlm.ek to spin or the car to slide laterally. To do so, he must be able R) apply the right

,imr)ont of pn.:!,sitrtt to the ar..celerator so that the car begins to move slowly, without the wheels
spinning or ihP dire, Hon of the t.ar shifting.
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Part III - Snow and Ice

When attempting to move the car from a parked position in snow, the driver may find it necessary
to "rock" the car. This requires the driver to estimate when it is time to shift from forward and reverse
and vice versa. It also requires him to know how much pressure to put on the accelerator without
causing the wheels to spin.

Accelerating on Snow- or Ice-Covered Grades

To keep the car in motion on icy or snow-covered grades, the driver must be able to estimate the
amount of accelerator possure needed to reach he crest of the hill. Applying too much pressure may
cause skidding.

Stopping on Icy or Snow-Covered Roadways

To be able to stop safely on icy or snow-covered roadways, the driver must assess the condition
of the roadway surface and estimate the extra required stopping distance.

'LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
drive on icy or snow-covered roadways.

Accelerator Pressure

An inexperienced driver may cause the car's rear wheels to spin when attempting to place the car in
motion on a slippery surface or on an upgrade. The instructor should emphasize the need for gently
depressing the accelerator and for holding it steady once the car is moving. In cold winter climates, the
skid pan area on a multiple car facility may be used for practice in accelerating on an icy surface. The
inexperienced driver should be allowed to "overaccelerate" in a safe practice area. By trial and error the
beginning driver should be able to develop the ability to accelerate at a rate that does not cause the car
to slide laterally or the rear .dvheels to spin.

Stopping on Slippery Surfaces

The beginning driver frequently experiences difficulty in bringing the car to a safe stop on an icy
or snow-covered surface. The instructor should remind the driver that because of the reduced surface
friction the stopping distance for any given rate of speed will be greater than the stopping distance of
the same speed on a dry surface. As a result the driver must begin to stop sooner. In addition, the driver
must know how much pressure to apply to the brake pedal to stop the car without going into a skid.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.
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Part 111 - Driving Tasks

Type

Chalkboard and traffic
situation board

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board for
in-car use

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source

Classroom poster Safe Winter Driving League

Handouts/Pamphlets American Automobile Assoc.

Ontario Dept. of Transport

FILMS /FILMSTRIPS /SL IDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Don't Skid Yourself," 13 minutes, AEtna Life
Insurance Company.

"Driving in Bad Weather," 10 minutes, color, Ford
Motor Company.

"Driving Under Special Conditions," 19 minutes,
b /w, Ford Motor Company.

"Driving Under Adverse Conditions,"` 30 minutes,
Educational television film produced by South
Carolina Educational Television Center under the
auspices of the American Automobile Association.
Order from University of Nebraska.

Simulator Films

"Good Driving in Bad Weather," 20 minutes, color,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Title

"Braking Distance on Glare Ice
and on Dry Pavement"

"How to Go on Ice and Snow"

"You Can Outwit Old Man Winter
if you Know the Tricks for Safe
Winter Driving"

"Skids and Skidding," 30 minutes, Educational
television film produced by South Carolina Educa-
tional Television Center under the auspices of the
American Automobile Association. Order from
University of Nebraska.

"Sliding for Safety," 20 minutes, b/w, University of
Wisconsin, Bureau of Audio-visual Instruction.

"What About Winter Driving," 14 minutes, color,
National Safety Council.

"Winter Driving," 24 minutes, State of Wisconsin
Division of Motor Vehicles.

"Winterproof Your Diving," 16 minutes, color,
Allstate Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide

material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivo-
trainer System, film section "Driving in Bad Weather."

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet "Winterproof Your
Driving."

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 29-30.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 216-224.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learn-
ing to Drive, p. 29.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 209-215, 219.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 52-55.

*Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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BASIC REFERENCES (Continued)

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 174-183.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 46-2, 46-3, 46-6 - 46-13.

Part HI Snow and Ice

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructidnal
Objectives, pp. 156-160.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers,
pp. 77-79.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver
and Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods
and Organization, pp. 237y238.

American Automobile "Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 45-48.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 205-207, 217-230.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 25-26,
36, 64-67.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 182-188.

538-604 0 - 74 23
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Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 224-233.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 248-251.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/
Aaron), p. 73.

Overend, Robert B. The Great Studded Tire Contro-
versy," Traffic Safety, vol. 71, no. 12, pp. 8-10,
35-39, Cecember 1971.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition,
pp. 160-161, 163.
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Part III Weather Conditions and Limited Visibility

Weather Conditions and Limited Visibility

Ti e student should know and be able to carry out the procedures required by
limited visibility, wind, temperature extremes, and other adverse weather
conditions.

When encountering weather conditions that limit visibility and otherwise make driving hazardous, a
driver, as quickly as possible, should select the most effective procedures for improving driving
conditions and keeping traffic moving.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to safe
driving during periods of limited visibility and other adverse weather conditions.

General Precautions During Limited Visibility

During rain, sleet, snow, hail, fog, sun glare, or blowing sand, the driver should:

Drive more slowly than under normal conditions.

Limited visibility due to fog or precipitation is a contributing factor in a significant
number of accidents.

Increase following time and distance to compensate for reduced viewing distance.

Drive in the lane that permits greater separation from oncoming traffic.

Reduced visibility increases the chances of the driver of an oncoming vehicle becoming
confused and entering an opposing traffic lane, particularly at night when water on
pavement dissipates light and obscures lane markings.

Watch vehicular and pedestrian traffic more closely.

Maintaining View Through Windshield and Windows

When the driver's view through the windshield is obscured by precipitation or road spray, he
should:

Turn on the windshield wipers to clear the windshield, using washers, as necessary.

If vacuum-type wipers slow down, the foot should be lifted briefly from the accelerator.

When the view is obscured by frost or ice on the windshield, the driver should:

Use the defrosters with the windshield wipers to keep the windshield clear.
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Part III Driving Tasks

Defrosters bring in outside air to dry the inside glass and to keep additional condensa-
tion from forming.

If the defroster dues not work, time should be taken to allow the heater to warm up
the windows; or glycerine Or alcohol can be applied to the outside of the windshield to
help clear the glass temporarily.

Avoid using the windshield washers, even if with antifreeze, in extreme cold.

The spray may freeze on the windshield and obstruct the view still further.

When the view through the windshield is obscured by condensation from occupants' breath or in
humid or cold weather, the driver should

Turn on the defroster and adjust the temperature setting as necessary.

Open vent window if additional outside air is needed.

An open window helps reduce the humidity level inside the car and the temperature
difference between the outer and inner windshield.

Stop the car and remove heavy moisture from side windows, as well as the windshield, with a
cloth or paper towel.

Using the hand to remove condensation from glass is likely to leave an oily residue and
result in later streaking.

Dew or moisture from fog can be removed from side windows by rolling them down and
back up.

Maintaining Visibility In Fog or Rain

When visibility is reduced during the day or night by fog or heavy precipitation, the driver should:

Turn on the low beam headlights.

A car with its low beam headlights on can be seen at much greater distances by
oncoming and following drivers. Parking lights are inadequate and sidelights are ineffec-
tive in fog, because they often are not visible until the car is outlined.

Fog lights should be positioned low to be effective.

Reduce speed so as not to overdrive visibility.

Use pavement markings, particularly those on the right side, and other vehicle lights as
longitudinal and lateral cues.

Stop at roadside to wait until heavy rain subsides.

Severe downpours are usually of short duration.

S:dnglare

When sunglare is blinding, the driver should:

Adjust the sun visor to shield the eyes without obstructing view, and/or wear sunglasses.

Look down at the roadway in front of the car, not directly into the sun.-
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Part III - Weather Conditions and Limited Visibility

Sandstorm

During a sandstorm, which reduces visibility, the driver should:

Grasp the steering wheel firmly.

Ridges of drifting sand will increase resistance and may turn the wheels.

Proceed slowly, or stop at the roadside if visibility is severely restricted.

Watch for lane markings that may be partially obscured by drifting sand.

Extreme Heat

During extreme heat, the driver should:

Make the car as comfortable as possible by turning on the air conditioner or opening the
windows.

Watch the temperature gauge for signs that the car is overheating.

Avoid prolonged high-speed driving.

Prolonged high speed driving causes excessive tire wear and increases tire temperature,
creating the danger of a blowout. It may also cause the engine to overheat.

Maintain circulation in the cooling system.

At low speeds in heavy traffic, a Idwer gear should be used.

When standing in heavy traffic, the gearshift should be placed in neutral and the engine
raced to make the fan turn faster, thus cooling the radiator coolant more quickly.
Racing the engine also helps prevent vapor lock (vaporization of gasoline in the fuel line)
and keeps the car from stalling.

Let the engine idle for a few minutes when stopping after a long run.

Letting the engine idle in this manner helps prevent vapor Inc :k and makes the engine
easier to restart.

Extreme Cold

During extreme cold, the driver should:

Turn on the heater after the engine has warmed.

Watch the temperature gauge for signs of overheating.

Keep the fuel tank nearly full.

During cold weather, moisture in the air will condense as water in the fuel tank, may
freeze and block the fuel lines.

Remove frost or condensation as indicated above.

In an automatic transmission car, place the gearshift lever in park and leave the parking
brake off.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

During extremely cold weather, brake linings may freeze to the brake drum, making it
impossible to disengage the brakes.

After parking in freezing rain, place cardboard or nevi-_raper under the wipers to keep ice
from forming on the windshield.

Freezing Temperature Drop After Rainfall

When a rapid temperature drop occurs after rainfall, the driver should:

Watch for ice patches on the roadway.

Test brakes periodically.

Moisture collecting on brake linings may freeze and reduce braking power.

Wind

When driving with a high steady or intermittent crosswind, the driver sliould:

Drive at lower than normal speeds.

Driver perception, reaction, and correction time are critical determinants of safe speed
in a crosswind.

Steer toward the wind, firmly grasping the steering wheel, when the car's lateral positioning
is altered by the wind.

Continuing in a straight-line steering course without correction will cause the car to
cross into the adjacent lane or to steer off the road. The amount of corrective torque
required to prevent lateral deviation decreases with a decrease in speed.

Avoid oversteering in reacting to gusts of wind.

Gusts produce rapid changes in lateral positioning, necessitating a greater degree of
steering which may result in oversteering.

Anticipate steering corrections when the wind is screened by hills, buildings, or larger
vehicles.

Keep windows closed as much as possible to reduce noise and dust.

The student should know the skills required for driving safely during periods of
limited visibility and other adverse weather conditions.

The driver should be able to locate, by touch or with a glance, and operate tiq accessories and
controls for improving his visibility. Since the roadway and surr'unding environment will require all of
his attention during conditions of reduced visibility, he must know the location of the windshield wiper
and washer controls, the heater, and defroster, and be able to activate them without taking his eyes off
the road.

LEARNING PROBLEMS
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The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
drive safely during periods of limited visibility and other adverse weather conditions.
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Part III Weather Conditions and Limited Visibility.

Esti Mating Steering Correction

Maintaining directional control in a high crosswind requires the student to make rapid corrections
by turning the wheel just enough to regain the desired path without oversteering. Many student drivers
will have difficulty in estimating the amount of steering correction that is necessary.

Oversteering

Student drivers encountering steering problems on windy days may have a tendency to oversteer.
Maintaining directional control without overcorrecting should become easier with more practice.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Handout/pamphlet

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source

National Safety Council

FILMS /FILMSTRIPS /SL IDES

"Sudden Loss of Vision, 41 frames, color, Ford
Motor Company.

Simulator Films

"Good Driving in Bad Weather,"-* 20 minutes, color,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Title

"Good Visibility is a must" fact
sheet

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System,,film section "Driving in Bad Weather," AEtna
Life and Casualty Co.

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 30.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 216-217, 224-
227, 281, 283, 333-334.

-*Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, p. 218.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for
Learning to Drive, pp. 52-55.

Center for S afety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 42, 61.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers, p. 75-77.

segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

BASIC REFERENCES (Continued)

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 51-0 - 51-5.

'toJI

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 188-195.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver
and Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods
and Organization, pp. 237-238.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
him in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 28,
46-47.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, p. 223.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 48-49.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 222-224,
318-320, 327.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right. pp. 203, 238.247
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Kearney, Paul W. How to Drive Better and Avoid
Accidents, p. 224.

National Education Association, National Commission
on Safety Education. How Experienced Teachers
Develop Good Traffic Citizens: Tips and Cues,
pp. 53-55.

National Highway Safety Bureau. Maximum Safe Speed
for Motor Vehicles, pp. 6, 29. NHSB Staff Report,
Department of Transportation, January 31, 1969.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
pp. 72-73.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 159-161.

Strasser, Mar land K_Eales, John R., and Aaron,
Jam Pc F. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 203, 205, 284-285, 300-304, 307.
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Part III - Night Driving

Night Driving

The student should know what adjustments he must make when driving at
night to compensate for limited vision and visibility.

Driving at night _is...more difficult and hazardous because of the limitations that darkness places on
the driver's vision as well as on his visibility of the driving environment.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and hazards that pertain to driving
a car during darkness.

General

More than half of all motor vehicle deaths occur at night. The death rate at night per 100 million
vehicle miles is more than two and one-half times the death rate during daylight hours, and in urban
locations the rate increases to three times. Fatal accidents occur most frequently, according to Accident
Facts, during the evening rush on weekdays (except Fridays), late Friday night, late Saturday afternoon
and night, and early Sunday morning.

In general, during conditions of darkness, the driver should:

Drive with the headlights on.

Failure to turn on headlights for night driving is the cause of a significant number of
accidents.

As a rule, low beam headlights should be used. The use of parking lights at dusk should
be avoided when driving and is illegal in some states because they (1) are too weak and
cannot be seen adequately, and (2) may be confused for headlights, causing misestima-
tion of distance by others.

Drive more slowly than during daylight.

Maintain a speed that permits him to stop within the distance illuminated by the headlights.

Low beams in good condition are effective about 150 feet, high beams 350-500 feet. If
a driver is driving too fast to stop within this distance, he is "overdriving" his headlights.

Sight distance at night is dependent on the speed of the car. The driver can see 80 feet
farther at 20 miles per hour than at 60 miles per hour.

Clear seeing distances decrease in daytime by about 20 feet for each increase of 10
miles per hour. At night, these distances are further reduced.

Headlights give greater visibility on wet roads than on dry roads. This is because light
on wet roads has less diffusing quality; less light from the car's headlights is reflected
back to the driver's eyes and more light reflected ahead.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

Watch for dark or dim objects on the roadway.

Dark objects are visible in headlight illumination at about. half the distance that white
objects are. With opposing headlight glare, the visibility of dark objects is reduced
further by about one-half.

At night, drivers are able to see best those pedestrians in reflectorized clothing; white
next, then grey, then black the least.

As illumination decreases, peripheral as well as central visual acuity lessens. By cocking
his head to one side and peering out the corner of his eye the driver is able to see
better.

Watch beyond headlights, on and near the roadway, for slow-moving or unlit vehicles, curves,
road obstructions or defects, pedestrians, and animals.

Allow a greater margin of safety in the performance of maneuvers than during daylight.

Following distance should be increased.

Acceptable passing distance and time should be increased.

Act rain from using matches or bright lights inside the car.

It is important to keep the eyes adapted to the darkness.

Bright lights inside the car may reduce visibility by producing glare on the windshield
or windows:

Adjust panel light intensity so that visibility improves outside the car but vision inside the
car is sufficient.

Avoid fatigue and maintain visual efficiency by keeping the car well ventilated and taking
frequent rest stops.

High altitude adverseiy affects visual efficiency at night by reducing oxygen in the blood.
Smoking has a similar effect.

Urban Driving

When driving in urban areas, the driver should:

Check to see that the headlights are on when leaving a parking space, particularly in brightly
illuminated areas where the absence of headlights may not be immediately noticeable.

Use low beam headlights to avoid blinding other drivers and pedestrians.

Watch for pedestrians and unlit vehicles and objects on the roadway and at curbside.

When there are no traffic speed regulations in dimly it areas, limit maximum speed to 30
per hour on dry pavement and 25 miles per hour on wet pavement.

Rural Driving
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When driving in rural areas, the driver should:

Drive at a speed appropriate for conditions.

Conditions associated with rural roads, such as curves, hills, and narrow roadways,
essentially limit safe speeds to 50-60 miles per hour.
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Part III - Night Driving

Use high beam headlights except when approaching an oncoming vehicle or when overtaking
a vehicle.

When approw.hing dfl °morning vehftle in a rural area, the driver should.

Use low beam headlights.

High beams will blind the driver of an oncoming vehicle.

Decelerate.

Fli Lk headlights to high then low beams once or twice, if necessary to remind an oncoming
driver to dim his headlights.

When the driver of an oncoming vehicle refuses to dim his headlights the driver should:

Decelerate.

Maintain his own headlights on low beam.

Deliberately leaving highbeam headlights on compounds an already hazardous situation.

Avoid looking directly at the vehicle's bright lights.

Focus his eyes to the right side of ,the roadway beyond the oncoming vehicle.

Focusing on the right side of the roadway beyond the oncoming vehicle offsets the
blinding effect of headlight glare. Peripheral vision will keep the car driver cognizant of
the oncoming vehicle.

For a few moments close one eye as the oncoming vehicle draws near.

Maintain a slower speed for a period of time after the vehicle has passed.

When following another vehicle in a rural area the driver should:

Use the taillights of the vehicle as an indication of closing rate.

Dim the headlights when 500 feet away from the vehicle.

The visibility of the driver of the vehicle can be impaired by glare caused by headlights
shining in his rearview mirror.

Increase following distance.

When being followed in a rural area by another vehicle with bright lights, the driver should:

Flick his headlights from high to low beam once or twice as a reminder to the following
driver to dim his lights. If he does not dim his lights, the driver should:

Decelerate gradually and keep to the right of the roadway.

Permit the vehicle following to pass at the first safe opportunity.

Avoid looking directly at the rearview mirror.

Adjust the day/night mirror to the night position.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

When approaching a pedestrian or animal in a rural area at night, the driver should:

Dim the headlights.

Decelerate.

Watch the pedestrian or animal for indication Df a change in direction or movement.

Prepare to take evasive action should the pedestrian or animal enter the roadway.

When approaching an animal refuge or crossing area, reduce speed and watch for animals on
or alongside the roadway.

Driving at Dusk/Dawn or on Dark Days

Most people experience heightened depth impressions at dusk. Objects at different depths appear
farther apart at this time than in bright daylight. When driving at dusk or dawn or on dark days, the
driver should:

Use low beam headlights.

Drive more slowly than normally, giving increased attention to traffic.

One-fifth of all motorises in fatal traffic accidents are fatally injured during the time
period between 5 p.m. and 8 p.m.

Remove sunglasses or tinted eyeglasses at dusk.

Sunglasses worn at night decrease light still further. However, wearing sunglasses during
the day aids night vision because less time is required for the eyes to adapt to
darkness.

Use nontinted contact lenses from dusk on.

Tinted contact lenses absorb from 10 to 20 percent more light than clear glass.

Parking.._on Sh.ulder

When parking on the road shoulder during darknesS, the driver should:

Position the car well off to the right of the roadway.

Use four-way flasher units to warn other drivers.

The student should know the skills required for night agiving.

The driver must be able to keep sight of an oncoming vehi, 9 with his peripheral vision and to
maintain his car on its path by focusing along the right edge of hic le until the oncoming vehicle has
passed.

He must develop the skills of judging distances, closing rates, performances of all other normal
daytime driving behaviors under conditions of altered, reduced or dist,irted visual information.

He must learn to overcome the stresses produced by the perceptual problems of night driving since
these stresses can seriously alter his judgment, perception, and psychomotor ability.
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Part III - Night Driving

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
drive in darkness.

Maintaining Direction When Opposing Traffic Approaches

Driving at nignt presents a visibility problem. The driver must maintain position within the driving
lane when the headlights of oncoming traffic reduce his visual efficiency. The procedures for maintaining
position involve the use of peripheral vision and some skill in steering and visual coordination.

In order to maintain direction, the beginning driver must learn to focus along the right edge of his
lane when oncoming traffic limits his visibility. An indication that the driver is not focusing on the
roadway edge is his inability to maintain directional control when oncoming traffic is present. A simple
verbal roue should help to correct the difficulty. If learning difficulties during darkness persist the
student may have impaired vision.

Judgments at Night

Because darkness affects the driver's ability to see, judgments of distances and closing rates will
vary from judgments made during daylight hours. Th.e beginning driver may overtake a vehicle at too
great a speed or attempt to turn before it is safe to do so. He must learn to accept the effects of
darkness upon his judgment. The instructor !night identify some cues that the student can use in
estimating distance and closing rate. For example, the distance between taillights or headlights on a
vehicle ahead or an oncoming vehicle aids the driver in estimating distance and/or closing rate. In

addition, the instructor should make the student aware of the range of the car headlights and the impact
of opposing headlights on the driver's night vision.

Tension

Inexperienced drivers are especially susceptible to becoming tense when driving in darkness,
because of the perceptual difficulties experienced at night. Being under stress can seriously alter the
driver's judgment, perception, and psychomotor ability. Driving in a less populated area may aid the
tense student since there are likely to be fewer environmental stimuli to which the driver must respond.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard

Handouts/pamphlets National Safety Council "Driving in the Dark"
"Night Driving" data sheet
"Night Driving" fact sheet
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FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Driving at Night," 10 minutes, color, Ford Motor Co.

"Lights Have Limits," Driver Education Films Series,
4% minutes, b/w, American Oil Co.

"Night and Bad Weather Driving," 11 minutes, b/w,
Progressive Pictures.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"Night Driving and Emergency Situations," No. 5,
Safety Features Series, Indiana University.

"Night Driving and Seeing," 30 minutes, Educational
Television film. Order from University of Nebraska.

"Night Driving Tactics" 17 minutes, color, Charles
Cahill Associates, Inc.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Practice aiving
Guide for Use With Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 30.

Amerman Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 44-49, 224-225.

Anderson, William G. In -Car, Instruction: Methods
and Content, pp. 284-285.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learn-
ing to aive, p. 27.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 200-208.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 52-55.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 95-97.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving
Task Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Livers,
pp. 73-75.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 52-0 - 52 -i.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 196-200.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 235-237.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 35-36.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, p. 47.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 223-224.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 107-109.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 82-86,
219-222, 254-257.
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Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerho-ff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 125, 188-191, 202,
229, 252-253, 275-276.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso-
ciation. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
pp. 64-65.

"Optometrists Evaluate Role of Eyes in Night Driv-
ing," Traffic Safety, vol 71 no 7, p. 24, July 1971.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 127,
155, 157-159.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, tip. 52-54, 297, 303:
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Part III Towing a Trailer

Towing a Trailer

The student should know how to adjust his driving to compensate for the effects
of towing a trailer.

Towing a trailer requires special driving techniques so that the trailer does not swing into another
vehicle, cut across a corner, or otherwise threaten the safety of other motorists and the smooth flow of
traffic.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to towing
a trailer.

Accelerating With a Trailer

Towing a trailer requires some modifications in normal driving behavior and extra care in

performing maneuvers gradually and smoothly. When towing a trailer the driver should:

Accelerate slowly and smoothly, keeping to the right side of the roadway and maintaining a
greater than normal following distance.

Check the security of the trailer and the condition of the tires periodically.

Reduce speed if necessary and remain to the extreme right side of the roadway when
meeting oncoming traffic, applying the trailer brakes lightly to diminish trailer sway.

Pass slower vehicles only after checking traffic to the front and rear, being sure to position
the car sufficiently to the left of the vehicle being passed.

Accommodate passing vehicles by reducing speed to provide a larger gap if necessary and by
moving as far to the right of the roadway-asis safely possible.

Backing, Slowing, and Stopping With a Trailer

In backing up, slowing down, and stopping with a trailer in tow, the driver should:

Back the trailer in the desired direction by backing the car in the opposite direction after
having checked to the rear and side to be sure there is no traffic and there is sufficient
clearance.

Make gradual steering movements when turning while backing with a trailer attached.

Apply trailer brakes first, then the car brakes to come to a normal safe stop. Trailer brakes
are applied by a quick on and off motion; the car brakes are applied gradually and
intermittently.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

.Negotiating Corners, Curves, and Hills With a Trailer

When turning corners, taking «irves, and driving on hills ur winding roads with a trailer in tow,
the driver should.

Drive at a reduced speed, allowing sufficient distance for turning safely.

Position the car in the extreme right side of the roadway, allowing faster traffic to pass
when passing is permitted.

Shift to a lower gear and remain to the right on long and/or steep downgrades.

Use a wider turning radius at intersections to prevent the trailer from climbing the curb.

Towing a Trailer on Windy Days

When towing a trailer on windy days the driver should:

Slow down and keep to the extreme right of the roadway.

Leave the roadway if winds are excessive.

The student should know the skills required for towing a trailer.

The driver must be able to judge the effect of the trailer and load upon the car's accelerative and
braking response; judge the path the trailer will make in turning corners in order that both car and
trailer remain within limits prescribed for turning; and associate turning motions of the car with those of
the trailerrribacking in order that both car and trailer remain on the desired path.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
'tow a trailer.

Braking With a Trailer in Tow

The added weight of a trailer will require a greater-than-normal stopping distance. The driver must
determine the additional amount of stopping distance required when driving at different speeds so that
he can stop gradually and smoothly. This determination must be made through trial and error.

The driver also must learn to recognize when it is necessary to apply the trailer brakes in addition
to the car brakes. If the trailer begins to sway, a slight application of the trailer brakes is necessary.
Drivers who have had little or no experience towing trailers may have some difficulty coordinating the
application of car and trailer brakes.

Turning With a Trailer in Tow

Drivers towing trailers may have some difficulty estimating the path the trailer will take in turning
corners. Turns should be gradual and at reduced speed in an effort to minimize the possibility of
running over the curb with a trailer wheel. Similar precautions must be taken when towing a trailer and
encountering sharp curves in the roadway.
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Part III - Towing a Trailer

Backing With a Trailer in Tow

One of the most difficult maneuvers when towing a trailer is backing. The driver is likely to have
difficulty associating turning motions of the car with those of the trailer. Maintaining both car and
trailer on the desired path while backing will require practice. While he is backing up he must also
control speed by coordinating the accelerator with brake or clutch control. Steering skills are also required.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard

Handout

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Country Life Ins. Co. "Trailer-Wise"

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 413-415.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver Educa-
tion Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 61-0 --61-7.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 202-205.

Air Force Driver. Tricks of the Tow, vol. 5, no.6,
pp. 14-17, November 1971.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curriculum
in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, p. 28.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, p. 320.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 207-208.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 164, 314-316.
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Part III - Hauling Loads

$14111111§ Loads

The student should know how to compensate for the effects of hauling heavy
loads within or on top of the car.

When a car is heavily loaded, its center of gravity is altered, and accelerative, braking, and steering
capabilities are affected. The driver must adjust his driving behavior accordingly.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and hazards associated with hauling
loads inside or on top of the car.

General

When the car is heavily loaded, the driver should:

Begin slowing down for a stop sooner than would be necessary if the car were lightly loaded.

A loaded car requires more braking distance.

Allow greater separation distance between the car and the vehicle ahead.

Drive at a slower than normal rate of speed.

Perform maneuvers and movements gradually, avoiding abrupt actions.

Check the tire pressure frequently so that the recommended pressure can be maintained.

Inspect the load periodically to make sure it is properly restrained and has not shifted.

Loads Within the Car

When hauling loads within the trunk or rear passenger area, the driver should.

Make sure he has clear visibility throug] the windshield, rear window, and all side windows
at all times.

Make sure the objects do not interfere with his access to the controls or hinder using them.

Stop periodically to make sure that objects extending through the back of the car are
restrained properly.

A warning device, such as a red flag, should be displayed on objects that extend
through the back of the car.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

Loads on Top of Car

When hauling loads on top of the car, the driver should:

Check the load frequently to see that it is properly restrained and secure.

Ina strong steady or gusty wind, reduce his speed and prepare to effect steering corrections
in anticipation of a change in the cat's handling characteristics..

The student should know the skills required for driving with a heavy load inside
or on top of the car.

The driver must be able to detect changes in the car's responsiveness and performance as the result
of a load on top, and to respond quickly with compensatory adjustments in his driving.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the difficulties that may be experienced in learning to
drive with a load on top of or within the cap.

Maintaining Lane Position on Windy Days

When hauling a load on the car roof on windy days, the beginning driver may oversteer in his
attempts to maintain position in the driving lane. The driver should be instructed to grasp the upper half
of the steering wheel with both hands and to reduce his speed.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard

RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

Automotive Safety F oundation. A Resource Curriculum
ieDriver and Traffic Safety Education, p. 28.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver Educa-
tion Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 61-0 61-2.
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McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 206-207.



Part III OnRoad Malfunctions and Breakdowns

On-Road Malfunctions and Breakdowns

The student should know the importance of dealing with on-road malfunctions
and breakdowns.

Immediate response to a suspected malfunction 'nay prevent a more serious breakdown later.
When a breakdown does occur, the car often can be driven or pushed off the roadway where it will not
interfere with the flow of traffic. When the car is stalled on the roadway and cannot be moved the
driver must respond quickly to protect himself and other highway users.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to on-road
malfunctions and breakdowns.

Parking a Disabled Car

If the car malfunctions while on the roadway, the driver should

Follow the normal procedures for leaving the roadway.

Pull off the roadway onto the shoulder or median, whichever is safer.

Park the car well off the roadway and activate the four-way flasher

Moving a Car Stopped on Roadway

If a disabled car stops on the roadway, the driver should

Activate the four-way flasher or directional signal on the roadway side of the car

Coast off the roadway in manual shift car by shifting to neutral and depressing the clutch,
or by shifting to low or reverse, releasing the clutch, and ac mating the star ter switch.

Using the starter switch to move the car is hard On the starter motor and will drain the
battery. The procedure should be utilized to move the car only LI ION feet in wt
emergency.

As alternatives, ask the driver following to push the car Off the rti,idwdy lc!, If the
procedure presents no hazards; or have passengers help push the car off the roadway if visibility
and traffic conditions are favorable.

When a disabled car cannot be moved off the roadway, the driver should

Activate the four-way flasher.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

Place Hares at least 100 feet behind the car in the lane and along adjacent lanes. At night
flares should be 200 to 300 yards behind the car.

It is important to position himself or a passenger behind the car to warn other traffic, if no
warning devices are available, and wait for assistance.

Waiting outside the ca, and off the roadway is safer than sitting inside the car, even
with warning devices in place.

Signal for assistance by lying a white cloth to the door handle adjacent to the roadway or
the radio antenna and by raising the hood or trunk lid.

Changing a Tire

If it becomes necessary to chan']e a tire, the driver should:

Position the car well off the roadway and place the gearshift lever in park in an automatic
shift car, in reverse in a manual shift car.

Turn off the ignition, set the parking brake, and remove the tire and tire-changing equipment.

Block the wheels and pry oft the hub cap.

Loosen the wheel bolts slightly with the wrench provided.

Secure the jack in a straight, stable position and use it to raise the wheel off the ground.

Remove the wheel nuts and pull off the wheel.

Install the spare tire and replace the wheel nuts by hand, tightening two of the nuts (on
opposite sides of wheel) firmly to position wheel correctly.

Lower the car with the jack and tighten all the nuts with the lug wrench.

Replace the hub cap.

Place the flat tire and tire-changing equipment in the trunk.

Overheated Engine

The temperature gauge on the display panel will tell the driver when the engine overheats. If this
malfunction occurs, the driver should:

1H-232

Pull completely off the roadway.

Remove the radiator cap with a heavy cloth, add water or coolant, and place the cap back
on the radiator after waiting for the engine to cool.

Radiator caps must be removed with care even when the engine is cool because the
coolant in the radiator may be under considerable nressure. Steam and hot water may
spew from the radiator opening and burn the driver if the cap is removed without first
releasing the pressure.

If the engine overheats exi,essively, the cooling system should be inspected for loose
connections, wear, and leakage. If all components appear to be in sound condition, the
hood should be left up to permit the engine to cool.

Drive slowly to the nearest service station if coolant is not available or if it does not remedy
the overheated condition,



Part III On-Road Malfunctions and Breakdowns

Battery Discharging

The generator or alternator gauge on the display panel indicates when the battery is discharging. This
is normal when electrical equipment is operating and the engine is off or at idle speed. If the battery is

discharging with the engine at normal operating speed, it means that the battery, voltage regulator, or

generator is malfunctioning, or that the fan bell which drives the generator has broken. In any case, the

car should be driven immediately to a service station to be checked by a qualified mechanic.

Loss of Oil Pressure

When the oil pressure gauge on the display panel registers a loss of oil pressure, the driver should:

Turn off the engine, shift to neutral, and steer the car off the roadway at a safe place.

Irreparable damage could result if the car is driven without enough oil.

Call for a tow truck and have a qualified mechanic check the engine.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Handout/pamphlet

RESOURCE MATERIALS

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

National Safety Council "When Your Car Stalls" fact sheet

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Marlarid K. Driver
and Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods
ant Organization, pp. 240, 242-243.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 155-156, 220,
262-264, 267-268, 277, 332-334.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 70-71.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 46-49, 165-168.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 40-42, 79.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 97-101,
325-326, 330-332.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 260, 262-263.

"If There's Trouble on a Car Trip," Changing Times,
pp. 25-26, The Kiplinger Washington Editor's Inc.,
Washington, D.C. August 1964.

McKnight A. James and Adams, Bert. B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 62-6 - 62-7, 63-0 - 63-3.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Man G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 211-220.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso-
ciation. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
p. 92.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 135, 202-203, 311-312.
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Part III - Pushing /Towing

Pushing/Towing

The student should know the function of pushing another vehicle.

Pushing a vehicle helps get the engine started when the battery has failed. Because It is dangerous,

the procedure should be undertaken only when there is no other course open and when traffic
conditions and the safety of motorists require it.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The driver should know the procedures, hazards, and laws that pertain to pushing
or towing, or being pushed or towed by another vehicle.

General

Guidelines for pushing or towing another vehicle, or being pushed or towed, include the following:

Pushing or towing is dangerous to both drivers. The driver of the first vehicle, if it has power
brakes and power steering, has no power to steer or brake. The driver of the second vehicle

has very restricted vision. If possible the car should be started with the use of jumper cables.

Pushing is illegal in many states. The legality should be determined before the procedure is
initiated.

The bumpers of the vehicles must match in contour and height. When bumpers are not
perfectly matched, bumpers will lock or damage unprotected portions of the car.

Pushing should not be attempted when the two vehicles are on different levels of the road.

Vehicles should not be pushed around corners, but should coast around corners and stop
before pushing is again attempted.

Four-way flashing units should be activated when a vehicle is pushing another vehicle.

If the vehicle does not start within one-half mile, pushing should be discontinued because of

possible damage to the transmission.

Towing a vehicle should be avoided since the vehicle will leap forward when it starts and
strike the vehicle in front.

Manual Shift Car Being Pushed

When a manual shift car is being pushed to start the engine the driver of that car should:

Turn on the ignition, depress the clutch, release the brake, and shift to high gear. (Sometimes
it is easier to start the engine in second gear.)
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Part III - Driving Tasks

Signal the driver behind to drop hack, then ',it up on the clutch pedal slowly when the car's
speed reaches 15 to 20 miles per hour.

If traffic or available distance ner essitates trying to start at very low speed the driver of the car
being pushed should.

Signal the driver of the second vehicle to drop back before letting up the clutch and then
bring the clutch up quickly to start the engine.

Depressing the clutch quickly to disconnect the engine before the slow speed is

reached can kill the engine again.

Automatic Shift Car Being Pushed

liter When an automatic shift car is being pushed, the driver o' that car should:

Turn on the ignition, place the gearshift lever in neutral and leave the brakes off.

Signal the driver of the vehicle behind to drop back when the car reaches the speed of 30 to
35 miles per hour.

Move the gearshift lever to the drive position to start the engine.

The forward movement of the car will turn the engine, which enables the engine to
start.

Pushing Another Vehicle

To push another vehicle the driver of the car should.

Move the Gar up slowly until the bumpers just touch and begin to push gradually.

Accelerate a manual shift to the speeds indicated above for automatic shift cars.

Look for signals from the vehicle driver and react appropriately.

Towing

When longer distances are involved and the vehicle cannot be driven, it should be towed rather
than rished. A tow truck should be used. Automatic transmission cars should not be towed more than
12 miles unless special mechanical precautions are taken to avoid damage to the rear wheels, drive shaft,
and transmission. Automatic: transmission cars should be towed with the rear wheels elevated.

The student should know the skills required for pushing another vehicle.

The driver who is pushing a vehicle with his car must be able to exercise precise speed control to
maintain bumper-to-bumper contact.
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Part III Pushing/Towing

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

RESOURCE MATERIALS

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book foroSportsmanlike Driving, pp. 400-402.

McKnight, A, James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
PP. 65-0 65-3.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Educa-
tion Task -- Analysis Volume III: Instructional Objectives,
pp.-222223.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, p. 327.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, p. 206.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Let --ring to Drive
Defensively, pp. 313-314,

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Zaun, Cecil G.,
and Mushlitz, M. Eugene. When You Take the Wheel,
pp. 244-245.
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III-C

Emergency Procedures

The sudden emergence of a driving hazard requires a quick response on the part of the driver.
From an instructional viewpoint, emergency procedures represent a substantially different problem from
that of driving procedures because of (1) the need for a highly practiced, rapid, essentially "automatic"
response, and (2) the element of potential danger which makes it difficult to provide necessary needed
practice.

Driving emergencies may arise from hazardous conditions with respect to the following:
Carincluding failures to brakes, tires, power steering, headlights.
Roadwayincluding potholes, obstacles.
Car Roadwayincluding skidding.
TraVficincluding impending collision from headon, side, rear.

The following procedures are found in this section:

Skid Control
Anticipating Traffic Emergencies

Reacting to Traffic Emergencies

Car Emergencies

Post-Accident Responsibilities
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Part III - Skid Control

Skid Control

The student should be able to detect and recover from a skid quickly enough to
avoid losing directional control.

Sk:dding results from changes in speed or direction that are too abrupt for road surface conditions.
Adherence to procedures described in earlier sections will generally prevent skids. The emphasis in instruc-
tion should be upon skid prevention. However, ability to control skidding, particularly during evasive
maneuvers, will contribute greatly to reducing the likelihood and severity of collisions. The most critical
elements in skid control involve manipulation of the brake so as to avoid locking the wheels, and precise
steering control so as to avoid "overshooting" the desired path and compounding the skid.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures involved in controlling a skid.

The best way to control a skid is to avoid the conditions that produce it. A skid generally occurs
when changes in speed or direction are too abrupt for road surface conditions. These changes may be
divided into two categories: (1) Excessive changes under normal surface conditions, such as sudden braking
or sudden turning (evasive maneuvers) or a turn at excessive speed (entering a curve too rapidly); (2) normal
changes on unusually slippery surfaces, such as attempting to stop Or turn too abruptly on an icy or
wet roadway.

In one study conducted in the State of Virginia, it was noted that 40 percent of all accidents
reported during one year involved skidding; in one-third of the cases the skidding occurred prior to
brake application.

Once a car has begun to skid, the driver should attempt to arrest the skid. In doing so, he should.

Turn the wheels in the direction of the desired path if the car is skidding sideways.

Remove the foot gradually from the accelerator and avoid using the brake.

Any abrupt deceleration or brake application will tend to accentuate the skid. If the
brakes are fully applied, the front wheels will lock causing a loss of steering control.

As the car approaches the desired path, turn the wheels slightly in the opposite direction to
reduce the rate at which the car is rotating. Failure to "countersteer" in this manner will
cause the car to rotate beyond the desired path, often to a degree that exceeds the initial
skid.

Failure to countersteer, resulting in "overshooting," contributes to a significant number
of skidding accidents.
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Part I I I - Driving Tasks

Make additional steering corrections as necessary to get the car pointed in the desired

direction.

Only if or when the car is headed in the desired direction should an attempt be made to
reduce speed. This should be achieved by a gentle pumping action of the brake.

Prolonged application of the brake will only cause the wheels to lock, resulting
in a loss of both braking and steering control.

Generally speaking, the less slippery the surface, the more firmly the brakes can
be applied.

The student should know the skills involved in detecting a skid and recover Jag

from it.

The driver's ability to react appropriately to a skid depends upon his ability to (1) perceive that

skidding has occurred, and (2) carry out the procedures necessary to arrest the skid.
The driver's ability to detect a skid results from normal driving experiences. A driver quickly

learns to associate steering changes and brake application with proprioceptive and kinesthetic ("seat of
the pants") cues of change in speed and direction. When his attempts to turn or slow the car fail to
produce the appropriate bodily sensations, he recognizes immediately that he is skidding. While no

unique perceptual skill must be developed, it is important to recognize that detection of a skid depends
upon an expectation of motion cues and that skid control cannot be adequately taught where motion

could not be provided, e.g., a fixed base simulator.
The motor coordinations involved in arresting a skid are among the most demanding of the skill

requirements imposed upon drivers. These demands are created primarily by the need for (1) precise

steering control in order to prevent "overshoot" and the resulting loss of control, and (2) the controlled

braking required to maintain a steady path while slowing down.
In order to prevent overshoot, the driver must learn the precise point at which to introduce

countersteering and the amount of countersteering that is needed to eliminate the car's rotation in one

direction and not cause it to rotate in the other direction. For controlled braking, the driver must learn

to feel the point at which further brake application will cause the wheels to lock. Effective skid control

requires that each of these skills be developed to the point where both activities can be performed

simultaneously.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard or traffic
situation board

Handouts/pamphlets Tire Industry Safety Council "Studded Tire Safety and
Maintenance Guide"

Tires with worn treads and
good tread
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FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Controlling Skids," filmstrip, 50 frames, color, Ford
Motor Company.

"Critical ManeuversSkids," 50 frames, color, Ford
Motor Company.

"Don't Skid Yourself," 13 minutes, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

"Six Deadly Skids,' 261/2 minutes, color, Modern
Talking Pictures Service Inc.

Simulator Films

"Good Driving in Bad Weather,"* 20 minutes, color,
AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Part III Skid Control

"Skid Control" 141/2 minutes, color, Modern Talking
Pictures Service, Inc.

"Skids and Skidding," 30 minutes, Educational
Television film produced by South Carolina Educa-
tional Television Center. Order from University of
Nebraska.

"What About Winter Driving?" 12 minutes, color,
National Safety Council.

"Winterproof Your Driving,"* 16 minutes, color,
Allstate Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna
Drivotrainer System, film section "Driving in Bad
Weather," AEtna Life and Casualty Co.

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet "Winterproof Your
Driving," Allstate Enterprises Inc.

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use With Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 29.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 84-87, 211-216.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods
and Content, pp. 261-268.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, p. 227.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, pp. 56-59.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 175-177,
228.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers,
pp. 49-61.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 18-0 - 18-2.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 44-45.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

U.S. Air Force. The Safe Driving Handbook, p. 50.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 47-48.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 211-213, 222-230.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp 64-67.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 275-280.

Center for Safeiy Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, p. 184.
Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 242, 244-247.
Johnson, Margaret L. "Skid School for Young Drivers,"
Traffic Safety, pp. 12-13, vol 70 no 10, October 1970.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
P. 69.

Overend, Robert B. 'The Great Studded Tire
Controversy," Traffic Safety, pp. 8-10, 35-39,
vol 71 no 12, December 1971.

*Althouth total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES (Continued)

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 163.164

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 304-306.

"The Science of Skid Control," The Air Force
Driver, pp. 2-6 and 29, March 1971.
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-Teach Skidding 'Know-How' at Liberty School,"
Traffic Safety, pp. 26, 27, 39, 40, vol 64 no 11,
November 1964.

Whitworth, Richard. -Teachers Learn to Skid,"
Traffic Safety, pp. 9, 10, 37, 38, vol 69 no 6,
June 1969.
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Anticipating Traffic Emergencies

The driver should observe other vehicles and be able to identify and react to
potential traffic emergencies before they arise.

A great share of the accidents caused by "the other driver" could have been avoided had the
victim been alert to traffic around him and been prepared to react quickly and appropriately to
indications of potential hazards. Drivers should make frequent observation of oncoming vehicles and
vehicles that are adjacent, following, or passing, as well as of other road users, such as pedestrians and
cyclists. This awareness of others constitutes the heart of defensive driving.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

Being Followed

The most recent edition of Accident Facts reports that nearly one-fourth of all accidents and
almost five percent of fatal accidents were rear end collisions. The driver should be constantly aware of
the vehicles behind and should drive cautiously when being followed. In doing so the driver should:

Maintain constant speed.

Glance at the rearview mirror frequently to note whether traffic to the rear is overtaking,
tailgating, moving erratically and/or signaling intentions to change lanes in preparation for
passing.

Signal following traffic of his intentions to change lanes, reduce speed or stop, using
directional and/or arm signals and brake lights.

Signaling too early confuses the driver of the vehicle behind.

Signaling too late gives the driver of the vehicle behind too little time to respond to
the maneuver of the car.

Adjust the rearview mirror to the night position or avoid looking at the rearview mirror if
being followed by a vehicle with high beams on.

Reduce speed to encourage a following vehicle with high beams on to pass.

Vehicles in Adjacent Lanes

The driver should observe vehicles in adjacent lanes for indications of a lateral movement into the
driving lane. Such indications include the following:

An incipient movement by the vehicle in the direction of the driver's car.

A blockage ahead in the vehicle's lanee.g., slowing traffic, or an accident.

A third vehicle merging into the other vehicle's lane, possibly forcing the vehicle toward the
driver.
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Being Passed

The driver should take an ac tive role when being passed, continuously assessing the procedure to
ensure its sdfc: omrletion within the distance available and making adjustments in the car's speed and
path to accommodate the passing vehicle. In taking an active role the driver should.

Use the mirrors and his peripheral vision to detect overtaking and passing vehicles.

Maintain or reduce speed, and position the car in the center of the lane or slightly to the
right if necessary.

Lift his foot from accelerator and be prepared to brake to provide a larger space for a
passing vehicle that might cut in front of the car.

Accelerate if the pass is aborted to allow the other vehicle additional room to move back
into the driving lane.

rodthvoy to the right if necessary, to avoid causing a head-on collision.

Meeting Oncoming Vehicles

According to Accident Facts, 16,000,000 accidents occurred in a recent year, 700,000 of which
were head-on collisions and were responsible for 7:450 fatalities. .

Many fac tors may cause an oncoming vehicle to cross the center line into the car's pathpoor
visibility, swerving to miss a pedestrian or cyclist, road defects or obstructions, poor judgment in speed
and positioning of the vehicle, steering failure, falling asleep, and alcohol and drugs. In attempting to
adjust his course when meeting oncoming vehicles, the driver should:

Align the car properly in the best available lane to allow maximum separation between the
car and oncoming vehicles.

Watch for situations and diver behavior that indicate oncoming vehicles may cross the
center linee.g., vehicle weaving or the presence of slow-moving vehicles.

Observe roadway conditions and obstructions that could adversely affect the control of
oncoming vehiclese.g., the presence of pedestrians, animals, debris, and the like.

Maintain precise control over the car, ready to react quickly to wind gusts, road irregu-
larities, and oncoming vehicles crossing the center line, especially on grades and curves where
an oncoming vehicle might be attempting an unsafe pass.

Pedestrians, Cyclists, and Animals

Of the 54,800 motor vehicle fatalities in a recent year, almost 20 percent, or 10,400, were
pedestrians. About two-thirds of these accidents occurred in urban areas. More than 800 bicyclists were
killed in accidents with motor vehicles, these fatalities being about evenly distributed between urban and
rural areas. Analysis shows that many of these accidents occurred because the pedestrians were
non-drivers and lacked experience with driving problems and traffic regulations. Although accidents
involving motor vehicles and animals are far less frequent than the above, the same precautions should
be taken by the driver when in areas where animals are present.

When encountering pedestrians, cyclists, or animals the driver should:
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Be familiar with local traffic regulations dealing with motor vehicle/bicycle/pedestrian right-
of-way.
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In some states pedestrians are not allowed to cross in mid-block. However, the driver
should not presume right-of-way but should yeild to the pedestrian unless signaled to
proceed.

Yield to pedestrians at intersections, being particularly alert for those who have anticipated a
traffic signal and stepped into the roadway before a light change or who have stepped into
the roadway after a light change has made crossing unsafe.

Slow down, move to the left of the driving lane and be prepared for a quick stop when
encountering pedestrians, cyclists, or animals.

Slow down and be prepared to stop quickly when in the vicinity of children playing.

Observe traffic signs that indicate pedestrian., school or animal crossings, and slow down or
stop if necessary.

Delay passing another vehicle until both the car and the other vehicle have safely passed
pedestrians or cyclists in the roadway.

Drive slowly through puddles to avoid splashing pedestrians.

The student should develop certain perceptual skills in order to be able to anticipate
possible traffic emergencies.

Development of following perceptual skills will help the driver to anticipate traffic emergencies:

The ability to perceive time/distance relationship involving the car and other vehicles.

The ability to detect subtle cues from potential motions of other vehicles and pedestrians.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the kinds of difficulties that may be experienced in
learning to cope with traffic.

Beginning drivers tend to-

Slow down when approaching oworning traffic.

Steer to the right when ont_ortling v0-1,cles are approat.hing.

Jam on the brakes if someone or something crosses the path of the car.

Freeie at the wheel and fail to react if someone or something darts in front of the r or.

Slow down, hesitate and then speed up when approached from the side,

Unnecessarily Reducing Speed

A beginning driver ericounteririg fast moving oni.orhilicj traffic may become and

release pressure on the accelerator peddl, orb of his attention on steering. This tendency
may not be easily overcome sir t e its cause i, four. As the ddrivc7r be owes ,l)re unfidnt cif hi, ability
to maintain position in the driving lJne at rolativc.lv high speeds, the prohlom should Jr. f he

instructor should encourage the student driver .peeJ wlin m(-:,eting oft ominfi if he
is certain that the student's t.,,,r,nit ill', .iro .11 d ,.-I
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Unnecessarily Adjusting Car's Position

A student driver may be inclined to steer to the right when oncoming vehicles are approaching. If
the student is driving at high speeds this can be dangerous especially if one or two wheels drop off the
pavement onto the shoulder. A verbal reminder from the instructor should be given when the driver
unnecessarily moves toward the right side of the roadway. The instructor should differentiate between
situations that require moving slightly to the right, as when an unusually wide vehicle is approaching,
and situations in which the student driver is moving to the right because of fear. The side rearview
mirror should be checked to see that it is properly adjusted and the student should be encouraged to
use peripheral vision and quick head glances.

Brake Control and Evasive Steering When
Encountering Pedestrians/Animals

A beginning driver is likely to jam on the brakes when encountering pedestrians, animals, or
cyclists in the car's path, Coaching the student to pump the brake to stop the car or to steer rather than
brake should be given.

In addition, the student driver may freeze at the wheel if a pedestrian, cyclist, or some animal
suddenly dark into the path of the car. He may know what to do, but he does not react correctly or
fast enough.

With more experience on the roadway, the driver should become more proficient in responding to
pedestrians, animals, and cyclists, The instructor should be prepared to gain control of the car in the
event the student driver freezes at the wheel or otherwise responds inappropriately.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Ckallbcsarz.:

Charts and/or tables on
accidents involving
pedestrians, animals
and/or cyclists

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Pedestrians and Cyclists," No. 22, Driver Education
Series, 30 minutes, b/w, Indiana University.

"Pedestrians," 10 minutes, b/w, Ford Motor Company.

The Art of Being Passed," No. 5, Defense Driving
Film series, 10 minutes, b/w, Association Films, Inc.

"Passing/Being Passed,"' No. 6, Techniques of
Defense Driving Series, 7-10 minutes, color,
National Safety Council,

"The Car Behind," No. 3, Techniques of Defensive
Driving Film Series, 10 minutes, color. National
Safety Council.

"Whiplash, "' 16 minutes, color, Charles Cahill
Associates, Inc.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Simulator Films

"The An of Turning,"`
Enterprises.

"Complex Traffic," 24
Enterprises.

"Hazardous Situations,"
Enterprises.

"Drive in Review," 27
Enterprises.

26 minutes, color, Allstate

minutes, color, Allstate

20 minutes, color, Allstate

minutes, color, Allstate

RESOURCE MATERIAL

Part 111 - Anticipating Traffic Emergencies

"Road Check," 20 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

"Traffic Strategy," 16 minutes, color, AEtna Life &
Casualty Co.

"Driving Emergencies,"" 16 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Lifc and Casualty in consultation with Pepyne,
Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivotrainer
System - Film Section, "Driving Emergencies."

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, p. 402.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 115-116, 148-
150, 166, 200-201, 409-410.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills, Con-
cepts, and Strategies, pp. 183-184.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 195-196,
204-205, 221, 236-247.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task
Descriptions, pp. 36-0 36-10, 36-16 36-18.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 84-86, 94-96, 98-102.

National Education Association. National Commission
on Safety Education. How Experienced Teachers
Develop Good Traffic Citizens: Tips and Cues,
pp. 52-53

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/
Aaron), pp. 66-67.

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 275-280.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver
and Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods
and Organization, p. 153.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource
Curriculum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education,
pp. 58-60.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 37-39, 56-58.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 255-258, 314-331.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 94-111, 136, 140-
149, 177-179, 183-187, 201, 225, 227, 233-236, 367.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso-
ciation. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
pp. 56-57.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 109-111,
126, 139, 141.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Reacting to Traffic Emergencies

The student should know and be able to carry out the procedures required to
avoid an impending accident resulting from unsafe behavior by other drivers or
loss of control over the car.

The best way to avoid an accident is to adhere to safe driving procedures and to look out for the
potentially unsafe actions of others. However, even the most conscientious driver, due to his own lapses
or those of others, will encounter emergency situations created by traffic or roadway conditions. His
ability to maintain control of his car and undertake evasive action will help him to reduce the likelihood
and severity of an accident.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

Oncoming Vehicles

An oncoming vehicle may enter the driver's lane for a variety of reasons In 1970 an estimated
700,000 head-on collisions occurred, almost 7,500 of them resulting in fatalities. The driver's ability to
undertake appropriate evasive action will reduce greatly his chances of severe injury or death when he
encounters an oncoming vehicle in his lane.

On-Road Evasive Action

If possible, the driver should evade en oncoming vehicle without leaving the roadway. In doing so
he should

Reduce speed quickly and sound the horn and/or flash the headlights to alert oncomrg
traffic and traffic to the rear of the potentially hazardous situation.

Attempt an emergency stop, if space permits, when an oncoming vehicle fails to return to its
lane.

Search for a space on the roadway for taking evasive,4ction, preferably to the right of the
oncoming vehicle if space is not available for an emergency stop on the roadway.

Evasive steering has been cited repeatedly as one of the most important means of
preventing accidents and of reducing the severity of unavoidable accidents. Studies
have indicated that swerving to the right affords a better chance of avoiding an
oncoming vehicle than swerving to the left, since the most likely evasive action of an
oncoming vehicle is to turn to the left (its right).

if on-road evasive actionis necessary, the driver should

Grasp the steering wheel firmly to make steering corrections with full control

Remove his foot from the accelerator; refrain from braking to avoid the risk of locking the
wheels and losing steering r ontrol

Sound the horn to warn other drivers or pedestrians
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Off-Road Evasive Action

If it becomes necessary to leave the roadway, the driver should:

Look for the first available and suitable place for leaving the roadway.

If collision with some type of object appears unavoidable, the driver should quickly
select some relatively yielding object such as shrubbery or a sign post rather than rigid
objects, such as bridge abutment, large trees, or steel poles.

Decelerate rapidly by pumping the brakes, turn the wheels as gradually as possible after
reaching a slow speed and release the brake pedal when crossing the edge of the shoulder.

Straighten the wheels gradually once off the roadway, pump the brakes until speed is down
to 10 miles per hour, and then apply the brakes steadily until stopped.

Return to the roadway from a stationary position, after the precautiins for enuring traffic
have been taken, by turning the wheels sufficiently to cross the rcadway edge at a sharp

angle.

Off-Road Recovery

It may occasionally be necessary to return from the shoulder to the roadway before it is possible

to bring the car to a slow speed or to stop. In returning to the roadway at moderate to high speed, the

driver should

Grasp the steering wheel firmly and turn sharply toward the roadway.

If an attempt is made to return gradually, the resistance of the pavement against the
side of the tires will generally prevent the car from mounting the pavement. When the
wheels are eventually turned far enough, the car will mount the pavement unexpec-
tedly resulting in loss of control by the driver.

Prepare to turn his wheels in the opposite direction immediately upon regaining the roadway
in oiler to avoid crossing into the adjacent lane of traffic.

This same procedure for returning to the road at moderate to high speed should be followed when

only the two wheels on the right side of the car leave the pavement, as may happen either through

driver inattention or an atimpt to evade a collision,
Accident surveys have revealed that a significant number of highway accidents are due to a failure

to control the car properly when attempting to return to the roadway at highway speed.

Overtaking Vehicle

If the driver has been forced to slow down or stop abruptly, he may find that a vehicle from

behind is unable to stop In this event, the driver should, if at all possible, pull off the roadway to let
the overtaking vehicle pass.

if a collision appears inevitable, the driver should.

Warn the passengers of the impending crash.

Remove his toot from the brake pedal.

Lower his body to the right so that his head and neck will be supported by the seat back.
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Adjacent Vehicle

If a vehicle traveling or passing in an adjacent lane pulls into the driver's lane, the driver should
pull off the roadway if possible, employing the evasive procedures described in connection with
oncoming vehicles.

Vehicles From the Side

In 1970, nearly 2.5 million collisions occurred from the side, resulting in almost 5,000 fatalities.
Most collisions from the side occur at intersections.

The best way to avoid a collision from the side is to look for entering vehicles or cross traffic
wherever the roadway being traveled intersects with another roadway such as intersections, on-ramps,
or merge points. This should be done regardless of which driver is required to yield the right-of-way,

It may happen that a driver suddenly observes another vehicle approaching from the side on a
collision course. The driver's alternative course of action in evading a collision may be divided into three
categories: slow/stop; accelerate; turn. Slowing or stopping, if it will allow the approaching vehicle to
pass in front: is the safest course of action and should be followed regardless of who has the right-of-Way.
When confronted with an impending collision, most drivers, without thinking, tend to slamon the brakes.

If the driver is too close to the path of the approaching vehicle, applying the brakes may increase
his chances of a colliSion by causing the car to stop directly in front of the other vehicle. Many side
collisions could have been avoided had the driver who was closest to the potential point of collision
merely maintained speed or accelerated to get out of the way.

Where the- path ahead of the driver is blocked, the only escape route may be to the side away
from the approaching vehicle. While this course may not prevent a collision from occurring, it will
generally lessen the impact and, hence, the severity of damage and possible injury.

Pedestrians and Cyclists

Occasionally it may become necessary to take emergency actions to avoid striking a pedestrian,
animal, or cyclist. In doing so, the driver should:

Sound the horn, pump the brakes, and use evasive steering techniques rather than panic
braking.

Utilize evasive steering techniques when in danger of striking an animal only if such actior
would not endanger the safety of human beings.

The student should know and develop the perceptual and motor skills required
to select and carry out an appropriate evasive procedure.

The following skills underlie effective evasive action:

Inhibition of Braking Response. Drivers generally learn to apply the brakes at first sign of
trouble. While effective in most instances, braking can lock the wheels and cause loss of
steering control, making it impossible to steer away from a collision. Through practice,
drivers can acquire the ability to inhibit the braking response in situations where evasive
steering will be necessary.
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Selection of Appropriate Evasive Action. The time that the driver has available in selecting
an appropriate evasive action will, inn true emergency, be quite brief. In order to react
properly, the driver must be able to rek f:unize quickly, from the pattern of stimuli, what
constitutes the best escape route. This involves the ability to make such visual discrimina-
tions as the following.

Whether a possible escape path is free of hazardous obstacles.

Whether clearances are sufficient to allow the car to pass through them.

Whether an off-roadway surface will permit steering control.

Distances as related to the car's stopping distance.

The ability to make these discriminations rapidly constitutes a high level of perceptual skill.

Steering and Braking Control. Maintaining control over the car during an.evasive maneuver
requires precise steering control and braking control, as well as the ability to exercise control
over both of these simultaneously. This degree of coordination constitutes the highest level

of motor skill required in driving.

LEARNING PROBLEMS

The student should know the types of problems that may be experienced in learn-
ing evasive procedures.

Overcoming Reluctance to Leave the Roadway

Because of the emphasis placed upon proper lane positioning and the importance of remaining on
the roadway, many students are reluctant to drive onto a shoulder at moderate to high speed. If the
student is truly to be expected to react properly in the case of a real emergency, this reluctance must be
overcome during instruction. This means that the student must not only succeed in performing the tasks
during instruction but must do so sufficiently often to nain confidence. Students evidencing a fear of

leaving the roadway should be allowed to practice initially at low speeds, but should be pressed to
increase speed until the maximum is attained. A greater amount of practice should be provided in an
initially hesitant student, even after a successful performance, than would be required of a student who
evidenced confidence from the beginning.

Improper Braking

One of the most difficult problems encountered in teaching evasive procedures is overcoming the
student's tendency to apply the brake at the occurrence of an emergency, thus locking the wheels and
lessening his ability to control the car. Even when "reflex" braking is overcome, a student will generally
have difficulty learning to steer and apply brakes simultaneously and in a controlled fashion.

Over learning

Since emergencies are rare occurrences, the average driver receives little practice in reacting to
them. If a student is to be able to perform well when an emergency does arise, the procedures must be

"overlearned" during instruction, that is, they must be practiced beyond the point where a satisfactory
response occurs. The greater the period over which the -additional practice is distributed, the more
enduring will he the student's ability to respond. Distributing practice also reduces the student's ability
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to anticipate when emergency situations will arise and therefore provides more realistic practice in
dealing with truly unexpected emergencies.

Maintaining Control

During behind-the-wheel instruction, a student is frequently so intent upon a particular emergency
response, that he fails to attend to other necessary responses. For example, in downshifting under a
simulated brake failure, the student may allow the car KS wander across the center line. The student
must be forced to maintain sufficient control over the car to prevent his response to one emergency
from creating another emergency.

Over-Concentration on Steering

Most students tend to concentrate on steering and neglect braking. In order to overcome this
problem, the instructor may begin by requiring students to avoid use of the brake entirely until evasive
steering is mastered. Many instructors feel that it is best to avoid introducing simultaneous steering and
brakingrather, to instruct student to apply the brakes only after an emergency is passed. With students
of limited aptitude, this practice is certainly better than allowing improper brake application,

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard and traffic
situation bodia

Simulator Films

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

FILMS /FILMSTRIPS /SL IDES

"Crash Avoidance," color, AEtna Life & Casualty Co.

"Driving Emergencies, " 16 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

Classroom Visual Aids

"The Head-On Crash," No. 4, Techniques of Defensive
Driving Series, 10 minutes, color, National Safety
Council.

"Wheels off Pavement," filmstrip, 48 frames, color,
Ford Motor Company.

"Hazardous Situations, "' 20 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

"Whiplash, "' 16 minutes, color, Charles Cahill
Associates, Inc.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.

538-604 0 - 74 - 26
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RESOURCE MATERIALS

BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use with Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 24 .

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 170-171.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, p.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manua/ for Learning
to Drive, pp. 56-59.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, p. 269.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 36.4, 36-8 36.11, 36-18 - 36-19, 46.14, 46-15.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 84-86, 94, 98-102, 150-151.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Diver's Guide (Strasser /Aaron),
p. 69.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, p. 53.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 256-257, 264-268.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 138,
155-158.
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Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, p. 318.
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Car Emergencies

The student should be able to respond quickly and appropriately to emergency
situations created by car malfunctions.

The most critical car malfunctions are those that affect the driver's ability to see or to brake or
steer.

Proper reaction by the driver to such malfunctions may prevent or minimize the possibility of an
accident and may also lessen the risk of injury to the occupants of the car.

TYPES OF EMERGENCIES

The driver should know how to respond to the following car emergencies:

Accelerator pedal stuck.

Brake failure.

Headlight failure.

Steering failure.

Engine stalled while moving.

Fire.

Hood flying open.

Tire blowout.

Stuck Accelerator

In responding to a stuck accelerator, the driver should:

Immediately turn off the ignition being careful not to engage the ignition interlock which
would prevent the steering wheel from being turned once the interlock became engaged.

Avoid attempting to free the accelerator while the car is in motion.

If the car is equipped with power steering and/or power brakes, be prepared to apply greater
control forces to overcome increased resistance.

Shift into neutral or depress the clutch, apply the brakes, leave the roadway at the first safe
opportunity, stop the car if possible, and turn off the ignition,
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Brake Failure

Dual brakes in newer cars have almost eliminated the possibility of a complete loss of braking

function. Partial loss of braking function will alter the brake's response. For example, loss of the front

brakes (1) may cause the car to spin around when the brake pedal is depressed and (2) increase,

stopping distance. Loss of the rear brakes will also increase the stopping distance somewhat.

In responding to brake failure the driver should:

Pump the brake pedal, use the parking brake, and downshift.

Downshifting allows engine compression to help slow the car down.

Pull the brake release (if the parking brake is applied) so that this brake does not lock.

Warn others by activating the four-way flasher and sounding the horn.

Steer onto the shoulder or, if necessary, look for objects to sideswipe in an effort to stop.

Apply increasing force on the brake pedal if power brakes fail.

Headlight Failure,

In responding to headlight failure, the driver should'

Reduce speed,

Depress the dimmer switch to see if these lights are active. If they are not

Turn on parking lights or other auxiliary lights.

Maintain the car on its path while looking for a place to leave the roadway.

Steer well off the roadway and stop.

Power Steering Failure

In responding to a power steering failure, the driver should.

Maintain steering con trol by grasping the wheel firmly with both hands and exerting
additional force to steer the car.

Restart the engine if power steering has failed because of engine failure

Stalled Engine

In response to the engine stalling while the car is in 'notion, the driver should.

IH.258

If the rar is moving less than 20 miles per hour, shift to neutral and attempt 10 restart the

car in the normal manner.

If the car has a standard transmission and is traveling over 20 miles per hour, keep the
ignition on and downshift to second gear, then let the Iutch out slowly to restart the

engine.

If the engine fails to restart, place the gearshift lever in neutial and Coast of I the roadway.

If the tar has automat!' transmission, place the selw.tor lever in neutral only.

Placing the gearshift lever in nark while the car is in motion will damage the

transmission.
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Fire

Part Car Emergencies

In responding to a fire in the car, the driver should.

Slow down, leave the roadway as qui( kly as possible, and turn off the ignition.

Use a foam or carbon dioxide fire extinguisher, if available, to put out the fire.

Since gasoline, oil, and grease are flammable, attempting to put out an engine fire with
water may spread the fire.

Hood Flying Open

In responding to the hood opening while the car is in motion, the driver should:

Slow down gradually.

Observe the roadway ahead by looking under the hood or through the left window.

Steer the car onto the shoulder.

Tire Blowout

Tire failure is a major cause of freeway accidents. A blowout or sudden flat tire forcefully alters
the car's direction. Therefore, the driver's initial effort should be to maintain a straight course by
steering firmly. Hard braking may loci- the wheels and cause the loss of steering control.

In responding to a tire blowout, the driver should:

Maintain steering control.

Reduce speed, using the brake only after speed is noticeably reduced. Avoid stopping quickly
to "save" the tire.

Select a safe, level place and steer completely off the roadway.

The student should know the skills required for reacting safely when a car
malfunction endangers its occupants and other road users.

The driver should be able to react quickly to a blowout, avoiding the "natural" tendency to apply
the brakes. He should maintain a firm grip on the steering wheel.

He should have enough practice in the pru,.edure.s required for responding to car malfunctions so
that he is able to perform these procedures rapidly and under conditions of psychological stress which
are induced by the emergency situation.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard

Handout/pamphlet National Safety Council "Panic Preventer"

Blowout simulator (Several commercial sources)
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Part III - Driving Tasks

FILMS /FILMSTRIPS /SL IDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Handling the Unexpected," 13 minutes, color, The
Jam Handy Organization.

"Night Driving and Emergency Situations," No. 25,
Driver Education Series, 30 minutes, b/w, Indiana
University.

Simulator Films

"Driving Emergencies," 16 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"Sudden Emergencies," No. 8, Driver Education Films
Series, 4Y2 minutes, b/w, Indiana University.

"What'll You Do If. ..?" 12 minutes, b/w, National
Safety Council.

"Hazardous Situations," 20 minutes, color, Allstate
Enterprises.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

AEtna Life and Casualty Co. in consultation with
Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna Drivo-
trainer System, film section "Driving Emergencies,"
AEtna Life and Casualty Co.

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklet "Hazardous Situations,"
Allstate Enterprises.

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use With Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 24.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 171-172, 280,
333.

Anderson William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 228-229.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning to
Drive, pp. 56-59.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 225-230.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers, pp. 49-53.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver Educa-
tion Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions, pp. 62-0
62-5.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Educa-
tion Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional Objectives,
pp. 208.210.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 62-63,
68-71.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety and
Driver Education, pp. 269-283.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 48, 307-311.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 227, 258-263.

"If There's Trouble on a Car Trip," Changing Times,
pp. 26, 28-29, August 1964.

Kraus, Jack. "Blowouts Without Danger," Traffic Safety,
vol 69 no 8, pp. 16-17, 34-36, August 1969.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso-
ciation, The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
p. 68.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 168-169.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 310-313.

*Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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Part III - Post-Accident Responsibilities

Post-Accident Responsibilities

The student should know and accept his post-accident responsibilities.

It is essential for the driver to know that failure to stop in the event of an accident is a serious
violation of the law. In addition, he should be aware of the legal requirements he must observe and of
other steps he should take in order to minimize hazards to other roadway users and to assist injured
persons.

DRIVER REQUIREMENTS

The student should know what his legal obligations and other responsibilities are
when a car accident occurs.

Legal Obligations Following an Accident

The driver is required by law to follow certain procedures if he is involved in an accident.
Penalties for disregarding or disobeying the laws may vary from state to state. Legal.responsibilities of a
driver involved in an accident include:

Stopping at the scene of the accident.

The car should be stopped so that it will not impede traffic.

If a driver fails to stop he may, upon conviction, be imprisoned and/or fined, in
addition to having his driving privileges revoked.

Summoning police if there are injuries or if property damage appears to exi.a::d the
minimum reporting level as specified by local law.

The minimum reporting level may vary among states. Before leaving a minor accident
the driver should ascertain the requirements of local law.

Exchanging accident information with involved parties and supplying information to the
police.

Any driver involved in an accident must give his name, address, vehicle registration,
and must give any assistance required. Failure to do so may result in fine, imprison-
ment, and/or revocation of driving privileges.

Other Obligations Following an Accident

In addition to his legal obligations the driver should conduct himself in the manner of a
responsible citizen. These responsibilities include:

Warning other traffic by placing flares or warning lights 200-300 yards back on the roadway.

Applying first aid to the injured.

345
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Part III - Driving Tasks

Assistance should be offered to the injured person if he is conscious and should be
given only with his permission. If the injured person is unconscious, first aid should be

performed to the best of the driver's knowledge and ability with the materials available.

If assistance is refused, the driver cannot administer to the injured person without
placing himself in a precarious legal position.

Summoning emergency vehicles if necessary.

For his own protection, the driver should also:

Obtain, if possible, names, addresses and statements from any witnesses who may have seen

the accident.

Notify his insurance company as soon as possible.

Accidents Involving the Driver Education Car

The same post-accident responsibilities and reporting procedures must

education car is one of the cars involved in an accident. The instructor is

post-accident responsibilities and for reporting the accident. In addition, the

be followed when the driver
responsible for assuming the
instructor should:

Notify the appropriate school official(s) of the accident and report any injuries.

The school authorities will notify the student driver's parents if the student is injured.

Submit a report to the school as soon as possible.

Inform the car dealer if the accident involved a car that is loaned, leased, or rented.

Abide by any other accident reporting procedures specified by the state, school policy,

dealer contract.

INSTRUCTIONAL A1OS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed

to supplement classroom instruction and their sources.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard

Handouts/pamphlets

Sample accident report
forms
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American Red Cross
18th between D & E Sts. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

National Safety Council

"Basic First Aid - Automobile
Accidents" wallet card

"Your Responsibility in Auto
Accidents" fact sheet

Or



FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Accident Behavior," 20 minutes, b/w, Progressive
Pictures.

"In Case of Accident," No. 3, Expert Driving Series,
10 minutes, b/w, National Safety Council.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Part III Post-Accident Responsibilities

"In Case of Accident," filmstrip, 61 frames, b/w,
General Motors Corporation.

"Report That Accident," 10 minutes, color,
American Mutual Insurance Alliance.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
bock for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 118-121, 314.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 323-325.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers,
pp. 54-55.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 92-0 92-5.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 260-261.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 150-151.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 81-84.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 227-228.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 229-231, 234-237.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at tie Wheel, pp. 30Z:308.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 351.353.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/
Aaron), p. 91.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 9-11.
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III-D

System Maintenance

Not all of the tasks required for safe and effective driving involve actual operation of the
automobile. Drivers must also undertake a variety of activities to assure that the various components of
the highway transportation system are maintained in such condition as to permit safe and effective
transportation, System maintenance tasks will be described in terms of the:

Driverand the situations influencing his-- ability to operate a car effectivelye.g alcohol,

drugs.
Carand the factors influencing its operation, e.g., maintenance, malfunctions.
Highway Transportation Systemand the factors influencing the system's ability to support
safe and effective operation of the automobile, e.g., law enforcement, driver certification.

,t
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Trip Planning

Alcohol and Drugs

Physical/Emotional Conditions
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Part III - Trip Planning

Trip Planning

The student should know the importance of planning and preparing for a long trip.

An estimated 84 per cent of all vacation travel is done by car. Time and effoi t can be saved and
potential hazards reduced if the trip is well planned, roui,:s selected and marked on state or sti ip maps,
overnight stops planned, the car well equipped and in roadworthy condition.

The student should know the factors involved in planning a trip.

When planning a trip, the driver should (1) equip the car for emergencies, (2) make sure the car is
in good repair; (3) make sure he is in good physical condition for driving; (4) chart the best ioute; and
(5) determine the best time to travel.

Equipping the Car for Emergencies

The following items should be carried in the car at all times: jack, lug wrench, wheel blocks,
flashlight, first-aid kit, flares, tool kit (screwdriver and wrench, at minimum), jumper cables, fire
extinguisher, spare fuses, spare flashlight batteries and bulb, towel, rags, or paper towels, and pencil and
notebook.

The following items should be added for winter driving in northern regions- scraper, snow chains,
shovel, can of de-icing spray, bag of cinders or sand, and blanket, burlap bags, or carpet piece.

A jug of water, extra motor oil, and permanent antifreeze, a tire gauge and a spare fan belt should
be carried on long trips.

Ensuring that Car and Driver Are in Good Condition

When preparing for a long trip the driver should make sure that the car is in good condition,
paying particular attention to parts more likely to fail under heavy loads such as hoses, belts, tires, and
the cooling system. The driver himself should be well rested before beginning a long day of driving.

Charting the Best Route/Map Reading

If the driver selects his route carefully, he should have minimal navigational difficulties. When
preparing for a long trip over unfamiliar territory the driver should know the following:

Where to obtain up-to-date maps.

Automobile clubs, service stations, chambers of commerce, highway departments, and
insurance companies are good sc,urces of up-todate maps.

How to read maps.

He should be familiar with the legend to be able to interpret the symbols and markings
on the map. The compass card and mileage scale provide the directional orientation
and perSPective of the area represented on the map.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

A map covering both the departure point and the destination provides a view of the
distance to be traveled and an idea of the major routes and types of highways
availablefor example, Interstate, U.S. or state routes, and highways that have con-
trolled access. The backs of large area maps frequently have charts or tables that
provide total mileage and travel time between key points.
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Regional and state maps covering smaller areas represent the routes in greater detail.
The routes marked on the large map should be identified on these more detailed maps
and studied to select the route that best meets the driver's needs. The selected route
should be marked so that it is readily distinguishable from the original map lines.

The symbols of routes on maps usually are shaped like the route signs on the
road. The sign shapes are distinct for the various types of highway.

Strip maps or route cards are of special benefit to drivers traveling alone because the
driver can confirm the route at a glance. Strip maps may be obtained from automobile
clubs and entrance booths on most turnpikes or can be made easily.

How to use maps.

The destination should be located in the index on the bacK of the map. (The index
also lists local communities, streets, and public and private buildings, churches,
colleges, hospitals, libraries, parks, restaurants, and theaters.) Each location is coded by
letter(s) and number(s) that frame the map. The letter and number of the destination
represent a column and a row which intersect within a square on the map. The
destination is located within the square and should be marked.

The route from the departure point to the destination should be marked with
attention given to the following factors:

Thoroughfares that divide the city north-south and east-west.

The number of streets from the driving thoroughfare to the destination.

The cross streets that border the destination.

The streets to be traveled and where turns should be made. The names of streets
preceding required turns should also be noted, in order to position the car in the
proper lane.

The one-way streets and their direction of travel. Cities commonly make their
streets one-way to expedite the flow of traffic. Adjacent parallel streets usually
have traffic moving in opposite directions.

Through parallel side streets. They may be less congested and offer better travel
time than the main thoroughfares.

The criteria for selecting the safest, most convenient, and most economical route. In
selecting the route, the following factors should be considered:

Route length. Mileage between towns and junctions is marked in black; mileage
between key points is marked in red. Mileage for the alternate routes will usually be
noted in red and/or black numbers.

Highway type (e.g., Interstate, U.S., state, secondary). In contrast to the controlled
access, multilane and high-speed roadways now in use, secondary routes are likely to
be on narrow, two-lane:winding, poorly surfaced roads that pass through many small
towns.
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Roadway classification (e.g., controlled access, divided, number of lanes, paved).

Current and seasonal weather conditions and their effects on the roadway surface.

Toll roads, bridges, and tunnels. On some toll roads, the toll is collected at the exit
interchange. The card given to the driver at the entrance to the road lists the cost from
that interchange to each subsequent interchange. On other roads a fixed toll is

collected periodically.

Location of service stations, restaurants, hotels, motels, campsites, places of interest,
and scenic areas. This information can be obtained from the back of the map. While
Interstate routes generally have no service stations, restaurants or hotels/motels on the
road, such accommodations are available near interchanges. Rest areas and/or picnic
areas are provided along sections of the roadway.

Routes through, around, or into metropolitan areas. The backs of regional and state
maps have small maps of selected cities in the area with these routes represented in
detail.

When the roads are covered with ice or snow, the driver should know how to plan his
route along major roadways, as they are the first to be sanded or cleared. Steep hills
should be-avoided, by using parallel streets that may be less steep.

Knowing the entire route or a leg at a time reduces dependence on maps while driving. If there is
a passenger, he should aid the driver by reading the maps, giving him directions, looking for critical
junctions, and locating the final destination.

Best Time to Travel

Selecting the right time of day to travel can determine the level of comfort and the length of time
the trip will require.

Generally, eight hours' driving (300 to 500 miles), with frequent rest stops, is considered
enough for one day. However, getting sufficient rest before .driving is more important to
maintaining driver performance than restricting continuous driving. Fatigue from prolonged
driving, as opposed to fatigue from lack of rest, appears to affect perceptual-motor skills
negligibly.

A time cushion should be allowed for service and rest stops, possible bad weather, traffic
congestion, detours, and other unexpected delays.

By starting and stopping early in the day, the driver probably will encounter less traffic, will
find suitable lodging more easily (if not previously arranged), and will avoid night driving
when navigation is more difficult.

Avoiding known bottlenecks, including cities, bridges, and tunnels at peak traffic hours will-
also save time. Week-end and holiday travel should be avoided if possible, because of the
higher risk of accidents. More people are killed during the first 12 hours of a holiday than
during any other 12-hour holiday period. The hours from 6:00 to 9:00 p.m. are the most
dangerous. On holiday week-ends, traffic deaths are about 25% higher than on nonholiday
week -ends.

538-604 0 - 74 - 27
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INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Classroom posters of
road signs or actual
road signs

Handout/pamphlets

Maps and Strip Maps

Samples of emergency
equipment to be carried
in the car

RESOURCE MATERIALS

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source

Local service stations "Travel Tips"

National Safety Council

Title

"It's Travel Time-
"Road Atlas/Travel Safety Guide"
"Safe Trip Planner"

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use With Sportsmanlike Driving, p. 27.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 143-145,
172-173.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 206-208.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers, p. 538.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 23-0 - 23-2 and 71-0 - 71-7.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver Educa-
tion Task Analysis Volume III: Instructional Objectives,
pp. 224 -227.o

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCE

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver
and Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods
and Organization, pp. 148-149.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, p. 218.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education,
pp. 117-120.

Center: for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 271-272.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 200-210.
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Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 5, 170, 206-211,
218, 237.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/
Aaron), pp. 70-71.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 148-152.

Smith, Eugene B. "Map Reading Instructions Lends
Vitality," Safety, vol IV no 3, pp. 10-11, May-
June 1970.
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Alcohol and Drugs

The students should know the impact of alcohol and drugs upon highway safety.

The consumption of alcohol before driving is believed to be responsible for more than 20,000
highway deaths and 800,000 non-fatal crashes each year. Approximately half of the drivers involved in
fatal collisions have blood alcohol concentrations at a. level considered sufficient to cause driving
impairment.

A sharp rise in accidents among young drivers at the legal drinking age evidences the fact that the
problem arises early.

The relationship between drug consumption and highway crashes is not well known partly because
few people as yet combine drugs with traffic, and partly because a good test for drug consumption is
lacking. Studies of drug users frequently show a greater number of accidents and considerably more
violations than other drivers of the same age, sex, and driving exposure. However, this relationship may
simply mean that the same factors which lead to drug use also result in poor driving.
Alcohol

The student should know the effects of alcohol on driving performance.

Alcohol is absorbed into the bloodstream through the lining of the digestive tract, carried to all
parts of the body including the brain, and eventually eliminated. As the alcohol concentration in the
bloodstream increases, body functions are affected. How different people are affected varies. In addition,
the same person may react differently at different times. For example:

Use of alcohol retards the driver's reflexes. His reaction time may be increased by as much
as four times the normal, if he has been drinking. Muscular coordination is also impaired.
These effects are critical when stopping distances and the ability to maneuver and control
the car are considered. Typically, the intoxicated driver begins slowing down too late,
oversteers, weaves, and varies speeds indiscriminately.

Alcohol has a detrimental effect on vision. Use of alcohol reduces visual efficiency in dim
light, reduces the distance at which objects can be clearly, seen, and decreases contrast
sensitivity. Generally, there is a decreasing ability to detect pedestrian-size objects with
increasing percentages of alcohol in the blood.

Alcohol tends to make a driver feel he is more perceptive and skillful than he really is. Even
a small amount of alcohol (12 ounces of beer or 1 ounce of whiskey) can affect driving.
Since alcohol impairs judgment before other functions or skills, its influence is difficult for
the driver to detect. The exhilaration it may produce compounds the effects of lessened
driving efficiency.

Use of alcohol affects the emotional and behavioral makeup by weakening a person's
inhibitions and heightening existing moods such as anger or elation. Reduced inhibitions can
be a factor in taking greater risks while driving. Preoccupation due to a highly emotional
state of mind removes concentration from the driving task to other areas.
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The students should know the relationship between the amount of alcohol
consumed and impairment of driving performance.

Driving impairment and accident likelihood, while they begin to increase with the first drink, rise
sharply as the percent of blood alcohol climbs from between .05 percent and .10 percent. Beyond .10
percent the driver may be considered severely impaired.

The amount of alcohol the driver can consume before reaching a specified level of blood alcohol
depends on his weight, his rate of consumption, the amount of food in his stomach, and other factors.
For example, a number of one-ounce drinks (or 12-ounce beers) that an individual may normally drink
in one hour before reaching the .10 percent level varies from four drinks for a 130-pound person to
seven drinks for a 230-pound person.

The longer the period of time over which .?,..given quantity of alcohol is consumed, the lower will
be the percent of the alcohol in the blood. Each additional hour reduces the percent 1/4 to 1/3.

The adverse affect of alcohol upon one's ability to drive has its most serious consequences among
those drivers whose ability is marginal to begin with, that is, the inexperienced drivers. This means that
use of alcohol is particularly dangerous among youthful, inexperienced drivers.

The student should know the law of his state as it relates to drinking and driving.

Most states have a level of .10 percent alcohol in the blood as a standard for a presumption of
driving under the intluence of alcohol. This limit has been recommended by the federal government.
However, some states set the standard as high as .15 percent.

The penalties imposed upon a driver convicted of driving at levels above the legal limit will vary
with each state. Most penalties inv-)Ive a fine and suspension or revocation of license. Some states
impose different penalties depending upon the level of blood alcohol.

The tests used to measure the amount of alcohol in the blood are through tests of breath, blood,
and urine. Many states permit the driver to select the test. All tests assess the amount of alcohol in the
blood stream and are not influenced by the type of drink, its aroma, and so on. Refusal to take a test
in most states brings either a penalty or a presumption of guilt.

The student should know the means that may be taken to reduce the possibility
of driving impairment resulting from excessive consumption of alcohol.

A driver who intends to consume more than one or two drinks should avoid driving to the place
where alcohol will be' consumed. Alternatives include riding with a non-drinker or public transportation.

If he intends to drive after drinking, an individual should do the following:

Consume food before and/or during the period alcohol is coo-;..med. Food retards the
absorption of alcohol into the blood.

Pace his drinking, consuming no more than one or two drinks in an hour,

Wait several hours if he has consumed too much. Once alcohol has entered the bloodstream,
its elimination requires several hours. Coffee, cold showers, or activity does not help.

The student should know the means by which the incidence of alcohol-related
highway crashes may be reduced.

Reduction of alcohol-related crashes requires the removal of drinking drivers from the highway.
This, in turn, requires (1) improved detection of alcohol impaired drivers; (2) a higher incidence of
prosecution and conviction among those arrested; (3) restriction or rehabilitation of those convicted, and
(4) greater public support for alcohol countermeasure programs.
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Improved Detection. Better detection of alcohol-impaired drivers may be achieved in the following
ways

Increased law enforcement during the late evening and early morning hours when most
drinking and driving occurs.

Increased availability of chemical testing equipment and other aids such as TV tape (to
record behavior for courtroom use).

Better training of law enforcement officers in identific,Ition of drinking drivers and use of
chemical test equipment.

Prosecution/Conviction. A higher rate of prosecution and conviction may be achieved in the
following ways:

Assignment of special prosecutors, trained in alcohol prosecution, to offset the effect of
defense specialists.

Instruction of judges and magistrates in the magnitude of the drinking-driving problem and
its impact upon safety.

The use of presentence investigations (and investigators) to identify repeat or chronic
offenders.

Restriction/Rehabilitation. Convicted offenders may be kept off the highway in the following
ways

More severe penalties, including longer periods of suspension or revocation of license and
improved standards for reissue of license.

Improved methods in the detection of drivers operating vehicles after suspension or revoca-
tion of licenses.

Increased use of mandatory remedial instruction programs.

Increased availability and greater use of rehabilitation facilities for problem drinkers, who aw
responsible for approximately half of alcohol-related highway fatalities.

Public Support. Public support should be given to the enactment of legislation and funds for the
above countermeasures Because approximately two-thirds of all drivers drink, these individuals
tend to be sympathetic to offenders and do not give sufficient support to countermeasure
programs. Methods of creating an awareness of the seriousness of the drinking-driving problem and
creating favorable attitudes toward countermeasure programs include the following:

Drugs

Public information programs involving use of mass media.

Inclusion of alcohol safety in public school programs of general safety, health, and driver
education.

Organization of civic groups, legislative action groups to provide greater visibility and
audibility to countermeasure activities.

The student should know the effect of drugs upon driving performance.
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While the term "drugs" connotes illegal drugs to many people, a variety of legal prescription and
non-prescription drugs also have detrimental effects. Drugs that may adversely affect driving performance
include the following:

Analgesics, sedatives, hypnotics, stimulants, and amphetamines in large amounts.

Use of amphetamines increases alertness and efficiency for a short period, but these
temporary effects may be followed by headache, dizziness, fatigue, irritability, and a
decreased ability to concentrate. Hallucinations may result in making driving particu-
larly hazardous.

Antihistamines, sulfonamides, muscle relaxants, and antibiotics if they have previously caused
drowsiness.

Even normal dosages of antihistamines can cause drowsiness. Antihistamines or repeated
usages may also cause side effects such as inattention and confusion.

Tranquilizers taken during initial stages or following other medication.

Tranquilizers can cause drowsiness especially if excessive dosages are taken or if they
are used repeatedly. In addition, they may cause blurred vision.

Narcotics such as morphine, cocaine and heroin.

Narcotics are the most powerful and dangerous type of drugs. They produce drowsi-
ness and lethargy, inhibit concentration, and impair vision. They can be legally
dispensed only by prescription from a physician.

Barbiturates, hallucinogens, and marijuana.

Individual reactions to barbiturates vary depending upon dosage. They may produce
drowsiness, confusion, difficulty in thinking, and even inability to coordinate muscular
actions

Marijuana, also known as "grass," 'pot," and so forth, has been known to cause
hysteria in the early stages and sleepiness or a stuporous condition in later stages.
Hallucinations may result from heavy dosages. Marijuana intoxication will distort a
person's perception of time and space, making driving extremely dangerous.

LSD and other hallucinogenic drugs affect the nervous system, producing changes in
mood and behavior, and distorting one's perception of reality. Sight, hearing, and time
perception are affected.

A number of other drugs such as dramamine (a motion sickness remedy), penicillin and sulfanila-
mides may adversely affect driving ability. Dramamine may cause drowsiness, dull mental alertness, and
slow a person's reaction time. Penicillin and sulfanilamides may cause violent and abnormal reactions.

A driver who is under treatment should consult his physician concerning the possible effect of any
drugs upon driving.

Combination of Alcohol and Drugs

The student should know the effect of drugs in combination with alcohol.

The total effect experienced by a person taking drugs in combination with alcohol is often
different from the effects of the two taken individually. The intensity or magnitude of the effects is a
function of the type of drug and alcohol taken, as well as the quantity of each. In addition, each
individual's biological and emotional makeup plays a role in his reaction to alcohol arid drugs taken
separately or in combination. Studies regarding the interaction of alcohol and drugs have shown that
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when taken in combination they adversely affect performance on driver-related skills such as steering
and tracking.

Depressant drugs, such as tranquilizers and antihistamines, taken with alcohol can produce
unpredictable multiplicative effects. There is a greater chance that a person will become drowsier than if
the depressant drug had been taken without alcohol.

Stimulants taken with alcohol in some cases counteract the effects of low concentrations of
alcohol. Subjective feelings of increased alertness result, although they are not actually accompanied by
improved motor skills. At other times, the effects of the depressant and the impairment of skill resulting
from the alcohol are increased by the stimulant.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

Alcohol

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Breath-analyzer

Chalkboard

Handouts

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM-AIDS

Source

American Automobile Assoc.

Allstate Insurance Company

Country Life Insurance Co.

Highway Users Federation for
Safety and Mobility

National Safety Council

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Alco Beat,"' 11 minutes, color, Charles Cahill Asso-
ciates, Inc.

"Alcohol and You," (1970) 28 minutes, color,
Bailey Film Associates.

"Highball Highway," 12 minutes, color, Charles
Cahill Associates, Inc.

"None for the Road," 12 minutes, color, Charles
Cahill Associates, Inc.

"Alcohol in the Human Body," 14 minutes, color,
National Safety Council.

"Theobald Faces the Facts," 14 minutes, color,
National Safety Council.

Title

"Alcohol, Vision, and Driving"

"The Drunk Driver May Kill You"

"Famous Last Words"

"Q & A: Alcohol-Medicines-Driving"
"70 Proof: Fact vs. Myth"
"Alcohol and the Driving Task"

"Alcohol and Traffic Accidents"
data sheet

"Drinking and Driving" fact sheet
"Driver's Guide to Drinking"
"On the Level: What You Should

Know About Alcohol and
Traffic Safety"

"Becky," 12'A minutes, b/w or color, Association
Films, Inc.

"Drinking and Driving," 7 minutes, b/w, Association
Films, Inc.

"The Bottle and the Throttle," 10 minutes, b/w or
color, Sid Davis Productions.

"Driving and Drinking," 14 minutes, color, General
Motors Corporation.

"Fact or Fancy," 35mm filmstrip, 13 minutes, color,
National Women's Christian Temperance Union.

"It's the Brain that Counts," 20 minutes, b/w,
Progressive Pictures.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective,
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Alcohol (Continued)

Classroom Visual Aids

"The Silent Witness," 28 minutes, b /w, Keystone
Automobile Department.

"What Time is it Now?" 20 minutes, color, State
of Wisconsin, Div. of Motor Vehicles.

Drugs

Classroom Visual Aids

"Drivin' and Drugs," 14 minutes, Modern Talking
Pictures Service, Inc.

"Narcotics- The Inside Story," 12 minutes, color,
Charles Cahill Associates, Inc.

Alcohol and Drugs

Classroom Visual Aids

"Drinking, Drugs, and Driving," 18 minutes, color,
National Safety Council.

Drinkin', and Drugs," 29 minutes, color,
Modern Talking Pictures Service, Inc.

"Drugs, Drinking, and Driving," 13 minutes, color,
Charles Cahill Associates, Inc.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"The Decision Is Yours; Alcohol and Driving," Film-
strip and audio tape (for use in conjunction with the
ADTSEA curriculum noted under Bask References),
National Audiovisual Center.

"Time for Decision" (1969), 29 minutes, color,
Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc.

"NarcoticsWhy Not," 15 minutes, b/vv and color,
Charles Cahill Associates, Inc.

"Post Mortem," 13 minutes, color, National Safety
Council.

"Effects of Alcohol and Drugs,"' 30 minutes, Educa-
tional television film produced by South Carolina
Educational Television Center under the auspices of
the American Automobile Association. Order from
University of Nebraska.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 56-76.

American Driver and Traffic Safety Association.
Alcohol and &lying: A Curriculum for Educators,
prepared for the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration, Washington, D.C., November 1971.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 101-105.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers,
pp. 95-100.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 7J-0 73-3.

4-

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 234-236.

National Highway Safety Bureau. Alcohol Safety
Countermeasures Program, U.S. Government Printing
Off ice, Washington, D.C. 1970.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver
and Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods
and Organization, pp 135-136.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 75-90.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective
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SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES (Continued)

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 92
95, 96-98.

Berg, Raymond K. "Are We Letting the Social Drinker
Off the Hook?" Traffic Safety, vol 71 no 1, pp. 22-23,
42, January 1971.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 113-115, 124-125.

Department of Transportation. Alcohol and Highway
Safety: A Report to the Congress From the Secretary
of Transportation, Washington, D.C., August 1968.

Gasser, Frederick J. Jr. "Who Says the Social Drinker
Isn't Dangerous?" Traffic Safety, vol 64 no 5, pp. 18-
19, 38-40, May 1964.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 93-94,
270-273.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 279, 281, 290,
298-310, 367.

Hames, Lee N. "How to Teach Students the Facts
About Drinking and Driving," Traffic Safety, vol 70
no 11, pp. 8-11, 36-37, November 1970.

Howard, William L. and Davis, H.H. Jr., "The Effects
of Drugs on Driving Performance," prepared by the
Virginia Highway Research Council under the sponsor-
ship of the Virginia Highway Safety Division, March
1971.

Lowery, Forst. "The Case for Quickie Breath Tests,"
Traffic Safety, vol 70 no 1, pp. 12-13, 36-37,
January 1970.

i38-604 0 - 74 - 271
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National Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws and
Ordinances. Uniform Vehicle Code: Rules of the
Road with Statutory Annotations, p. 512.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane FL
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 42-47.

Richards, William T. -The Number One Traffic
Problem: Alcohol," Journal of Traffic Safety
Education, vol xviii no 2, ppl 17-18, January 1971.

Stewart, Ernest I. and Malfetti, James L. Rehabilita-
tion of the Drunken Driver: A Corrective Course in
Phoenix, Arizona, for Persons Convicted of Driving
Under the Influence of Alcohol, Teachers College
Press, New York, 1970.

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education; Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 65-76.

Voas, Robert B., "Alcohol in Relation to Highway
Safety," Journal of Traffic Safety Education, vol
xviii no 2, pp. 13-15, January 1971.

Waller, Julian A. "Drugs and Driving What's the
Problem?" Concepts/For Traffic Safety, vol 3 no 1,
pp. 2-4, AEtna Life and Casualty Publication, 1969.

Waller, Julian A. "Drugs and Highway Crashes,"
Traffic Digest and Review, Traffic Institute, North-
western University, pp. 1-6, August 1971.
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Physical/Emotional Conditions

The student should know the impact of physical and emotional conditions
upon driving performance.

Safe driving demands that the driver be physically and emotionally equipped to perform
effectively. Licensing procedures have been generally successful in keeping off the road those who are
totally unfit to drive. Because of these efforts, a relatively small number of accidents may be attributed
to physical deficiencies. However, there is a variety of physical conditions that make driving potentially
hazardous.

General

The driver's psychological characteristics, particularly personality factors. emotional, state, and
attitudes, are believed by highway safety specialists to play an extremely important foie in highway
safety, a more important role, in fact, than that played by the driver's knowledges and skills. The
problems involved in measuring many of these psychological character istics have made it diffu tilt to

identify lust what specific ..:haracteristics are most closely associated with safe driving performance. What
is known has been derived primarily orn general observation rather than scientific inquiry.

Vision and Hearing

The diver should be aware of visual and auditory defects that may affect driving performant 0 ;311(1
how to compensate for such defects.

He should have his eyes and ears examined periodically and wear five lert,cts fur
driving.

Temporary or permanent visual and auditory ailments limit the quality and craantity of
cues We driver receives. His actions may be inappropriate for partii Mar driving
situation, not bei arise he is ignorant of the techniques and inethods of a safe Oft rent
driver, but becr.ltise of d failure to receive (-ties due to on imodirri,,,,11 1,) his or

hearing. The American Optometric Association estimates Ihdi at toast -I!) oaiii nt ill
drivers have visual problems which may be dangerous, and 11) perrent of Wei,'
are unaware of the fact.

People should not drive if they have one of the following visual defer r, than
20/70 vision (c' rrectedf, between 20/41) and 20/70 vision («driectedi at nigh:
bad weather, or where visibility is restric ted, visual field less li,idn 140", ,,N,0 nh.rlan
if it 1,,(//filJ'F, d()1101. vision soddenly, total «loi

In general, the total held of vision inaxtrniin) between ages lti and arid
der- reds! !hereafter for both sexes. 1-.< age 60 there is measurable shy utkage.

aro,. resin if, 0 !c, best between 2n and 29 yf!,1,,, of age, lint one in `.1V,1) pit r11'`,.irt,IIP
below average. In ti-w 30-tc)-1311 age range, one in three is At

only one in seven has normal glare e.

He should move his eyes tont nuously to the left and right to iompensate for lac f of good
peripheral vision.
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Part III - Driving Tasks

The ability to perceive cues from the side is critical to accurate estimation of r ar

velocity. The Association of Motor Vehicle Administration recommends that a driver
should be able to see at least 70 degrees sideways lone eye) when looking straight
ahead. A normal eye can cover 90 degrees. However, many licensed drivers lack normal
peripheral vision.

Tests on accident repeaters have shown that 58% had restricted peripheral vision, and
three-tourths of their accidents were sideswipes. Accident repeaters counseled about
their visual problems reduced their accident rate by two-thirds while the accident rate
increased nearly 50 percent among uncounseled accident repeaters.

The driver should scan the driving environment by shifting his eyes over the entire field of
vision to avoid eye strain.

At least 90 percent of the cues that the driver must have to guide him in traffic are
visual. The visual requirements can become demanding on long drives or in instances
where there is a concentration of driving cues directly to the front, as in freeway
driving. The eyes typically make short horizontal movements in the process of scanning
the environment. When the driver scans the area over a prolonged period, a strain on
the eye muscles generally results.

When the eyes become tired the normal amount of eye coordination is reduced. When
eye fatigue occurs, there may be a reduction in depth perception. This reduction is an

important factor in judging distances. With tired eyes, the field of vision is also

decreased and peripheral vision is impaired.

He should listen more closely, turn the head more often, and avoid night driving if visual
defects are not correctable,

He should use mirrors and peripheral vision more frequently if hearing is defective.

Frequent hearing tests are needed, particularly in later years, because a developing
hearing loss is frequently not noticed by an individual. .

Good hearing is needed to detect sounds of emergency situations including horns,
sirens, and screeching brakes. The ability to hear these sounds may prevent an accident
from occurring.

Illness

An individual who is ill or on medication should refrain from driving. Ocrasionally, however, ho

may have to drive under those conditions or he may become ill while he is driving. In following general

guidelines the driver should

Determine the effer is of medication from a physician and/or literature supplied with the
medication before attempting to drive.

Avoid driving during periods of minor discomfort caused, for example, by nausea or i.ramps,
if his attention to driving will be distracted.

Pull over, stop. and obtain assistance during an attack of acute pain or feeling of discomfort.

Refrain from driving when afflicted with an acute illness.

five only with a physician's approval when suffering flow a r hrrn disease.

It is questionable whether people suffering from ihrunir disease~ or impair mi.111,,

should drive. The type and severity of the diseases and impairments are the delerinie
ants. Accident data indicate that.
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Diabetics had 1.8 times as many accidents and 1.4 times the violations as normal
drivers.

Epileptic kid 2.0 times the accidents and 1.4 tunes as many violations as normal
driver s.

Drivers known to have cardiovascular disease had 1.6 times as many accidents
and 1.3 times as many violations as normal drivers.

People suffering from the following diseases should never drive uncontrolled diabetes,
severe hyperthyroidism, acute hyper- and hypoparathyroidisrn, acromegaly, Sirnmonds'
disease, Cushing's disease, Addison's disease, abnormal heart condition, hypertension,
carotid sinus sensitivity leading to syncope, epilepsy with seirure history, Meniere's
syndrome, severe arthritis, cerebral palsy, or later stages of muscular dystrophy.

Personality, Emotion, and Attitude

The student should know the effects of personality, emotional, and attitudinal
factors upon driving performance.

.1-11, driver's personality, that is, his characteristic way of dealing with situations, will influence the
manner in which he drives Just as it does other aspects of his life. The effect of personality upon driving
perforrnam e has been sumrnarlied in -the phrase "a person drives as he lives."

La( k of good personality measures has made it difficult to associate specific characteristics with
safe and unsafe performance. However, the experiences of driver educators and other highway safety
spe( ialists have led to a conclusion that unsafe driving is associated with the following personality
characteristics

Negative reaction to authority, ranging from indifference to outright rebelliousness, as
evidenced by such indices as a record of offenses or lesson difficulties or conflicts with
school authorities.

Impatience, d generally low tolerance for the frustrations created by traffic or highway
conditions as evidenced by such behavior- as driving too fast, taking chances when passing or
merging, following ion lonely, or anticipating traffic signals.

Aggressiveness, a tendery y react to other ro-id users as constituting a challenge, evidenced
by such behavior as .speuding to reach all interse( tion ahead of another vehicle, pulling away
from stop lights too quickly, or accelerating to avoid being passed.

Impulsiveness a tendeni y to react too quickly, to give insufficient thought to an activity
before undertaking it, as evidenced by suc h behavior as sudden stops, lane changes, or turns.

Anti- or asocial tendencies, a lack of responsiveness to the needs and desires of others, as
evidenced by cur h behavior as blocking intersections or maintaining high beams in traffic.

Introversion. a rem-left y to be overresponsive to internal stimuli, including daydreaming and
preo«cipation, and evident ed by frequently missed turns and failure to adapt speed to
hanging conditions.

While there is little [hal r an be done to alter a driver's basic personality pattern, identification of
potentially unsafe drivers allows the instok for to give them special attention and to acquaint them with
cotrintial flf

ihr-! driver's performance is influrimed by transient emotional state; as well as bask personality
pattern.;. The rixoenenr es of highway safety specialists, supported by some data horn accident inyestiga
tons, indu ate the following annntiunal states to be associated with ineffective driving performance.
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Anger. Drivers who are angry as a result of arguments, grievances, or other frustrations often
tend to vent their feelings through operation of the car, displaying lack of courtesy and,
upon occasion, overt hostility to other drivers.

Anxiety. Fear or intense worry constitutes a distraction that lessens the driver's ability to
respond to changes in his driving environment.

The driver's attitudes or beliefs concerning various facets of the highway 'transportation system
influence his willingness to undertake those activities that constitute safe driving. Among the attitudes
considered by highway safety specialists to relate to driving safety are attitudes toward the following:

Risks. The driver's beliefs concerning the degree of risk associated with various situations and
behaviors, including high speed, use of safety belts, passing other vehicles, use of alcohol,
and car maintenance.

Traffic laws. The driver's beliefs concerning the validity of traffic laws and the ieed for
strict law enforcement.

Other road users. The driver's beliefs as related to other road users, including the predict-
ability of their behavior, their right to behave in certain ways, their needs, intelligence,
reasons, and so on.

Responsibility. The driver's beliefs concerning his social, financial, and moral responsibilities
as they relate to the car, other road users, and passengers.

The driver's attitudes appear to be the product of basic personality characteristics, interests and
motives, and spec ific: information about various facets of the highway transportation system. While the
instructor can do little to influence personality and motives, he can attempt to provide and give
emphasis to information that will develop positive driving attitudes, and reflect such positive attitudes
in his own interaction with students.

Fatigue

The driver should know the effects of fatigue on driving safety and performance and the means of
minimizing or reducing fatigue. As fatigue sets in, objects seem farther away to the driver, a distortion
that creates hazardous conditions if the driver is required to stop suddenly. Perceptual skills and
courtesy tend to deteriorate after several hours of continuous driving, red,ucing the driver's ability to
perceive and react quickly to potential hazards. The driver's ability to control the car's direction and
speed seems to remain constant despite fatigue. Over prolonged periods of driving, a decrease in driver
attention is evidenced in a general tendency toward increased steering reversals, accelerator reversals, and
speed variation.

Accident statistics show that an extremely high percentage of one-Car accidents is caused by the
driver falling asleep.

In combating fatigue the driver should.

Wear sunglasses on bright days and avuid looking directly into the headlights of oncoming
traffic.

The eyes may become fatigued as a result of glare from the sun, shiny objects, or
oncoming headlights. Sunglasses should be worn on bright days. When driving at night
the driver should avoid looking at the headlights of oncoming traffic,.

Maintain a cool, even temperature inside the car.

Keep at least one window open to allow fresh air to circulate and In reduce the possible
inhalation of exhaust fumes entering the car through the floorboard. Certain other precau-
tionary measures can be taken to minimiie the chances of carbon monoxide poisoning--for
example, when traveling in slow moving traffic or when driving through tunnels the air
intakes should be temporarily closed, or the engine should be shut of f if delays are expected
to be longer than a, few minutes.
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Change speeds about every 20 minutes.

(2,11,mi:1111g driving speed about every 1b or 20 minutes helps prevent ur over, owe
highway hypnosis. There are this for rTi', o,f high,..ay hypnosis

onrittion in which the driver is unable to leckon his actual
speed in terms of stopping distance,

High-speed hypnosis, a result of a trance caused by smooth and straight high
speed driving; and

Hypnogogic hallucinations, a condition in which the driver performs in an erratic
manner in attempting to avoid nonexistent objects.

Listen to the radio, talk, sing, drink d soft drink or coffee, and stop for a test at least every
two hours.

Talking, singing, chewing gum, eating, or drinking coffee or a soft drink (not while driv-
ing of course) aid in overcoming fatigue. In cars equipped with radios, the driver should
tune in on sports and news programs or to some livefy music.

Pulling to the roadside or to a rest area at least every two hours helps to offset fatigue.
While stopped the driver can stretch or exercise. He can close his eyes during d rest
stop. to relieve eye fatigue. If available, the driver should buy coffee, tea, or soft
drinks. Splashing water on the face and neck is also helpful.

The driver should, if possible, refrain from driving when fatigued. If it is necessary to drive, he

should realize that his rear tions are slowed, and should drive at a reduced speed, maintain greater

followincidistanr e and allow fur d yreater stopping distant e.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Devices for checking vision

Handouts/Pamphlets

Physically Fit to Drive

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source

American Medical Association

Highway Users Federation for
Safety and Mobility

National Safety Council

FILMS /FILMSTRIPS /SL IDES

"Physical Fitness and Traffic Safety," 30 minutes,
Educational television film, South Carolina
Educational Television Center. Order from
University of Nebraska.

365

Title

"Are You Fit to Drive?"

"Q & A; Alcohol-Medicines-
Driving"

"Creeping Killer-CO" fact sheet
"Good Vision Protects You"

fact sheet
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Emotionally Fit to Drive/Attitudes

Classroom Visual Aids

"Attitude and Behavior or the Driver," 30 minutes,
Educational television film, South Carolina Educa-
tional Television Center. Order from University of
Nebraska

"Driver Irritations," 6 minutes, b/w, National Safety
Council.

"Memento," 10 minutes, color, National Safety
Council.

"The Human Factor in Driving,"* 11 minutes, b/w,
Progressive Pictures.

"Jerks That Irk, "' 10 minutes, color, MFA Mutual
Insurance Co. & Missouri State Highway Patrol.

Physical and Emotional Fitness

Classroom Visual Aids

"Driver Fitness and Attitudes," 59 frames, b/w,
General Motors Corp.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"Look Who's Driving," 11 minutes, b/w, AEtna
Life ar.d Casualty Company.

"Mr. Finley's Feeling," 10 minutes, b/w or color,
American Bar Association.

"To See Ourselves," 14 minutes, color, b/w or color,
AEtna Life and Casualty Company.

"What Made Sammy Speed," 10 minutes, b/w or
dolor, Sid Davis Productions.

"The Human Factor in Driving," 11 minutes, b/w,
Progressive Pictures.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

Physically Fit to Drive

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 23-44, 49-50,
52.55, 268-270.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 92-108.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving
Task Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers,
pp. 92-95.

Physically Fit to Drive

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I! Task Descriptions,
pp. 22-0 22-3, 74-0 74-3.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Instructional
Objectives, pp. 238-242.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 134-135.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 91-110.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 106-108.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 100-117.

Glenn, Harcld T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 80-82, 86-93.

Haeusler, Roy. "What Everyone Should Know About
'Carbon Monoxide," Traffic Safety, vol 64, no 10,
pp. 18-20, October 1964.

"If There's Trouble on a Car Trip," Changing Times,
p. 26, August 1964.

Kerrick, John C. "Who is Fit to Drive?" Traffic
Safety, vol 65 no 9, pp. 22-25, September 1965.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/
Aaron), p. 80.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 48-63.

"Vision and Driving," Traffic Safety, vol 69 no 9,
pp. 8-9, 38-40, September 1969.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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BASIC REFERENCES

Emotionally Fit to Drive/Attitudes

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 415-446.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 109-115.

Ma Hew, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers,
pp. 100-101.

Part III Physical/Emotional Conditions

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 74-2 74-3.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis, Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 239, 241-242.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Emotionally Fit to Drive/Attitudes

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 131-133.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 99-101.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 123, 128-129.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 58-72,
265-270.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 270-297.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/
Aaron), pp. 81-83.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 29-32,
35-42.

367
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Loading the Car
Loading and Attaching Trailers
Symptoms of Car Malfunctions
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Part III - Loading the Car

Loading the Car

The student should know the importance of properly loading the car.

In preparing for a trio by car, a driver must include a plan for loading the car which will minimize
the hazards to the occupants of the car and to other drives using the roadway,

The student should know the procedures and laws that pertain to loading
objects in the passenger area.

General

In general, when loading objects in the car, the driver should limit the weight to the carrying
capacity of the car and distribute the weight as uniformly as possible. In addition, he should overinflate
the tires 3-5 pounds. While overinflated tires will not absorb roadway shock very well, they will permit
the driver to (..Jsrcise more precise steering control.

Loading Objects in the Trunk

When loading objects in the trunk the driver should:

Position and secure objects so that excessive shifting will be avoided and the trunk lid can be
closed or tied down.

Position larger or protruding objects so that visibility is not obstructed, the objects clear the
pavement, and do not protrude to the side or excessively behind the car.

Limit the load's extension to 6 inches to the right side of the car or .to -- -the line of the
fender on the left.

Place a red cloth or red light at night on the back of an overhanging load.

Loading Objects on the Car Roof

When loading objects on the car roof the driver should:

Avoid carrying excessively heavy loads or objects which protrude over the side(s) or an
excessive amount to the front or rear of the roof. Loads should not extend over 5 feet
behind or in front of the roof of the car.

Check the loading rack and restraining device to be certain they are adequate for securing
objects and preventing them from shifting.

Make certain vision is not obscured.

Place a red cloth or red light on overhanging loads.
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Loading Objects in the Passenger Area

When loading objects in the passenger area the driver should secure them so they do not interfere
with visibility or restrict the driver in any way. Loads that are not secured properly may shift if the car
stops suddenly, endangering the driver and passengers or breaking the windshield.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

RESOURCE MATERIALS

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

Halsey,' Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 45, 48.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
PP. 72-0 - 72-5.
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Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 228-230.
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Loading and Attaching Trailers

The student should be aware of the importance of properly loading a trailer and
of correctly securing it to the car.

As the number of trailers on the roadway has increased so has the number of accidents involving
trailers. Many drivers fail to load their trailers for maximum ease and safety for towing, or to attach
them properly so that traffic will be able to move smoothly and safely.

DRIVING TASK REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures and laws that pertain to loading a trailer
and securing it to the car.

Equipping and Attaching Trailer

In properly equipping the car and trailer and securing the trailer to the car, the driver should-

*?

Maki; sure the tar suspension system is adequate for hauling the extrzi load.

Make sure that the anticipated load dimensions and weight characteristics are within speci-
fied

Install extended rearview minors on both sides of the car if the trailer is wider than the car.

Install tailhqh ts, stop lights, or turn lights on the rear of the trader if the rear car lights
cannot 1)P seen by other drivers because of the trailer width or height.

Position and secure all trailer hitches making certain that the required safety chains are
properly installed and securely fastened.

Securely fasten all brake and PIPctrical connections and Theck to see that the brake system
and lights are working properly.

Inflate all trailer tires to the samp pressure to aid in minimising sway.

Loading the Trailer

When loading the trailer the driver should

Distribute the weight evenly and restrain objects as necessary to prevent them from shifting
and bouncing out of the trailer.

Place 01.)tects in the trailer so that they do not hang over the sides of the trailer or obscure
his and other drivers' vision of tlie c cII or trailer real lights and signals

Attach a red flag, or red light at night, on the rear of the object(s) if they protrude from the
rear.

Close or Erich trailer doors or gate
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INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard

RESDURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
materials for the development of lesson-plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, p. 208.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 72-4, 72-6 72-7.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 232-233.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Stcasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 314-316.
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Symptoms of Car Malfunctions

The student should be able to recognize and respond to symptoms of car mal-
functions, breakdowns, and deficiencies.

The driver should have some basic knowledge of how the various systems of the car function and
understand the importance of remaining alert to symptoms which may indicate d deficiency or
nidlfun( bon.

General

In noting any car deficiencies or malfunctions the driver should be able to relate specific
symptoms dssoc idled. with the following.

Steering system.
Braking system.
Suspension system and wheels.
Transrnission system.
Exhaust system.
Lubrication system.
Cooling system.
Ele( natal system.
Engine.

Steering System

The driver should have the steering system inspected and repaired if any of the following
symptoms oci tir

The ar wanders from side to side or drifts or pulls to the right or left. When the car
wanders from side to side, the cause may be unequal tire inflation, faulty wheel alignment,
faulty shock absorbers, or d brokon spring.

The ease of handling a car with power steering is lost on sharp turns.

Steering becomes more difficult.

If the r dr steers hard it may be due to unequal or underinflated tires, inadequate
lubrir ation, improper wheel alignment, or worn or improperly adjusted steering system
par tS.

The car vibrates at certain speeds, the steering wheel vibrates rapidly or shakes from side to
side, or there is excessive play in the steering wheel.

Braking System

The driver should have the braking system inspected and repaired if he observes any of the
following symptoms when the brakes are applied during normal driving'

538-604 U - 74 - 393
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The car pulls to one side. If the car pulls to one side when the brakes are applied, the brakes
should be checked for damaged wheel cylinder, bent wheel, or grease on the brake lining. If
all four wheels are not braking equally, the braking distance will increase and steering may
be unpredictable.

The brake pedal begins to go down to the floor during sustained application.

A scraping or any other unusual sound is heard. Worn wheel bearings may cause a scraping
noise as the drum rubs on the backing plate or the brake shoes drag.

Less than two inches of clearance remains between the brake pedal and the floor board.

Suspension System and Wheels

The driver should have the suspension system and the wheels of the car inspected and repaired if
any of the following symptoms occur:

A clanking sound is heard as the wheels rotate.

A thumping sound is heard in the chassis as the wheels rotate. This indicates that the tires
should be checked for blisters, or the wheel bearings and pinion bearings should be checked
for wear and tightness. The sound may also be due to improper lubrication of the drive
shaft.

The rear end of the car sways inordinately when turning corners.

The rear end bounces excessively when passing over bumps.

There is the smell of burning rubber.

Transmission System

The driver should initiate inspection and repair of the transmission system when:

The clutch pedal has too much or too little play.

A growl or rumble is heard in the higher ranges of each gear, which may be indicative of
excessive wear in the transmission parts.

A car with automatic transmission hesitates or bucks during acceleration.

Exhaust System

The driver should initiate inspection and repair of the exhaust system if he notices either of the
following:

The exhaust is excessively noisy or gives off a hissing sound.

Puffs of blue smoke are emitted from the system during acceleration.

Lubrication System

The driver should initiate inspection and repair of the engine lubrication system if the oil pressure
gauge falls to, or remains at, the minimum position or the warning light goes on when the engine is
running above idle speed.
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Cooling System

The driver should initiate inspection and repair of the cooling system when the temperature gauge
reaches the far right (hot) position, or the temperature warning light goes on.

Electrical System

The driver should initiate inspection and repair of the electrical system when the ammeter gauge
or light shows discharge, even though all the electrical switches are turned off or the engine is running
rapidly. This may ay indicate that the generator/alternator may be malfunctioning.

Engine

The driver should initiate inspet non and repair of the engine if any of the following occur

The engine occasionally misses at idling or low speed ur during acceleration or high speed
driving. Oct asional "missing" at idling or low speed may be due to an improper fuel
mixture, dirty or defective spark plugs, of improper operation of the distributor and ignition

Any metallic tapping, whistling or other unusual noise,

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Models or actual car parts

Vehicle Owner's Manual

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

FILMS /FILMSTRIPS /SL IDES

"Troubleshooting Your Car," 12 minutes, b/w,
National Audiovisual Center.

RESOURCE MATERIALS .

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
materials for the development of lesson plans.
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BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 279, 305-308.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Educati"n Task Analysis Volume I: Task
Descriptions, pp. 83-0 83-3.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 254-257.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, p. 113.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 159-165, 172-175.
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Car Maintenance

The student should know the importance of maintaining the car in sound
operating condition.

A car must bc, given routine care and servicing to minimize wear to its parts, to help prevent
breakdowns on the roadway. to prevent failures which might cause accidents, and to improve handling
qualities in case of emergencies.

DRIVER REQUIREMENTS

The student should know the procedures for maintaining the car in sound
operating condition through routine care and servicing.

Introduction

The driver should maintain the car in sound operating condition through routine care and
servicing, whir h should include attention to

Cdr lights.
ires <And wheels.

Windshield, windows, and mirrors.
Cooling syst rn.
Battery and electrical system.
Steering and suspension systems.
Braking system.
Oil
Drive train.
Car's interior and exterior.
Exhaust system,

Car Lights

As a part of routine care and servicing the driver shoula.

Check all lights at leost once d month for broken, cracked, or duty lenses and inoperative
bulbs, all defective ports should be replaced and dirty lenses cleaned.

Have a qualified mechanic inspect the alignment and brightness of the headlights, as
recommended in the owner's manual and make the necessary adjustments.

Headlight defects are prevalent, and misalignments of even a degree or two greatly
affect visibility.

Of 3,0U0,000 cars checked on the highways in one yr.-w, more than two thirds
had headlight defects.
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Headlights aimed one to two degrees upward will reduce the normal visibility of
an oncoming driver by 25 percent. Lights misaligned downward have little effect
on oncoming drivers. However, headlights misaligned downward by one degree
reduce the driver's visibility by 50 percent.

Tires and Wheels

Tires should be inspected at least monthly, and the driver should know how to use a gauge to
check inflation pressure. The automobile manufacturer's recorr-nended inflation pressure should be
followed, to include specific adjustments for oversized tires, estimated load weights, anticipated driving
speed, and the differential for front and rear wheel tires. Tires should be inflated or deflated to the
proper pressure, but the pressure must not be reduced if the tire is hot.

Underinflation shortens the life of a tire. In addition to causing excessive wear on the
outside of the tread, underinflation causes flexing of the tire cords, which in turn results in
excessive heat buildup and weakening of the side fabric. Steering is more difficult with
underinflated tires.

Overinflation may cause excessive wear in the middle of the tread and degradation of the
tire's capacity for absorbing road shock.

Proper tire pressure plays an important role in car performance on a curve. Cornering ability
tends to improve with an increase in pressure at El constant load, due to the increase in
sidewall stiffness.

Worn tires are a significant factor in the degradation of car stopping capability. A bald tire
skids more easily -i,)41 has increased probability for blowout or punctures. A groove depth of
1/16-inch tread remaining is a minimum acceptable requirement and tires should be replaced
if tread is less than that. The disablement rate rises sharply for tires with less than 1/16-inch
tread remaining. Some tires possess a tread bar marking which becomes visible when the
tread remaining is at the minimum acceptable limit.

Excessively worn, damaged, or underinflated tires were noted in a significant number of
accident reports surveyed; tire failures have been identified as the cause of a significant
number of the accidents that occur under normal driving conditions.

When inspecting tires and wheels the driver should:

Look for cuts, abrasions, and blisters on the sidewalls and tread.

Have the car inspected for possible wheel damage if there are cracks at the edge of the wheel
rim near the hubcap.

Remove foreign material from the tread.

Look for uneven wear and observe the nature of uneven wear as an indication of the need
for balancing and/or wheel alignment.

_ Tires should he rotated every 5,000 miles to ensure even wear. The recommended method of
rotation is. left front to left rear, left rear to right front, right front to right rear, right rear to spare,
and spare to left front. The tires will get up to 25 percent more wear when the spare is included in the
rotation scheme. Some experts denounce tire rotation entirely. They feel that good tread is so important
that tires should he replaced when wear is noticeable rather than rotated for even wear.
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Windshield, Windows, and Mirrors

At least once a month the driver should.

Inspect the windshield, windows, and inirrors and have damaged or defective glass tin mirrors
replaced.

Clean all glass surfaces and tighten and adjust mirrors.

Inspect wipers and washers, replace worn blades, remove grease front blades, and keep
washer fluid in the container.

Cooling System

At least once a month the driver shOuld check the cooling system or have it checked, With

attention to the following.

The coolant level in the radiator, preferably when the engine is cold. The radiator cop should
be removed slowly and cautiously with a rag until the pressure has been released, and the
manufacturer's recommended type of coolant for the season added as necessary.

The condition of radiator hoses, hose connections, and the fdrthelt. Deteriorated hoses and
fanbelts should be replaced; fanbelt tension should be adjusted if necessary.

The condition of the radiator. The radiator should be chei ked fur leaks and inset ts. Leaves

and other debris should be removed from the front of the radiator.

Battery and Electrical System

With a fully charged battery and properly functioning igninon system the engine should start

quickly. Several million drivers experience roadway malfunctions each year ")ecause of battery failures,

The battery power and exterior should be checked at least once a month by the driver or .1 service

station attendant, with attention to the following items.

Electrolyte level.

Battery case and cables. Look for cracks and corrosion. Corrosion nay be removed with
baking soda and water solution and further corrosion prevented by coating tilt: battery
terminal posts and cables with petroleum jelly.

Clamps and cable connections. Clamps may require tightening and (antes May bc«iine
damaged or worn.

Battery. If it is warped, cracked, or otherwise damaged, it should be replaced.

Electrical circuits visible under the hood. Loose connections should be tightened and worn
or frayed wiring should be replaced.

Steering and Suspension Systems

Proper maintenance of the steering and suspension systems is important to the accuirl, y of steer Intl

control and the stability of the car. For example, properly functioning shock absorbers increase

cornering ability as they work with friction and gravity to combat centrifugal force. As a par t of routine

maintenance and servicing, the driver should:

Test the steering wheel for excessive play at least once a month and have it adjusted, if it can
be turned two or more inches before the front wheels begin to turn.
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Too much play in the steering wheel diminishes steering control and indicates either
wear in the steering column, which can be adjusted, or worn tie rod ends. If the
situation is not corrected, too much play in the steering wheel could result in failure
of the steering system and complete loss of steering control.

Look monthly to see, if the car lists or sags. If it does, he should have the car checked for
worn or broken springs and defective or badly adjusted torsion bars.

Defects in the suspension system can degrade the steering and stability of the car.
Lowering of the front end just an inch or an inch and one-half may reduce the
maximum safe speed of the car 10 or more miles per hour (e.g., 65 to 55 miles per
hour) by affecting the car's stability. A reduction in the maximum safe speed and a
limited steering capability would greatly affect the ability of the driver to perform
evasive maneuvers.

Push down the bumper and observe the car's vertical motion at least once a month. If the
car continues in a downward motion after the force has been removed, he should have the
shock absorbers checked.

Have a qualified mechanic inspect the steering and suspension systems, including the steering
column assembly, steering linkage, power steering unit and reservoir (if the car is so
equipped), front end alignment, wheel balance, wheel bearings, springs, shock absorbers, and
tires on a schedule recommended in the car owner's manual.

Wheels frequently are found to be 6 to 12 ounces out of balance. Wheel imbalance
causes a vibration which is a considerable fatigue factor, especially at higher speeds.
Excessive or uneven tire wear is another result of wheel imbalance.

Braking System

A poorly maintained braking system was noted in a significant number of accident reports
reviewed. As a precautionary measure the driver should have the braking system checked monthly. In
doing so, he should or have a mechanic check for brake fluid leakage and add fluid to the master
cylinder, if necessary.

Oil Level

Oil serves to lubricate the engine and to reduce the friction between its moving parts. Regular
checks (at least once a month) when the engine is hot will minimize the possibility of the oil level
dropping to a low level. If the oil level is so low the oil pump cannot circulate the oil properly, the
engine can be damaged. Without adequate oil to keep the moving parts of the engine well lubricated, the
parts will rub together and generate a great deal of heat. Both the friction and excess heat will cause
damage to the engine very quickly. When checking the oil level the ignition should be turned off, and
the dipstick removed and wiped off with a cloth, then re-inserted and removed again to observe oil level
as indicated by the dipstick's markings.

When oil is to be added, a quart should be poured into the oil filler tube and the oil level should
be rechecked with the dipstick. More oil should be added as required, with care taken not to overfill.

Regular oil changes every few thousand miles are necessary to remove dirty oil. Oil picks up dirt,
water, acid, and other substances that lessen its lubricating effectiveness and could cause additional
friction between the parts if cycled through the system.

Drive Train

The driver should check the drive train or have it checked. 11 doing so he should
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Have the car inspected for defective seals if he finds grease leaking from the transmission or
rear end assembly.
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Che, k the antiiiy,itii transmission fluid level with the engine running and add fluid if

rnv oss,ary and c., t r,nunendr .irl by the tar manufacturer.

Chet k tie arrioant of play in the (Ica( II pedal (manual transmission). If the pedal tan be
pushed down icon, than one Iry It before the springs resist the pressure, he should have the

clutc h pedal r het ked and adjusted.

Too much pl in the clutch pedal (i.e., sinking to the floor quickly) may indicate that

the tlutch is not disengaging completely, and difficulty in shifting gears may occur.
Too little play may signal a slippage and could result in excessive wear of the clutch
mechanism if not corrected.

Have a qualified mechanic check the drive train, including the clutch assembly and pedal
linkage in a manual transmission car, transmission, drive shaft, universal joints, differential,
and rear axle as recommended in the owner's manual.

Car Interior and Exterior/Exhaust System

The driver should inspect or have someone else inspect, if necessary, the following, and should

have any deficient ies corrected

Muffler and tailpipe.

Mufflers and tailpipes are subject to rust on both the interior and exterior walls. A
worn muffler is less effective in reducing noise, and a worn tailpipe will not control
the exhaust emissions as intended, Moisture from exhaust gases collects on the inside
of the muffler and tailpipe and causes interior rust. This situation occurs mostly as a
result of short-trip driving where the exhaust system does not get completely warmed
up. Dual exhaust systems rust more quickly than single exhaust systems because they
warm up more slowly. Water, snow, and salt from winter streets cause exterior rusting
of the muffler and

Exterior trim and at tin hrnents.

All loose attachments should be tightened, damaged equipment or accessories should
be replaced or repaired, and rust spots should he touched with sealant and paint.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed

to supplement classroom instruction.

CLASSROOM AIDS

Type Source Title

Chalkboard

Charts, and /or tables
on frequency of repair

Classroom poster

Handout/pamphlet

Vehicle Owner's Manual

Rubber Manufacturers Assoc. "Consumer Guide to Tire Care
and Safety"

Rubber Manufacturers Assoc, "Consumer Guide to Tire Care
and Safety"
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FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Classroom Visual Aids

"Care of the Car," 10 minutes, b/w, Ford Motor
Company.

"Inspection for Vehicle Safety," 25 minutes, color,
American Manufacturers Association, Inc.

"Keeping Your Car Fit," 12 minutes, b/w, Nation&
Audiovisual Center.

"Love That Car," 10 minutes, color, Chad ;s Cahill
Associates, Inc.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

"The Periodic Check-Up," 18 minutes, b/w,
National Audiovisual Center.

"Preventive Maintenance," filmstrip, 89 frames, b/w,
General Motors Corp.

"Taking Care of Your Car," 30 minutes, Educational
television film, South Carolina Educational Television
Center. Order from University of Nebraska.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 256-271,
273-291.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 70-81.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving Task
Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers, pp.79-86.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert '3. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 81-0 81-12, 82-0 82-6.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 244-253.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver
and Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods
and Organization, pp. 145-146.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Driving: Teacher's Guide, pp. 5-6.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 382-390.

Brody, Leon arid Stack, Herbert J Highway Safety
and Driver Education, 'pp. 104-105.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 158-169.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 335-348.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 218, 294, 322-335.
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Harvey, Roberta (Editor). "Operating Your Car
Save as the Experts Do," Changing Times, pp. 1-13,
The Kip linger Washington Editors, Inc., Washington,
D.C., 1966.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso-
ciation. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron),
PP. 86-87.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 195-206.

"These Little Mistakes Cost Car Owners Plenty,"
Changing Times, The Kip linger Washington Editors,
Inc., Washington, D.C., February 1966.

"Tire Inspection Procedures," Traffic Safety, vol 69,
no 6, pp. 26-27. June 1969.
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Highway Transportation System

Traffic Laws
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Traffic laws

The student should be knowledgeable about traffic laws so that he is able to
operate a car legally and safely.

Traffic laws protect pedestrians and motorists and help reduce traffic accidents and fatalities. It is

important that individuals teaching driver education know the law as it relates to the operation of a car
and to Gass i,an soc h inforrnatior to his students.

MAKING, ENFORCING, ANO OBSERVING TRAFFIC LAWS

The student should know the laws that pertain to the ownership and operation
of a motor vehicle and to the regulation of traffic.

Laws and Regulations for Driver to Know

The following is a Hit of iupics related to motor vehicle operation and use about which every
di iver should be knowledgeable.

Vr-rtti, le registration

A: groring an operator's her-Ht Ind li,_ense

Rile-, of the road

Sians, signals, and roadway char K I ilq S

V,-'1-11: IFr -:,Adlii!n0!1' roriljl,Ittnoq

M.re- hrnairii e and service ui the vellit le

In it -ina e ,Thd financial responsibility

Ar rider)! reportinii rxt)(ociort,s tt-..yolatIons

rdtti. ici\N iiii for nifty

Responsibility for Making Traffic Laws

The driver should be aware of the roles that all levels of government-federal, state, and lor al -play
in rr:aking, reuealicg, and amending traffic laws. He should know that

Fa( tors influencing law-making bodies to enact new laws or to amend or nullify old laws
m.lude changes in environmental or driving conditions, determination of a«.ident causation.

-Fhrr Federal Government is responsible for enacting laws to regulate all interstate traftir
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State legislatures enact the basic, rreffic laws, such as maximum speed limits and right-ofway`
ordinances, for their respective states.

Local governments enact traffic laws applicable to their communities, such as parking and
directional control of vehicles. Such laws cannot conflict with state traffic regulations.

Responsibility for Enforcing Traffic Laws

The responsibility for enforcing traffic laws is given to three agencies. police department, traffic
court, and the state's motor vehicles administration. The specific traffic. law enforcement duties and
responsibilities of each of these agencies follow.

Police

Traffic cotorc ement is normally divided rimony three different police forces

Municipal Ponce Force.

Jurisdiction is limited to the community or mum( ipality to which it belongs.
Authority and responsibilities do not extend beyond the boundaries of the community
or municipality, except in incidents of hot pursuit.

County (or Sheriff's) Police Force.

Authority is limited to county highways and to roadways in taunt inporated towns and
communities. It does nut have responsibility for traffic (amid or traffic law e-
rnentment in cities or on state or federal roadways.

State Police Force (Highivay Patrol).

Jurisdiction covers state and federal roadways.

The police officer's duties specifically related to traffic law enforcement in( Ride the following

Issuing summonses to drivers who have violated traffic regulations.

Arresting the drivers who have committed major violations such as driving while under the
influence of alt Thol or drugs.

Investigating, anoly/ing, and filing reports on traffic accidents.

Appearing in traffic court to serve as a witness against traffic violators.

In addition, a traffic officer supervises and directs traffic in areas congested by a malfunctioning
traffic light or heavy traffic.

The driver educator can assist the police in improving the safety of the highway transportation
system by encouraging his students to (1) observe traffic laws, and (2) support the police in their
performance of traffic services. Specific activities that may be performed in this regoid include the
following
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Ernphosizing the "service" function of the police.

The term "Police Traffic Services" implies a bloadei range of activities than "law
enforcement" and is a truer reflection on the role played by police in the highway
transportation system. The police functions identified in the preceding paragraph
should be described in terms of their benefit to the prospective driver.
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Attempting to overcome misconceptions concerning police operations.

While every profession in every group has its undesirable, the overwhelming majority
of police officers ar'e honest.

Police do not "fix" summonses. Where the practice exists, it takes place primarily

outside of the police organization.

So called "speed traps" are almost nonexistent. While police may be found at points
where laws are most frequently violated, they do not entice or "bait" drivers.

Police rarely benefit directly from the issuance of a traffic summons. The existence of
"quotas," or provision for "kickbacks" is largely a myth.

While traffic services do divert police from the apprehension of "true criminals," the
responsibility for this situation lies with traffic violators, not the police.

Encouraging students to support legislation that removes police departments from politicbl
influence or dependence upon fines for revenues.

Encouraging students to give assistance to police where possible, e.g., care of the injured at

an accident site.

Bringing a police representative into the classroom or a school-wide assembly in order to
provide an opportunity to introduce students to the police traffic services under the most

favorable possible conditions.

Traffic Court

The system for processing cases involving traffic violations varies with the size of the jurisdictional

area in which the drivers are arrested. Most small communities still use justice of the peace courts, which

usually hear traffic cases soon after the citations are issued and render a verdict immediately.

In metropolitan areas, however, crowded courtrooms have necessitated the establishment of

"violations bureaus" as well as traffic courts to deal with the great number of cases involving driving

violations. Violations bureaus handle minor charges, such as parking violations, for which standard fines

can be assessed. Traffic courts handle more serious violations such as reckless driving or driving while

intoxicated. Their responsibilities include.

Determining the guilt or innocence of a driver accused of a traffic violation.

Determining the penalty for the convicted driver.

Penalties may include a fine, a suspended sentence entered on the driver's record,

suspension or revocation of the license to drive, imprisonment, or some combination of

these.

Attempting to retrain and reeducate the driver convicted of a traffic offense.

As part of their penalty, convicted drivers often are required to attend a violator's
school and/or complete a driver improvement course.

When a driver is thought to be "at fault" in a traffic accident, he i; cited by the investigating

officer on a specific chargeIfor example), failure to yield the right of way. The driver's copy of the

citation is a summons to appear in court at a preliminary hearing. His signature on the form is his

agreement to appear on the date. indicated.
At the hearing, the magistrate asks for one of two pleas guilty or not guilty. The driver may enter

either plea or state that he will accept the decision of the court without contest (nolo contendere).
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A plea, of guilty or nolo contendere, if accepted by the magistrate, is usually followed by
pronourr f,,r,,n1 of sentence- generally a fine and court costs. On a plea of not guilty, the magistrate setsit require a bond, either cash or property, to assure the driver's appearance in court.
I he may request a trial by jury.

At his trol, the driver is permitted witnesses and may plead his own case or be represented by
counsel. If he is found guilty of the charge, either by the jury or by the magistrate, he is liable for all

,,,os in addition to the fine lnd/or sonten-e imposed by the court.

Motor Vehicle Administration

The realor responsibility pl a state motor vehicle administration is the testing and licensing of
drivers. In addition, it has two important law enforcement functions

To act as final authority in the suspension or revocation of a driver's license to operate a
motor vehicle.

To maintain traffic records so that habitual violators can be detected and appropriate action
token.

Marry states utilize the point system for recording the frequency and seriousness of
driver violations. Systems may vary among states, although most operate on the
principle in which a spec:ified number of points is assigned for each type of violation.
Minor violations generally carry less point values than do serious violations. Drivers
who accumulate a given number of points over a specified time period may have
their licenses susuended or revoked.

Observing Traffic Laws

No law is self-enforcing, but an individual becomes a better driver when he voluntarily complies
with the low. He reduces his chances of being involved in an accident which can cause death, injury, and
property damage.

Drivers without traffic violations or accidents on their driving records sometimes have lower
insuram c rates.

Traffic Signs, Signals, and Pavement Markings

Every driver must know the "rules of the road" that regulate such driving tasks as passing,
turning, parking, and speed control. Rules of the road are spelled out for the driver in traffic signs,
signals, and pavement markings, and it is the responsibility of every driver to be able to recognise and
interpret them,

In 1970, the Federal Government approved a uniform system of traffic control devices which has
been published by the Federal Highway Administration of the U.S. Department of Transportation in the
"Manual of Uniform Traffic Control Devices." The new system, which should be completely set up in
all 50 states by 1976, has simplified the "language" which guides drivers along the roadway. It is a
language of shape and color. For example'

:/.11 signs (coitdin a bla0; symbol within a yellow diamond. Exception school
whi.h.liti r dia.v.iitt r,vu i.hildren in black against a yellow background of a

,),1

t,r rt.'(

r

()lot now include not only "stop" but also "yield" and "do riot

r;,., n whiter symbols and letters indicates guidance.

Itk!S 'are 1.11 h as hoi,pitak, picnic areas, and public telephones.
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Brown signifies recreational areas, such as national parks.

Orange warns of road maintenance or construction work.

The new "warning" sign is a pennant placed on the left side of the roadway instead of on
the right where, in the past, the sign has been blocked from view by large vehicles ahead.

A red light means "stop." A green light means "proceed," but with caution. An amber light
means "caution,"

The driver should stop, if he can, before entering the intersection, he should remain
stopped until the light changes to green if he is already stopped when the amber light
is activated.

A flashing yellow light means' to exercise caution before proceeding, or stopping if necessary.

A white, rectangular sign provides information on laws and regulationsfor example, "no left
turn."

The inverted triangle means to yield the right of way.

A red circle with a diagonal slash indicates prohibited movement.

Arrows on the pavement indicate the direction(s) that traffic in the lane inay travel.

A solid line on the driver's side of the road indicates he may not pass.

A broken line on the roadway indicates passing is permitted in either direction if it is safe to
do so.

A broken line on the driver's side of the roadway indicates he may pass if all conditions
indicate it is safe to do so.

White symbols or writing on a blue background indicates motorist services.

White symbols or writing on a green background gives the driver direction or guidance.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed
to supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Handouts/Pamphlets

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source Title

National Safety Council

State Driver's Manual Department of Motor Vehicles

53B-604 0 - 74 - 30

"The Point System" fact sheet
"Traffic Control Devices" data sheet
"Traffic Courts on Trial" fact sheet
"Signs of Life: KnowObey" fact

sheet
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FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

Classroom Visual Aids

Traffic Laws and Regulations

"And Then There Were Four," 25 minutes, b/w,
National Safety Council.

"Uniform Traffic Laws," 5Y, minutes, color,
National Safety Council.

"The Traffic Problem," .20 minutes, b/w, National
Safety Council.

"Traffic Laws Made by Man," 30 minutes,
Educational Television film produced by South
Carolina Educational Television Center under the
auspices of the American Automobile Association.
Order from the University of Nebraska.

"Motor Vehicle Laws," 30 minutes, Educational
Television film produced by South Carolina Educa-
tional Television Center under the auspices of the
American Automobile Association. Order from
University of Nebraska.

Law Enforcement

"Corrective Penalization," 20 minutes, b/w, American
Bar Association.

"Procedure in the Traffic Courtroom," 20 minutes,
b/w, American Bar Association.

"A Day in the Life of a California Highway Patrolman,"
15 minutes, color, Charles Cahill Associates, Inc.

Traffic Signs, Signals, and Roadway Markings

"Driving Signs," 39 frames, color, Long Films lide
Service.

"Information Signs," 41 frames, color, Long Film-
slide Service.

"Warning Signs," 34 frames, color, Long Filmslide
Service.

"Signs of Life," 11 minutes, b/w, Progressive Pictures.

Simulator Film

"Safe Highway Driving,"' 16 minutes, color, AEtna
Life & Casualty Co.

"Traffic Law Observance and Enforcement," 30
minutes, Educational Television film produced by
South Carolina Education& Television Center under
the auspices of the American Automotive Association.
Order from University of Nebraska.

"Ticket to Safety," 10 minutes, b/w, General Motors
Corporation.

"A Shade of Difference," 30 minutes, International
Film Bureau, Inc.

"EVOC-Emergency Vehicle Operations Course,"
17 minutes, color, Charles Cahill Associates, Inc.

"Flagged for Action," 30 minutes, b/w or color,
National Film Board of Canada.

"The Right Point of View," 22%, minutes, color,
Ontario Department of Transport.

"Signs, Signals, and Safety," 12 minutes, color,
Louisiana Department of Highways.

"Signs, Take a Holiday," 10 minutes, b/w,

Associated Films ioc.

"The Silent Guide,- 26%2 minutes, color, National
Safety Council.

'Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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RESOURCE MATERIALS

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
material for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

Traffic Laws and Regulations

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver
and Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods
and Organization, pp. 136-140.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 105-125.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods
and Content, p. 57.

Traffic Laws and Regulations

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts and Strategies, pp. 88-91.

National Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws and
Ordinances. Uniform Vehicle Code and Model Traffic
Ordinance.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 161-168, 177-178.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety_ Education, p. 198.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curriculum
in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 131-134.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 101-103, 138-141, 226-227.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 162-167.

Law Enforcement

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 60-76, 171-173,
196, 362-363.

North American Professional Driver Education Asso-
ciation. The New Driver's Guide, p. 85.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 5-9,
31, 11 6-118, 144-148, 214-215, 217.

BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 125-134.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver and
Traffic Safety Education, pp. 321-346, 356-358.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety and
Driver Education, pp 106-108, 111.122.

Law Enforcement

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 32-33,
280-283, 287-300.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 238-245.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 191-196.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E tnd StraSser, Marland K. Driver
and Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods
and Organization, pp. 11, 138-140, 340-341.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource
Curriculum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education,
pp. 131-132, 134-137.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 45-48,
275 278.

Sullivan, Harold W. "Should We Abolish Traffic
Courts?" Analogy, pp. 27-31, Autumn, 1969.

Traffic Courts, (a section of the action program for
highway safety), Report of the President's Committee
for Traffic Safety, 1961.

Truax, Lyle H , "Revolutionary Changes Needed in
Traffic Law Enforcement," Traffic Safety, vol. 70,
no. 7, pp. 1617, July 1970.
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BASIC REFERENCES

Traffic Signs, Signals and Roadway Markings

American Automobile Association: Teacher's Handbook
for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 143-145, 158--165.

The American Association of State Highway Officials
and the National Joint Committee on Uniform Traffic
Control Devices. Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices for Streets and Highways, Federal Highway
Administration, U.S. Department of Transportation,
1971. Order from Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402,
Stock Number 4001-0021.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, pp. 184-186.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Diver Education, pp. 134-138.

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 170-176.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Traffic Signs, Signals and Roadway Markings

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 168-171.

"The New Look in Traffic Control Devices," Traffic
Digest and Review, vol. 19, no. 12, pp. 14-15,
December 1971.

North American Professional Driver Education Associa-
tion. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/Aaron), pp. 22-23.

Shoaf, Ross T. "Traffic Control Devices Move Toward
World Uniformity," Traffic Safety, vol. 71, no. 8,
pp. 24-26, 40, 42, August 1971.
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Car and Driver Certification

The student should know the importance of driver and car certification.

The law requires that cars be licensed and registered by their owners and that license plates be
displayed and registration documents carried in the car at all times. In addition, the driver must obtain
and carry with him a valid operator's lidense which certifies his right to operate a car.

Driver Certification

Before an individual can legally drive a car he must obtain a learner's permit or driver's license. A
learner's permit enables him to drive only under the supervision and guidance of a licensed driver who is
seated next to him.

The driver should be aware of the regulations that pertain to obtaining, maintaining, and renewing
a driver's license. Specifically, he should know that:

He can obtain a valid driver's license from the state motor vehicle department.

He must carry his license with him at all times when driving.

He must adhere to any restrictions on the license when driving.

It is illegal to lend his driver's license to anyone.

He must notify the proper state agency when there is a change of name or address.

If his license is lost or stolen he must obtain a duplicate from the state licensing agency.

He must apply for license renewal prior to the expiration date.

Car Certification

All states and the District of Columbia require the driver to register his car(s) with the motor
vehicle department. Most of the states and the District of Columbia require that the car be in sound
operating condition before it is registered.

In addition to inspection requirements the owner of a car must comply with several car

certification requirements. The driver should know the following regarding car certification:

When buying a car or moving to another state the driver must obtain a registration
certificate and license plates from the state motor vehicle department. All cars driven must
be registered and have license plates displayed to indicate that someone has legal custody of
the car.

The owner of the car must have a certificate of ownership.

The car registration must be carried in the car at all times.

The registration certificate must be renewed prior to expiration date.

The car ownership certificate should be placed in a safe place, but not in the car.
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Specific vehicle and title registration requ >rnents exist
These requirements vary from state to state.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

for non-residents and servicemen.

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed to
supplement classroom instruction.

Type

Chalkboard

Sample driver's license and
certificate of ownership.

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Driver's Permit or Operator's License,- 30 minutes,
Educational television filM, South Carolina Educa-
tional Television Center. Order from University of
Nebraska.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Title

"Motor Vehicle Administration," Motor Vehicle
Department Traffic Safety Division of each state.

The student should know the basic tests, periodicals and reports that will provide
materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 48-49, 52-53,
121-124, 405-407.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 29-30,
278-280, 284-286.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
pp. 91-0 91-1.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume III: Instructional
Objectives, pp. 258-259.

State Driver's Manual, Division of Motor Vehicles.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 110-111, 131-132, 374-375.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 346-356.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, pp. 98-101, 106-108.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, pp. 228-229.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 158-160.
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Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right, pp. 364-365.

Leslie, John D. "A Close Look at Driver Licensing,"
Traffic Safety, vol no 5, pp. 16-18, 38-39, May
1971.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 1-5, 215.

Strasser, Marland K., Eales, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 22-26, 100, 181, 182.
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Auto Insurance

The student should be informed about auto insurance and the requirements and
laws related to it.

The basic principle of insurance is to spread the risk of possible loss. An insurance policy is

protection against specified losses, and a fee, or premium, is paid to the insurance company for this
protection.

State laws vary as to the amount and type of insurance coverage required and the student should
understand that he is responsible for obtaining such coverage as required by the state in which he
resides.

Types of Coverages

Automobile insurance provides financial protection to the insured in the event of injury to himself
and other involved individuals, damage to or loss of his car, or claims placed against the insured c,s a
result of the use of his car.

Two policy forms generally are available the Special Policy and the Famil.
The Special Policy is a package liability policy which automatically includes no-fault inedical

payment coverage, death benefits, and uninsured motorist coverage. Other coverages, such as collision or
comprehensive, may be added. However, this policy usually excludes the payment of injuries covered by
other insurance.

The policy which private passenger car owners usually carry is the Family Policy. This c overage

gives protection against negligence claims to (1) the insured when driving his own car, someone else's
car, or a rented car, (2) to members of his household when they arive the insured's car and, in some
policies, when they drive someone else's car; and (3) to other persons who drive the insured's car with
his permission.

The family policy offers the following kinds of coverages:

Liability Insurance. The various liability coverages protect the insured against financial loss
by paying legal claims others may have against him. It pays judgments that a court may
assess against the insured as a result of bodily injury or death and of property damage.
Liability limits are usually described by a series of three numbers, for example, 100/300/25.
This describes liability insurance that pays a maximum of $100,000 for bodily injury to one
person; a maximum of $300,000 for all injuries in one accident; and $25,000 for property

mdamage. Any !oss above the stated limits of the policy must be borne by the insured.

Collision Insurance, required by lending agencies until the Gar is paid for, covers damages to
the insured's car in a collision or a single-car accident. It protects the insured against a large
loss, such as total destruction of the car. This coverage usually has a deductible provision,
such as $50 or $100 deductible, which means that the insured is responsible for the first $50
or $100 of the damages to the car, and the insurance company for the amount over the
deductible provision. Full collision coverage is no longer available.

Medical Payments Insurance pays the medical and hospital bills and funeral expenses of
victims of car accidents, regardless of who is at fault. Coverage usually extends to the
insured and anyone riding in his car as well as the insured and members his family while
riding in another car.
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Uninsured Motorist Coverage provides financial protection to the insured and passengers in
his car if they are injured in a car accident and the blame is attributable to an uninsured or
hit _Ind run driver.

Comprehensive Coverage, which is required by lending agencies, pays the insured for loss or
damage to his car by theft, fire, lightning, vandalism, falling objects, and many other causes,

ept collision and upset.

Financial Responsibility/Coverage Limits/Premium Rates

Other factors pertaining to insurance which should concern the driver include:

Financial responsibility laws in the state in which the car is registered and in which the
driver resides.

Limits of coverage. Some states require minimum amounts of liability insurance.

Insurance premium rates. The cost of insurance varies with geographical location and
depends basically upon dollar losses paid where the driver resides, value of the car, sex of
the driver, age of the car, and age of the driver.

Driver Education and Insurance Rate Reduction

Some insurance. companies may subsidize, to a certain percent, individuals who apply for auto-
mobile insurance if they have successfully completed an accredited driver education course. The subsidy
is usually a ten percent rate reduction on the bodily injury and property damage liability premium.

No-Fault Insurance

The current system for automobile insurance is based on the law of torts (wrongs) under which
someone must he proved "at fault" before a court can award damages. With the accident rate increasing,

establishing such proof has created huge backlogs in the courts. It often takes two years or longer before
the court is able to hear a case. In the meantime, the victim of the accident may have accumulated large
medical bills and have been unable to work. When the case is finally tried and at fault is proven, the
injured person often must pay his attorney a third of the award.

In an effort to eliminate some of the problems resulting from.this system, several states, including
Ma;sa. hirsetts and Florida, have adopted a "no-fault" system, and many others are considering its
adoption. With no-fault insurance, everyone involved in an auto accident is automatically reimbursed by
hi.; own insurance company for medical expenses, lost work time, and damages to his car. Victims with
permanent injuries are allowed to plead their cases in court in the manner of the at-fault system.

!Theoretically, the cost to the insurance companies under no-fault coverage is the same as that for
at Ludt, while administrative costs are drastically reduced. The significance of this should be lower car

premiums or, at least, a limit on yearly increases.

INSTRUCTIONAL AIDS

The student should know the instructional aids that can be secured or constructed to
supplement classroom instruction.



Type

Chalkboard

Charts and/or tables
describing coverage in
terms of cost, age etc.

Pamphlets from insurance
companies describing
automobile insurance
coverages

Classroom Visual Aids

CLASSROOM AIDS

Source

FILMS/FILMSTRIPS/SLIDES

"Auto Insurance and You;' filmstrip, 30 frames,
b/vv, Western Insurance Information Service.

"Buying and Insuring Your Car," 30 minutes,
Educational television film, South Carolina Educa-
tional Television Center. Order from University of
Nebraska.

RESOURCE MATERIALS

Part III A..to

Title

"Liability and Insurance," No. 28, Driver Education
Series, 30 minutes, b /w, Indiana University.

"Not Around the Block, " 16 minutes, b/w or color,
MFA Mutual Insurance Co. & Missouri State Highway
Patrol.

The student should know the basic texts, periodicals, and reports that will provide
materials for the development of lesson plans.

BASIC REFERENCES

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods and
Organization, pp. 147-148.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, pp. 124-125,
309-321.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education. pp. 358-359, 391-398.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, pp. 85-89.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Sa lety4.
and Driver Education. pp. 328-335.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, pp. 282.283.
313-325.

Consumer Reports Buying Guide 1973, pp. 435-437,
Consumers Union of United States, Inc., 256
Washington St., Mount Vernon, N.Y., December 1972.

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., Zaun, Cecil G.
and Mtrshlitz, M. Eugene. When You Take the Wheel,
pp. 90-91.

SUPPLEMENTARY REFERENCES

"Auto Insurance," Air Force Driver, pp. 18-19,
December 1970.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor'Car, pp. 172, 232-234.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, pp. 37, 308-309.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kayvvood,Richard, and-Meyerhoff,
Richard A, Let's Drive Right, pp. 344-350.

Roalman, A.R. and Buldak, Gerald E., "What's Ahead
in Auto Insurance," Traffic Safety, Vol. 69, No. 10,
pp. 8-10, 33-34, October 1969.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide (Strasser/
Aaron), pp. 88-90.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, pp. 11, 191-193.

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, pp. 101-106.

Although total length of the visual aid is listed, only segments of it pertain specifically to the instructional objective.
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APPENDIX E 1

Suppliers of Instructional Aids

AEtna Life and Casualty Co.
Driver Education Services
HartfOrd, Conn. 06115

Aims Instructional Media Services, Inc.
PO Box 1010
Hollywood, Calif. 90028

Allstate Enterprises
Driver Education Services
Allstate Plaza, F3
Northbrook, III. 60062

American Automobile Association
1712 G St. NW
Washington, D.C.

American Bar Association
Traffic Court Program
1155.E. 60th St.
Chicago, III. 60637

American Manufacturers Association, Inc.
320 New Center Bldg.
Detroit, Mich. 48202

American Medical Association
Committee on Medical Aspe*.s of Automotive Safety
535 North Dearborn St.
Chicago, III. 60610

American Mutual Insurance Alliance
20 N. Wacker Drive
Chicago, III. 60600

American Oil Company
910 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, III. 60605

American Red Cross
18th between D & E Sts. NW
Washington, D.C. 20006

Association Films, Inc.
600 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

Bailey Film Associates
2711 Michigan Ave.
Sarita Monica, Calif . 90404

Bilreau of Safety
33rd Floor Brunswick Bldg.
69 W. Washington St.
Chicago, III. 60602

Charles Cahill Associates, Inc.
PO Box 3220
Hollywood, Calif . 90028

Canada Safety Council
Highway Safety Section
30 The Driveway
Ottawa, Canada, L2P-1C9

Country Life Insurance Co.
Bloomington, III. 61701

Walt Disney Productions
237 N. Northwest Highway
Park Ridge, III. 60068

Ford Motor Company
Film Library
The American Road
Dearborn, Mich. 48100

General Motors Corp.
Film Library
General Motors Bldg.
Detroit, Mich. 48200

General Services Administration
National Audiovisual Center
Washington, D.C. 20409

The Jam Handy Organization
2821 East Grand Boulevard
Detroit, Mich. 40200

Highway Users Federation for Safety and Mobility
(HUFSAM)

Auto Dealers Traffic Safety Council
Auto Industries Division
1776 Massachusetts Ave. NW
Washington, D.C. 20036

Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc.
66 Sunset Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90028

Illinois Central Railroad Co.
135 E. 11th Place
Chicago, III. 60605

,iniciana University
Audio-Visual Center
Bloomington, Ind. 47401

International Film Bureau, Inc.
332 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, III. 60604

Keystone Automobile Department
Traffic Safety Department
220 South Broad St.
Philadelphia, Pa. 19100

Long Filmslide Se, vice
7507 Fairmont Ave.
El Cerrito, Calif. 94530

Louisiana Department of Highways
Public Relations and Education
PO 44245
Baton Rouge, La. 70804

McGraw Hill Book Co.
Film Division
330 West 42nd St.
New York, N.Y. 10036

MFA Mutual Insurance Co. and
Missouri State Highway Patrol
Columbia, Mo. 65201

Michigan Department of State Highways
Public Information Office
Mason Bldg.
Lansing, Mich. 48926
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Modern Talking Pictures Service, Inc.
1212 Avenue of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10039

Motion Picture Services
PO Box 701, Townley Branch
Union, N.J. 07083

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Code FADS
Washington, D.C. 20546

National Film Board of Canada
680 5th Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10019

National Safety Council
425 N. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, III. 60600

National Women's Christian Temperance Union
1730 Chicago Ave.
Evanston, III. 60201

Ontario Cept. of Transport
Highway Safety Branch
Parliament Bldgs.
Queens Park, Toronto 2, Ontario

Progressive Pictures
6351 Thornhill Drive
Oakland, Calif. 94600

Rubber Manufacturers Assoc.
444 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10022

Safe Winter Driving League
635 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, III. 60611

Shell Oil Company
450 North Meridian St.
Indianapolis, Ind. 46200

Sid Davis Productions
2429 Ocean Park Blvd.
Santa Monica, Calif. 90405
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Society for Visual Education, Inc.
1245 Diversey Parkway
Chicago, III. 60614

Southern Pacific Co.
Superintendent of Safety
65 Mar:ket St.
San Francisco, Cal. 94105

Tire Industry Safety Council
Distributor: "Tire Safety"
Box 726
Nev Z York, N.Y. 10010

U"n"ited World Films
7356 Milrose Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90000

University of California Extension Media Center
Educational Film Sales
Berkeley, Calif. 94720

University of Michigan
Michigan Highway Safety Research Institute
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48100

University of Nebraska
Great Plains Instructional Television Library
Lincoln, Nebr. 68500

Western Insurance Information Service
4050 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90005

State of Wisconsin
Division of Motor Vehicles
Hill Farms State Office Bldg.
4802 Sheboygan Ave.
Madison, Wisc. 53706

University of Wisconsin
Bureau of Audio-Visual Instruction
1313 W. Johnson St,
Madison, Wisc. 53706
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APPENDIX E 2

Suppliers of Resource Materials

Aaron, James E. and Strasser, Mar land K. Driver and
Traffic Safety Education: Content, Methods, and
Organization, The MacMillan Company, New York,
1969.

AEtna Life and Casualty Company in consultation
with Pepyne, Edward W. Teacher's Manual: AEtna
Drivotrainer System, film sections, AEtna Life and
Casualty Company, Driver Education Services,
Hartford, Connecticut, 1971.

Allstate Insurance Company. Allstate Good Driver
Trainer System, film booklets, Allstate Enterprises,
Inc., Northbrook, Illinois, 1971.

American Automobile Association. Practice Driving
Guide for Use With Sportsmanlike Driving, 6th
Edition, Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, 1970.

American Automobile Association. Sportsmanlike
Drivjng: Teacher's Guide, The South Carolina
Educational Television Center, AAA, Washington,
D.C., 1967.

American Automobile Association. Teacher's Hand-
book for Sportsmanlike Driving, 6th Edition,
Webster Division, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
New York, 1970.

American Automobile Association. Teaching Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, Webster Division,
McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1965.

Anderson, William G. In-Car Instruction: Methods
and Content-A Manual for Teachers of Driver
and Traffic Safety Education, Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, Reading, Massachusetts,
1968.

Anderson, William G. Laboratory Manual for Learn-
ing to Drive, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company,
Reading, Massachusetts, 1971.

Anderson, William G. Learning to Drive: Skills,
Concepts, and Strategies, Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company, Reading, Massachusetts, 1971.

Anderson, William G. Teacher's Manual for Learning
to Drive, Addison-Wesley Publishing Company,
Reading, Massachusetts, 1971.

Automotive Safety Foundation. A Resource Curricu-
lum in Driver and Traffic Safety Education, Automo-
tive Safety Foundation, Washington, D.C., January
1970.

Brody, Leon and Stack, Herbert J. Highway Safety
and Driver Education, Prentice Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey, 1954.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Driver Education and Traffic Safety, Prentice Hall,
Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1967.

Center for Safety Education, New York University.
Man and the Motor Car, Prentice Hall, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962.

Glenn, Harold T. Youth at the Wheel, Chas. A.
Bennett Company, Inc., Peoria, Illinois, 1958.

Halsey, Maxwell, Kaywood, Richard, and Meyerhoff,
Richard A. Let's Drive Right (Fifth Edition), Scott,
Foresman and Company, Glenview, Illinois, 1972.

Kearney, Paul W. How to Drive Better and Avoid
Accidents, Thomas Y. Crowell Co., New York,
1963.

Malfetti, James L. A Description of the Driving
Task Adaptable for a Manual for Beginning Drivers,
Teachers College, Columbia University. Prepared for
'American Association of Motor Vehicles Administra-
tors by the Institute for Highway Safety, 1970.

McKnight, A. James and Adams, Bert B. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume I: Task Descriptions,
HumA Resources Research Organization (HumRRO)
Alexandria, Virginia, November 1970.

McKnight, A. James and Hundt, Alan G. Driver
Education Task Analysis Volume Ill: Instructional
Objectives, Human Resources Research Organization
(HumRRO) Alexandria, Virginia, March 1971.

National Committee on Uniform Traffic Laws
and Ordinances. Uniform Vehicle Code and Model
Traffic Ordinance, The Michie Company,
Charlottesville, Virginia, 1968.

National Education Association. How Experienced
Teachers Develop Good Traffic Citizens: Tips and
Cues, Washington, D.C. 1958.

North American Professional Driver Education
Association. The New Driver's Guide, (Strasser/Aaron),
the San Dale Press, Bloomington, Illinois, 1965.

Pawlowski, Joseph G. and Johnson, Duane R.
Tomorrow's Drivers: Teacher's Edition, Lyons and
Carnahan, Chicago, 1971.

Quane, W. Laurance. Utilizing the Multiple Car
Driving Range, Industrial Technology/Traffic and
Safety Education, Illinois State University, Normal,
Illinois, June 1971.

Strasser, Mar land K., Ea les, John R., and Aaron,
James E. Driver Education: Learning to Drive
Defensively, Laid law Brothers, River Forest,
Illinois, 1969.

U.S. Air Force. The Safe Driving Handbook,
Grosset and Dunlap, New York, 1970.

U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal High-
way Administration. The New Look in Traffic
Signs and Markings, U.S. Government Printing
Office, Superintendent of Documents, Washington,
D.C. 1972.

Wiemer, M. Wayne, The Eye-Check Driver Evaluation
and Instruction Method: Teacher's Manual, 1100
Prairies Lawn Rd., Glenview, Illinois, 1970.
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